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SYNOPSIS OF THE PROPOSED LICENSE AMENDMENT REQUEST 

The submittal for the conversion to Improved Technical Specifications (ITS) consists of 7 
volumes and related attachments to the transmittal letter. The 7 volumes consist of the 
application of NRC Selection Criteria (Split Report) and ITS Section packages. Below is 
a brief description of the contents of the Split Report and each of the Section packages, as 
well as a brief explanation of how the material was prepared and the designations utilized.  

APPLICATION OF NRC SELECTION CRITERIA 

The Selection Criteria provides a discussion of how the 10 CFR 50.36(c)(2)(ii) criteria 
were evaluated with respect to the Current Technical Specification (CTS) requirements.  
This evaluation was performed only to determine those CTS requirements that are 
required to be retained in the proposed ITS. For those CTS requirements that do not 
meet any of the NRC selection criteria and are not retained in the proposed ITS, an 
evaluation of the CTS requirement against the criteria is provided in Appendix A.  

SECTION PACKAGES FOR SECTIONS 1.0 THROUGH 5.0 (18 SECTIONS) 

Each of the Section packages corresponds to a Section of the proposed ITS. ITS Section 
3.3, "Instrumentation," has been divided into four sub-Sections based on the 
instrumentation systems (Reactor Protection System, Engineered Safeguards Systems, 
Emergency Feedwater Indication and Controls, and Miscellaneous Instrumentation). ITS 
Section 3.4, "Reactor Coolant Systems," has been divided into two sub-Sections based on 
the systems (Reactor Coolant System and Reactor Coolant System Auxiliaries). Each 
Section, and sub-Section contains the required information to review the ITS Section, and 
is organized as described below: 

TAB ITS 

Contains the proposed ITS Limiting Conditions for Operation (LCOs).  

TAB ITS Bases 

Contains the proposed ITS Bases 

TAB CTS Markup 

Contains annotated copies of the CTS pages which show the disposition of 
existing requirements into the proposed ITS. The pages are arranged in ITS order.  
The upper right hand comer of the CTS page is annotated with the ITS 
Specification number to which the CTS page applies. Items on the CTS page that 
are addressed in other proposed ITS Sections (or Specifications within the 
Section) are annotated with the appropriate location.
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Where a proposed ITS requirement differs from a CTS requirement, individual 
details of the CTS revision are annotated with alpha-numeric designators which 
relate to the appropriate Discussion of Change (DOC). The DOC provides a 
concise justification for the change. The DOCs are located directly preceding the 
CTS Markup in each Section or sub-Section. The alpha-numeric designators also 
relate to the evaluations supporting a finding of No Significant Hazard 
Consideration (NSHC).  

The CTS pages in the Section packages reflect License Amendments issued as of 
the date of the submittal letter, and License Amendment Requests described in 
Attachment 2 to the submittal letter.  

The DOCs are numbered sequentially within each letter category for each ITS 
Section or sub-Section. The proposed changes for each CTS requirement are 
separated into the following categories: 

Designator Category 

A ADMINISTRATIVE - changes to the CTS that result in 
no additional or reduced restrictions or flexibility.  
These changes are supported in aggregate by a single 
NSHC.  

M TECHNICAL CHANGES - MORE RESTRICTIVE 
changes to the CTS that result in added restrictions or 
reduced flexibility. These changes are supported in 
aggregate by a single NSHC.  

L TECHNICAL CHANGES - LESS RESTRICTIVE 
changes to the CTS that result in reduced restrictions or 
added flexibility. Each corresponding evaluation is 
supported by a corresponding evaluation supporting a 
finding of NSHC.  

LA TECHNICAL CHANGES - REMOVAL OF DETAIL 
changes to the CTS that eliminate detail and relocate the 
detail to a licensee controlled document. Typically, this 
involves details of system design and function, or 
procedural detail on methods of conducting a 
surveillance. These changes are supported in aggregate 
by a single NSHC.
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R RELOCATED SPECIFICATIONS - changes to the 
CTS that encompass the requirements that do not meet 
the selection criteria of 10 CFR 50.36(c)(2)(ii). These 
changes are supported in aggregate by a single NSHC.  

The CTS Bases pages are replaced in their entirety. A single DOC justifies the 
replacement.  

TAB NSHC 

Contains evaluations required by 10 CFR 50.91(a) supporting a finding of No 
Significant Hazard Consideration (NSHC). Generic evaluations for a finding of 
NSHC have been written for each category of changes except Category "L." The 
evaluations supporting a finding of NSHC are ordered as follows: A, M, LA, R, 
and L. Each evaluation is annotated to correspond to the DOC discussed in the 
NSHC. The generic NSHC evaluations for Category A, M, and R changes are 
located in the Split Report section.  

TAB NUREG Markup 

Contains annotated copies of the applicable NUREG-1430, Revision 1, LCOs 
which show how the proposed ITS LCO differs from the NUREG LCO. Where a 
proposed ITS LCO differs from the NUREG LCO, individual details of the change 
are annotated with numeric designators which relate to the appropriate Discussion 
of Difference (DOD). The DOD provides a concise justification for the change.  
The LCO DODs are located directly preceding the associated markup for each 
Section or sub-Section.  

TAB Bases Markup 

Contains annotated copies of the applicable NUREG-1430, Revision 1, Bases 
which show how the proposed ITS Bases differ from the NUREG Bases. Where a 
proposed ITS Bases requirement differs from the NUREG Bases, individual details 
of the change are annotated with numeric designators which relate to the 
appropriate DOD. The DOD provides a justification for the change. The DODs 
are located directly preceding the associated markup of the NUREG Limiting 
Conditions for Operation for each Section or sub-Section.  

CTS MARKUP IN CTS ORDER 

The individual section CTS Markups in the Section packages were prepared in the order 
of the ITS. This volume provides an entire markup of the CTS in CTS order to 
demonstrate that all CTS requirements are accounted for. In many instances, the same 
CTS page is used in several ITS Sections. As a result, in this volume, the same CTS page
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will appear with the annotations associated with the ITS Section or sub-Section in which it 
appears.  

TREATMENT OF INSTRUMENT UNCERTAINTY 

During the development of the ANO-1 ITS, parameter values were reviewed to determine 
whether the CTS value contained allowances for instrument uncertainty. This review 
incorporated the results of the ANO-1 Plant Parameter Uncertainty Project (PPUP). The 
PPUP is an ANO design basis initiative based on Entergy Operations' graded approach 
methodology for determining and documenting uncertainties in the measurement of plant 
parameters. The purpose of PPUP is to evaluate all parameter values contained in the 
technical specifications and determine how instrument uncertainty should be characterized.  
The parameter values associated with the Reactor Protection System, Engineered 
Safeguards Actuation System, and Emergency Feedwater Initiation and Control System 
trip setpoints are characterized as "Allowable Values" containing allowances for 
instrument uncertainties. The actual trip setpoints entered into the bistables for these trip 
parameters are conservative with respect to the Allowable Values, and are controlled in 
the implementing procedures. Other parameter values contained in the ITS have been 
stated without allowances for instrunent uncertainty. In other words, these values reflect 
the value assumed in the safety analyses (where appropriate) with no allowance for 
instrument uncertainty. Unless otherwise noted, ITS parameter values do not contain an 
allowance for instrument uncertainty in the measurement of the parameter. These changes 
are considered to be administrative in nature. Entergy Operations proposes to control any 
required instrument uncertainties in the implementing procedures.  

ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT EVALUATION 

10 CFR 51.22(c) provides criteria for and identification of licensing and regulatory actions 
eligible for categorical exclusion from performing an environmental assessment. A 
proposed amendment to an operating license for a facility requires no environmental 
assessment if operation of the facility in accordance with the proposed amendment would 
not: (1) involve a significant hazards consideration, (2) result in a significant change in the 
types or significant increase in the amounts of any effluents that may be released off-site, 
or (3) result in a significant increase in individual or cumulative occupational radiation 
exposure. Entergy Operations, Inc. has reviewed this license amendment and has 
determined that it meets the eligibility criteria for categorical exclusion set forth in 
10 CFR 51.22(c)(9). Pursuant to 10 CFR 51.22(b), no environmental impact statement or 
environmental assessment need be prepared in connection with the issuance of the 
proposed license amendment. The basis for this determination is as follows: 

1. The proposed license amendment does not involve a significant hazards 
consideration as described previously in the evaluation.  

2. As discussed in the significant hazards evaluation, this change does not result in a 
significant change or significant increase in the radiological doses for any Design
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Basis Accident. The proposed license amendment does not result in a significant 
change in the types or a significant increase in the amounts of any effluents that 
may be released off-site.  

3. The proposed license amendment does not result in a significant increase to the 
individual or cumulative occupational radiation exposure because this change has 
been shown to retain controls necessary to limit exposures.
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EXISTING ANO-1 LICENSE AMENDMENT REQUESTS INCORPORATED INTO THE ITS 

DATE LETrER DESCRIPTION AFFECTED ITS SPEC CTS PAGE(S) 

August 6, 1998 1CAN089801 Revision of the Sodium Hydroxide Tank 3.6.7 37 and 39 
limits 

July 14, 1999 0CAN079901 Deletion of post accident sampling system N/A 126 
requirements 

August 18, 1999 1CAN089903 Revision to Engineered Safeguards 3.3.5 49 and 50 
Actuation System low reactor coolant 
system pressure setpoint 

September 17, 1999 0CAN099901 Revision of the curie limits for radioactive 5.5.12 66w 
gas storage tanks 

November 23, 1999 OCANI 19906 Revision of charcoal filter testing 5.5.11 66c, 66d, 66g, 66h, 
requirements per GL 99-02 109, 109a, and 1101 

January 27, 2000 OCAN010004 Revision of Condensate Storage Tank 3.7.6 40 and 41a 
volume

C
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DISPOSITION OF GENERIC CHANGES TO NUREG-1430

TSTF NRC ITS STATUS() NOTES DISCUSSION 
NUMBER STATUS SECTION 

TSTF-001, R 01 Rejected 3.0 NI Not incorporated due to rejection 

TSTF-002, R 01 Approved 3.8 INC 3.8 DOD-20 

TSTF-003, R 01 Rejected 1.0 NI Not incorporated due to rejection 
3.4A NI 
3.4B NI 
3.7 NI 

TSTF-004, R 01 Rejected 1.0 NI Not incorporated due to rejection 

TSTF-005, R 01 Approved 2.0 IWC Incorporated with the exception that NUREG-1430 2.2.5 has been retained as 2.0 DOD-03 
a site preference.  

TSTF-006, R 01 Approved 3.0 INC 3.0 DOD-01 

TSTF-007, R 01 Withdrawn 3.0 NI Not incorporated due to withdrawal 

TSTF-008, R 02 Approved 3.0 INC 3.0 DOD-05 
3.8 INC 3..8 DOD-08 

TSTF-009, R01 Approved 3.1 INC 3.1 DOD-01 
3.2 INC 3.2 DOD-02 

3.3A INC 3.3a DOD-28 

TSTF-0 16, R 02 Pending 3.8 NI Not incorporated due to not being approved 

TSTF-0 17, R 02 Approved 3.6 IWC ANO revised to maintain consistency with fuel cycle length. 3.6 DOD-08

C
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TSTF NRC ITS STATUSM" NOTES DISCUSSION 
NUMBER STATUS SECTION 

TSTF-019, R 01 Approved 1.0 INC 1.0 DOD-12 
3.3A INC 3.3a DOD-29 
3.3D INC 3.3d DOD-30 

TSTF-020, R 00 Approved 3.9 INC 3.9 DOD-21 

TSTF-021, R 01 Rejected 3.9 NI Not incorporated due to rejection 

TSTF-022, R 00 Rejected 3.9 NI Not incorporated due to rejection 

TSTF-026, R 00 Approved 3.4A NI Not incorporated due to retention of current license basis 

TSTF-027, R 03 Approved 3.4A IWC Revised to reflect unit specific design 3.4a DOD-06 

TSTF-028, R 00 Approved 3.4B IWC Required Actions for ITS 3.4.12 (NUREG-1430 LCO 3.4.16) have been 3.4b DOD-19 
revised to reflect the ANO-1 current license basis, in addition to the 
incorporation of TSTF-028 

TSTF-030, R 03 Approved 3.6 IWC ANO-I is not licensed as an SRP plant Therefore, Reference 6 has not been 3.6 DOD-06 
incorporated 

TSTF-036, R 04 Approved 3.7 NI Not incorporated due to retention of current license basis 
3.8 NI Not incorporated due to not including NUREG-1430 LCO 3.8.2, 3.8.5, 3.8.8, 

& 3.8.10 in the ANO-1 ITS 

TSTF-037, R 02 Approved 3.3D NI Not incorporated in NUREG-1430 3.8.1 and 3.3.17 due to retention of current 
3.8 NI license basis 
5.0 INC 5.0 DOD-19 

TSTF-038, R 00 Approved 3.8 NI Not incorporated due to not including NUREG-1430 SR 3.8.4.3 in the ANO-I 
ITS
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TSTF NRC ITS STATUS() NOTES DISCUSSION 

NUMBER STATUS SECTION 

TSTF-039, R 01 Withdrawn 1.0 NI Not incorporated due to withdrawal 

TSTF-040, R 00 Approved 1.0 IWC The reference to seal "injection" has not been incorporated since leakage is 1.0 DOD-13 
associated with escape of fluids from systems or boundaries. This is 1.0 DOD-14 
consistent with the current license basis 

TSTF-041, R 00 Pending 3.0 NI Not incorporated due to not being approved 

TSTF-042, R 00 Approved 3.0 INC 3.0 DOD-04 

TSTF-043, R 00 Approved 3.0 INC 3.0 DOD-09 

TSTF-044, R 00 Rejected 3.6 NI Not incorporated due to rejection 

TSTF-045, R 02 Approved 3.6 INC 3.6 DOD-04 

TSTF-046, R 01 Approved 3.6 INC 3.6 DOD-05 

TSTF-051, R 02 Approved 3.3D NI Approved too late in ITS development cycle for inclusion 
3.6 NI 
3.7 NI 
3.8 NI 
3.9 NI 

TSTF-052, R 02 Pending 1.0 NI Not incorporated due to not being approved 
3.0 NI 
3.6 NI 
5.0 NI 

TSTF-054, R 01 Approved 3.4B INC 3.4b DOD-26
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TSTF-056, R 00 Approved 3.4B NI Not incorporated based on not including NUREG-1430 LCO 3.4.11 in the 
ANO-I ITS 

TSTF-057, ROO Approved 3.4B INC 3.4b DOD-18 

TSTF-060, R 00 Approved 3.4B INC 3.4b DOD-28 

TSTF-061, R 00 Approved 3.4B INC 3.4b DOD-27 

TSTF-063, R 00 Approved 3.4A NI Superceded by changes made per TSTF-263 and incorporated 

TSTF-064, R 00 Withdrawn 1.0 NI Not incorporated due to withdrawal 

TSTF-065, R 01 Approved 2.0 NI Revised to reflect current ANO-I license basis 5.0 DOD-01 
5.0 IWC 5.0 DOD-33 

TSTF-068, R 02 Approved 3.9 NI Not incorporated due to incorporation of current license basis.  

TSTF-070, R 01 Approved 3.7 IWC Incorporated with editorial changes to reflect ANO-I naming conventions and 3.7 DOD-30 
to enhance readability of Bases inserts.  

TSTF-071, R 02 Approved 3.0 NI Not incorporated because site reviewers felt that the level of detail contained 
in the Bases without the change was appropriate.  

TSTF-086, R 00 Rejected 5.0 NI Not incorporated due to rejection 

TSTF-088, R 00 Withdrawn 1.0 NI Not incorporated due to withdrawal 

TSTF-090, R 01 Approved 3.5 IWC TSTF-090 was revised to retain the SR 3.5.3.1 Note in the Surveillance 3.5 DOD-12 
Requirement as well as echoing it in the LCO to avoid confusion with respect 
to the applicable SRs.
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TSTF NRC ITS STATUS") NOTES DISCUSSION 
NUMBER STATUS SECTION 

TSTF-091, R 01 Rejected 3.3D NI Not incorporated due to rejection 

TSTF-092, R 01 Modify 3.9 IWC TSTF-092 insert was revised to incorporate current license basis 3.9 DOD-04 

TSTF-096, R 01 Approved 3.9 INC 3.9 DOD-05 

TSTF-100, R 00 Approved 3.7 NI Not incorporated due to not including NUREG-1430 LCO 3.7.4 in the ANO-1 
ITS 

TSTF-101, R 00 Approved 3.7 INC 3.7 DOD-13 

TSTF-102, R 00 Rejected 3.7 NI Not incorporated due to rejection 

TSTF-104, R 00 Approved 3.0 INC 3.0 DOD-I1 

TSTF-105, R 01 Rejected 3.4A NI Not incorporated due to rejection 

TSTF-106, R 01 Approved 5.0 INC 5.0 DOD-38 

TSTF-107, R 04 Approved 3.1 NI Changes consistent with the current license basis were incorporated in lieu of 
TSTF-107 

TSTF-110, R 02 Approved 3.1 INC 3.1 DOD-12 
3.2 INC 3.2 DOD-03 

3.2 DOD-08 
3.2 DOD-22 

TSTF-113, R 04 Rejected 3.4B NI Not incorporated due to rejection 

TSTF-115, R 00 Withdrawn 3.8 NI Not incorporated due to withdrawal 
5.0 NI
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TSTF NRC ITS STATUSO) NOTES DISCUSSION 
NUMBER STATUS SECTION 

TSTF-116, R 02 Approved 3.4B IWC In addition to the incorporation of TSTF-1 16, additional clarification has 3.4b DOD-Il 
been added that steady state operation is at or near normal operating pressure 3.4b DOD-17 
as a plant specific clarification based on operating history 

TSTF-118, R00 Approved 5.0 INC 5.0 DOD-16 
5.0 DOD-35 

TSTF-1 19, R 00 Rejected 5.0 NI Not incorporated due to rejection 

TSTF-120, R 00 Rejected 5.0 NI Not incorporated due to rejection 

TSTF-121, R 00 Withdrawn 5.0 NI Not incorporated due to withdrawal 

TSTF-122, R 00 Approved 3.0 INC 3.0 DOD-07 

TSTF-123, R 01 Approved 4.0 INC 4.0 DOD-02 

TSTF-124, R 00 Approved 1.0 INC 1.0 DOD-08 

TSTF-125, R 01 Approved 1.0 INC 1.0 DOD-07 
3.2 INC 3.2 DOD-13 

TSTF-126, R 00 Approved 2.0 INC 2.0 DOD-02 

TSTF-137, R 00 Approved 3.4B NI Not incorporated due to the deletion of the LCO 3.0.4 exception note for 
incorporation of current license basis required actions 

TSTF-138, R 00 Rejected 3.4B NI Not incorporated due to rejection 

TSTF-139, R 01 Approved 3.7 NI Not incorporated due to not including NUREG-1430 LCO 3.7.14 in the 
ANO-I ITS
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TSTF NRC ITS STATUS") NOTES DISCUSSION 
NUMBER STATUS SECTION 

TSTF-140, R 00 Approved 3.7 IWC Reference to Final Policy Statement replaced with reference to 10CFR50.36 3.7 DOD-43 

TSTF-141,R01 Rejected 3.1 NI Not incorporated due to rejection 

TSTF-142, R 00 Approved 3.1 INC 3.1 DOD-29 

TSTF-143, R 00 Approved 3.1 INC 3.1 DOD-03 

TSTF-145, R 01 Withdrawn 3.6 NI Not incorporated due to withdrawal 

TSTF-152, ROO Approved 5.0 INC 5.0 DOD-26 

TSTF-153, R 00 Approved 3.4A IWC Revised Note proposed by TSTF-153 to clarify that pumps "may be removed 3.4a DOD-05 
3.9 NI from operation" in ITS Section 3.4. TSTF-153 was not incorporated in ITS 

Section 3.9 due to retention of current license basis.  

TSTF-154, R 02 Approved 3.1 IWC Reference to Final Policy Statement replaced with reference to 10CFR50.36 3.1 DOD-13 

TSTF-155, R 01 Pending 3.5 NI Not incorporated due to not being approved 

TSTF-156, R 01 Approved 3.1 INC 3.1 DOD-25 

TSTF-157, R 01 Withdrawn 3.7 NI Not incorporated due to withdrawal 

TSTF-158, R01 Approved 3.1 INC 3.1 DOD-40 

TSTF-159, R 01 Approved 3.1 INC 3.1 DOD-07
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TSTF NRC ITS STATUSO) NOTES DISCUSSION 
NUMBER STATUS SECTION 

TSTF-160, R 01 Approved 3.1 INC 3.1 DOD-20 
3.2 INC 3.1 DOD-33 

3.2 DOD-01 
3.2 DOD-06 
3.2 DOD-23 

TSTF-163, R 02 Approved 3.8 NI Not incorporated due to not including NUREG-1430 SRs 3.8.1.7, 3.8.1.12, 
3.8.1.15, and 3.8.1.20 in the ANO-1 ITS.  

TSTF-165, R 00 Approved 3.0 INC 3.0 DOD-12 

TSTF-166, R 00 Approved 3.0 INC 3.0 DOD-06 

TSTF-167, R 00 Rejected 5.0 NI Not incorporated due to rejection 

TSTF-173, R 00 Approved 3.7 INC 3.7 DOD-44 

TSTF-174, R 00 Approved 3.7 INC 3.7 DOD-48 

TSTF-196, R 00 Rejected 3.3D NI Not incorporated due to rejection 
3.6 NI 
3.9 NI 

TSTF-197, R 02 Approved 3.9 NI Not incorporated due to retention of current license basis 

TSTF-198, R 00 Withdrawn 3.8 NI Not incorporated due to withdrawal 

TSTF-199, R 00 Withdrawn 3.8 NI Not incorporated due to withdrawal 

TSTF-200, R 00 Withdrawn 3.8 NI Not incorporated due to withdrawal 

TSTF-201, R 00 Withdrawn 3.8 NI Not incorporated due to withdrawal

1
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TSTF NRC ITS STATUS"'t NOTES DISCUSSION 

NUMBER STATUS SECTION 

TSTF-202, R 00 Withdrawn 3.8 NI Not incorporated due to withdrawal 

TSTF-203, R 00 Withdrawn 3.8 NI Not incorporated due to withdrawal 

TSTF-204, R 01 Modify 3.8 NI Not incorporated due to not being approved 

TSTF-205, R 03 Approved 1.0 INC Details of the successful test of a channel relay being verified by the change of 1.0 DOD-20 
3.3A NI state of a single contact has not been incorporated since the ANO-1 design of 
3.3B NI the systems that would be affected by this change do not require this 
3.3C NI allowance. All required contacts are tested under the existing and proposed 
3.4B NI test scopes 

TSTF-209, R 01 Approved 3.7 INC 3.7 DOD-07 

TSTF-210, R 00 Approved 3.7 INC 3.7 DOD-45 

TSTF-21 1, R 00 Approved 3.3A IWC Bases changes proposed in TSTF-211 have been editorially revised for clarity 3.3a DOD-31 

TSTF-212, R 01 Approved 3.3A NI Not Incorporated due to retention of the ANO-1 current license basis for the 
affected Surveillance Requirements 

TSTF-213, R 00 Rejected 1.0 NI Not incorporated due to rejection 

TSTF-214, R 00 Approved 3.9 INC 3.9 DOD-13 

TSTF-215, R 00 Withdrawn 3.3B NI Not incorporated due to withdrawal 

TSTF-216, R 00 Approved 3.1 INC 3.1 DOD-14 
3.2 INC 3.2 DOD-16

t
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TST7 NRC ITS STATUSO) NOTES DISCUSSION 
NUMBER STATUS SECTION 

TSTF-217, R 01 Approved 3.3A INC TSTF-217 changes were revised in the ITS for LCO 3.3.5, Condition B, to 3.3a DOD-02 
3.313 IWC reflect the current license basis. TSTF-217 was not incorporated in ITS 3.3a DOD-20 
3.3C NI 3.3.11 due to retention of the ANO-1 current license basis. 3.3b DOD-02 

TSTF-218, R 00 Approved 3.3A INC 3.3a DOD-04 

TSTF-219, R 00 Approved 3.4B NI Not incorporated due to the revision of the LTOP Required Actions to provide 
adequate control for inoperabilities associated with the proposed LCO 

TSTF-220, R 00 Approved 3.1 NI Not incorporated due retention of current license basis 

TSTF-235, R 01 Approved 3.7 INC 3.7 DOD-02 

TSTF-248, R 00 Pending 1.0 NI Not incorporated due to not being approved 

TSTF-249, R 00 Approved 3.1 INC 3.1 DOD-39 

TSTF-250, R 00 Modify 4.0 NI Not incorporated due to not being approved 
5.0 NI 

TSTF-251, R 00 Rejected 5.0 NI Not incorporated due to rejection 

TSTF-252, R 00 Pending 5.0 NI Not incorporated due to not being approved 

TSTF-253, R 00 Approved 3.8 INC 3.8 DOD-03 

TSTF-254, R 00 Pending 3.8 NI Not incorporated due to not being approved 

TSTF-255, R 01 Approved 3.7 INC 3.7 DOD-49 

TSTF-256, R 00 Approved 3.1 INC 3.1 DOD-24
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NUMBER STATUS SECTION 

TSTF-257, R 00 Rejected 3.4B NI Not incorporated due to rejection 

TSTF-258, R 04 Approved 5.0 IWC TSTF-258 has been editorially revised to promote consistency 5.0 DOD-24 
5.0 DOD-33 
5.0 DOD-42 

TSTF-260, R 00 Pending 3.5 NI Not incorporated due to not being approved 
3.6 NI 
3.7 NI 

TSTF-261, R 00 Approved 3.4A INC 3.4a DOD-16 

TSTF-262, R 01 Pending 3.4A NI Not incorporated due to not being approved 

TSTF-263, R 03 Approved 3.4A IWC TSTF-263 has been revised in its incorporation in ITS 3.4.7 to clarify the 3.4a DOD-09 
Required Actions. This change is considered editorial in nature 3.4a DOD-12 

3.4a DOD-14 

TSTF-264, R 00 Approved 3.3A NI Not Incorporated due to the incorporation of the ANO-I current license basis 
for the affected Surveillance Requirements 

TSTF-265, R 02 Approved 3.4A INC 3.4a DOD-10 

TSTF-266, R 03 Approved 3.3D NI Not incorporated due to not being approved 

TSTF-267, R 00 Modify 1.0 NI Not incorporated due to not being approved 

TSTF-268, R 00 Approved 3.7 INC 3.7 DOD-47 

TSTF-269, R 02 Approved 3.6 INC 3.6 DOD-18 

TSTF-270, R 01 Withdrawn 1.0 NI Not incorporated due to withdrawal
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TSTF NRC ITS STATUS() NOTES DISCUSSION 
NUMBER STATUS SECTION 

TSTF-271, R 01 Approved 3.4B NI Not incorporated due to the revision of the LTOP Surveillance Requirements 
to provide for adequate surveillances with respect to the proposed LCO 

TSTF-272, R 01 Approved 3.9 NI Not incorporated due to no perceived benefit to ANO-I 

TSTF-273, R 02 Approved 3.0 INC 3.0 DOD-13 
5.0 INC 5.0 DOD-39 

TSTF-274, R 00 Rejected 3.8 NI Not incorporated due to rejection 

TSTF-276, R 02 Pending 3.8 NI Not incorporated due to not being approved 

TSTF-277, R 00 Rejected 3.5 NI Not incorporated due to rejection 

TSTF-278, R 00 Approved 3.8 INC 3.8 DOD-53 

TSTF-279, R 00 Approved 5.0 INC 5.0 DOD-Il 

TSTF-280, R 01 Approved 3.4B NI Not incorporated due to incorporation of current license basis 

TSTF-281, R 00 Pending 3.7 NI Not incorporated due to not being approved 

TSTF-282, R 00 Rejected 3.4A NI Not incorporated due to rejection 

TSTF-283, R 02 Pending 3.8 NI Not incorporated due to not being approved 

TSTF-284, R 02 Pending 1.0 NI Not incorporated due to not being approved 
3.1 NI 

3.4B NI 
3.7 NI 

TSTF-285, R 01 Approved 3.4B NI Not incorporated due to incorporation of current license basis
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TSTF-286, R 01 Modify 3.3A NI Not incorporated due to not being approved 
3.4A NI 
3.4B NI 
3.7 NI 
3.8 NI 
3.9 NI 

TSTF-287, R 04 Pending 3.7 NI Not incorporated due to not being approved 

TSTF-289, R 00 Approved 3.7 INC 3.7 DOD-08 

TSTF-291, ROO Approved 3.3a INC 3.3a DOD-17 

TSTF-292, R 00 Approved 3.3A INC 3.3a DOD-21 

TSTF-293, R 00 Approved 3.3A INC 3.3a DOD-23 

TSTF-294, R 00 Modify 3.1 NI Not incorporated due to not being approved 

TSTF-295, R 00 Approved 3.3D INC 3.3d DOD-18 

TSTF-299, R 00 Pending 5.0 INC 5.0 DOD-40 

TSTF-300, R 00 Approved 3.8 NI Not incorporated due to not including NUREG-1430 LCO 3.8.2 in the ANO-1 
ITS.  

TSTF-302, R 00 Rejected 4.0 NI Not incorporated due to rejection 

TSTF-308, R 00 Pending 5.0 INC 5.0 DOD-41 

TSTF-312, R 01 Approved 3.9 NI Not incorporated due to retention of current license basis
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TSTF-313, R 00 Pending 3.8 NI Not incorporated due to not being approved 

TSTF-316, R 01 Approved 3.5 INC 3.5 DOD-16 

TSTF-325, R 00 Approved 3.5 NI Not incorporated due to the incorporation of the ANO-1 current license basis 
for the affected Conditions and Required Actions.  

TSTF-327, R 00 Approved 3.3A NI Not Incorporated due to the incorporation of the ANO-1 current license basis 
for the affected Conditions and Required Actions 

TSTF-330, R O0 Pending 3.7 NI Not incorporated due to not being approved 

TSTF-333, R 01 Pending 3.8 NI Not incorporated due to not being approved 

TSTF-340, R 02 Pending 3.7 NI Not incorporated due to not being approved 

TSTF-342, R 00 Pending 3.3A IWC TSTF-342 was revised by the incorporation of ANO-1 current license basis 3.3a DOD-30 

TSTF-343, R 00 Pending 3.6 NI Not incorporated due to not being approved 
5.0 NI 

TSTF-344, R 00 Pending 3.1 INC Incorporated based on prior NRC approval of similar changes (TSTF-108) 3.1 DOD-02 

TSTF-345, R 00 Pending 3.2 INC Incorporated because this change is necessary to bridge the current license 3.2 DOD-01 
basis to the NUREG-1430 requirements 

TSTF-346, R 00 Pending 3.8 NI Not incorporated due to not being approved 

TSTF-348, R 00 Approved 5.0 NI Not incorporated due to retention of current license basis 

TSTF-349, R 00 Pending 3.9 NI Not incorporated due to not being approved
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TSTF-352, R 00 Pending 3.4B NI Not incorporated due to not being approved 

TSTF-358, R 01 Pending 3.0 NI Not incorporated due to not being approved 

TSTF-359, R 01 Pending 3.0 NI Not incorporated due to not being approved 

TSTF-361, R 00 Pending 3.9 NI Not incorporated due to not being approved 

(1) NI - Not Incorporated 
IWC - Incorporated with Changes 
INC - Incorporated
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NO. ITS CTS SUMMARY OF CHANGE CTS ITS DOD 
DOC 

1 3.2.3 RLA. B. 1 3.5.2.6.4 NUREG-1430 3.2.3, "AXIAL POWER IMBALANCE Operating Limits," M8 3.2 DOD-07 
Completion Time Required Action B. 1 Completion Time has been increased from 2 to 4 

hours in the ITS. CTS requires a power reduction if Axial Power 
Imbalance cannot be restored within 4 hours, however, there is no time 
limit provided to complete the power reduction.  

2 3.2.4 Completion N/A A second completion time has been added to NUREG-1430 3.2.4, LI 3.2 DOD-17 
Times "QUADRANT POWER TILT (QPT)," Required Action A. 1.2.2 requiring MI 3.2 DOD-07 

a reduction in nuclear overpower based on Reactor Coolant System flow M6 3.2 DOD-07 
and AXIAL POWER IMBALANCE trip setpoint 10 hours after the last 
performance of SR 3.2.5.1 when QPT is greater than the steady state 
limit. Required Action C. 1 Completion Time has been revised from 2 
hours to 4 hours. Required Action D. 1 Completion Time has been 
revised from 2 hours to 4 hours. An explicit Completion Time is not 
specified in the CTS.  

3 3.4.7 4.27.3 NUREG 3.4.7, "RCS Loops - MODE 5, Loops Filled," LCO b L8 3.4a DOD-18 
requirement for a specific steam generator level for steam generator 
OPERABILITY is relocated to the Bases. CTS Surveillance Requirement 
4.27.3 specifies a level of ;>0 inches on the startup range. The 
description of what constitutes an OPERABLE steam generator is 
described in the associated Bases since there are more options and 
restrictions than provided in either the NUREG or CTS.  

4 3.4.8 N/A NUREG-1430 3.4.8 Condition B has been revised by the addition of a M16 3.4a DOD-25 
Required Action that requires suspension of all activities involving 
reduction of reactor coolant system volume when two decay heat removal 
loops are inoperable or one is not in operation. This requirement is not 
specified in the ANO-I CTS.
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5 3.4.11 3.1.2 NUREG-1430 3.4.12, "Emergency Ventilation System," is modified. M3 3.4b DOD-06 
CTS LTOP requirements provide insufficient guidance on the required 
actions. The CTS also does not contain surveillances for some of the CTS 
LCO requirements. The NUREG-1430 3.4.12 Actions and Surveillance 
Requirements are not totally applicable to the CTS LCO requirements 
that have been retained.  

6 3.5.2 N/A NUREG-1430 3.5.2, "ECCS - Operating," has been revised to require a All 3.5 DOD-05 
shutdown (in lieu of LCO 3.0.3) for one or more trains inoperable with 
<100% of the ECCS flow equivalent to a single OPERABLE ECCS train 
available. CTS does not contain a similar requirement and would require 
entry into LCO 3.0.3.  

7 3.7.1 3.4.1.2 NUREG-1430 3.7.1, "MSSVs," Figure 3.7.1-1 has been editorially LI 3.7 DOD-01 
reformatted to be replaced by Table 3.7.1-1 providing limitations for 
operation with more than one inoperable MSSV per steam generator.  
CTS does not allow operation with more than 2 inoperable MSSVs.  

8 3.4.13.1 Table 4.1-2 NUREG-1430 3.4.13, "RCS Operational Leakage," SR 3.4.13.1 has been L12 3.4b DOD-Il 
item 6a modified to require the RCS water inventory balance to be performed "at 

or near operating pressure." The CTS does not provide this explicit 
allowance.  

9 6.14 5.5.1 Reference to specific requirements (by Specification number) are deleted Al 5.0 DOD-07 
from the NUREG 5.5.1.b description of the Offsite Dose Calculation 
Manual (ODCM). CTS 6.14 also referred to specific requirements.  
These cross references have been deleted. The OtDCM description still 
refers to the affected reports by name.
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10 5.2.2.b Table 6.2-1 NUREG-1430 (incorporating TSTF-258) does not retain Operator A5 5.0 DOD-24 
staffing. 10 CFR 55.4, related to Operator Licenses, requires a Technical 
Specification reference to Licensed positions on shift. CTS provides 
explicit staffing requirements. The ITS contains a reference to 10 CFR 
10 CFR 50.54(m)(2)(i).

1
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3.2.5 N/A NUREG-1430 3.2.5, "Power Peaking Factors," Required Action A.I and M9 3.2 DOD-07 
A.3 have been revised to require a power reduction to restore linear heat 3.2 DOD-23 
rate to within limits. The associated Completion Time has been revised 3.2 DOD-31 
from 24 hours to 2 hours. Required Action C. I (ITS R. A. B. 1) has been 
revised to require a power reduction to :20% RTP within 4 hours if linear 
heat rate (LHR) is not restored to within limits within 2 hours. The CTS 
do not provide guidance for this condition.  

2 3.3.3 N/A NUREG-1430 3.3.3, "Reactor Protection System - Reactor Trip Module," M14 3.3a DOD-20 
- If two or more reactor trip modules (RTMs) inoperable. If two or more 
RTMs are inoperable, this change provides specific Required Actions to 
open the control rod drive trip breakers or remove power from the control 
rod drive system. LCO 3.0.3 would not require these same actions and 
could allow the unit to remain in MODE 3 within the applicability. CTS 
provides no specific actions for inoperable RTMs.  

3 3.3.11 N/A NUREG-1430 3.3.11, "Emergency Feedwater Initiation and Control M4 3.3c DOD-06 
(EFIC) System," - In addition to the NUREG Action to be <750 PSIG, 
the ITS provides an option for closing all associated valves in the event 
Function 3a is inoperable and the Required Actions or associated 
Completion Times are not met. CTS only requires placing the unit in 
MODE 3.
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4 3.3.12 N/A NUREG-1430 LCO 3.3.12, "Emergency Feedwater Initiation and Control M4 3.3c DOD-Il 
(EFIC) Manual Initiation - Applicability has been revised from MODES 
1, 2, and 3 to "When associated EFIC Function is required to be 
OPERABLE." The CTS does not provide explicit requirements for the 
Applicability of the EFIC manual trip other than requiring 
OPERABILITY during startup and power operation. This change 
ensures the manual initiation backup to the automatic function is 
available in those MODES in which the Function is required.  

5 3.4.1 N/A NUREG-1430 LCO 3.4. 1, "RCS Pressure Temperature and Flow M10 3.4a DOD-OI 
Departure From Nucleate Boiling Limits," has been revised by relocating 3.4a DOD-02 
the reactor coolant system pressure, temperature and flow departure from 3.4a DOD-03 
nucleate boiling limits to the Core Operating Limits Report, by the 
addition of a Note to SR 3.4.1.1, and by rewording the Note associated 
with SR 3.4.1.4. The requirements contained in ITS 3.4.1 were not 
contained in the CTS.  

6 3.4.5 N/A NUREG-1430 LCO 3.4.5, "RCS Loops - MODE 3," LCO b core outlet L7 3.4a DOD-17 
temperature is revised from "at least 10*F below" to "sufficiently below M15 
saturation temperature to assure subcooling capability." CTS does not 
contain this limitation.  

7 3.4.10 3.1.1.3.B NUREG-1430 3.4.10, "Pressurizer Safety Valves," has been modified to M2 3.4b DOD-03 
reflect the CTS requirement for only one safety in MODE 3 and 4.  
However, CTS does not provide any actions in this MODE and does not 
recognize LTOP applicability.
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8 3.5.1.4 Table 4.1-3 NUREG-1430 3.5.1, -Core Flood Tanks," SR 3.5.1.4, "Frequency has L3 3.5 DOD-03 
Item 3 been extended from six hours to 12 hours after each solution increase. M3 

This sampling Frequency does not exist in the ANO-1 CTS which only 
states after each makeup. The changes reflect the plant specific time 
needed to recirculate a core flood tank and to reflect the control room 
indication available to determine the quantity added to a core flood tank.  

9 3.8.5 N/A NUREG-1430 3.8.7, "Inverters - Operating," SR 3.8.7.1 Frequency has MI 3.8 DOD-46 
been revised from 7 days to 31 days. This SR is not required by the CTS.  

10 SR 3.9.3.3 3.8.10 NUREG-1430 3.9.3, "Containment Penetrations," has been revised to L3 3.9 DOD-03 
include the reactor building purge radiation monitor. NUREG-1430 LCO 
3.3.15, "Reactor Building Purge Isolation - High Radiation" was not 
incorporated in the ITS. The CTS contains a reactor building purge 
radiation monitor SR with a Frequency of "within 7 days prior to moving 
fuel." This has been revised to once every 18 months in the ITS.  

11 3.9.5.1 N/A NUREG-1430 3.9.5, "Decay Heat Removal and Coolant Circulation - Mi 3.9 DOD-17 
Low Water Level," SR 3.9.5.2 has been revised to require verification of 
correct breaker alignment and indicated power available for each required 
decay heat removal (DHR) pump. The CTS does not contain this SR.  

12 N/A 5.5.13 NUREG-1430 Specification 5.5.13 description of Diesel Fuel Oil Testing M9 5.0 DOD 14 
Program has been revised the new fuel oil test of "clear and bright 
appearance with proper color" to "water and sediment within limits." 
The CTS does not provide requirements for testing new fuel oil. ANO 
fuel oil is supplied with added dye which precludes the "clear and bright" 
test.  

13 3.8 N/A NUREG-1430 LCOs 3.8.2, 3.8.5, 3.8.8, and 3.8.10 are not incorporated N/A 3.8 DOD-17 
in the ITS. The CTS provides no explicit requirements for these 
components, treating them as support systems.
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14 Various Various Parameter values incorporated in the ITS have been revised to reflect the Various Various 
associated analytical values. Allowances for instrument uncertainty have 
been removed and are proposed to be retained under licensee control.
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APPLICATION OF SELECTION CRITERIA TO ANO-1 TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS 

INTRODUCTION 

The purpose of this document is to confirm the results of the Babcock & Wilcox (B&W) 
Owners Group application of the Technical Specification selection criteria on a plant specific 
basis for Arkansas Nuclear One -- Unit 1 (ANO-1). Entergy Operations has reviewed this 
application of selection criteria and confirmed the applicability of the selection criteria to each 
of the Technical Specifications as reported in BAW-1923, Volume I, "Justification and 
Background for Technical Specification Improvements" submitted by letter dated February 16, 
1987, B&W Owners Group Technical Report 47-1170689-00, "Application of Selection 
Criteria to the B&W Standard Technical Specifications" submitted by letter dated October 15, 
1987, "NRC Staff Review of Nuclear Steam Supply Vendor Owners Groups' Application of 
the Commission's Interim Policy Statement Criteria to Standard Technical Specifications" 
(Wilgus/Murley letter dated May 9, 1988), and NUREG-1430, "Standard Technical 
Specifications, Babcock & Wilcox Plants" and applied the criteria to each of the current 
ANO-1 Technical Specifications. Additionally, in accordance with 10 CFR 50.36 Criterion 4, 
this confirmation of the application of the selection criteria includes confirmation of the risk 
insights from probabilistic safety assessment evaluations as applicable to ANO-1.

ANO-1 ITS 1/28/20001-1
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SELECTION CRITERIA 

Entergy Operations has utilized the selection criteria provided in 10 CFR 50.36 (Effective 
August 18, 1995) to develop the results contained in the attached matrix. Probabilistic Safety 
Assessment (PSA) insights were utilized and are discussed in the next section of this report.  
The selection criteria of 10 CFR 50.36 and discussion provided in 60 FR 36959, July 19, 1995, 
are quoted below.  

Criterion 1: Installed instrumentation that is used to detect, and indicate in the control room, a 
significant abnormal degradation of the reactor coolant pressure boundary.  

Discussion of Criterion 1: A basic concept in the adequate protection of the public 
health and safety is the prevention of accidents. Instrumentation is installed to detect 
significant abnormal degradation of the reactor coolant pressure boundary so as to 
allow operator actions to either correct the condition or to shut down the plant safely, 
thus reducing the likelihood of a loss-of-coolant accident.  

This criterion is intended to ensure that Technical Specifications control those 
instruments specifically installed to detect excessive reactor coolant system leakage.  
This criterion should not, however, be interpreted to include instrumentation to detect 
precursors to reactor coolant pressure boundary leakage or instrumentation to identify 
the source of actual leakage (e.g., loose parts monitor, seismic instrumentation, valve 
position indicators).  

Criterion 2: A process variable, design feature, or operating restriction that is an initial 
condition of a design basis accident or transient analysis that either assumes the failure of or 
presents a challenge to the integrity of a fission product barrier.  

Discussion of Criterion 2: Another basic concept in the adequate protection of the 
public health and safety is that the plant shall be operated within the bounds of the 
initial conditions assumed in the existing design basis accident and transient analyses 
and that the plant will be operated to preclude unanalyzed transients and accidents.  
These analyses, which are contained in the SAR, consist of postulated events for which 
a structure, system or component must meet specified functional goals. They either 
assume the failure of or present a challenge to the integrity of a fission product barrier.  

As used in Criterion 2, process variables are only those parameters for which specific 
values or ranges of values have been chosen as reference bounds in the design basis 
accident or transient analyses and which are monitored and controlled during power 
operation such that process values remain within the analysis bounds. Process variables 
captured by Criterion 2 are not, however, limited to only those directly monitored from 
the control room. These could also include other features or characteristics that are 
specifically assumed in the design basis accident and transient analyses even if they
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cannot be directly observed in the control room (e.g., moderator temperature 
coefficient and hot channel factors).  

The purpose of this criterioni is to capture those process variables that have initial 
values assumed in the design basis accident and transient analyses, and which are 
monitored and controlled during power operation. As long as these variables are 
maintained within the established values, risk to the public safety is presumed to be 
low.  

Criterion 3: A structure, system, or component that is part of the primary success path and 
which functions or actuates to mitigate a design basis accident or transient that either assumes 
the failure of or presents a challenge to the integrity of a fission product barrier.  

Discussion of Criterion 3: A third concept in the adequate protection of the public 
health and safety is that in the event that a postulated design basis accident or transient 
should occur, structures, systems, and components are available to function or to 
actuate in order to mitigate the consequence of the design basis accident or transient.  
Safety sequence analyses or their equivalent have been performed in recent years and 
provide a method of presenting the plant response to an accident. These can be used to 
define the primary success paths.  

It is the intent of this criterion to capture into Technical Specifications only those 
structures, systems, and components that are part of the primary success path of a 
safety sequence analysis. Also captured by this criterion are those support and 
actuation systems that are necessary for items in the primary success path to 
successfully function. The primary success path for a particular mode of operation 
does not include backup and diverse equipment (e.g., rod withdrawal block which is a 
backup to the average power range monitor high flux trip in the startup mode, safety 
valves which are backup to low temperature overpressure relief valves during cold 
shutdown).

ANO-1 ITS 1/28/20002-2
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Criterion 4: A structure, system, or component which operating experience or probabilistic 
risk assessment has shown to be significant to public health and safety.  

Discussion of Criterion 4: It is the Commission's policy that licensees retain in their 
Technical Specifications LCOs, action statements, and Surveillance Requirements for 
the following systems (as applicable), which operating experience and PSA have 
generally shown to be significant to public health and safety and any other structures, 
systems, and components that meet this criterion: 

"* Reactor Coolant Isolation Cooling/Isolation Condenser, 
"* Residual Heat Removal, 
"• Standby Liquid Control, and 
"* Recirculation Pump Trip.  

The Commission recognizes that other structures, systems, and components may meet 
this criterion. Plant- and design-specific PSAs have yielded valuable insight to unique 
plant vulnerabilities not fully recognized in safety, design basis accident, or transient 
analyses. It is the intent of this criterion that those requirements that PSA or operating 
experience exposes as significant to public health and safety, consistent with the 
Commission's Safety Goal and Severe Accident Policies, be retained or included in the 
Technical Specifications.  

The Commission expects that licensees, in preparing their Technical Specification 
related submittals, will utilize any plant-specific PSA or risk survey and any available 
literature on risk insights and PSAs. This material should be employed to strengthen 
the technical bases for those requirements that remain in Technical Specifications, when 
applicable, and to verify that none of the requirements to be relocated contain 
constraints of prime importance in limiting the likelihood or severity of the accident 
sequences that are commonly found to dominate risk. Similarly, the NRC staff will also 
employ risk insights and PSAs in evaluating Technical Specifications related submittals.  
Further, as a part of the Commission's ongoing program of improving Technical 
Specifications, it will continue to consider methods to make better use of risk and 
reliability information for defining future generic Technical Specification requirements.
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PSA INSIGHTS 

Introduction and Objectives 

The Federal Register (60 FR 36959, July 19, 1995) final rule discussion contains a statement 
that the NRC expects licensees to utilize any plant-specific PSA or risk survey and any 
available literature on risk insights and PSAs to strengthen the technical bases for those 
requirements that remain in Technical Specifications and to verify that none of the 
requirements to be relocated contain constraints of prime importance in limiting the likelihood 
or severity of the accident sequences that are commonly found to dominate risk.  

Those Technical Specifications proposed as being relocated to other plant controlled 
documents will be maintained under programs subject to the 10 CFR 50.59 review process.  
These relocated Specifications have been compared to the ANO-1 PSA material with two 
purposes: 1) to identify if a Specification or topic is addressed by PSA, and 2) if addressed, to 
judge if the relocated Specification component or topic is risk important. In addition, in some 
cases risk was judged independent of any specific PSA material. The intent of the review was 
to provide a supplemental screen to the deterministic criteria.  

Assumptions and Approach 

Any relocated system or component specifically addressed by PSA material is assumed to 
participate in core melt or plant risk. The first step in the screening process was to identify 
those systems and components.  

The risk significance of the contribution of an identified system or component was then 
assessed. PSA data, initiating events, sequence frequencies, fault trees, and event trees were 
examined to aid in the judgement of the risk significance. In some cases the judgements were 
clearly supported by the PSA material used. In other cases the judgements were subjective.  
The assessment was based on plant risk insights and the ANO-1 PSA.  

In making the evaluation, judgement was exercised on some components or topics that also 
require judgement using deterministic criteria. The PSA approach provides a supplemental 
approach to the use of deterministic criteria but is considered inappropriate for use alone.
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RESULTS OF APPLICATION OF SELECTION CRITERIA 

The selection criteria from Section 2 were applied to the ANO-1 Technical Specifications. The 
attachment is a summary of that application indicating which Specifications are being retained 
or relocated. Discussions that document the rationale for the relocation of each Specification 
which failed to meet the selection criteria are provided in Appendix A. No Significant Hazards 
Considerations (10 CFR 50.92) evaluations for those Specifications relocated are also 
provided. Entergy Operations will relocate those Specifications identified as not satisfying the 
criteria to ANO-1 licensee controlled documents whose changes are governed by an 
appropriate regulatory mechanism, such as 10 CFR 50.59.
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TS FOR 

INCLUSION 

1 Definitions 1.1, This section provides definitions for several defined terms used 
3.3.1, throughout the remainder of the Technical Specifications. They are 
3.6.1, provided to improve the meaning of certain terms. As such, direct 
3.6.2, application of the screening criteria is not appropriate. However, only 
3.6.3 those definitions for defined terms that remain as a result of application 

of the screening criteria will remain as definitions in this section of the 
ITS.  

2.1 Safety Limits, Reactor Core 
2.1.1 Maximum Fuel Centerline Temperature 2.1.1.1 Yes N/A Application of Technical Specification screening criteria is not 

safety limit appropriate. However, Safety Limits will be included in the ITS as 
required by 10CFR 50.36.  

2.1.2 Departure From Nucleate Boiling Ratio 2.1.1.2 Yes N/A Application of Technical Specification screening criteria is not 
safety limit appropr ate. However, Safety Limits will be included in the ITS as 

required by 10CFR 50.36.  
2.1.3 RCS Core Outlet Temperature And 2.1.1.3 Yes N/A Application of Technical Specification screening criteria is not 

Pressure safety limit appropriate. However, Safety Limits will be included in the ITS as 
required by 10CFR 50.36.  

2.2 Safety Limits - Reactor System 
Pressure 

2.2.1 Maximum RCS pressure safety limit 2.1.2 Yes N/A Application of Technical Specification screening criteria is not 
appropriate. However, Safety Limits will be included in the ITS as 
required by 10CFR 50.36.  

2.2.2 Pressurizer Code Safety Valves 3.4.10 Yes 3 &4 
2.3 Limiting Safety System Settings, 

Protective Instrumentation 
2.3.1 Reactor Protection System Trip Setting 3.3.1 Yes 3 & 4 Application of Technical Specification screening criteria is not 

Limits appropriate. However, the RPS LSSS have been included as part of the 
RPS instrumentation Specification, which has been retained since the 
Functions either actuate to mitigate the consequences of Design Basis 
Accidents and transients or are retained as directed by the NRC as the 
Functions are part of RPS.
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3.0 Limiting Conditions For Operation 
(General) 

3.0.1 Operational Mode applicability for 3.0.1 Yes N/A This Specification provides generic guidance applicable to one or more 
LCO requirements Specifications. The information is provided to facilitate understanding 

of Limiting Conditions for Operations and Surveillance Requirements.  
As such, direct application of the Technical Specification screening 
criteria is not appropriate. However, the general requirements will be 

I _retained in the ITS, as modified consistent with NUREG-1430. Rev. 1.  
3.0.2 Compliance with the specifications 3.0.2 Yes N/A This Specification provides generic guidance applicable to one or more 

Specifications. The information is provided to facilitate understanding 
of Limiting Conditions for Operations and Surveillance Requirements.  
As such, direct application of the Technical Specification screening 
criteria is not appropriate. However, the general requirements will be 
retained in the ITS, as modified consistent with NUREG-1430, Rev. 1.  

3.0.3 Generic Actions for noncompliance 3.0.3 Yes N/A This Specification provides generic guidance applicable to one or more 
Specifications. The information is provided to facilitate understanding 
of Limiting Conditions for Operations and Surveillance Requirements.  
As such, direct application of the Technical Specification screening 
criteria is not appropriate. However, the general requirements will be 
retained in the ITS, as modified consistent with NUREG-1430, Rev. 1.  

3.0.4 Entry into Operational Mode 3.0.4 Yes N/A This Specification provides generic guidance applicable to one or more 
restrictions Specifications. The information is provided to facilitate understanding 

of Limiting Conditions for Operations and Surveillance Requirements.  
As such, direct application of the Technical Specification screening 
criteria is not appropriate. However, the general requirements will be 
retained in the ITS, as modified consistent with NUREG-1430, Rev. 1.  

3.0.5 Electrical power system inoperabilities No Incorporated as Required Actions in ITS 3.8.1 (See 3.8 DOCs LI and 
M16) 

3.1.1 Operational Components 
3.1.1.1 Reactor Coolant Pumps 3.4.4 Yes 2 
3.1.1.2 Steam Generators 3.4.4, Yes 2&3 

3.4.5 

3.1.1.3 Pressurizer Safety Valves 3.4.10 Yes 3&4 
3.1.1.4 Reactor Internals Vent Valves No 
3.1.1.5 Reactor Coolant Loops 3.4.4, Yes 2 

3.4.5 
3.1.1.6 Decay Heat Removal 3.4.6, Yes 4 

3.4.7, 
3.4.8 

3.1.1.7 Reactor Coolant System Vents No Relocated to Technical Requirements Manual (See 3.4a DOCs LA2 and 
L9)
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3.1.2 Pressuriation, Heatup, and 
Cooldown Limitations 

3.1.2.1 Hydro Tests 3.4.3 Yes 2 
3.1.2.3 Heatup and Cooldown Rates 3.4.3 Yes 2 
3.1.2.4 Pressurization of Steam Generator No Relocated to Technical Requirement Manual. See Appendix A, page 1 

Secondary Side 
3.1.2.5 Pressurizer Heatup and Cooldown No Relocated to Technical Requirement Manual. See Appendix A, page 3 

Rates 
3.1.2.9 Core Flood Tank Discharge Valve 3.4.11 Yes 2 

Controls 
3.1.2.10 HPI MOV LTOP Control 3.4.11 Yes 2 
3.1.2.11 Reactor Coolant System Not Solid 3.4.11 Yes 2 
3.1.3 Minimum Conditions For Criticality 
3.1.3.1 Reactor Coolant System Temperature 3.4.2 Yes 2 
3.1.3.2 Reactor Coolant Temperature 3.4.3 Yes 2 
3.1.3.4 Pressrizer Level 3.4.9 Yes 2&4 
3.1.3.5 Regulating Rod Position Limits 3.1.5, Yes 2,3,&4 

3.1.8, 
3.1.9 

3.1.3.6 Emergency Powered Pressurizer 3.4.9 Yes 2&4 
1 Heaters 

3.1.4 Reactor Coolant System Activity 
3.1.4.1.a Total Specific Activity 3.4.12 Yes 2 
3.1.4.1.b The 1-131 dose equivalent of the 3.4.12 Yes 2 

radioiodine activity 
3.1.5 Chemistry _.  

3.1.5.1 Reactor Coolant Contaminant limits No Relocated to Technical Requirement Manual (See 3.4a DOCs LA2 and 
_________ _______________ _________LIO) 

3.1.6 Leakage 
3.1.6.1 Total RCS Leakage 3A.13 Yes 2&4 
3.1.6.2 Unidentified RCS Leakage 3.4.13 Yes 2&4 
3.1.6.3.a RCS Strength Boundary Leakage 3.4.13 Yes 2&4 
3.1.6.3.b Steam Oenerator Tube Leakage 3.4.13 Yes 2&4 
3.1.6.7 Reactor Coolant Leak Detection 3.4.15 Yes 1&4 

Instrumentation 
3.1.6.8 Returnable RCS Leakage No Relocated to Technical Requirement Manual (See 3.4b DOCs LA2 and 

_.. I Iressure IsoIation M5) 
3.1.6.9 1Pressure Isolation Valve Leakage 13.4.14 1Yes 14 _______________________
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3.1.7 Moderator Temperature Coeflicent 
of Reactivity Specification 

3.1.7.1 Moderator Temperature Coeficient 3.1.3 Yes 2&4 
3.1.8 Low Power Physics Testing 

Restrictions 
3.1.8.1 Reactor Protective System 3.1.9 Yes N/A 

Requirements 
3.1.8.2 Startup Rate Rod Withdrawal Hold 3.1.9 Yes N/A 
3.1.8.3 Minimum Reactor Coolant 3.1.8, Yes 4 

Temperature and Shutdown Margin 3.1.9 

3.1.9 Control Rod Operation 
3.1.9.1 Concentration of Dissolved Gases in No Relocated to the Technical Requirement Manual (See 3.1 DOC LAI) 

Reactor Coolant System 
3.1.9.2 Allowable Combinations of Pressure No Relocated to Technical Requirement Manual (See 3.1 DOCs LAI and 

and Temperature for Control Rod L14) 
Operations ,__ _,,,,,,_,,_,_, 

3.2 Makeup and Chemical Addition 
Systems 

3.2.1.1 Makeup Pump Operability No Relocated to Technical Requirement Manual (See 3.5 DOCs LA3 and 
Lii) 

3.2.1.2 Source of Concentrated Boric Acid No Relocated to Technical Requirement Manual (See 3.5 DOCs LA3 and 
Solution L 11) 

3.3 Emergency Core Cooling, Reactor 
Building Emergency Cooling and 
Reactor Building Spray Systems 

3.3.1.A Reactor Building Spray Pump 3.6.5 Yes 3 &4 
3.3.1.B Reactor Building Emergency Cooling 3.6.5 Yes 3 &4 
3.3.1.C Service Water Pumps 3.7.7 Yes 3&4 
3.3.1.D Low Pressure Injection (LPI) Pumps 3.5.2, Yes 3&4 

3.5.3 
3.3.1..E Low Pressure Injection Coolers 3.5.2, Yes 3 &4 

3.5.3 
3.3.1.F Borated Water Storage Tank (BWST) 3.3.15 Yes 3&4 Table 3.3.5-1, PAM # 15 

Level Instrument Channels 
3.3.1.G BWST Level and Concentration 3.5.4 Yes 3 & 4 
3.3.1.H Reactor Building Emergency Sump No Relocated to Bases for ITS 3.5.2 and 3.5.3. See 3.5 DOC LAI.  

Isolation Valves I I I II
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3.3.1.1 Engineered Safety Features Valves 3.5.2, Yes 3 & 4 
3.5.3, 
3.5.4, 
3.6.5, 
3.7.7 

3.3.2A High Pressure Injection (Makeup) 3.5.2 Yes 3 & 4 
Pumps 

3.3.2.B Engineered Safety Features Valves 3.5.2 Yes 3 & 4 
(HP__ 

3.3.3.A Core Flooding Tank Level and Pressure 3.5.1 Yes 3&4 
3.3.3.B Core Flooding Tank Boron 3.5.1 Yes 3&4 

Concentration 
3.3.3.C Core Flooding Tank Discharge 3.5.1 Yes 3 & 4 
3.3.3.D Core Flooding Tank Pressure and No Relocated to Technical Requirement Manual (See 3.5 DOC LA3) 

Instrument Channels 
3.3.4.A Reactor Building Spray Pump and 3.6.5, Yes 3 & 4 

Emergency Cooler with Reactor Critical 3.6.6 
3.3.4.C Sodium Hydroxide Tank Manual Valve 3.6.6 Yes 3 

Status 
3.3.4.D Engineered Safety Features Valves and 3.5.1, Yes 3&4 

Interlocks 3.5.2, 
3.5.3, 
3.5.4, 
3.6.5, 
3.6.6, 
3.7.7 

3.4 Steam and Power Conversion 
3.4.1.1 Two Steam Generators 3.4.4, Yes 2 & 3 

3.4.5 
3.4.1.2 Main Steam Safety Valves 3.7.1 Yes 3&4 
3.4.1.3 Condensate Storage Tank Level 3.7.6 Yes 4 
3.4.1.5 Main Steam Line Block Valve & Main 3.7.2, Yes 3 &4 

Feedwater Isolation Valve 3.7.3 
3.4.3 Two EFW trains shall be operable as 3.7.5 Yes 3 & 4 

follows:
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3.5.1 Operational Safety Instrumentation 
3.5.1.4 RPS key operated shutdown bypass No Relocated to Technical Requirement Manual. See Appendix A, page 5.  

switch 
3.5.1.12 Containment High Range Radiation 3.3.15 Yes 3 & 4 Table 3.3.15-1, PAM # 9 

Monitor 
3.5.1.13 Control Room ventilation radiation 3.3.16 Yes 3 

monitoring channel 
3.5.1.14 The Main Steam Line Radiation No Relocated to ODCM and SAR (See 3.3d DOC LA2) 

Monitoring Instrunnentation.  
3.5.1.15 EFC System Initiate Functions 3.3.11 Yes 3&4 
3.5.1.16 EFIC Steam Generator Isolation System 3.3.11 Yes 3&4 
3.5.1-1 Reactor Protection System (RPS) 3.3.1, Yes 3&4 

Functions 3.3.2, 
3.3.3, 
3.3.4, 
3.3.9, 
3.3.10 

3.5.1-1 Engineered Safeguards Actuation 3.3.5, Yes 3 &4 
System (ESAS) 3.3.6, 

3.3.7, 
3.3.15 

3.5.1-1 Emergency Feedwater Initiation and 3.3.11, Yes 3&4 
Control (EFIC) 3.3.12, 

3.3.13, 
3.3.14, 
3.3.15 

3.5.1-1 Decay heat removal system isolation 3.4.14 Yes 4 
valve automatic closure and interlock 
system_ 

3.5.1-1 Pressurizer level channels 3.3.15 Yes 3&4 Table 3.3.15-1 PAM# 13 
3.5.1-1 Emergency feedwater flow channels 3.3.15 Yes 3&4 Table 3.3.15-1 PAM# 17 
3.5.1-1 RCS subcooling margin monitors No See 3.3d DOC L15 
3.5.1-1 Electromatic relief valve flow monitor No See 3.3d DOC L15 
3.5.1-1 Electroinatic relief block valve position No See 3.3d DOC LI5 

indicator 
3.5.1-1 Pressurizer code safety valve flow No See 3.3d DOC L15 

I monitor 
3.5.1-1 Degraded voltage monitoring 3.3.8 Yes 3 & 4 
3.5.1-1 Containment high range radiation 3.3.15 Yes 3&4 Table 3.3.15-1 PAM # 9 

monitoring requirements
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3.5.1-1 Containment pressure:-highrangeLCO 3.3.15 Yes 3&4 Table 3.3.15-1 PAM# 7 
3.5.1-1 Containment water level - wide range 3.3.15 Yes 3 & 4 Table 3.3.15-1 PAM # 6 

LCO 

3.5.1-1 In core thennocouples (core-exit 3.3.15 Yes 3 &4 Table 3.3.15-1 PAM# 16 
thermocouples) ,_,, 

3.5.1-1 Control Room Radiation Monitors 3.3.16 Yes 3 
3.5.1-1 Reactor Vessel Level Monitoring 3.3.15 Yes 3 & 4 Table 3.3.15-1 PAM # 5 

System 
3.5.1-1 Hot Leg Level Measurement System 3.3.15 Yes 3 & 4 Table 3.3.15-1 PAM # 3 

(HLLMS) 
3.5.1-1 Main Steam Line Radiation Monitors No Relocated to ODCM and SAR (See 3.3d DOC LA2) 
3.5.2 Control Rod Group and Power 

Distribution Limits 
3.5.2.1 Available Shutdown Margin During 3.1.5, Yes 2,3,&4 

Power Operation 3.2.1 
3.5.2.4 Quadrant Power Tilt Restrictions 3.1.8, Yes 2 

3.2.4 
3.5.2.5 Control Rod Position 3.1.8, Yes 2&4 

3.1.9, 
3.2.1, 
3.2.2 

3.5.2.6 Reactor Power Imbalance 3.1.8, Yes 2 
3.2.3 

3.5.2.7 Control Rod Drive Patch Panel No Relocated to SAR (See 3.2 DOC LAI) 
Restrictions 

3.5.3 Safety Features Actuation System 3.3.5 Yes 3 & 4 
Setpolnts 

3.5.4 Incore Instrumentation No Relocated to Bases for 3.2.3 and 3.2.4 (See 3.2 DOCs LAI and M18) 

3.6 Reactor Building 
3.6.1 Reactor Building Operability 3.6.1 Yes 3 & 4 
3.6.2 Reactor Building Integrity Restrictions No Deleted (See 3.6 DOC 1A) 

When The RCS Is Open To 
Atmosphere 

3.6.4 Reactor Building Internal Pressure 3.6.4 Yes 2 & 4 
Limit I I
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3.7 Auxiliary Electrical Systems 
3.7.1.A Offsite Power Sources 3.8.1 Yes 3&4 
3.7.1.B Distribution System Operability 3.8.6 Yes 3 & 4 
3.7.1.C Diesel Generator Operability 3.8.1, Yes 3&4 

3.8.2 
3.7.1.F Off-site power undervoltage and 3.8.1 Yes 3 &4 

protective relaying interlocks 
3.7.1.G Selective load-shed features associated 3.8.1 Yes 3 & 4 

with Startup Transformer No.2 
3.7.3 125 VDC Electrical Power Subsystems 3.8.3 Yes 3 & 4 
3.7.4 Battery Cell Parameters 3.8.4 Yes 3 
3.8 Fuel Loading And Refueling 
3.8.1 Radiation Level Monitors for Refueling No Relocated to Technical Requirement Manual. See Appendix A, page 7.  
3.8.2 Neutron Flux Monitoring 3.9.2 Yes 4 

_Instrumentation 

3.8.3 Decay heat removal operation during 3.9.4, Yes 4 
fuel handling 3.9.5 

3.8.4 Boron Concentration 3.9.1 Yes 2 

3.8.5 Direct Communications between No Relocated to Technical Requirement Manual. See Appendix A, page 9.  
control room and refueling personnel 

3.8.6 Reactor Building Equipment hatch and 3.9.3, Yes 2 & 4 
Personnel Hatch 3.9.6 

3.8.7 Penetration Isolation Valves 3.9.3 Yes 4 
3.8.8 Fuel Assembly Separation No Relocated to Technical Requirement Manual. See Appendix A, page 

11.  
3.8.10 Reactor Building Purge Isolation Sys 3.9.3 Yes 4 
3.8.11 Minimum Time After Shutdown No Relocated to Technical Requirement Manual (See 3.9 DOC LA2) 

3.8.12 Severe Weather No Relocated to Technical Requirement Manual. See Appendix A, page 
- _13.  

3.8.13 Spent Fuel Cask Movement No Relocated to Technical Requirement Manual. See Appendix A, page 
15.  

3.8.14 Heavy Loads No Relocated to Technical Requirement Manual. See Appendix A, page 
17 

3.8.15 Fuel Enrichment in Spent Fuel Pool 4.3.1.1.A Yes N/A 
3.8.16 Burnup Restriction on Storage in 3.7.14 Yes 2 

Region 2 of Spent Fuel Pool 

3.8.17 Boron Concentration in Spent Fuel Pool 3.7.13 Yes 2 
3.8.18 Control Room Emergency Air 3.7.9, Yes 3 &4 

Conditioning and Emergency Filtration 3.7.10 
System
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3.9 Control Room Emergency Air 
Conditioning And Isolation System 

3.9.1 Control Room Emergency Air 3.7.10 Yes 3&4 
Conditioning System 

3.9.2 Control Room Emergency Ventilation 3.7.9 Yes 3 & 4 
system 

3.10 Secondary System Activity 3.7.4 Yes 2 &4 

3.11 Emergency Cooling Pond 
3.11.1 Emergency Cooling Pond Operability 3.7.8 Yes 3 

3.12 Miscellaneous Radioactive Materials No Relocated to Technical Requirement Manual (See 3.7 DOC LA3) 

Sources 
3.13 Penetration Room Ventilation 

System 
3.13.1 Penetration Room Ventilation System 3.7.11 Yes 3&4 

Operbility__________________ _____ 

3.14 Hydrogen Recombiners 
3.14.1 Hydrogen Recombiner Operability 3.6.7 Yes 3 

3.14.3 Hydrogen concentration instruments 3.3.15 Yes 3&4 Table 3.3.15-1 PAM # 10 

3.15 Fuel Handling Area Ventilation 
3.15.1 Fuel Handling Area Ventilation 3.7.12 Yes 3 

Operability ....  

3.16 Shock Suppressors (Snubbers) No Relocated to Technical Requirement Manual. See Appendix A, page 
19 

3.22 Reactor Building Purge Filtration No Relocated to Technical Requirement Manual. See Appendix A, page 

System 21 

3.23 Reactor Building Purge Valves _ 

3.23.1 Reactor Building Purge Valve 3.6.3 Yes 3 & 4 
Requirements 

3.24 Explosive Gas Mixture , ,, 
3.24.1 Waste Gas Decay Tank Explosive Gas 5.5.12 Yes N/A In accordance with agreements reached between the Industry and NRC, 

Limits this specification will be retained as a program in Administrative 
Controls. See 5.0 DOC LAS.  

3.25 Radioactive Effluents 

3.25.1 Radioactive Liquid Effluent Release 5.5.12 No In accordance with agreements reached between the Industry and NRC, 

Limits this specification will be retained as a program in Administrative 
Controls. See 5.0 DOC LAS.  

3.25.2 Waste Gas Storage Tank Curie Limit 5.5.12 No In accordance with agreements reached between the Industry and NRC, 
this specification will be retained as a program in Administrative 
Controls. See 5.0 DOC LAS.
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4.0 Surveillance Requirements 
4.0.1 Operational Modes SR 3.0.1 Yes N/A This Specification provides generic guidance applicable to one or more 

Specifications. The information is provided to facilitate understanding 
of Limiting Conditions for Operations and Surveillance Requirements.  
As such, direct application of the Technical Specification screening 
criteria is not appropriate. However, the general requirements will be 
retained in the ITS, as modified consistent 

4.0.2 Surveillance Interval and Extension SR 3.0.2 Yes N/A This Specification provides generic guidance applicable to one or more 
Specifications. The information is provided to facilitate understanding 
of Limiting Conditions for Operations and Surveillance Requirements.  
As such, direct application of the Technical Specification screening 
criteria is not appropriate. However, the general requirements will be 
retained in the ITS, as modified consistent 

4.0.4 Entry into Operational Mode SR 3.0.4 Yes N/A This Specification provides generic guidance applicable to one or more 
restrictions Specifications. The information is provided to facilitate understanding 

of Limiting Conditions for Operations and Surveillance Requirements.  
As such, direct application of the Technical Specification screening 
criteria is not appropriate. However, the general requirements will be 

retained in the ITS, as modified consistent 

4.0.5 ASME Code Class 1, 2, 3 Components 5.5.8 Yes N/A This Specification provides generic guidance applicable to one or more 
IST Specifications. The information is provided to facilitate understanding 

of Limiting Conditions for Operations and Surveillance Requirements.  
As such, direct application of the Technical Specification screening 
criteria is not appropriate. However, the general requirements will be 
retained in the ITS, as modified consistent 

4.0.5 ASME Code Class 1, 2, 3 Components No See 5.0 DOD A5 
ISI 

4.1 Operational Safety Items 
4.l.d Power Distribution Map 3.2.5 Yes 2 
4.1-1.38 Sodium Hydroxide Tank Level No Relocated to the Technical Requirement Manual. See Appendix A, 

Indicator page 23. Split Criteria applied to implied LCO. There is no explicit 
LCO requirement associated with this surveillance requirement 

4.1-2.5 Refueling System Interlocks - No Relocated to the Technical Requirement Manual. See Appendix A, 
Functioning Test page 25 of Split Report, Split Criteria applied to implied LCO. There 

is no explicit LCO requirement associated with this surveillance 
requirement.  

4.1- 2.10 Spent Fuel Cooling System - No Relocated to the Technical Requirement Manual. See Appendix A, 
Functioning Test page 25. Split Criteria applied to implied LCO. There is no explicit 

I_ I I I I LCO requirement associated with this surveillance requirement.
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4.1- 3. .f Reactor Coolant Boron Concentration No Relocated to the Technical Requirement Manual. See Appendix A, 
page 27. Split Criteria applied to implied LCO. There is no explicit 
LCO requirement for non-MODE 6 operating conditions associated 
with this surveillance requirement.  

4.1- 3.5.a Secondary Coolant - Gross Radioiodine No Relocated to the Technical Requirement Manual. See Appendix A, 
page 27. Split Criteria applied to implied LCO. There is no explicit 
LCO requirement associated with this surveillance requirement 

4.6 Auxiliary Electrical System Tests 
4.6.3 Emergency Lighting No Relocated to the Technical Requirement Manual. See Appendix A, 

page 29. Split Criteria applied to implied LCO. There is no explicit 
LCO requirement associated with this surveillance requirement.  

4.7 Reactor Control Rod System Tests 
4.7.2 Control Rod Program Verification No Relocated to the SAR. See Appendix A, page 31. Split Criteria 

applied to implied LCO. There is no explicit LCO requirement 
associated with this surveillance requirement 

4.15 Augmented Inservice Inspection No Relocated to the Inservice nspection Program. See Appendix A, page 
Program For High Energy Lines 33. Split Criteria applied to implied LCO. There is no explicit LCO 
Outside of Containment requirement associated with this surveillance requirement 

5.0 Design Features 
5.1 Site 4.1 Yes N/A Application of Technical Specification screening criteria is not 

approp'iate. However, specific portions of Design Features will be 
included in the ITS as required by 10 CFR 50.36. Individual Items are 
addressed in DOCs for 4.0.  

5.2 Reactor Building No Application of Technical Specification screening criteria is not 
appropriate. However, specific portions of Design Features will be 
included in the ITS as required by lO CFR 50.36. Individual Items are 
addressed in DOCs for 4.0.  

5.3 Reactor 4.2 Yes N/A Application of Technical Specification screening criteria is not 
appropriate. However, specific portions of Design Features will be 
included in the ITS as required by 10 CFR 50.36. Individual Items are 
addressed in DOCs for 4.0.  

5.4 New and Spent Fuel Storage Facilities 4.3 Yes N/A Application of Technical Specification screening criteria is not 
appropriate. However, specific portions of Design Features will be 
included in the ITS as required by 10 CFR 50.36. Individual Items are 
addressed in DOCs for 4.0.
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6.0 Administrative Controls 
6.1 Responsibility 5.1 Yes N/A Application of Technical Specification screening criteria is not 

appropriate. However, specific portions of Administrative Controls 
will be included in the ITS as required by 10 CFR 50.36. Individual 
Items are addressed in DOCs for 5.0.  

6.2 Organization 5.2 Yes N/A Application of Techmical Specification screening criteria is not 
"appropriate. However, specific portions of Administrative Controls 
will be included in the ITS as required by 10 CFR 50.36. Individual 
Items are addressed in DOCs for 5.0.  

6.3 Facility Staff Qualifications 5.3 Yes N/A Application of Technical Specification screening criteria is not 
appropriate. However, specific portions of Administrative Controls 
will be included in the ITS as required by 10 CFR 50.36. Individual 
Items are addressed in DOCs for 5.0.  

6.7 Safety Limit Violation 2.0 Yes N/A Application of Technical Specification screening criteria is not 
appropriate. However, specific portions of Administrative Controls 
will be included in the ITS as required by 10 CFR 50.36. Individual 
Items are addressed in DOCs for 2.0.  

6.8 Procedures and Programs 5.4,5.5 Yes N/A Application of Technical Specification screening criteria is not 
appropriate. However, specific portions of Administrative Controls 
will be included in the ITS as required by 10 CFR 50.36. Individual 
Items are addressed in DOCs for 5.0.  

6.10 Radiation Protection Program 1 No See 5.0 DOC A5 
6.11 High Radiation Area 5.7 Yes N/A Application of Technical Specification screening criteria is not 

appropriate. However, specific portions of Administrative Controls 
will be included in the ITS as required by 10 CFR 50.36. Individual 
Items are addressed in DOCs for 5.0.  

6.12 Reporting Requirements 
6.14 Offsite Dose Calculation Manual 5.6 Yes N/A Application of Technical Specification screening criteria is not 

(ODCM) appropriate. However, specific portions of Administrative Controls 
will be included in the ITS as required by 10 CFR 50.36. Individual 
Items are addressed in DOCs for 5.0.
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OL Operating License 
OL 2.C.5 Operating License Condition - System 5.5.2 Yes 2 The Technical Specification selection criteria have been applied to this 

Integrity operating License Condition since this requirement was included as a 
Specification in the old STS (NUREG-0123). The results of this 
evaluation have concluded that this condition meets the inclusion 
criteria and has been retained as a program in the ITS.  

OL 2.C.6 Operating License Condition - Iodine 5.5.3 Yes 4 The Technical Specification selection criteria have been applied to this 
Monitoring operating License Condition since this requirement was included as a 

Specification in the old STS (NUREG-0123). The results of this 
evaluation have concluded that this condition meets the inclusion 
criteria and has been retained as a program in the ITS.  

OL 2.C.7 Operating License Condition - 5.5.10 Yes 4 The Technical Specification selection criteria have been applied to this 
Secondary Water Chemistry operating License Condition since this requirement was included as a 
Monitoring Specification in the old STS (NUREG-O123). The results of this 

evaluation have concluded that this condition meets the inclusion 
criteria and has been retained as a program in the ITS.
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ANO-1 JUSTIFICATION FOR SPECIFICATION RELOCATION 

3.1.2.4 STEAM GENERATOR P/T LIMITS 

LCO Statement: 

3.1.2.4 The secondary side of the steam generator shall not be pressurized above 
200 psig if the temperature of the steam generator shell is below IOOF.  

LCO Related Requirements: 

3.1.2.6 

Discussion: 

The limitations on steam generator pressure and temperature provide protection against 

nonductile failure of the secondary side (shell) of the steam generator. These limits are 

calculated using the ASME code for Class A components and are considered to be 
conservative. An engineering evaluation of the continued structural integrity of the steam 

generators is required if these limits are exceeded. The actions associated with the limits and 
evaluation are located in TS 3.1.2.6.  

Comparison to Screening Criteria: 

Criterion I 

The steam generator P/T limits do not constitute an instrumentation system that is used to 
detect, and indicate in the control room, a significant abnormal degradation of the reactor 
coolant pressure boundary.  

Criterion 2 

Steam generator P/T limits are not a process variable, design feature, or operating restriction 
that is an initial condition of a design basis accident or transient analysis that either assumes the 
failure of or challenge to the integrity of a fission product barrier. This Technical Specification 

specifies limits on process variables consistent with the structural analysis results. These limits, 
however, do not reflect initial condition assumptions in the DBA.  

Criterion 3 

Steam generator P/T limits are not a structure, system, or component that is part of the 
primary success path and which functions or actuates to mitigate a design basis accident or 
transient that either assumes the failure of or presents a challenge to the integrity of a fission 
product barrier.  

Criterion 4 

PSA does not address steam generator P/T limits or brittle fracture of the shell. Except for 
wet lay-up, the conditions to permit violation of the limits are virtually nonexistent. It is 
inferred that the risk due to shell failure is small.
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Conclusion: 

Since the screening criteria have not been satisfied, the steam generator P/T limit requirements 
may be relocated to licensee controlled documents outside the Technical Specifications.
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3.1.2.5 PRESSURIZER HEATUP AND COOLDOWN LIMITS 

LCO Statement: 

3.1.2.5 The pressurizer heatup and cooldown rates shall not exceed IOOF/hr. The spray 
shall not be used if the temperature difference between the pressurizer and the 
spray fluid is greater than 43 OF.  

LCO Related Requirements: 

3.1.2.6 

Discussion: 

The heatup and cooldown rates and differential temperature limitation are placed on the 
pressurizer to prevent non-ductile failure and assure compatibility of operation with the fatigue 
analysis performed. The limits meet the requirements given in ASME Section EIl, Appendix G.  
These limitations are consistent with structural analysis results and are considered to be 
conservative. An engineering evaluation of the continued structural integrity of the pressurizer 
is required if these limits are exceeded. The actions associated with the limits and evaluation 
are located in TS 3.1.2.6.  

Comparison to Screenin! Criteria: 

Criterion 1 

Pressurizer heatup and cooldown rates and the spray fluid temperature limitation are not an 
instrumentation system that is used to detect, and indicate in the control room, a significant 
abnormal degradation of the reactor coolant pressure boundary.  

Criterion 2 

Pressurizer heatup and cooldown rates and the spray fluid temperature limitation are not a 
process variable, design feature, or operating restriction that is an initial condition of a design 
basis accident or transient analysis that either assumes the failure of or challenge to the 
integrity of a fission product barrier.  

Criterion 3 

Pressurizer heatup and cooldown rates and temperature limitation are not a structure, system, 
or component that is part of the primary success path and which functions or actuates to 
mitigate a design basis accident or transient that either assumes the failure of or presents a 
challenge to the integrity of a fission product barrier.  

Criterion 4
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The ANO-1 PSA does not address pressurizer P/T limits, temperature limits, or the integrity of 
the pressurizer (with the exception of the ERV and SRVs). This heatup and cooldown rate is 
considered to be a non-risk contributor to the core damage frequency and offsite releases.  

Conclusion: 

Since the screening criteria have not been satisfied, the pressurizer P/T and spray fluid 
temperature limit requirements may be relocated to licensee controlled documents outside the 
Technical Specifications.
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3.5.1.4 RESTRICTION ON USE OF SHUTDOWN BYPASS KEY SWITCH 
DURING POWER OPERATION 

LCO Statement: 

3.5.1.4 The key operated shutdown bypass switch associated with each reactor 
protection channel shall not be used during reactor power operation except 
during channel testing.  

LCO Related Requirements: 

NA 

Discussion: 

The shutdown bypass switch enables the power/imbalance/flow, power/pump, low pressure, 
and pressure/temperature trips to be bypassed allowing Control Rod Drive tests to be 
performed after the reactor has been shut down and depressurized below the low reactor 
coolant pressure trip point. This bypass is indicated on the plant annunciator, the cabinet alarm 
lamp panel, and internally in the cabinet. Before the bypass may be initiated, a high pressure 
trip bistable, which is incorporated in the shutdown bypass circuitry, must be manually reset.  
The setpoint of the high pressure bistable (associated with shutdown bypass) is set below the 
low pressure trip point. If pressure is increased with the bypass initiated, the channel will trip 
when the high pressure bistable associated with the shutdown bypass trips. Additionally, trip 
protection is provided while in shutdown bypass for reactivity addition accidents at low system 
temperature and pressure. During any such accident, any safety or regulating rods that are 
withdrawn will be automatically inserted in the core if the flux level exceeds the bistable 
setpoint. The use of the shutdown bypass key switch is under administrative control.  

Comparison to Screenine Criteria: 

Criterion I 

The RPS key operated shutdown bypass switch is not an instrumentation system that is used to 
detect, and indicate in the control room, a significant abnormal degradation of the reactor 
coolant pressure boundary.  

Criterion 2 

The RPS key operated shutdown bypass switch is not a process variable, design feature, or 
operating restriction that is an initial condition of a design basis accident or transient analysis 
that either assumes the failure of or challenge to the integrity of a fission product barrier.
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Criterion 3 

K> The RPS key operated shutdown bypass switch is not a structure, system, or component that is 
part of the primary success path and which functions or actuates to mitigate a design basis 
accident or transient that either assumes the failure of or presents a challenge to the integrity of 
a fission product barrier.  

Criterion 4 

The use of the shutdown bypass switch while at power would require an act of commission by 
the operator. Acts of commission are not considered credible in the PSA model. Therefore, 
the ANO-1 PSA does not consider the status of the key operated shutdown bypass switch.  
Actuating the keyswitch during reactor power operation with no RPS channel testing in 
progress would result in a channel trip. Use of the keyswitch is considered a non-significant 
contributor to core damage frequency and offsite releases.  

Conclusion: 

Since the screening criteria have not been satisfied, the key operated shutdown bypass switch 
requirements may be relocated to licensee controlled documents outside the Technical 
Specifications.
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3.8.1 RADIATION MONITORING INSTRUMENTATION DURING FUEL 
LOADING AND REFUELING 

LCO Statement: 

3.8.1 Radiation levels in the reactor building refueling area shall be monitored by 
instrument RE-8017. Radiation levels in the spent fuel storage area shall be 
monitored by instrument RE-8009. If any of these instruments become 
inoperable, portable survey instrumentation, having the appropriate ranges and 
sensitivity to fully protect individuals involved in refueling operation, shall be 
used until the permanent instrumentation is returned to service.  

LCO Related Requirements: 

3.8.9 

Discussion: 

Radiation monitors RE-8017 and RE-8009 are permanently installed in areas of personnel 
activity during fuel loading, refueling and fuel handling and provide an alarm locally and in the 
Control Room when triggered. When either is inoperative, the local radiation coverage and 
alarm functions are provided by portable survey instrumentation.  

Comparison to Screenin! Criteria: 

Criterion 1 

Radiation monitoring in the reactor building refueling area and spent fuel storage area is not 
used to detect, and indicate in the control room, a significant abnormal degradation of the 
reactor coolant pressure boundary.  

Criterion 2 

Radiation monitoring in the reactor building refueling area and spent fuel storage area is not a 
process variable, design feature, or operating restriction that is an initial condition of a design 
basis accident or transient analysis that either assumes the failure of or challenge to the 
integrity of a fission product barrier.  

Criterion 3 

Radiation monitoring in the reactor building refueling area and spent fuel storage area is not a 
structure, system, or component that is part of the primary success path and which functions or 
actuates to mitigate a design basis accident or transient that either assumes the failure of or 
presents a challenge to the integrity of a fission product barrier.
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Criterion 4 

Radiation monitoring in the reactor building refueling area and spent fuel storage area is not 
addressed in the ANO-1 PSA and is not credited in any accident analysis and is considered to 
be non-risk significant with respect to core damage frequency and offsite releases.  

Conclusion: 

Since the screening criteria have not been satisfied, the radiation monitoring instrumentation 
during fuel loading and refueling requirements may be relocated to a licensee controlled 
document outside of the Technical Specifications.
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3.8.5 DIRECT COMMUNICATIONS DURING CHANGES IN CORE 
GEOMETRY 

LCO Statement: 

3.8.5 Direct communications between the control room and the refueling personnel in 
the reactor building shall exist whenever changes in core geometry are taking 
place.  

LCO Related Requirements: 

3.8.9 

Discussion: 

Communications between the control room personnel and personnel performing core 
alterations is maintained to ensure that personnel can be promptly informed of significant 
changes in the plant status or core reactivity condition during refueling. The communications 
allow for coordination of activities that require interaction between the control room and 
refueling personnel.  

Comparison to Screenin! Criteria: 

Criterion 1 

Direct communications during changes in core geometry is not an instrumentation system that 
is used to detect, and indicate in the control room, a significant abnormal degradation of the 
reactor coolant pressure boundary.  

Criterion 2 

Direct communications during changes in core geometry is not a process variable, design 
feature, or operating restriction that is an initial condition of a design basis accident or transient 
analysis that either assumes the failure of or challenge to the integrity of a fission product 
barrier.  

Criterion 3 

Direct communications during changes in core geometry is not a structure, system, or 
component that is part of the primary success path and which functions or actuates to mitigate 
a design basis accident or transient that either assumes the failure of or presents a challenge to 
the integrity of a fission product barrier.  

Criterion 4 

Communications during changes in core geometry while in shutdown mode is beyond the 
scope of the at power PSA model and is considered to be non-risk significant with respect to 
core damage frequency and offsite releases.
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Conclusion: 

Since the screening criteria have not been satisfied, direct communications during changes in 
core geometry requirements may be relocated to other licensee controlled documents outside 
the Technical Specifications.
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3.8.8 MINIMUM SEPARATION BETWEEN FUEL HANDLING BRIDGES 

LCO Statement: 

3.8.8 When two irradiated fuel assemblies are being moved simultaneously by the 
bridges within the fuel transfer canal, a minimum of 10 feet separation shall be 
maintained between the assemblies at all times.  

LCO Related Requirements: 

3.8.9 

Discussion: 

When being moved, irradiated fuel assemblies should not be brought close to each other due to 

the possibility of a criticality accident or, more likely, cladding damage by contact. In normal 
use, it is physically impossible for fuel assemblies being moved with the fuel transfer canal 
bridges to be within 10 feet of each other. This restriction considers abnormal use of this 
equipment.  

Comparison to Screening Criteria: 

Criterion 1 

The separation requirement when moving irradiated fuel assemblies is not an instrumentation 
system that is used to detect, and indicate in the control room, a significant abnormal 
degradation of the reactor coolant pressure boundary.  

Criterion 2 

The separation requirement when moving irradiated fuel assemblies is not addressed in the 
ANO-1 PSA and is not credited in any accident analysis. The separation requirement is 

considered to be non-risk significant with respect to core damage and offsite releases because 
the physical dimensions of the fuel bridges make it impossible for fuel assemblies to be within 
10 feet of each other while being handled.  

Criterion 3 

The separation requirement when moving irradiated fuel assemblies is not a structure, system, 
or component that is part of the primary success path and which functions or actuates to 
mitigate a design basis accident or transient that either assumes the failure of or presents a 
challenge to the integrity of a fission product barrier.
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Criterion 4 

The separation requirement when moving irradiated fuel assemblies is not addressed in the 
ANO-1 PSA and is not credited in any accident analysis. The separation requirement is 
considered to be non-risk significant with respect to core damage and offsite releases because 
the physical dimensions of the fuel bridges make it impossible for fuel assemblies to be within 
10 feet of each other while being handled.  

Conclusion: 

Since the screening criteria have not been satisfied, the separation requirements when moving 
irradiated fuel assemblies may be relocated to other licensee controlled documents outside the 
Technical Specifications
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3.8.12 FUEL HANDLING OPERATIONS UNDER TORNADO WATCH 

LCO Statement: 

3.8.12 All fuel handling in the Auxiliary Building shall cease upon notification of the 
issuance of a tornado watch for Pope, Yell, Johnson, or Logan counties in 
Arkansas. Fuel handling operations in progress will be completed to the extent 
necessary to place the fuel handling bridge and crane in their normal parked and 
locked position. The provisions of Specification 3.0.3 are not applicable.  

LCO Related Requirements: 

NA 

Discussion: 

When a tornado watch has been declared by the National Weather Service for the vicinity of 
ANO then fuel handling operations in the Auxiliary Building must be ceased and the related 
equipment placed in a safe configuration. These actions are part of the requirements for 
responding to High Winds/Tornado/Thunderstorm portion of the Natural Emergencies 
procedure.  

Comparison to Screening Criteria: 

Criterion I 

The restriction on fuel handling during a local tornado watch is not an instrumentation system 
that is used to detect, and indicate in the control room, a significant abnormal degradation of 
the reactor coolant pressure boundary.  

Criterion 2 

The restriction on fuel handling during a local tornado watch is not a process variable, design 
feature, or operating restriction that is an initial condition of a design basis accident or transient 
analysis that either assumes the failure of or challenge to the integrity of a fission product 
barrier.  

Criterion 3 

The restriction on fuel handling during a local tornado watch is not a structure, system, or 
component that is part of the primary success path and which functions or actuates to mitigate 
a design basis accident or transient that either assumes the failure of or presents a challenge to 
the integrity of a fission product barrier.  

Criterion 4 

The restriction on fuel handling during a local tornado watch is not addressed in the ANO-1 
PSA and is not credited in any accident analysis and is considered to be non-risk significant 
with respect to core damage frequency and offsite releases.
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Conclusion: 

Since the screening criteria have not been satisfied, the requirements for moving irradiated fuel 
during a declared tornado watch in the local area, may be relocated to other licensee controlled 
documents outside the Technical Specifications.
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3.8.13 REQUIREMENTS FOR MOVEMENT OF SPENT FUEL SHIPPING CASKS 

LCO Statement: 

3.8.13 No loaded spent fuel shipping cask shall be carried above or into the Auxiliary 
Building equipment shaft unless atmospheric dispersion conditions are equal to 
or better than those produced by Pasquill Type D stability accompanied by a 
wind velocity of 2 m/sec. In addition, the railroad spur door of the Turbine 
Building shall be closed and the fuel handling area ventilation system shall be in 
operation. The provisions of Specification 3.0.3 are not applicable.  

LCO Related Requirements: 

NA 

Discussion: 

When ANO was originally designed, the movement of a loaded spent fuel shipping cask into or 
above the Auxiliary Building equipment shaft, (the "train bay" west end), was to be limited to 
periods of certain atmospheric dispersion conditions and with the rail spur door shut and the 
fuel handling area ventilation operating. ANO has recently installed the capability for dry 
storage of 5-year-cooled spent fuel assemblies which has altered the calculation of offsite dose 
from a shipping cask drop.  

A new assessment of the loaded spent fuel shipping cask drop event has been prepared 
concurrent with the pursuit of dry storage for spent fuel at ANO. The original ANO-1 SAR 
dropped-cask analysis assumed 100 day cooled fuel and an offsite dose calculation based on 
non-SRP methodology. With 5 year cooled fuel, using either SRP or original methodology the 
offsite dose is within lOCFR100 requirements even on a calm day, (i.e. Pasquili type D 
dispersion conditions with wind velocity of 2 n/sec. are not required).  

Comparison to Screening Criteria: 

Criterion 1 

These restrictions on movement of a loaded spent fuel shipping cask are not an instrumentation 
system that is used to detect, and indicate in the control room, a significant abnormal 
degradation of the reactor coolant pressure boundary.  

Criterion 2 

These restrictions on movement of a loaded spent fuel shipping cask are not a process variable, 
design feature, or operating restriction that is an initial condition of a design basis accident or 
transient analysis that either assumes the failure of or challenge to the integrity of a fission 
product barrier.
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Criterion 3 

These restrictions on movement of a loaded spent fuel shipping cask are not a structure, 
system, or component that is part of the primary success path and which functions or actuates 
to mitigate a design basis accident or transient that either assumes the failure of or presents a 
challenge to the integrity of a fission product barrier.  

Criterion 4 

The restrictions on movement of a loaded spent fuel shipping cask are not addressed in the 
ANO-1 PSA and are considered to be non-risk significant with respect to core damage 
frequency and offsite releases.  

Conclusion: 

Since the screening criteria have not been satisfied, the requirements for movement of a loaded 
spent fuel shipping cask may be relocated to other licensee controlled documents outside the 
Technical Specifications
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3.8.14 2000 POUND LOAD LIMIT OVER SPENT FUEL POOL 

LCO Statement: 

3.8.14 Loads in excess of 2000 pounds shall be prohibited from travel over fuel 
assemblies in the storage pool. The provisions of Specification 3.0.3 are not 
applicable.  

LCO Related Requirements: 

NA 

Discussion: 

This Specification ensures that no loads heavier than the weight of a single spent fuel assembly 
plus the tool for moving the assembly will be carried over fuel stored in the spent fuel pool. In 
the event that the load is dropped, the activity released is limited to that assumed in the fuel 
handling accident analysis. This also prevents any possible distortion of fuel assemblies in the 
storage racks from resulting in a critical configuration.  

Comparison-to Screening Criteria: 

Criterion I 

This heavy load restriction is not an instrumentation system that is used to detect, and indicate 
in the control room, a significant abnormal degradation of the reactor coolant pressure 
boundary.  

Criterion 2 

This heavy load restriction is not a process variable, design feature, or operating restriction 
that is an initial condition of a design basis accident or transient analysis that either assumes the 
failure of or challenge to the integrity of a fission product barrier.  

Criterion 3 

This heavy load restriction is not a structure, system, or component that is part of the primary 
success path and which functions or actuates to mitigate a design basis accident or transient 
that either assumes the failure of or presents a challenge to the integrity of a fission product 
barrier.  

Criterion 4 

The restrictions on movement of excess loads over fuel assemblies in the storage pool are not 
addressed in the ANO-1 PSA but are considered to be non-risk significant with respect to core 
damage frequency and offsite releases.
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Conclusion: 

Since the screening criteria have not been satisfied, the 2000 pound load over the spent fuel 
pool requirements may be relocated to other licensee controlled documents outside the 
Technical Specifications.
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3.16 SHOCK SUPPRESSORS (SNUBBERS) 

LCO Statement: 

3.16.1 With one or more applicable snubbers inoperable, within 72 hours either: 

LCO Related Requirements: 

3.16Applic, 3.16Obj, 3.16.1 a, 3.16.1 b, 3.16.1 c, Bases & 4.16 

Discussion: 

Shock suppressors (snubbers) are used on piping systems or equipment to limit displacement 
from dynamic loads such as earthquake or thermal-hydraulic transient, while allowing 
displacement from thermal expansion. The consequences of an inoperable shock suppressor 
are a possible inoperable system due to increased loads on the associated piping or equipment 
from either the dynamic load or thermal expansion depending on the nature of the snubber 
problem. Shock suppressors are not active components like valves or pumps but are simply a 
type of support like springs, baseplates, or struts with the same potential for impact on 
OPERABILITY as any support. The majority of the snubbers at ANO-1 are installed on 
seismic class I lines which includes all of the safety systems.  

Comparison to Screenin! Criteria: 

Criterion I 

A snubber is not an instrumentation system that is used to detect, and indicate in the control 
room, a significant abnormal degradation of the reactor coolant pressure boundary.  

Criterion 2 

A snubber is not a process variable, design feature, or operating restriction that is an initial 
condition of a design basis accident or transient analysis that either assumes the failure of or 
challenge to the integrity of a fission product barrier.  

Criterion 3 

Snubbers are part of the support structure of a number of systems which are part of the 
primary success path and which finction or actuate to mitigate a design basis accident or 
transient that either assumes the failure of or presents a challenge to the integrity of a fission 
product barrier. However, the OPERABILITY of the snubbers, as with any support, is 
enveloped by the OPERABILITY of the system and is covered by LCO's applicable to the 
system. Therefore, an LCO for snubbers would be secondary and redundant to system LCO's.
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Criterion 4 

Requirements for snubber OPERABILITY are not specifically addressed in the ANO-1 PSA 

and are not credited in any accident analysis and are therefore determined to be non-risk 

significant with respect to core damage frequency and offsite releases.  

Conclusion: 

Snubbers satisfy the requirements of Criterion 3 but in a manner secondary to Technical 

Specifications for the systems of which they may be part. In this circumstance, if the snubber is 

declared inoperable then it is still possible, (and likely), that the system is OPERABLE and 

applicable system LCO's take precedence. Since the screening criteria for inoperable snubbers 

have either not been satisfied or shown to be redundant, the requirements may be relocated to 

other licensee controlled documents outside the Technical Specifications.
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3.22 REACTOR BUILDING PURGE FILTRATION SYSTEM 

LCO Statement: 

3.22.1 The reactor building purge filtration system shall be operable whenever 
irradiated fuel handling operations are in progress in the reactor building and 
shall have the following performance capabilities: 

LCO Related Requirements: 

3.22 Applic, 3.22 Obj, 3.22.1 a, 3.22.1 b, 3.22.1 c, 3.22.1 d, 3.22.1 e, 3.22.2, 3.22.2 a, 
3.22.2 b, 3.22.3, Bases & 4.25.  

Discussion: 

The reactor building purge filtration system is designed to filter the reactor building 
atmosphere during normal operations for ease of personnel entry into the reactor building. The 
system is required operable during fuel handling operations to limit the impact of a release of 
radioactive material should a fuel assembly be damaged. The system consists of a supply fan, a 
filter train, and an exhaust fan in series. The filter train consists of a pre-filter, a HEPA filter 
and a charcoal adsorber in series. A new analysis of the consequences of a fuel handling 
accident in the Reactor Building with the personnel air lock doors open has concluded that the 
10CFRI00 limits are met without the RB purge system operating.  

Comparison to Screening Criteria: 

Criterion 1 

The reactor building purge filtration system is not an instrumentation system that is used to 
detect, and indicate in the control room, a significant abnormal degradation of the reactor 
coolant pressure boundary.  

Criterion 2 

The reactor building purge filtration system is not a process variable, design feature, or 
operating restriction that is an initial condition of a design basis accident or transient analysis 
that either assumes the failure of or challenge to the integrity of a fission product barrier.  

Criterion 3 

The reactor building purge filtration system is not a structure, system, or component that is 
part of the primary success path and which functions or actuates to mitigate a design basis 
accident or transient that either assumes the failure of or presents a challenge to the integrity of 
a fission product barrier.
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Criterion 4 

The reactor building purge filtration system is not addressed in the ANO-1 PSA and is not 
credited in pn accident analysis and is therefore determined to be non-risk significant with 
respect to core damage frequency and offsite releases.  

Conclusion: 

Since the screening criteria have not been satisfied, the requirements for the reactor building 
purge filtration system may be relocated to other licensee controlled documents outside the 
Technical Specifications.
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TABLE 4.1-1 INSTRUMENT SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS 

LCO Statement: 

The following instrument channel Surveillance Requirements from Table 4.1-i imply LCOs 
exist, however, unique LCOs are not specifically identified in Section 3 of the CTS: 

Table 4.1-1 #38. Sodium Hydroxide Tank Level Indicator 

LCO Related Requirements: 

4.1 a, Table 4.1-1 NOTE, & Bases 

Discussion: 

Surveillance requirements shall be met during operational modes or other conditions specified 
for Limiting Conditions for Operation. Failure to perform a Surveillance Requirement within 
the allowed surveillance interval shall constitute noncompliance with the OPERABILITY 
requirements for a Limiting Condition for Operation. CTS Table 4.1-1 lists instrument 
surveillance requirements which implies that there are corresponding LCOs for these items in 
CTS Section 3. A comparison of the table with the LCOs has resulted in one item to be 
relocated but which has an implied LCO. Furthermore, a comparison of these items with 
Regulatory Guide 1.97 also finds no match.  

Comparison to Screening Criteria: 

Criterion 1 

Instrument surveillances for the sodium hydroxide tank level indicator are not an 
instrumentation system that is used to detect, and indicate in the control room, a significant 
abnormal degradation of the reactor coolant pressure boundary.  

Criterion 2 

Instrument surveillances for sodium hydroxide tank level indicator are not a process variable, 
design feature, or operating restriction that is an initial condition of a design basis accident or 
transient analysis that either assumes the failure of or challenge to the integrity of a fission 
product barrier.  

Criterion 3 

Instrument surveillances for the sodium hydroxide tank level indicator are not a structure, 
system, or component that is part of the primary success path and which functions or actuates 
to mitigate a design basis accident or transient that either assumes the failure of or presents a 
challenge to the integrity of a fission product barrier.
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Criterion 4 

Instrument surveillances for the sodium hydroxide tank level indicator are not addressed in the 
ANO-1 PSA and are not credited in any accident analysis and are therefore determined to be 
non-risk significant with respect to core damage frequency and offsite releases.  

Conclusion: 

Since the screening criteria have not been satisfied, the requirements for instrument 
surveillances for the sodium hydroxide tank level indicator may be relocated to other licensee 
controlled documents outside the Technical Specifications.
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TABLE 4.1-2 MINIMUM EQUIPMENT TEST FREQUENCY 

LCO Statement: 

The following minimum equipment test frequency requirements from Table 4.1-2 imply LCOs 
exist, however, unique LCOs are not specifically identified in Section 3 of the CTS: 

Table 4.1-2 #5. Refueling System Interlocks, and 

Table 4.1-2 #10. Spent Fuel Cooling System.  

LCO Related Requirements: 

4.1 b & Bases 

Discussion: 

Mfinimum surveillance requirements shall be met during operational modes or other conditions 
specified for Limiting Conditions for Operation. Failure to perform a Surveillance 
Requirement within the allowed surveillance interval shall constitute noncompliance with the 
OPERABILITY requirements for a Limiting Condition for Operation. CTS Table 4.1-2 lists 
minimum equipment test frequency requirements which implies that there are corresponding 
LCOs for these items in CTS Section 3. A comparison of the table with the LCOs has resulted 
in the identification of these two items for relocation but for which there is only an implied 
LCO.  

Comparison to Screenin! Criteria: 

Criterion 1 

Minimum equipment test frequencies for the refueling system interlocks and the spent fuel 
cooling system are not an instrumentation system that is used to detect, and indicate in the 
control room, a significant abnormal degradation of the reactor coolant pressure boundary.  

Criterion 2 

Mfinimum equipment test frequencies for the refueling system interlocks and the spent fuel 
cooling system are not a process variable, design feature, or operating restriction that is an 
initial condition of a design basis accident or transient analysis that either assumes the failure of 
or challenge to the integrity of a fission product barrier.
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Criterion 3 

Minimum equipment test frequencies for the refueling system interlocks and the spent fuel 
cooling system are not a structure, system, or component that is part of the primary success 
path and which functions or actuates to mitigate a design basis accident or transient that either 
assumes the failure of or presents a challenge to the integrity of a fission product barrier.  

Criterion 4 

Minimum equipment test frequencies for the refueling system interlocks and the spent fuel 
cooling system are not addressed in the ANO-1 PSA and are not credited in any accident 
analysis and are therefore determined to be non-risk significant with respect to core damage 
frequency and offsite releases.  

Conclusion: 

Since the screening criteria have not been satisfied, the requirements for minimum equipment 
test frequencies for the refueling system interlocks and the spent fuel cooling system may be 
relocated to other licensee controlled documents outside the Technical Specifications.
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TABLE 4.1-3 MINIMUM SAMPLING AND ANALYSIS FREQUENCY 

LCO Statement: 

The following minimum sampling and analysis frequencies from Table 4.1-3 imply LCOs exist, 
however, unique LCOs are not specifically identified in Section 3 of the CTS or the associated 
LCO is being relocated: 

Table 4.1-3 #1.1 Boron Concentration (for MODES 1, 2, 3, 4, and 5) 

Table 4.1-3 #5.a. Gross Radioiodine Concentration (with Notes 5, 7, and 10) 

LCO Related Requirements: 

4.1 b, Table 4.1-3 Notes 5, 7, & 10 (invoked for #5.a), & Bases 

Discussion: 

Minimum surveillance requirements shall be met during operational modes or other conditions 
specified for Limiting Conditions for Operation. Failure to perform a Surveillance 
Requirement within the allowed surveillance interval shall constitute noncompliance with the 
OPERABILITY requirements for a Limiting Condition for Operation. CTS Table 4.1-3 lists minimum sampling and analysis frequency requirements which implies that there are 
corresponding LCOs for these items in CTS Section 3. A comparison of the table with the 
LCOs has resulted in two items being identified as not having a match and which will be 
relocated.  

The Boron Concentration test implied LCO is relocated for performance during MODES 1, 2, 
3, 4, and 5. This surveillance is retained in ITS 3.9 for MODE 6 and is associated with LCO 
3.9.1 in SR 3.9.1.1.  

In these tables, the Notes are invoked uniquely, as applicable, for each item. For the Gross 
Radioiodine Concentration test, the Notes invoked for this item are also relocated with the 
item. It should be noted that this does not relocate the Note for other test items which may 
have been retained.  

Comparison to Screening Criteria: 

Criterion I 

Minimum surveillance requirements for boron concentration in RCS samples in MODES 1, 2, 
3, 4, and 5 and gross radioiodine concentration in secondary coolant samples do not constitute 
an instrumentation system that is used to detect, and indicate in the control room, a significant 
abnormal degradation of the reactor coolant pressure boundary.
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Criterion 2 

Minimum surveillance requirements for boron concentration in RCS samples in MODES 1, 2, 
3, 4, and 5 and gross radioiodine concentration in secondary coolant samples are not a process 
variable, design feature, or operating restriction that is an initial condition of a design basis 
accident or transient analysis that either assumes the failure of or challenge to the integrity of a 
fission product barrier. Secondary coolant activity limits will be retained in ITS 3.7.4, 
"Secondary Specific Activity." These limits will preserve the initial conditions of the safety 
analysis. The boron concentration and gross radioiodine limits, however, do not reflect initial 
condition assumptions in the DBA.  

Criterion 3 

Minimum surveillance requirements for boron concentration in RCS samples in MODES 1, 2, 
3, 4, and 5 and gross radioiodine concentration in secondary coolant samples are not a 
structure, system, or component that is part of the primary success path and which functions or 
actuates to mitigate a design basis accident or transient that either assumes the failure of or 
presents a challenge to the integrity of a fission product barrier.  

Criterion 4 

Minimum surveillance requirements for boron concentration in RCS samples in MODES 1, 2, 
3, 4, and 5 and gross radioiodine concentration in secondary coolant samples are not addressed 
in the ANO-1 PSA and are not credited in any accident analysis and are therefore determined 
to be non-risk significant with respect to core damage frequency and offsite releases.  

Conclusion: 

Since the screening criteria have not been satisfied, the requirements for minimum surveillance 
requirements for boron concentration in RCS samples in MODES 1, 2, 3, 4, and 5 and gross 
radioiodine concentration in secondary coolant samples may be relocated to other licensee 
controlled documents outside the Technical Specifications.
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4.6.3 EMERGENCY LIGHTING 

LCO Statement: 

The following Surveillance Requirement results in an implied LCO in that an LCO is not 
specifically identified in Section 3 of the CTS: 

4.6.3 Emergency Lighting 
The correct functioning of the emergency lighting system shall be verified once every 
18 months.  

LCO Related Requirements: 

NA 

Discussion: 

Testing of the emergency lighting system is scheduled every 18 months but is subject to review 
and modification based on experience. The 18 month cycle is compatible with the period of 
simulated loss-of-power tests.  

Comparison to Screening Criteria: 

Criterion 1 

Testing of the emergency lighting system is not an instrumentation system that is used to 
detect, and indicate in the control room, a significant abnormal degradation of the reactor 
coolant pressure boundary.  

Criterion 2 

Testing of the emergency lighting system is not a process variable, design feature, or operating 
restriction that is an initial condition of a design basis accident or transient analysis that either 
assumes the failure of or challenge to the integrity of a fission product barrier.  

Criterion 3 

Testing of the emergency lighting system is not a structure, system, or component that is part 
of the primary success path and which functions or actuates to mitigate a design basis accident 
or transient that either assumes the failure of or presents a challenge to the integrity of a fission 
product barrier.  

Criterion 4 

The need for lighting to perform operator actions in the Control Room and elsewhere during 
events is addressed in the ANO-1 PSA recovery actions. However, the testing of the 
emergency lighting system is not addressed. The testing of the emergency lighting system is 
therefore considered to be non-risk significant with respect to core damage frequency and
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offsite releases since the operators have access to flashlights for those recoveries in which 
lighting is necessary..  

Conclusion: 

Since the screening criteria have not been satisfied, the requirements for testing of the 
emergency lighting system may be relocated to other licensee controlled documents outside the 
Technical Specifications.
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4.7.2 CONTROL ROD PROGRAM VERIFICATION (GROUP VS CORE 
POSITIONS) 

LCO Statement: 

The following Surveillance Requirements result in an implied LCO, in that an LCO is not 
specifically identified in Section 3 of the CTS: 

4.7.2.1 Whenever the control rod drive patch panel is reconnected (after test, 
reprogramming, or maintenance), each control rod drive mechanism shall be 
selected from the control room and exercised by movement of sufficient travel 
to verify that the proper rod has responded as shown on the unit computer 
printout or on the input to the computer for that rod.  

4.7.2.2 Whenever power or instrumentation cables to the control rod drive assemblies 
atop the reactor or at the bulkhead are disconnected or removed, an 
independent verification check of their reconnection shall be performed.  

4.7.2.3 Any rod found to be improperly programmed shall be declared inoperable until 
properly programmed.  

LCO Related Requirements: 

4.7.2, 4.7.2 Applic, 4.7.2 Obj, & Bases 

Discussion: 

When test, reprogramming or maintenance of the control rod drive patch panel and associated 
cables and instrumentation is performed, the control rod control "programming" must be 
validated. Each control rod has a relative and an absolute position indicator system. One set 
of outputs goes to the plant computer identified by a unique number associated with only one 
core position. The other set of outputs goes to a programmable bank of 68 edgewise meters in 
the control room. In the event that a patching error is made in the patch panel or connectors in 
the cables leading to the control rod drive assemblies or the control room meter bank is 
improperly transposed upon reconnection, these errors and transpositions will be discovered by 
a comparative check. This type of comparative check, however, will not assure detection of 
improperly connected cables inside the reactor building. These cables require verification by 

an independent person who is cognizant of the proper configuration.
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Comoarison to Screening Criteria: 

Criterion I 

Verification of the control rod program after test, reprogramming or maintenance is not an 
instrumentation system that is used to detect, and indicate in the control room, a significant 
abnormal degradation of the reactor coolant pressure boundary.  

Criterion 2 

Verification of the control rod program after test, reprogramming or maintenance is not a 
process variable, design feature, or operating restriction that is an initial condition of a design 
basis accident or transient analysis that either assumes the failure of or challenge to the 
integrity of a fission product barrier.  

Criterion 3 

Verification of the control rod program after test, reprogramming or maintenance is not a 
structure, system, or component that is part of the primary success path and which functions or 
actuates to mitigate a design basis accident or transient that either assumes the failure of or 
presents a challenge to the integrity of a fission product barrier.  

Criterion 4 

The ATWS portion of the PSA addresses the mechanical and electrical failures associated with 
the control rod drive mechanisms. Testing, programming, and maintenance are not considered 
in this model. ATWS has a low probability of failure associated with the rods ability to drop 
and scram the plant. The surveillances required in this specification are considered to be non
risk significant with respect to core damage frequency and offsite releases.  

Conclusion: 

Since the screening criteria have not been satisfied, the requirements for verification of the 
control rod program after test, reprogramming or maintenance may be relocated to other 
licensee controlled documents outside the Technical Specifications.
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4.15 AUGMENTED INSERVICE INSPECTION PROGRAM FOR HIGH 
ENERGY LINES OUTSIDE OF CONTAINMENT 

LCO Statement: 

4.15.1 At the first refueling outage period, a volumetric examination shall be 
performed with 100 percent inspection of each weld in accordance with the 
requirements of ASME Code Section XI, Inservice Inspection of Nuclear 
Power Plant Components, to establish system integrity and baseline data.  

4.15.2 The inservice inspection at each weld shall be performed in accordance with the 
requirements of ASME Code Section XI, Inservice Inspection of Nuclear 
Power Plant Components, with the following schedule: 

(The inspection intervals identified below sequentially follow the baseline 

examination of 4.15.1).  

First Inspection Interval

a. First 3-1/3 years (or 
nearest refueling outage) 

b. Second 3-1/3 years 
(or nearest refueling outage) 

c. Third 3-1/3 years (or 
nearest refueling outage) 

Successive Inspection Intervals

100% volumetric inspection of each 
weld 

100% volumetric inspection of each 
weld 

100% volumetric inspection of each 
weld

Every 10 years thereafter (or Volumetric inspection of two of the 
nearest refueling outage) welds at the expiration of each 1/3 of 

the inspection intervals with a 
cumulative 100% coverage of all 
welds.  

Note - The welds selected during each inspection period shall be distributed 
among the total number to be examined to provide a representative sampling of 
the conditions of the welds.
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LCO Related Requirements: 

4.15 Applic, 4.15 Obj, 4.15.3, 4.15.4, & 4.15.5 

Discussion: 

There are six welds in the main steam and main feedwater lines located outside of the reactor 
building where protection from the consequences of postulated ruptures is not provided by a 
system of pipe whip restraints, jet impingement barriers, protective enclosures and/or other 
measures designed specifically to cope with such ruptures. These welds receive an augmented 
inspection which enhances the integrity of the pipe and reduces the probability of catastrophic 
failure. The inspection is performed in accordance with ASME Section XI and is a sequential 
volumetric inspection. Repairs, reexaminations and piping pressure tests, as required, are also 
performed in accordance with ASME Section XI.  

Comparison to Screenin! Criteria: 

Criterion I 

Augmented testing of six welds in the main steam and main feedwater lines located outside of 
the reactor building is not an instrumentation system that is used to detect, and indicate in the 
control room, a significant abnormal degradation of the reactor coolant pressure boundary.  

Criterion 2 

Augmented testing of six welds in the main steam and main feedwater lines located outside of 
the reactor building is not a process variable, design feature, or operating restriction that is an 
initial condition of a design basis accident or transient analysis that either assumes the failure of 
or challenge to the integrity of a fission product barrier.  

Criterion 3 

Augmented testing of six welds in the main steam and main feedwater lines located outside of 
the reactor building is not a structure, system, or component that is part of the primary success 
path and which functions or actuates to mitigate a design basis accident or transient that either 
assumes the failure of or presents a challenge to the integrity of a fission product barrier.  

Criterion 4 

Piping integrity is considered in the PSA only in relation to initiating event frequency. For this 
LCO, the PSA model of a steamline/feedwater line break initiating event applies. A qualitative 
assessment assuming an increase in the initiating event frequency by a factor of two orders of 
magnitude reveals no significant increase in the overall core damage frequency.  

Conclusion: 

Since the screening criteria have not been satisfied, the requirements for augmented testing of 
six welds in the main steam and main feedwater lines located outside of the reactor building 
may be relocated to other licensee controlled documents outside the Technical Specifications.
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3.1.2 Pressurizatlon. Heastup. and Cooldown Limitations 

Sgeclfie.atlon 

3.1.2.1 Hydro Tests 

For thermal steady state system hydro tests, the system may be 
pressurized to the limits set forth in Specification 2.2 when there 
are fuel assemblies in the core, under the provisions of 3.1.2.3, 
and to ASKE Code limits when no fuel assemblies are present provided 
the reactor coolant system limits are to the right of and below the 
limit line in Figure 3.1.2-1. The provisions of Specifications 3.0.3 
are not applicable.  

3.1.2.2 Leak Tests 

Leak tests required by Specification 4.3 shall be conducted under 
the provision of 3.1.2.3. The provisions of Specification 3.0.3 are 
not applicable.  

3.1.2.3 The reactor coolant pressure and the system heatup and 
cooldown rates (with the exception of the pressurizer) shall be 
limited in accordance with Figure 3.1.2-2 and Figure 3.1.2-3, and 
are as follows: 

Reatup: 

Allowable combinations of pressure and temperature shall be to the 
right of and below the limit line in Figure 3.1.2-2. The heatup 
rates shall not exceed those shown in Figure 3.1.2-2.  

Cooldown: 

Allowable combinations of pressure and temperature for a specific 
cooldown shall be to the right of and below the limit line in Figure 
3.1.2-3. Cooldown rates shall not exceed those shown in Figure 
3.1.2-3.  

3.1.2.4 e•- secondsary s of the steam ger tor shall no e TRM Sp r e ss u r i ze d a ve 2 0 p s g i f . ' e mp e r a t u r s o f ,e s t a 
•shall is b lw 100F. !K 

3... e presst er beat a•nd cooldown rate shall not / -• 

eceed I0F/hr. sle~pray shall not hused if the to srature R_ 

diffe ce betwe the pressurizer the spray flu is greater ap•th 3 0F. ...  

3.1.2.6 Wit the limits of Specifi tions 3.1.2.3 or 3.1 .4 or R 
3 .2.5 exceeded, restor !the temperature and1 pressure to 'IA 

ithin the limit with 30 minutes; perform engineering 
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] ~~System; determin that the Reactor Coo pt System remains 
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The heatup and cooldown rates stated in this specification are intended as the 
maximum changes in temperature in one direction in a one hour period. The 
actual temperature linear ramp rate may exceed the stated limits for a time 

period provided that the maximum total temperature difference does not exceed 

the limit and that a temperature hold is observed to prevent the total 
temperature difference from exceeding the limit for the one hour period.  

Specification 3.1.2.9 is to ensure that the core flood tanks are not the source 
for pressurizinq the reactor coolant system when in cold shutdown.  

Specification 3.1.2.10 is to ensure that high pressure injection is not the 

source of pressurizing the reactor coolant system when in cold shutdown. The 
LTOP enable temperature has been calculated in accordance with Code Case U-514.  

Instrument earor is not included In the reactor coolant temperature of 2620F.  

Specification 3.1.2.11 is to ensure that the reactor coolant system is not 
operated in a manner which would allow overpressurization due to a temperature 
transient.  

REFERENCES 

(2)i s'. iler ao.n Pressur Coe o I -1 

(41 FT7 Document Number 77-1258569-01 

(5) RAN-1543, latest revision 

(4) MAN-21211 

(7) FIT Calculation Numbers 32-1245917-00 and 32-1257716-00
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3.3 C. 3.3 D, 
3.4-B 

3.5 INSTRUMENTATION SYSTEKS 

3.5.1 Operational Safety Instrumentation 

Applicability 

Applies to unit instrumentation and control systems.  

Obiectives 

To delineate the conditions of the unit instrumentation and safety circuits 
necessary to assure reactor safety.  

Specifications 

3.5.1.1 Startup and operation are not permitted unless the requirements of 
Table 3.5.1-1, columns 3 and 4 are met.  

3.5.1.2 In the event the number of protection channels operable falls below 
the limit given under Table 3.5.1-1, Columns 3 and 4, operation 
shall be limited as specified in Column 5.  

3.5.1.3 For on-line testing or in the event of a protection instrument or 
channel failure, a key operated channel bypass switch associated 
with each reactor protection channel may be used to lock the 
channel trip relay in the untripped state as indicated by a light.  
Only one channel shall be locked in the untripped state or 
contain inoperable functions in the untripped state at any one 
time. In the event more than one protection channel contains 
inoperable functions in the untripped state, or a protection 
channel or function becomes inoperable concurrent with another 
protection channel locked in the untripped state, within 1 hour 
implement the actions required by Table 3.5.1-1 Note 6. Only one 
channel bypass key shall be accessible for use in the control room.  
While operating with an inoperable function unbypassed in the 
untripped state, the remaining RPS key operated channel bypass 
switches shall be tagged to prevent their operation.  

C ... e operated hhow ypasss.wit,,associaetd h ah}a 
E p roec tion ch ann e sh a ll n ot b e u se j du rin q rea ct p L ' o e o e •L _on PA" 

•except during c dnnel testing 

3.5.1.5 During startup when the intermediate range instruments come on 
scale, the overlap between the intermediate range and the source 
range instrumentation shall not be less than one decade. If the 
overlap is less than one decade, the flux level shall be maintained 
in the source range until the one decade overlap is achieved.  

3.5.1.6 In the event that one of the trip devices in either of the sources 
supplying power to the control rod drive mechanisms fails in the 
untripped state, the power supplied to the rod drive mechanisms 
through the failed trip device shall be manually removed within 30 
minutes following detection. The condition will be corrected and 
the remaining trip devices shall be tested within eight hours 
following detection. If the condition is not corrected and the 
remaining trip devices are not tested within the eight-hour period, 
the reactor shall be placed in the hot shutdown condition within an 
additional four hours.
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3.3C. 3.3 D & 

Bases 

Every reasonable effort will be made to maintain all safety instrumentation 

in operation. A startup is not permitted unless the requirements of Table 

3.5.1-1, Columns 3 and 4, are met.  

Operation at rated power is permitted as long as the systems have at least 

the redundancy requirements of Column 4 (Table 3.5.1-I1. This is in 

agreement with redundancy and single failure criteria of ZEEE 279 as 

described in TSAR, Section 7.  

There are four reactor protection channels. Normal trip logic is two-out

of-four. Required trip logic for the power range instrumentation channels 

is two-out-of-three. Minimum trip logic on other instrumentation channels 

is one-out-of-two.  

The four reactor protection channels were provided with key operated bypass 

switches to allow on-line testing or maintenance on only one channel at a 

time during power operation. Each channel is provided with alarm and 

lights to indicate when that channel is bypassed. There will be one 

reactor protection system channel bypass switch key permitted in the 

control room. Upon the discovery of inoperable functions in any one reactor 

protection channel, the effect of the failure on the reactor protection system 

and other interconnected systems is evaluated. The affected reactor protection 

channel may be placed in channel bypass, remain in operation in a degraded 

condition, or placed in the tripped condition as determined by operating 

conditions and management judgment. This action allows placing the plant in 

the safest condition possible considering the extent of the failure, plant 

conditions, and guidance from plant management. Should the failure in the 

reactor protection channel prohibit the proper operation of another system, 

the appropriate actions for the affected system are implemented. Administrative 

controls are established to preclude placing a reactor protection channel in 

channel bypass when any other reactor protection channel contains an inoperable 
function in the untripped state.  

pr•€ wt lrm.,elihst :p•t when the,,,utdown by.a 
is JI6ng used. 

RI 

The source range and intermediate range nuclear flux instrumentatiboh scales 

overlap by one decade. This decade overlap will be achieved at 10 amps on 

the intermediate range scale.  

The ESAS employs three independent and identical analog channels, which 

supply trip signals to two independent, identical digital subsystems. In 

order to actuate the safeguards systems, two out of three analog channels 

must trip. This will cause both digital subsystems to trip. Tripping of 

either digital subsystem will actuate all safeguards systems associated 

with that digital subsystem.  

Because only one digital subsystem is necessary to actuate the safeguards 

systems and these systems are capable of tripping even when they are being 

tested, a single failure in a digital subsystem cannot prevent protective 

action.
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3.8 FUEL LOADING AND REFUELING 

Applicability 

Applies to fuel loading and refueling operations.  

Objective 

To assure that fuel loading, refueling and fuel handling operations are 
performed in a responsible manner.  
Specification 

3.8.1 R• ution levels in the react i uilding refueling area shaerie .  
| )•6nitored by instrument / RE-8 7I. Radiation levels in the s nt TK MIF/ 

8 Cfuel storage area shall be conitored by instrument RE-8009 If anyt 
| J of these instruments bec e inoperable, portable survey 
/ instrumentation, havin /he appropriate ranges and sen tivity to • 
|/ fuy p1rotect indivi Jls involved in refueling oper ikon, shall be 
Sus~~ed until the perm ent instrumentation is returne~ o s ri e 

3.8.2 Core subcritical neutron flux shall be continuously monitored by at 

least two neutron flux monitors, each with continuous indication 
available, whenever core geometry is being changed. When core 
geometry is not being changed, at least one neutron flux monitor 
shall be in service.  

3.8.3.a. At least one decay heat removal loop shall be in operation.* 
Otherwise, suspend all operations involving an increase in the 
reactor decay heat load or a reduction in boron concentration of 
the reactor coolant system, and close all containment penetrations 
providing access from the containment atmosphere to the outside 
atmosphere within 4 hours.  

b. When the water level above the top of the irradiated fuel 
assemblies seated within the reactor pressure vessel is less than 
23 feet, two decay heat removal loops shall be operable.** 

Otherwise, immediately initiate corrective action to return the 
required loops to operable status as soon as possible.  

3.8.4 During reactor vessel head removal and while loading and unloading 
fuel from the reactor, the boron concentration shall be maintained 
at not less than that required for refueling shutdown.  

3.8.5 Dire communications between t control room and the r ueling 
pe onnel in the reactor buil ng shall exist whenever anges in 
,.are geometry are taking p e.  

*The decay heat removal loop may be removed from operation for up 
to 1 hour per 8 hour period during the performance of core 
alterations.  

"**The normal or emergency power source may be inoperable for each 
shutdown cooling loop.
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3.8.6 During the handling of irradiated fuel in the reactor building, at least 
one door on the personnel and emergency hatches shall be capable of 
being closed. The equipment hatch cover shall also be capable* of being 
closed. At least 23 feet of water shall be maintained over the top of 
irradiated fuel assemblies seated within the reactor pressure vessel.  

3.8.7 Isolation valves in lines containing automatic containment 
isolation valves shall be operable, or at least one shall be 
closed.  

3.8.8 Whe~ irradiate fuel ass e lie 6re being mov4'mlaeuy 1~ the bridges ithin the fuel Xansfer canal, a'0.;mnn of lJfeet) 
~separation a~~l be maintaine~dletweenIteasle t. ie. TP 

3.8.9 If y of the ve specLzýe J4tinq conditi. s for fue l ba5ng 6 refuelin are not met, ment of fuel the reaator ore 
shall ceas , action shall byinitiated to rect the conditons so 
that the pecified limits ae met, and no perations which ay R increa the reactivityJ the core s be made. The ovisions of Sp fication 3.0.3 not applicab e. r 

3.8.10 The reactor building purge isolation system, including the 
radiation monitors shall be tested and verified to be operable 
within 7 days prior to refueling operations. The provisions of 
Specification 3.0.3 are not applicable.  

3.8.11 Irradiated fuel shall not be removed from the reactor until the 
unit has been subcritical for at least 100 hours. In the event of a 
complete core offload, a full core to be discharged shall be 
subcritical a inxnin of 175 hours prior to discharge of more than 
70 assemblies to the spent fuel pool. 'he provisions of 
Specification 3.0.3 are not applicable.  

381 Alfu hnlninthe Axliary Building eqimn shaft unesuto pheri 

.0on~,, or Logan cotini in .Arkansas. juel hanf". ng op •tians•---/ 
iper.iogness Witiobe areted to the bent necessary place bh 

sueall bel d eand hefan dlinge rn th ve notraal parked shlRlocked 
position. The pp o seons of Specinsof tcon 3.0. 3 a0e t ar 

app3lcable. N 1/ 

.13inistr aded spent shal e png.urt ask shall be earsoed above or bot 
tes igntry andlavaileaulpmtnt shaft crntezequipmenthacho 

cablesaned an e ondst ts acrev-quae to of betaairlo an the equpipced byhatc •qu Tpe D srtili accompaned by ind velocity 9£2 _ / 
•s. I n addton, t•e ralroad spu f~=o the TLurb Building j 

b e in operatioan. h provisions o0 erLca Lon 3.06.'3 are not 

cove e applicable. ofbigqikyrmvd 

m ent 3 . are no t 59cab , / , , 

"Am•4•#tsrative controls shall ensu9e that aprpriate personel are 5vare that boh personnel airlock doors and/or equipment hatch are open, a specific€ indiLvidual(s) is 
designated and available to close an airlock door and the equipment hatch cover 
followi•ng a requir~ed evacuation• of the reactor buiding, and any obstr--cticn(s) fe.g..  

cables and bases) tht could prevent closure of an airlock door and the equipmet hatch 
cover be capable of• beiLng quiLckly remveed.  

Amendment No. 59
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replacement. The keff with all rods in the core and with refueling boron 
concentration is approximately 0.9. Specification 3.8.5 allows the control 
room operator to infox the reactor building personnel of any impending 
unsafe condition detected from the main control board Andicators during 
fuel movement.  

The specification requiring testing reactor building purge termination is 
to verify that these c•onents will function as required should a fuel 
handling accident occur which resulted in the release of significant 
fission products.  

Per specification 3.5.6, the reactor building personnel and/or emergency airlock 
doors and the equipment hatch may be open during movement of irradiated fuel in 
the reactor building provided at least one door of each airlock and the equipment 
hatch are capable of being closed in the event of a fuel handling accident and 
the plant is in REFUELING SHUTDOWN with 23 feet of water above the fuel seated 
within the reactor pressure vessel. Should a fuel handling accident occur inside 
the reactor building, at least one of the personnel and/or emergency airlock 
doors and the equipment hatch will be closed following evacuation of the reactor 
building. For closure, the equipment hatch cover will be in place with a minimum 
of four bolts securing the cover to the sealing surface.  

0 
Specification 3.8.11 is required as: 1) the safety analysis for the fuel 
handling accident was based on the assumption that the reactor had been 
shutdotn feo 100 hours (2)1 and, 2) to assure that the maim design heat 
load of the spent fuel pool cooling system will not be exceeded during a 
full core offload.  

Specifications 3.8.15 and 3.8.S* 1 assure fuel enricmet and fuel burnup 
limits assumed in the spent fuel safety analyses will not be exceeded.  
Specificati S.on 3. 417 asues the ron concentrafon in t•he spent fuel pool 
will remain within the limits of the spent fuel pool accident and 
criti•cality analyses.  

(1) FIAR, Section 9.5 

() FSAi•, Sectilon 14.2.2.3 (.  
1. s ofTti 173 a',9 7, 

at nrth nd su en of he po inthe iciI tyof cT strag

Amendment No. ,,', -,.I-A4-, 
195
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3.16 M •l~~k9 rs 

This teonia !spec ition applies to all shock sprsos( ubr) 

The onlyh=a ::ub ers luded from this requirement are those in led on 

nonsafety-related lystems and then only if their failure or f lure of the 

system on which ey are installed, would have no adverse ef ct on any 

safety-related ystem.  

To assure equate shock suppression protection for pri ary coolant system 

piping an any other safety related system or componen under dynamic 

loads a eight occur during an earthquake or severe t ansient, while 

allow normal thermal motion during startup and sa tdown. This is done 

by as ring the operability of those shock suppres rs installed for that 

.16.1 With one or more applicable snubbers operable, within 72 hours 

a. Replace or restore the inopera a snubbers to an OPERABLE 

status and perform an engines ing evaluation of the 

attached components per Spe fication 4.16.1.f or, 

b. Perform a review and eval tion which justifies continued 
operation with the inope ble snubber(s) and perform an 

engineering evaluation the attached component(s) per 

Specification 4.16.1.f r, 

c. Declare the attached system inoperable and follow the 
appropriate ACTION tatesent for that system.  

Shock suppressors are des ed o prevent unrestrained pipe motion under 

dynamic loads as might cc r during an earthquake or severe transient, 
while allowing normal t l motion during startup and shutdown. Th 

consequence of an in able shock suppressor is an increase in the 

probability of struc aI damage to piping as a result of a seismi or 

other event initiat dynamic loads. It is therefore required t t all 

shock suppressors r uired to protect the primary coolant system r any 

other safety syst or component be operable during reactor op ation.  

Because the shoc suppressor protection is required only dur low 

probability eve ts, a period of 72 hours is allowed for re rs, 

replacements evaluations. If a reveiw and evaluation of INOPERABLE 

snubber is p formed and documented to justify continued eration, and 

provided al design criteria are met with the INOPERAB snubber, then the 

INOPERABLE nubber would not need to be restored or re aced. In case a 

shutdown required, the allowance of 36 hours to re h a cold shutdown 

conditi will permit an orderly shutdown consistentwith standard operating 
procedu as.  

Amendment No. MJ, U, Z0, 156 66i
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66r

3.22 REA OR BUILDING PURGE FILTRATION SYSTEM 

This a ification applies to the operability of the rea or building 

purge etration system.  

To ssure that the reactor building purge filtrati system will perform 

w bin acceptable levels of efficiency and relisb ity.  

3.22.1 The reactor building purge filtration ystem shall be operable 
whenever irradiated fuel handling op, ations are in progress in 
the reactor building and shall have he following performance 
capabilities: 

a. The results of the in-place Id DOP and halogenated 
hydrocarbon tests at design lows (±10) on HEPA filters and 

charcoal adsorber banks sh I show ?99Z DOP removal and Z99Z 
halogenated hydrocarbon r oval.  

b. The results of laborato carbon sample analysis shall show 
Z90% radioactive methy iodide removal at a velocity within 
L20% of system design 0.05 to 0.15 mg/mr inlet methyl iodide 
concentration, Z70% . H. and 2125F.  

c. Fans shall be sh to operate within ±1OZ design flow.  

d. The pressure dr across the combined HEPA filters and 
charcoal adsorb r banks shall be less than 6 inches of water 
at system des flow rate (*OZ).  

e. Air distribuion shall be uniform within :t20% across KEPA 

filters and charcoal adsorbers when tested initially and af 
any mainte ance or testing that could affect the air 
distribut on within the reactor building purge filtration 
system.// 

3.22.2 If the req raments of Specification 3.22.1 cannot be met, ither: 

a. Irra ited fuel movement shall not be started (any radiated 
fue assembly movement in progress may be couplet ; or, 

b. I late the reactor building purge system.  

3.22.3 The rovisions of Specification 3.0.3 are not app cable.  

The rea or building purge filtration system is desi d to filter the 

reacto building atmosphere during normal operations for ease of personnel 

entry into the reactor building. This specificati is intended to 

requ re the system operable during fuel handling erations, if the system 

1i~i7et o.~,17 11 6

I

mendment No. 99, 17, 161
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accident occur. Th system consists of onecircuit containing a •pply and an 

exhaust fan and a ilter train. The filt•F train consists of a e-filter, a 

HEPA filter and charcoal adsorber in sies. / 

High effictenj particulate air (HEPA ~filters are ;nsta11 ..before the 

charcoal ad rbers to prevent clogg' g of the io~dine :adso •ers. The charcoal 

adsorbers installed to reduce e potential release f radioiodine to 

the envi nment. The in-place tet results should in cate a system leak 

tightne of less than 1 percen bypass leakage for e charcoal adsorbers and 

a HEP efficiency of at least percent removal o DOP particulates. The 

labo tory carbon sample tes results should ind ate a radioactive methyl 

io de removal efficiency at least 90 percen for expected accident 

c ditions. If the effic ncies of the 4EPA f lters and charcoal adsorb rs 

as specified, the r ulting doses will b less than the 10CFR100 

uldelines for the acc ents analyze~d. Op ation of the fans signifi antly 

different from the d lgn flow will chan the removal efficiency of the HEPA 

filters and charco adsorbers.

Amendment No. 44 66s
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3.3 C,3.3#3 0 
5.5 

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS (Continued) 

4.0.5 (Continued) 

b. Surveillance intervals specified in Section XI of the ASKE Boiler 
and Pressure Vessel Code and applicable Addenda for the inservice 
inspection and testing activities required by the ASHE Boiler and 
Pressure Vessel Code and applicable Addenda shall be applicable as 
follows in these Technical Specifications: 

ASHE Boiler and Pressure Vessel Required frequencies for 
Code and applicable Addenda performing inservice 
terminology for inservice inspection and testing 
inspection and testing activities activities 

Weekly At least once per 7 days 
Monthly At least once per 31 days 

Quarterly or every 3 months At least once per 92 days 
Semiannually or every 6 months At least once per 184 days 
Yearly or annually At least once per 366 days 

c. The provisions of Specification 4.0.2 are applicable to the above 
required frequencies for performing inservice inspection and testing 
activities.  

d. Performance of the above inservice inspection and testing activities 
shall be in addition to other specified Surveillance Requirements.  

a. Nothing in the ASME Boiler and Pressure Vessel Code shall be 
construed to supersede the requiremetns of any Technical 
Specification.  

4.1 OPERATIONAL SAFETY ITEMS 

hnflbi ty 

Applies to items directly related to safety limits and limiting conditions for 
operation.  

Objectlye 

To specify the minimum frequency and type of surveillance to be applied to 
unit equipment and conditions.  
112ec~fIcation r--( 

TVRM a. Th Inimum freque y and type of su eillance requir for reactor 
• fotective syst and engineered g~asguards system strumen~ttionn 

'Aen the reaco is critical sIl be as stated Table 4.1-1.

Amendment No. 161 67a
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33, S .3C,.3CD, SR 

OPERMATIONAL SAFETY lIENS (continued) 

4.1 (Continued) 

eq nt and sampeing test shall pefrmd Zs d Ie In F 41-2 an .1-3.- ""r 

C. Discrepancies noted during surveillance testing will be 
corrected and recorded.  

d. A power distribution map shall be made to verify the expected 
power distribution at periodic intervals at least every 10 
effective full power days using the incore instrumentation 
detector system.  

BASES 

4.0.1 throuih 4.0.5 Establish the general requirements applicable to 
Surveillance Requirements. These requirements are based on the 
Surveillance Requirements stated In the Code of Federal Regulations, IOCFR 
50.36(c)(3): 

"Surveillance Requirements are requirements relating to test, 
calibration, or inspection to ensure that the necessary quality of systems 
and components is maintained, that facility operation will be within 
safety limits, and that the limit"n conditions of operation will be met." 

4.0.1 Establishes the requirement that surveillances must be performed 
during the operational nodes or other conditions for which the 
requirements of the Limiting Conditions for Operation apply unless 
otherwise stated in an individual Surveillance Requirement. The purpose 
of this specification is to ensure that surveillances are performed to 
verify the operational status of systems and components and that 
parameters are within specified limits to ensure safe operation of the 
facility when the plant is in a mode or other specified condition for 
which the associated Limiting Conditions for Operation are applicable.  
Surveillance Requirements do not have to be performed when the facility is 
in an operational mode for which the requirements of the associated 
Limiting Condition for Operation do not apply unless otherwise specified.

Amendment No. 7S, 161 67b
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,3CC) 3.3 D) 

BASES (continued)

Under the terms of this specification, the more restrictive requirements 
of the Technical Specifications take precedence over the ASME Boiler and 
Pressure Vessel Code and applicable Addenda. The requirements of 
Specification 4.0.4 to perform surveillance activities before entry into 
an operational mode or other specified condition takes precedence over the 
ASME Boiler and Pressure Vessel Code provision which allows pumps and 
valves to be tested up to one week after return to normal operation. The 
Technical Specification definition of OPERABLE does not allow a grace 
period before a component, that is not capable of performing its specified 
function, is declared inoperable and takes precedence over the ASME Boiler 
and Pressure Vessel Code provision which allows a valve to be incapable of 
performing its specified function for up to 24 hours before being declared 
inoperable.  

revea ed .uby a la m or n u c a o Acsc • on.. Compar son o outpCuD o fand ot ate of1 Bitans urelac. Bseexeineisoea fbt 

Checkk 

namplifiers 
ach result 

in 
tupscalem or 

wownscale 
p indication 

ope easmly nicu cgnized byfsimple obsedvation f the funcatoning of ac 
instm t or system. Furermore, s failures are, in many ses, 

vea d by alarmt or annunciator Acc eon. Cospadison of utpuer andg/r state 
on ditions) a ainest a eaturing n e sam n ariable tc pploee fr s 

of uilt-in surve .l.l.nce. Based nnexperience in operati oc /of both 

inventional and nuclear plant stema, when the plant is n operation, 

"the mi.nimum checking frequen ~tated is deemed adequate Zor reactor 

system snytpumentation. o 

Calibration 

nr 

Calibration shall be p formed to assure .the prese ation and acquisition f accrae Fnormat•. fhe nuclear Ilux 1power range) channels shall be 
•a ra~ted at least twice weekly (during steady state operating 

conditions) against a heat balance standard to compensate for 
instrumentation drift. During nonsteady state operation, the nuclear 
flux channels shall be calibrated daily to compensate for instrumentation drift and changing rod patterns and care physics parameters.

Amendment No. 161 
Revised by NRC Letter Dated 6/17/98
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C

Channel Description 

36. Doric Acid Addition Tank 

a. Level Channel 
b. Temperature Channel 

37. Degraded Voltage Monitoring 

"-• Le Zyndcao 

39. Incore Neutron Detectors 

40. Emergency Plant Radiation 
Instruments 

41. Reactor Trip Ulpo 

Turbine Trip Circuitry 

42. Deleted

Table 4.1-1 ICont.I 

Check Test I

WA /

Hill 

H

"NA

NA 

"NA 

PC

toe Remarks 

-OD MN\
NA 

R

Ill Check Functioning 

Il battery Check

a

Ameendment N0o. i*#*O@,4., 4AI-1-O1 ,92 72a
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Channel Description 

d. SG A High Range Level 
High-high 

a. SG B High Range Level 
High-high 

57. Containment High Range 
Radiation Monitors 

58. Containment Pressure-High 

59. Containment Water Level-Wide 
Range 

60. Low Temperature Overpressure 
Protection Alarm •ogic 

61* Core-exit Thermocouples 

62 Electronic (5CR) Trip Relays 

63 RVLNS 

64 HUMS 

NOTE:

S1 Each Shift 
Weekly 

H - Monthly 
/ MD - Daily

(')

Table 4.1-1 ICont.) 

Check Test Calibrate 

S M R

3 

D

N 

NA 

H 

NA 

N

M R 

N R

NA 

NA

R 

"R

R R

NA 

Q 

"NA 

NA

R 

NA 

R 

R

1) 

"r 

~~IQXL4
- Twice per Week - Once every 18 no s 

- Quarterly / PC - Prior-to going itical 
P - Prior to each done within p vious 31 

startup if not one NA - Not Applicabfe 
previous wee SA - SA Twice pef Year 

B/M - Every 2 mon a

Amendment No. •,O4,#,444~-, 
4#IS,4-, 194

(T
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Table 4.11-2^ 

Minimum Ecuiument Test Freauencv: U ;

I tem 

1. Control Rods 

2. Control Rod 
Movement

3. Pressurizer Code 
Safety Valves 

4. gain Steam Safety 
Valves 

S5. Refue',g System 

6a.Reactor Coolant 
System Leakage 

b.Reactor Coolant 
System Pressure 
isolation Valves 

7. Emergency-powered 
Pressurizer Heaters

8. Reactor Building 
Isolation Trip

9. Service Water 
Systems

Test 

Rod Drop Times of all 

Full Length Rods 1/ 

Movement of Each Rod

Setpoint 

Setpoint

Fun ping

Evaluate 

Leakage Test 
Per Table 3.1.6.9 

Power availability 

Heater capacity 
functional test 

Functioning 

Functioning

Freauencv 

Each Refueling Shutdown 

Every Two Weeks Above 
Cold Shutdown Conditions 

One Valve Every 18 Months 

Four Valves Every 18 Months

Start of Eac vefuelln~ 
Shutdoown 7 l90FM

Dail
Daily 

See Notes 1 & 2 

Daily 

Every 18 Months 

Every 18 Months 

Every 18 Months

I/ Same as tests listed in Section 4.7 

Notes: 

(1)Leak testing for each valve shall be individually accomplished to 

demonstrate operability following each refueling, following each time 

the plant is placed in a cold'shutdown condition if testing has not been 

accomplished in the preceding 9 months, and prior to returning the valve 

to service after maintenance, repair or replacement.  

(2)Whenever integrity of a pressure isolation valve listed in Table 

3.1.6.9 cannot be demonstrated the integrity of the remaining valve in 

each high pressure line having a leaking valve shall be determined and 

recorded daily. In addition, the position of one other valve located in 

the high pressure piping shall be recorded daily.

Amendment No. 10, 25. $0, Order dtd.  
4/20/81
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3.9 

Table 4.1-3 

MINIMUM SAMPLING AND ANALYSIS FREQUENCY

Item 

1. Reactor Coolant 
Samples

a.  

b.

(

Test 

Gamma Isotopic Analysis 

Gross Activity Determination

c. Gross Radioiodine 
Determination 

d. Dissolved Gases 

e. Chemistry (Cl, F, and 02) 

•f. n Concentrak 

g. Radiochemical Analysis for 

E Determination (2) (4)

Frequency 

a. Bi-weekly (7) 

b. 3 times/week and 
at least every 
third day (1)(6)(7) 

c. Weekly (3)(6)(7)

d.  

e.  

g.

Weekly (7) 

3 times/week (8) 

Hontr': (7)

2. Borated Water Boron Concentration Weekly ana after 
Storage Tank Water each makeup 
Sample 

3. Core Flooding Tank Boron Concentration Monthly and after 
Sample each makeup 

4. Spent Fuel Pool Boron Concentration Monthly and after 
Water Sample each makeup (9) 

ý a- ros Radiiodinea. ý ekly (S)(7)(10ý)ýý 
•.•coss•"Colat a~*°s e, ýd nf-Concentrati on rR-a'O(5 7)(O)A 

b. Isotopic Radiciodine b. Monthly (7)(10) 
Concentration (4) 

6. Sodium Hydroxide Sodium Hydroxide Quarterly and after 
Tank Sample Concentration each makeup

IJnt��
7i17 A gross radioactivity analysis shall consist of the quantitative 

measurement of the total radioactivity of the primary coolant in units of 

pCi/gm. The total primary coolant activity shall be the sum of the 
degassed beta-gamma activity and the total of all identified gaseous 
activities 15 minutes after the primary system is sampled. Whenever the 
gross radioactivity concentration exceeds 10% of the limit specified in 
the Specification 3.1.4.1 or Increases by 10 pCi/gm from the previous 
measured level, the frequency of sampling and analyzing shall be 
increased to a minimum of once/day until a steady activity level is 
established.  

Amendment No. ZZ, 10, 121 74
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(2) A radiochemical analysis shall consist of the quantitative measurement of 
the activity for each radionuclide which is identified in the primary 
coolant 15 minutes after the primary system is sampled. The activities 
for the individual isotopes shall be used in the determination of 1. A 
radiochemical analysis and calculation of I and iodine isotopic activity 
shall be performed if the measured gross activity changes by more than 10 
pCi/gm from the previous measured level. The gamma energy per 
disintegration for those radioisotopes determined to bie present shall be 
as given in "Table of Isotopesu (1967) and beta energy per disintegration 
shall be as given in USNRDL-TR-602 (Part II) or other references using 
the equivalent values for the radioisotopes.  

(3) In addition to the weekly measurement, the radioiodine concentration 
shall be determined if the measured gross radioactivity concentration 
changes by more than 10 pCi/gm from the previous measured level.  

(4) Iodine isotopic activities shall be weighted to give 1-131 dose 
equivalent activity.  

(5) In add on to the weekly measurem , the radioiodine concentra nR 
sh be determined if there are dications that the primary TlM 

ondary coolant leakage ratp has increased b a factor of 

(6) Whenever the steady state radioiodine or gross radioactivity 
concentration of prior operation is greater than 1 percent but less than 
10 percent of Specification 3.1.4.1, a sample of reactor coolant shall be 
taken within 24 hours of any reactor criticality and analyzed for 
radioactive iodines of 1-131 through 1-135 and gross radioactivity as 
well as the coolant sample and analyses required by the above.  

Whenever the steady state radioiodine or gross radioactivity 
concentration of prior operation is greater than 10 percent of 
Specification 3.1.4.1, a sample of reactor coolant shall be taken prior 
to any reactor criticality and analyzed for radioactive iodines of 1-131 
through 1-135 and gross radioactivity as well as the coolant sample and 
analyses required by above.  

((7) Kt required whe lant is in tb corld shutdow3,4ndition or ueling E -eshtdown condjý_ Kon. '_,o 

(8) 02 analysis is not required when plant is in the cold shutdown condition 
or refueling shutdown condition.  

(9) Required only when fuel is in the pool and prior to transferring fuel to the pool.  

C(O-• -~otrequirgo~ n ot gener ha steam in th eam generators.•)• • V 

(11) The following shall be required until the end of Cycle 2 operation: 

a. Gross radiolodine shall be determined at least three times per week 
during power operation.

Amendment No. 12 75



e. Diesel fuel from the emergency storage tank shall be 
sampled and found to be within acceptable limits specified 
in Table I of AMT D975-68 when checked for viscosity, 
water, and sediment.  

5. Once every 31 days the pressure in the required starting air 
receiver tanks shall be verified to be Z 175 psig.  

Once every 19 months, the capacity of each diesel oil 
transfer pwcp shall be verified to be at least 10 gpm.  

4.6.2 DC Sources and Battery Cell Parameters 

1. Verify battery terminal voltage is X 124.7 V on float charge once 
each 7 days.  

2. Verify battery capacity is adequate to supply, -and maintain In 
operable status, the required emergency loads for the design duty 
cycle when subjected to either a battery service test or a modified 
performance discharge test once every 18 months.  

3. Verify battery capacity is X 80% of the manufacturers rating when 
subjected to a performnce discharge test or a modified performance 
discharge test once every 60 months, once every 24 months when 
battery has reached 85% of the service life with capacity > 100% of 
the manufacturers rating and showing no degradation, and once every 
12 months when battery shows degradation or has reached 85% of the 
service life and capacity is < 100% of the manufacturer's rating.  

4. Any battery charger which has not been loaded while connected 
to its 125V d-c distribution system for at least 30 minutes 
during every quarter shall be tested and loaded while connected 
to its bus for 30 minutes.  

5. Verify battery pilot cell parameters meet Table 4.6-1 Category A 
limits once per 7 days.  

6. Verify average electrolyte temperature of representative cells is 
? 60"F once per 92 days.  

7. Verify battery cell parameters meet Table 4.6-1 Category B limits 
once per 92 days and once within 24 hours after a battery discharge 
to < 110 V and once within 24 hours after a battery overcharge to 
> 145 V.  

6. Verify electrolyte temperature of pilot cell is 2 60'F once per 
31 days.  

4.* 6.3 Emergency LLghting 

The correct functioning of the emergency lighting system shall be 
verified once every 16 months.

Amendment No. "I,4S,&-,200 100a



or,'. a tAis je, are 0/s ad.pl ;o,1ck 3,9.  
Footnotes (b) and (C) to Table 4.6-1 are applicable to Category A, B, and C 
specific gravity. Footnote (b) to Table 4.6-1 requires the above mentioned 
correction for electrolyte tenperature. The value of 2 amps used in footnote 
1c) is the nominal value for float current established by the battery vendor as 
representing a fully charged battery with an allowance for overall battery 
condition. This current provides, in general, an indication of overall battery 
condition.  

Because of specific gravity gradients that are produced during the recharging 
process, delays of several days may occur while waiting for the specific gravity 
to stabilize. A stabilized charger current is an acceptable alternative to 
specific gravity measurement for determining the state of charge. This 
phenomenon is discussed in ZEEE-450. Footnote (c) to Table 4.6-1 allows the 
float charge current to be used as an alternate to specific gravity for up to 
7 days following a battery recharge. Within 7 days each connected cell's 
specific gravity must be measured to confirm the state of charge. Following a 
minor battery recharge Isuch as equalizing charge that does not follow a deep 
discharge) specific gravity gradients are not significant, and confirming 
measurements may be made in less than 7 days.  ( The SR 4.6.3 testing of the emergency lighting is scheduled every 18 months and 

subject to review and modification if experience demonstrates a more effective 
test schedule.  

REFERENCE 

TSAR, Section 87•'/)

Amendment No. Z1,26,200 101c
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( G r a n V s C c- 
R•• 

e g 

Applies to 8urvailla /Of the corntrol rod systems.I 

To verify that a designated control rod (by core position) is OP sting in 

its prograim functional position and group (rods I through 12, 1-8).  

4.7.2.1 Whenever the control rod drive patch panel is re onected (after 

test, reprogramming, or maintenance), each cont I rod drive 

mechanism shall be selected from the control and exercised by 
movement of sufficient travel to verify that a proper rod bas 

responded as shown an the unit computer pr ou or on the input to 

the computer for that rod.  

.7.2.2 Whenever power or Instrumentation cables o the control rod 

drive assemblies atop the reactor or a the bulkhead are 
disconnected or removed, an Ludepend verification check of their 
recounection shall be performed.  

4.7.2.3 Any rod found to be Improperly pro eased shall be declared 

Inoperable until properly progr ed.  

Each control rod has a relative and an a oluta position indicator systne. One 

set of outputs goes to the plant comput identified by a unique number 

associated with only one core positi The other se*t of outputs goes to a 

programmable bank of 68 edgeewise me In the control room. In the event that 
a patching error is made in the pa pane or coinnectors, In the cables leading 
to the control rod drive essembIa or the control rooe ester bank Is 

Improperly transposed upon recon taon these errr and transpositions will / 

be discovered by a comparative ck by (1) selecting a specific rod from on.V 
group (e.g., rod I in regul:At group 6), (2) ncting the program-approve ra 

position for this rod of the , (3) exercising the selected red. and 

noting that a) the computer itas out both absolute and relative poiti• 

response for the approved position, and b) the proper meter in, the tCr ol 

room display bank Indicate both absolute and relative mater positions This 

type of comparative Cho ill aot "asure detection of improperly acte 
cables Inside the ran building. For these, (Specification 4.7. 2) it will 

be necessary for a res ible person, other than the one doing th work, to 

verify by eppropria ean that each cable has been matched to proper 
control rod drive eobly.

Amendment No. 103, 142 104
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__0 •ZN

4.15 AUGMENTED INSERVIC NSPECTION PROGRAM FOR HIGH ENERGY LINES 

OUTSIDE OF CONTAI ENT 

Applicability 

Applies to welds in iping systems located outside of containme where 

protection from th consequences of postulated ruptures is no provided by 

a system of pipe hip restraints, Jet impingement barriers, otective 

enclosures and/ other measures designed specifically to e with such 
ruptures.  

For Arkans Nuclear One-Unit 1 this specification appl es to six welds in 

the main eam and main feedwater lines identified as elds 6, 7, 23, 24, 

55, and on Figures A-7, A-8 and A-15 of the Final afety Analysis 
Report.  

Ob e ive 

T provide assurance of the continued integri of the piping system over 
ir service lifetime.  

Specifications

4.15.1 At the first refueling outage p iod, a volumetric examination 
shall be performed with 100 p cent inspection of each weld in 

accordance with the requirem ts of ASME Code Section XI, Inservice 

Inspection of Nuclear Power lant Components, to establish system 
integrity and baseline da .  

4.15.2 The inservice inspectio at each weld shall be performed in 

accordance with the r ulrements of ASME Code Section XI, Inservice 

Inspection of Nuclea Power Plant Components, with the following 
schedule: 

(The inspection tervals identified below sequentially follow he 

baseline exami ion of 4.15.1).  

First Inspec on Interval 

a. First -1/3 years (or 100 volumetric inspe ion of 

near t refueling outage) each weld 

b. S ond 3-1/3 years (or 100% volumetric spection of 

earest refueling outage) each weld 

c Third 3-1/3 years (or 100 volumet c inspection of 
nearest refueling outage) each weld

110c
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0

Succelsive Inspection Intervals 

Ev 10 years thereafter (or Volumetric i ection of 
arest refueling outage) two of thce i Ids c at the 

expiratio of each 1/3 of 
the ins tion.intervals 

are 

isty 

c 0 w ith a umulative 100% w i t sp m ti 0 tiv 

Note 
'10 

of 
t 

I s K i ati 0 of eac 

ove ge of all welds.  
h a u ul a e 

p p um 
tr Note The welds selecte ea inspection period shall be 

e r ge 
of 

all 
r 0 x t 

ns ection e 
dur:b o be examined to provide a /dv distributed among the total n e be e amined 

representative sampling of the c itions of the welds.  

r w 
ve 

4.15.3 In the event repairs of aany ww s are required following any 

th 

a 
n 

p 

nte 
examination during successi inspection intervals. the inspection 

I 
n n 

0 schedule for the repaired Ids will revert back to the first 10 

c c 

year inspection program.  rog 

ta 

am 
f0 

ce 

%,I s s 11 1 1 

pe 
du 

e na e a le e / n a e 
1, 4 2 5 ed to requi an 

ip 0 t e f' rý 
4.15.4 Examinations that reve unacceptable structural defects in a we 

ons 

that 

wi t S ctio XI of tj 
i n a ha pi pi g ; 

am 

i v an 
i nspect 

nve 
nde 

during an inspection nder 4.15.2 should be extended to requi an 

re detected i impl i ng, t 

tr 
another V I f furthe 

i 
5 

1 on 

ýaal i 
nspecti 

h a of 

additional inspecti h of another 
1/3 of the welds. 

If furthet 10 

pt 

f ts i w 

unacceptable defe s are detected in the second sampling, t 
remainder of th / weldds shall bbee inspected.  

e 

I 

4.15.5 Repairs, ree mination andd piping pressure tests shall e conducte,1 
in accordan with Section XI of the ASME 

Code. uct

110d
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Visual inspe tions shall verify (1) that there are no v ible 

indications f damage or impaired operability, and (2) 

attachment to the foundation or supporting structure re 

functiona and (3) fasteners for the attachment of t snubber 

to the c sponent and to the snubber anchorage kre f ctional.  

Snubber which appear inoperable as a result of v ual 

inspec ions shall be classified as INOPERABLE an say be 

reclatsified OPERABLE for the purpose of establ hing the next 

visu inspection interval, providing that (1) he cause of 

the rejection is clearly established and reme ed for that 

pa icular snubber and for other snubbers th may be 

g erically susceptible; and (2) the affect snubber is 

ctionally tested in the as found condit on and determined 
perable per Specifications 4.16.l.d or 4 16.1.., as 

applicable. However, when the fluid por of a hydraulic 

snubber is found to be uncovered, the ubber shall be 

determined inoperable and cannot be d ermined operable via 

functional testing for the purpose o establishing the next 

visual inspection interval. All sn bers connected to a 

common hydraulic fluid reservoir s all be evaluated for 

operability if .any snubber connec ad to that reservoir is 

determined to be inoperable.  

d. Functional Tests 

At least once each refuel shutdown a representative sample 

of snubbers shall be taste using the following sample plan.  

At least 101 of the snubb rs required by Specification 3.16.1 

shall be functionally t ted either in place or in a bench 

test. For each snubbe that does not meet the functional test 

acceptance criteria o Specification 4.16.1.e, an additional 

1O0 of the snubbers all be functionally tested until no more 

failures are found until all snubbers have been 
functionally test .  

The representati samples for the functional test sample 

plans shall be ndomly selected from the snubbers required y 

Specification .16.1 and reviewed before beginning the 

testing. The eview shall ensure as far as practical tha 

they are rep sentative of the various configurations, 

operating * ironments, range of sizes, and capacities 

Snubbers p ced in the same locations as snubbers whi failed 

the previ s functional test shall be retested at th time of 

the next unctional test but shall not be included the 

sample an. If during the functional testinng, ad itional 

saspl is required due to failure of oly one a of 

:sanabb , the functional testing results shall b reviewed at 

that ioe to determine if additional sample s auld be limited 

to t a type of snubber which has failed the f ctional 

tes ing.

Amendment No. 21, $4, 156 110f
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_ _ _ _ _ _ Rk

(1

Amendment No. 23. 34

e. Functional Test A /ce tance Criteria 
KM 

The snubber fu tional test shall verify that: 

1) Activat n (restraining action) is achieved wi in the 

specified range in both tension and compressin. except 

that *nertla dependent, acceleration limi ti n mechanical 
snub ers may be tested to verify only that ctivation 

ta s place in both directions of travel; 

2) ubber bleed, or release rate where re ired, is present 

n both tension and compression, withi the specified 
range; 

3 Where required, the force required o initiate or maintain 

motion of the snubber is within t specified range in 
both direction of travel; and 

4) For snubbers specifically requ ed not to displace under 

continuous load, the ability the snubber to withstand 
load without displacement.  

Testing methods may be used to easure parameters indirectly or 

parameters other than those sp cified if those results can be 

correlated to the specified rameters through established 
methods.  

f. Functional Test Failure A lysis 

An evaluation shall be de of each failure to meet the 

functional test accept ce criteria to determine the cause of 

the failure. The res ts of this evaluation shall be used. i 

applicable, in selec ng snubbers to be tested in an effort o 

determine the opera lity of other snubbers irrespective o 

type which may be bject to the same failure mode.  

For the snubbers ound inoperable, an engineering eval tion 

shall be perfo d on the components to which the no erable 

snubbers are a ached. The purpose of this engineer ng 

evaluation sh I be to determine if the components o which the 

Inoperable s bbers are attached were adversely at ected by the 

inoperabill y of the snubbers in order to ensure hat the 

component emains capable of meeting the design service.  

If any s ubber selected for functional testin either fails to 

activa or fails to move, i.e., frozen-in-p ce, the cause 

will b evaluated and, if caused by manufac rer or

110g
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Sdesign defici c, all snubbers of the same type sb tt h 

same defect al eevaluated in amanner to eensure'their 

operebilityt This testing requirement shall be in ependent of.  
not meet|, g the functional test acceptance crit ria.  

g. Preserv •e Testing of Repaired, Replacement dNew Snubbers

Pres vice operability testing shall be pe ormed on repaired, 
rep cement or new snubbers prior to inst llation. Testing may 
bee t the manufacturer's facility. The esting shall verify 
t functional test acceptance criteri in Specification 

In addition, a preservice inspectio shall be performed on each 
repaired, replacement or new snubb r and shall verify that: 

1) There are no visible signs f damage or impaired 
operability as a result o storage, handling or 
installation; 

2) The snubber load ratin , location, orientation, position 
setting and configur ion (attachments, extensions, 
etc.), are in accor nce with design; 

3) Adequate swing cl rance is provided to allow snubber 
movement; " 

4) If applicable, fluid is at the recommended level and fl d 
is not leaki from the snubber system; 

5) Structural onnections such as pins, bearings, studs 
fasteners nd other connecting hardware such as loc nuts, 
tabs, wi and cotter pins are installed correctl 

h. Snubber Sea Replacement Program 

The seal ervice life of hydraulic snubbers shall e monitored 
to ensur that the service life is not exceeded tween 
surveil ance inspections. The expected service ife for the 
varlo seals, seal materials, and applicatlo shall be 
dete ined and established based on engineer g information and 
the eals shall be replaced so that the exp ted service life 
wi not be exceeded during a period when e snubber is 
ruired to be operable. The seal repwla ments shall be 

cumented and the documentation shall retained in 
ccordance with Specification 6.9.2.

Amendment No. 84
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N/ROF INOPERABLE SNUBBERS / 

Population 'C• nACl~ Column B 

per Category Extpd Interval Repeat IntervAl educe Inteval 

(Notes 1 and 2) tea 3 and 6) (Notes 4 and 6) (Notes 5 /d 6) 

1 0 a 0 . I 

so 0 0 2 

100 0 1 4

0 

2 

S.

400 

5 0 

730 

1000 or greater

a 

12 

20 

29

3 

5 

12/

a 

24 

40 

6

8 

13 

25

3636 

48 
76 

79 

109

Note 1: The next visual inspecti• interval for a snubber category shall 

be determined ased the previous inspection interval and the 

number of INOPRADLE aubbers found during that interval.  

Snubber• y be cte rized, based upon their accessibility during 

power operation, as ccesible or inaccessible. These categories 

may be examined se arately or jointly. However, categories *us 

be determined an documented before ny inspection and that 

determination a 11 be the basis upon which to determine the ext 

inspection int al for that category.  

Note 2: Interpolati between population per category and the n er of 

INOPERABLE nubbers is permissible. Use next lower in ger for 

the value of the limit for Columns A, B. end C if th integer 

Include a fractional value of INOPERABLE snubbers determined 

by int lation.

Amendment No. 156 1101-2
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Note 3: If the numb Jof INOPERBL snubbers is equal to or lot than the 

number in lumn A, the next inspection interval may e twice the 

previous terval but not greater than 48 months._ 

Note 4: If the umber of INOPERABLE snubbers is equal t or less than the 

numbs in Column B but greater than the number n Column A, the 

nex inspection interval shall be the same a the previous 

Note 5: f the number of INOPERABLE snubbers is ual to or greater than 

the number in Column C, the next inspe Lon interval shall be 

two-thirds of the previous interval. owever, if the number of 

INOPERABLE snubbers is less tha- th number in Column C but 

greater than the number in Column , the next interval shall be 

reduced proportionally by interpo tion, that is, the previous 

interval shall be reduced by - or that is one-third of the 

ratio of the difference betwe t number of INOPERABLE snubbers 

found during the previous i nd the number in Column I to 

the difference in the numbs in Column B and C.  

Note 6: Specified surveillance ervals may be adjusted plus or minus 25 

percent to accommodate rual test and surveillance schedule 

intervals up to and ludLng 48 months, with the exception that 

inspection of nacce ible snubbers may be deferred to the next 

shutdown when planct itions allow five days for inspection.  

See Note 7 for df terval as applied to snubber v sual 

inspections. Th poisions of Specification 4 regarding 

surveillance in ervals are not applicable.  

Note 7: Interval as fined for the shock suppressors (snubbers visual 

inspection rveillance requirements is the period of ime 

starting w en the unit went Into cold shutdown for fuling, and 

endig the unit goes Into cold shutdown for i next 

eschedul refueling. This period of tiei mmaly considered 

to be 1a month period, or a 24 month ero sd nth tp 

of f 1 being used. However, the period of ti e (interval) could 

be orter or longer due to plant operating riables such as fuel 
Ii a and operating performance.

Amendment No. 156 110g-3
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All safety related snub rz are required to be operable to ensu that the 

structurarLintearity o the reactor coolant system and all oth safety 

related systems is a taied during and following a seismic other t 

event Initiating d sic loads. Snubbers excluded from thi inspection 

program are those stalled on nonsafety related systems a then only if 

their failure, o failure of the system on which they are installed, would 

have no advers effect on any safety related system.  

The visual spection frequency is based upon maintai g a constant level 

mf snubbe protection to plant systems. Therefore, e required 

Inspect n interval varies based upon the number o INOPERABLE snubbers 

found ring the previous inspection in proportio to the sizes of the 

vari s snubber populations or categories and t previous inspection 

it al as specified in NRC Generic Letter 90 9, "Alternative 

R =uiremnts For Snubber Visual Inspection I ervals and Corrective 
tions". Inspections performed before tha interval has elapsed may be 

used as a new reference point to determine he next inspection. However, 

the result of such early inspections perfurmed before the original 

required time interval has elapsed (non al time less 2S5) say not be used 

to lengthen the required inspection in rval. Any inspection whose 

results require a shorter inspection terval will override the previous 

schedule.  

When the cause of the rejection oa a snubber is clearly established and 

remedied for that snubber and f any other snubbers that may be 

generically susceptible, and v ified by inservice functional testing, 

that snubber may be exempted am being counted as inoperable.  

Generically susceptible snub ers are those which are of a specific oak or 

model and have the ass de features directly related to rejection f 

the snubber by visual ins" ction, or are similarly located or expos to 

the same environme~ntal c ditions such as temperature, radiation a 

vibration.  

When a snubber is f d inoperable, an engineering evaluation 

performed, In addit to the determination of the snubber a a of 

failure, in order o determine if led pont r 

has been adverse affected ability of the snubbe . The 

engineering eve tion is performed to determine whether r not the 

snubber aod o failure has imparted a significant effe or degradation 

on the suppo edcomponent or system.  

If a rev and evaluation of an INOPERABLE snubber s performed and 

document to justify continued operation, and p ided that all design 

criteria re met with the INOPERABLE snubber, th the INOPERABLE snubber 

would n need to be restored or replaced.

Amendment No. 06 156 1lOg-4
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4.25 Reactor gu~lli•PreF tnSse 

Ag~licabilit -/j 

Applies to the surveillane of the reactor building purge filtration 

system.  

Obl!ect lye " 

To verify an accep ble level of efficiency and operability of the sector 

building purge f ration system.  
g~e i ftcst ion/ 

4.25.1 Th pressure drop across the combined HEPA filters d charcoal 

a orber banks shall be demonstrated to be less t n 6 inches of 

ater at system design flow rate (±lO%) within 7 system 
operating hours prior to initial irradiated fue handling 

4. .2 Initially and after any maintenance or tes g that could affect 

the air distribution within the reactor b ing purge system, air 

distribution shall be demonstrated to niform within t20% 
across HEPA filters and charcoal adsorrs .  

4.25.3a. The tests and sample analysis o Specification 3.22.1.a, b, & 

c. shall be performed within 7 system operating hours prior 

to initial irradiated fuel h ling operations in the reactor 

building, and prior to irra ated fuel handling in the reactor 

building following signifi•t painting, fire or chemical 

release in any ventilati zone communicating with the system.  

b. Cold DOP testing shall aso be performed prior to irradiated 

fuel handling in the &actor building after each complete or 

partial replacement f a KEPA filter bank or after any 

structural maintZ ce on the system housing.  

c. Halogenated carbon testing shall also be performed prior 

to irradiated *I handling in the reactor building after * 

complete or rtial replacement of a charcoal adsorber ba or 

after any a ctural maintenance on the system housing.  

Pressure drop acr s the combined HEPA filters and charcoal aorbers of 
lost than 6 inc so wtr tth yse esig flow rate I1 indilcate 

refueling p iod to show system performance capability 

Amendment No. 44 llOx 
REVISED BY NRC LETTER DATED APRIL 30, 1991
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The frequency of ests and sample analysis are neces ary to show that the 

HEPA filters an charcoal adsorbers can perform as valuated. The charcoal 

adsorber effi ency test procedures should allow f r obtaining at least two 

samples. Ea sample should be at least two inc s in diameter and a 

length equ to the thickness of the bed. Test of the charcoal adsorbers 

with halo nated hydrocarbon refrigerant and o the HEPA filter bank with 

DOP aer ol shall be performed in accordance ith ANSI N510 (1975) 

Stand d for Testing of Nuclear Air Cleani Systems." Any HEPA filters 

foun defective shall be replaced with fil ers qualified according to 

Re atory Position C.3.d. of Regulatory uide 1.52. Radioactive methy 

i ide removal efficiency tests shall b performed in accordance with T 

ndard R16-IT. If laboratory test sults are unacceptable, all c rcoal 

adsorbents in the system shall be r aced with charcoal adsorbent 

qualified according to Regulatory ide 1.52.

Amendment No. 44
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NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS 
GENERIC EVALUATIONS 

"W" - Relocation of requirements: 

Relocating requirements which do not meet the Technical Specification selection criteria to 
documents with an established control program allows the Technical Specifications to be reserved 
only for those conditions or limitations upon reactor operation which are necessary to adequately 
limit the possibility of an abnormal situation or event giving rise to an immediate threat to the 
public health and safety, thereby focusing the scope of Technical Specifications.  

Therefore, requirements which do not meet the Technical Specification selection criteria in 
10 CFR 50.36 have been relocated to other controlled license basis documents. This regulation 
addresses the scope and purpose of Technical Specifications. In doing so, it establishes a specific 
set of objective criteria for determining which regulatory requirements and operating restrictions 
should be included in Technical Specifications. These criteria are as follows:

Criterion 1: 

Criterion 2: 

Criterion 3: 

Criterion 4:

Installed instrumentation that is used to detect and indicate in the control room a 
significant abnormal degradation of the reactor coolant pressure boundary.  

A process variable that is an initial condition of a design basis accident (DBA) or 
transient analysis that either assumes the failure of or presents a challenge to the 
integrity of a fission product barder.  

A structure, system or component that is part of the primary success path and 
which functions or actuates to mitigate a design basis accident or transient that 
either assumes the failure of or presents a challenge to the integrity of a fission 
barrier.  

A structure, system or component which operating experience or probabilistic 
safety assessment has shown to be significant to public health and safety.

The application of these criteria is provided in the "Application of Selection Criteria to the ANO-1 
Technical Specifications." Requirements which met the criteria have been included in the 
proposed improved Technical Specifications. Entergy Operations proposes to remove the 
requirements which do not meet the criteria from the Technical Specifications and relocate the 
requirements to a suitable owner controlled document. The requirements in the relocated 
Specifications will not be affected by this Technical Specification change. Entergy Operations will 
initially continue to perform the required operation and maintenance to assure that the 
requirements are satisfied. Relocating specific requirements for systems or variables will have no 
impact on the system's operability or the variable's maintenance, as applicable.

1/28/2000ANO-1 G-1



NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS 
GENERIC EVALUATIONS 

License basis document control mechanisms, such as 10 CFR 50.59, 10 CFR 50.54(a)(3), and ITS 

K> Section 5, "Administrative Controls," will be utilized for the relocated Specifications as they will 

be placed in other controlled license basis documents. This would allow Entergy Operations to 

make changes to these requirements, without NRC approval, as allowed by the applicable 

regulatory requirements. These controls are considered adequate for assuring structures, systems 

and components in the relocated Specifications are maintained operable and variables in the 

relocated Specifications are maintained within limits.  

Entergy Operations has evaluated this proposed Technical Specification change and has 

determined that it involves no significant hazards consideration. This determination has been 

performed in accordance with the criteria set forth in 10 CFR 50.92(c) as indicated below: 

1. Does the change involve a significant increase in the probability or consequences of 

an accident previously evaluated? 

The proposed change relocates requirements and surveillances for structures, systems, 
components or variables which did not meet the criteria for inclusion in Technical 

Specifications as identified in the Application of Selection Criteria to the ANO-1 Technical 

Specifications. The affected structures, systems, components or variables are not assumed 

to be initiators of analyzed events and are not assumed to mitigate accident or transient 
events. The requirements and surveillances for these affected structures, systems, 
components or variables will be relocated from the Technical Specifications to an 
appropriate administratively controlled license basis document and maintained pursuant to 
the applicable regulatory requirements. Therefore, this change does not involve a 

significant increase in the probability or consequences of an accident previously evaluated.  

2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident from 
any accident previously evaluated? 

The proposed change does not necessitate a physical alteration of the plant (no new or 
different type of equipment will be installed) or change in parameters governing normal 
plant operation. The proposed change will not impose any different requirements and 
adequate control of information will be maintained. Thus, this change does not create the 
possibility of a new or different kind of accident from any accident previously evaluated.  

3. Does this change involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety? 

The proposed change will not reduce a margin of safety because it has no impact on any 

safety analysis assumptions. In addition, the affected requirement will be relocated to an 
owner controlled license basis document for which future changes will be evaluated 
pursuant to the requirements of the applicable regulatory requirements. Therefore, this 
change does not involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety.

1/28/2000ANO-1 G-2



NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS 
GENERIC EVALUATIONS 

"A" - Administrative changes to requirements: 

Reformatting and rewording the remaining requirements in accordance with the style of the 
improved Babcock & Wilcox Standard Technical Specifications in NUREG-1430 will make the 
Technical Specifications more readily understandable to plant operators and other users.  
Application of the format and style will also assure consistency is achieved between specifications.  
As a result, the reformatting and rewording of the Technical Specifications has been performed to 
make them more readily understandable by plant operators and other users. During this 
reformatting and rewording process, no technical changes (either actual or interpretational) to the 
Technical Specifications were made unless they were identified and justified.  

Entergy Operations has evaluated this proposed Technical Specification change and has 
determined that it involves no significant hazards consideration. This determination has been 
performed in accordance with the criteria set forth in 10 CFR 50.92(c) as indicated below: 

1. Does the change involve a significant increase in the probability or consequences of 
an accident previously evaluated? 

The proposed change involves reformatting and rewording of the existing Technical 
Specifications. The reformatting and rewording process involves no technical changes to 
existing requirements. As such, this change is administrative in nature and does not 
impact initiators of analyzed events or assumed mitigation of accident or transient events.  
Therefore, this change does not involve a significant increase in the probability or 
consequences of an accident previously evaluated.  

2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident from 
any accident previously evaluated? 

The proposed change does not necessitate a physical alteration of the plant (no new or 
different type of equipment will be installed) or changes in parameters governing normal 
plant operation. The proposed change will not impose any different requirements. Thus, 
this change does not create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident from any 
accident previously evaluated.  

3. Does this change involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety? 

The proposed change will not significantly reduce the margin of safety because it has no 
impact on any safety analysis assumptions. This change is administrative in nature. As 
such, there is no technical change to the requirements and therefore, there is no significant 
reduction in the margin of safety.

1/28/2000ANO-1 G-3



NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS 
GENERIC EVALUATIONS 

"ILA" - Less restrictive. Administrative deletion of requirements: 

Portions of some Specifications provide information that is descriptive in nature regarding the 
equipment, system(s), actions or surveillances. This information is proposed to be deleted from 
the specification and relocated to other license basis documents which are under licensee control.  
These documents include the TS Bases, Safety Analysis Report (SAR), Technical Requirements 
Manual, and Programs and Manuals identified in ITS Section 5, "Administrative Controls." The 
removal of descriptive information is permissible, because the documents containing the relocated 
information will be controlled through the applicable process provided by the regulatory 
requirements, e.g., 10 CFR 50.59, 10 CFR 50.54(a)(3), and ITS Section 5, "Administrative 
Controls." This will not impact the actual requirements but may provide some flexibility in how 
the requirement is conducted. Therefore, the descriptive information that has been moved 
continues to be maintained in an appropriately controlled manner.  

Entergy Operations has evaluated this proposed Technical Specification change and has 
determined that it involves no significant hazards consideration. This determination has been 
performed in accordance with the criteria set forth in 10 CFR 50.92(c) as indicated below: 

1. Does the change involve a significant increase in the probability or consequences of 
an accident previously evaluated? 

The proposed change relocates requirements from the Technical Specifications to other 
license basis documents which are under licensee control. The documents containing the 
relocated requirements will be maintained using the provisions of applicable regulatory 
requirements. Therefore, this change does not involve a significant increase in the 
probability or consequences of an accident previously evaluated.  

2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident from 
any accident previously evaluated? 

The proposed change does not necessitate a physical alteration of the plant (no new or 
different type of equipment will be installed) or changes in parameters governing normal 
plant operation. The proposed change will not impose any different requirements and 
adequate control of the information will be maintained. Thus, this change does not create 
the possibility of a new or different kind of accident from any accident previously 
evaluated.
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NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS 
GENERIC EVALUATIONS 

3. Does this change involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety? 

The proposed change will not reduce a margin of safety because it has no impact on any 
safety analysis assumptions. In addition, the requirements to be transposed from the 
Technical Specifications to other license basis documents, which are under licensee 
control, are the same as the existing Technical Specifications. The documents containing 
the relocated requirements will be maintained using the provisions of applicable regulatory 
requirements. Therefore, this change does not involve a significant reduction in a margin 
of safety.
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NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS 
GENERIC EVALUATIONS 

"M"1 - More restrictive changes to requirements: 

The ANO-1 Technical Specifications are proposed to be modified in some areas to impose more 
stringent requirements than previously identified. These more restrictive modifications are being 
imposed to be consistent with the improved Babcock & Wilcox Standard Technical 
Specifications. Such changes have been made after ensuring the previously evaluated safety 
analysis was not affected. Also, other more restrictive technical changes have been made to 
achieve consistency, correct discrepancies, and remove ambiguities from the specification.  

The modification of the ANO-1 Technical Specifications and the changes made to achieve 
consistency within the specifications have been performed in a manner such that the most 
stringent requirements are imposed, except in cases which are individually evaluated.  

Entergy Operations has evaluated this proposed Technical Specification change and has 
determined that it involves no significant hazards consideration. This determination has been 
performed in accordance with the criteria set forth in 10 CFR 50.92(c) as quoted below: 

1. Does the change involve a significant increase in the probability or consequences of 
an accident previously evaluated? 

The proposed change provides more stringent requirements for the ANO-1 Technical 
Specifications. These more stringent requirements are not assumed to be initiators of 
analyzed events and will not alter assumptions relative to mitigation of accident or 
transient events. The change has been confirmed to ensure no previously evaluated 
accident has been adversely affected. The more stringent requirements are imposed to 
ensure process variables, structures, systems and components are maintained consistent 
with the safety analyses and licensing basis. Therefore, this change does not involve a 
significant increase in the probability or consequences of an accident previously evaluated.  

2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or different Idnd of accident from 
any accident previously evaluated? 

The proposed change does not necessitate a physical alteration of the plant (no new or 
different type of equipment will be installed) or changes in parameters governing normal 
plant operation. The proposed change does impose different requirements. However, 
these changes do not impact the safety analysis and licensing basis. Thus, this change does 
not create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident from any accident 
previously evaluated for ANO-1.
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NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS 
GENERIC EVALUATIONS 

3. Does this change involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety? 

The imposition of more stringent requirements prevents a reduction in the margin of plant 

safety by: 

a) Increasing the analytical or safety limit, 
b) Increasing the scope of the specification to include additional plant equipment, 
c) Increasing the applicability of the specification, 
d) Providing additional actions, 
e) Decreasing restoration times, 
f) Imposing new surveillances, or 
g) Decreasing surveillance intervals.  

The change is consistent with the safety analysis and licensing basis. Therefore, this 
change does not involve a reduction in a margin of safety.
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Definitions 
1.1

1.0 USE AND APPLICATION 

1.1 Definitions 

NOTE 
The defined terms of this section appear in capitalized type and are applicable throughout 
these Technical Specifications and Bases.

Term Definition

ACTIONS

ALLOWABLE THERMAL POWER 

AXIAL POWER IMBALANCE 

AXIAL POWER SHAPING 
RODS (APSRs) 

CHANNEL CALIBRATION

ACTIONS shall be that part of a Specification that 
prescribes Required Actions to be taken under 
designated Conditions within specified Completion 
Times.  

ALLOWABLE THERMAL POWER shall be the maximum 
steady state reactor core heat transfer rate to the reactor 
coolant permitted by consideration of the number and 
configuration of reactor coolant pumps (RCPs) in 
operation.  

AXIAL POWER IMBALANCE shall be the power in the 
top half of the core, expressed as a percentage of 
RATED THERMAL POWER (RTP), minus the power in 
the bottom half of the core, expressed as a percentage 
of RTP.  

APSRs shall be the part-length control components 
used to control the axial power distribution of the reactor 
core. The APSRs are positioned manually by the 
operator and are not trippable.  

A CHANNEL CALIBRATION shall be the adjustment, as 
necessary, of the channel output such that it responds 
within the necessary range and accuracy to known 
values of the parameter that the channel monitors. The 
CHANNEL CALIBRATION shall encompass all devices in 
the channel required for channel OPERABILITY and the 
CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST. Calibration of 
instrument channels with resistance temperature detector 
(RTD) or thermocouple sensors may consist of an 
inplace qualitative assessment of sensor behavior and 
normal calibration of the remaining adjustable devices in 
the channel.  

(continued)
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Definitions 
1.1

1.1 Definition

CHANNEL CALIBRATION 
(continued) 

CHANNEL CHECK 

CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST 

CONTROL RODS 

CORE ALTERATION 

CORE OPERATING LIMITS 

REPORT (COLR) 

DOSE EQUIVALENT 1-131

The CHANNEL CALIBRATION may be performed by 
means of any series of sequential, overlapping, or total 
channel steps.  

A CHANNEL CHECK shall be the qualitative 
assessment, by observation, of channel behavior during 
operation. This determination shall include, where 
possible, comparison of the channel indication and status 
to other indications or status derived from independent 
instrument channels measuring the same parameter.  

A CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST shall be the injection 
of a simulated or actual signal into the channel as close 
to the sensor as practicable to verify OPERABILITY of all 
devices in the channel required for channel 
OPERABILITY. The CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST 
may be performed by means of any series of sequential, 
overlapping, or total steps.  

CONTROL RODS shall be all full length safety and 
regulating rods that are used to shutdown the reactor 
and control power level during maneuvering operations.  

CORE ALTERATION shall be the movement of any fuel, 
sources, or reactivity control components, within the 
reactor vessel with the vessel head removed and fuel in 
the vessel. Suspension of CORE ALTERATIONS shall 
not preclude completion of movement of a component to 
a safe position.  

The COLR is the ANO-1 specific document that provides 
cycle specific parameter limits for the current reload 
cycle. These cycle specific parameter limits shall be 
determined for each reload cycle in accordance with 
Specification 5.6.5. Plant operation within these limits is 
addressed in individual Specifications.  

DOSE EQUIVALENT 1-131 shall be that concentration of 
1-131 (microcurieslgram) that alone would produce the 
same thyroid dose as the quantity and isotopic mixture of 
1-131, 1-132,1-133,1-134, and 1-135 actually present The 
thyroid dose conversion factors used for this calculation 
shall be those listed in Table III of TID-14844, AEC, 
1962, "Calculation of Distance Factors for Power and 
Test Reactor Sites."

(continued)
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1.1

1.1 Definition (continued)

E-AVERAGE 
DISINTEGRATION ENERGY

LEAKAGE

E shall be the average (weighted in proportion to the 
concentration of each radionuclide in the reactor coolant 
at the time of sampling) of the sum of the average beta 
and gamma energies per disintegration (in MeV) for 
isotopes, other than iodines, with half lives > 15 minutes, 
making up at least 95% of the total noniodine activity in 
the coolant

LEAKAGE shall be:

a. Identified LEAKAGE 

1. LEAKAGE, such as that from pump seals or valve 
packing (except RCP seal water leakoff), that is 
captured and conducted to collection systems or 
a sump or collecting tank; 

2. LEAKAGE into the containment atmosphere from 
sources that are both specifically located and 
known either not to interfere with the operation of 
leakage detection systems or not to be pressure 
boundary LEAKAGE; or 

3. Reactor Coolant System (RCS) LEAKAGE 
through a steam generator (SG) to the Secondary 
System; 

b. Unidentified LEAKAGE 

All LEAKAGE (except RCP seal water leakoff) that is 
not Identified LEAKAGE; 

c. Pressure Boundary LEAKAGE 

LEAKAGE (except SG LEAKAGE) through a 
nonisolable fault in an RCS component body, pipe 
wall, or vessel wall.  

A MODE shall correspond to any one inclusive 
combination of core reactivity condition, power level, 
average reactor coolant temperature, and reactor vessel 
head closure bolt tensioning specified in Table 1.1-1 with 
fuel in the reactor vessel.

MODE

(continued)
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1.1

1.1 Definition (continued)

OPERABLE-OPERABILITY 

PHYSICS TESTS

QUADRANT POWER TILT 
(QPT)

RATED THERMAL POWER 
(RTP)

A system, subsystem, train, component, or device shall 
be OPERABLE or have OPERABILITY when it is capable 
of performing its specified safety function(s) and when all 
necessary attendant instrumentation, controls, normal or 
emergency electrical power, cooling and seal water, 
lubrication, and other auxiliary equipment that are 
required for the system, subsystem, train, component, or 
device to perform its specified safety function(s) are also 
capable of performing their related support function(s).  

PHYSICS TESTS shall be those tests performed to 
measure the fundamental nuclear characteristics of the 
reactor core and related instrumentation.  

These tests are: 

a. Described in the SAR; 

b: Authorized under the provisions of 10 CFR 50.59; or 

c. Otherwise approved by the Nuclear Regulatory 
Commission.  

QPT shall be defined by the following equation and 
is expressed as a percentage.  

QPT =100 Power in any Core Quadrant 
T 10 Average Power in all Quadrants J 

RTP shall be a total steady state reactor core heat 
transfer rate to the reactor coolant of 2568 MWt.

(continued)
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1.1

1.1 Definition (continued)

SHUTDOWN MARGIN (SDM)

STAGGERED TEST BASIS 

THERMAL POWER

SDM shall be the instantaneous amount of reactivity by 
which the reactor is subcritical or would be subcritical 
from its present condition assuming: 

a. All full length CONTROL RODS (safety and 
regulating) are fully inserted except for the single 
CONTROL ROD of highest reactivity worth, which is 
assumed to be fully withdrawn. With any CONTROL 
ROD not capable of being fully inserted, the reactivity 
worth of these CONTROL RODS must be accounted 
for in the determination of SDM; 

b. In MODES I and 2, the fuel and moderator 
temperatures are changed to the nominal zero power 
design level; and 

c. There is no change in APSR position.  

A STAGGERED TEST BASIS shall consist of the testing 
of one of the systems, subsystems, channels, or other 
designated components during the interval specified by 
the Surveillance Frequency, so that all systems, 
subsystems, channels, or other designated components 
are tested during n Surveillance Frequency intervals, 
where n is the total number of systems, subsystems, 
channels, or other designated components in the 
associated function.  

THERMAL POWER shall be the total reactor core heat 
transfer rate to the reactor coolant.

.
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Definitions 
1.1

Table 1.1-1 (page I of 1) 
MODES

MODE TITLE REACTIVITY % RATED AVERAGE 
CONDITION THERMAL REACTOR COOLANT 

(k1ff) POWER(a) TEMPERATURE 
(OF) 

1 Power Operation > 0.99 > 5 NA 

2 Startup > 0.99 < 5 NA 

3 Hot Standby < 0.99 NA > 280 

4 Hot Shutdown (b) < 0.99 NA 280 > Tom > 200 

5 Cold Shutdown () < 0.99 NA <5200 

6 Refueling (C) NA NA NA

(a) 

(b) 

(c)

Excluding decay heat.  

All reactor vessel head closure bolts fully tensioned.  

One or more reactor vessel head closure bolts less than fully tensioned.
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Logical Connectors 
1.2

1.0 USE AND APPLICATION

1.2 Logical Connectors 

PURPOSE The purpose of this section is to explain the meaning of logical 
connectors.  

Logical connectors are used in Technical Specifications (TS) to 
discriminate between, and yet connect, discrete Conditions, Required 
Actions, Completion Times, Surveillances, and Frequencies. The only 
logical connectors that appear in TS are AND and OR. The physical 
arrangement of these connectors constitutes logical conventions with 
specific meanings.  

BACKGROUND Several levels of logic may be used to state Required Actions. These 
levels are identified by the placement (or nesting) of the logical 
connectors and by the number assigned to each Required Action. The 
first level of logic is identified by the first digit of the number assigned to 
a Required Action and the placement of the logical connector in the first 
level of nesting (i.e., left justified with the number of the Required 
Action). The successive levels of logic are identified by additional digits 
of the Required Action number and by successive indentations of the 
logical connectors.  

When logical connectors are used to state a Condition, Completion 
Time, Surveillance, or Frequency, only the first level of logic is used, and 
the logical connector is left justified with the statement of the Condition, 
Completion Time, Surveillance, or Frequency.  

EXAMPLES The following examples illustrate the use of logical connectors.  

(continued)
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Logical Connectors 
1.2

1.2 Logical Connectors

EXAMPLES 
(continued)

EXAMPLE 1.2-1

ACTIONS 

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME 

A. LCO not met. A.1 Verify...  

AND 

A.2 Restore...

In this example the logical connector AND is used to indicate that when 
in Condition A, both Required Actions A.1 and A.2 must be completed.  

(continued)
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Logical Connectors 
1.2

1.2 Logical Connectors

EXAMPLES 
(continued)

EXAMPLE 1.2-2 

ACTIONS 

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME 

A. LCO not met A.1 Trip...  

OR 

A.2.1 Verify...  

AND 

A.2.2.1 Reduce...  

OR 

A.2.2.2 Perform...  

OR 

A.3 Align...  

This example represents a more complicated use of logical connectors.  
Required Actions A.1, A.2, and A.3 are alternative choices, only one of 
which must be performed as indicated by the use of the logical 
connector OR and the left justified placement. Any one of these three 
Actions may be chosen. If A.2 is chosen, then both A.2.1 and A.2.2 
must be performed as indicated by the logical connector AND. Required 
Action A.2.2 is met by performing A.2.2.1 or A.2.2.2. The indented 
position of the logical connector OR indicates that A.2.2.1 and A.2.2.2 
are alternative choices, only one of which must be performed.
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Completion Times 
1.3

1.0 USE AND APPLICATION 

1.3 Completion Times

PURPOSE The purpose of this section is to establish the Completion Time 
convention and to provide guidance for its use.

BACKGROUND

DESCRIPTION

Umiting Conditions for Operation (LCOs) specify minimum requirements 
for ensuring safe operation of the unit. The ACTIONS associated with 
an LCO state Conditions that typically describe the ways in which the 
requirements of the LCO can fail to be met. Specified with each stated 
Condition are Required Action(s) and Completion Time(s).

The Completion Time is the amount of time allowed for completing a 
Required Action. It is referenced to the time of discovery of a situation 
(e.g., inoperable equipment or variable not within limits) that requires 
entering an ACTIONS Condition unless otherwise specified, providing 
the unit is in a MODE or specified condition stated in the Applicability of 
the LCO. Required Actions must be completed prior to the expiration of 
the specified Completion Time. An ACTIONS Condition remains in 
effect and the Required Actions apply until the Condition no longer exists 
or the unit is not within the LCO Applicability.

If situations are discovered that require entry into more than one 
Condition at a time within a single LCO (multiple Conditions), the 
Required Actions for each Condition must be performed within the 
associated Completion Time. When in multiple Conditions, separate 
Completion Times are tracked for each Condition starting from the time 
of discovery of the situation that required entry into the Condition.  

Once a Condition has been entered, subsequent trains, subsystems, 
components, or variables expressed in the Condition, discovered to be 
inoperable or not within limits, will not result in separate entry into the 
Condition, unless specifically stated. The Required Actions of the 
Condition continue to apply to each additional failure, with Completion 
Times based on initial entry into the Condition.  

(continued)
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Completion Times 
1.3 

1.3 Completion Times 

DESCRIPTION However, when a subsequent train, subsystem, component, or 
(continued) variable, expressed in the Condition, is discovered to be inoperable or 

not within limits, the Completion Time(s) may be extended. To apply this 
Completion Time extension, two criteria must first be met. The 
subsequent inoperability: 

a. Must exist concurrent with the first inoperability; and 

b. Must remain inoperable or not within limits after the first 
inoperability is resolved.  

The total Completion Time allowed for completing a Required Action to 
address the subsequent inoperability shall be limited to the more 
restrictive of either.  

a. The stated Completion Time, as measured from the initial entry 
into the Condition, plus an additional 24 hours; or 

b. The stated Completion Time as measured from discovery of the 
subsequent inoperability.  

The above Completion Time extensions do not apply to those 
Specifications that have exceptions that allow completely separate 
re-entry into the Condition (for each train, subsystem, component, or 
variable expressed in the Condition) and separate tracking of Completion 
Times based on this re-entry. These exceptions are stated in individual 
Specifications.  

The above Completion Time extension does not apply to a Completion 
Time with a modified "time zero." This modified "time zero" may be 
expressed as a repetitive time (i.e., "once per 8 hours," where the 
Completion Time Is referenced from a previous completion of the 
Required Action versus the time of Condition entry) or as a time modified 
by the phrase "from discovery..." Example 1.3-3 illustrates one use of 
this type of Completion Time. The 10 day Completion Time specified for 
Conditions A and B In Example 1.3-3 may not be extended.  

(continued)
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1.3

1.3 Completion Times (continued)

EXAMPLES The following examples illustrate the use of Completion Times with 
different types of Conditions and changing Conditions.

EXAMPLE 1.3-1

ACTIONS 

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME 

B. Required B.1 Be in MODE 3. 6 hours 
Action and 
associated AND 
Completion 
Time not met B.2 Be in MODE 5. 36 hours

Condition B has two Required Actions. Each Required Action has its 
own separate Completion Time. Each Completion Time is referenced to 
the time that Condition B is entered.  

The Required Actions of Condition B are to be in MODE 3 within 6 hours 
AND in MODE 5 within 36 hours. A total of 6 hours is allowed for 
reaching MODE 3 and a total of 36 hours (not 42 hours) is allowed for 
reaching MODE 5 from the time that Condition B was entered. If 
MODE 3 is reached within 3 hours, the time allowed for reaching 
MODE 5 is the next 33 hours because the total time allowed for reaching 
MODE 5 is 36 hours.  

If Condition B is entered while in MODE 3, the time allowed for reaching 
MODE 5 is the next 36 hours.  

(continued)
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1.3

1.3 Completion Times

EXAMPLES 
(continued)

EXAMPLE 1.3-2

ACTIONS 

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME 

A. One pump A.1 Restore pump to 7 days 
inoperable. OPERABLE 

status.  

B. Required B.1 Be in MODE 3. 6 hours 
Action and 
associated AND 
Completion 
lime not met. B.2 Be in MODE 5. 36 hours

When a pump is declared Inoperable, Condition A is entered. If the 
pump is not restored to OPERABLE status within 7 days, Condition B is 
also entered and the Completion Time docks for Required Actions B.1 
and B.2 start. If the inoperable pump is restored to OPERABLE status 
after Condition B is entered, Condition A and B are exited, and therefore, 
the Required Actions of Condition B may be terminated.  

When a second pump is declared inoperable while the first pump is still 
inoperable, Condition A is not re-entered for the second pump.  
LCO 3.0.3 is entered, since the ACTIONS do not include a Condition for 
more than one Inoperable pump. The Completion Time clock for 
Condition A does not stop after LCO 3.0.3 is entered, but continues to 
be tracked from the time Condition A was initially entered.  

While in LCO 3.0.3, if one of the inoperable pumps is restored to 
OPERABLE status and the Completion Time for Condition A has not 
expired, LCO 3.0.3 may be exited and operation continued in 
accordance with Condition A.  

While in LCO 3.0.3, If one of the inoperable pumps is restored to 
OPERABLE status and the Completion Time for Condition A has 
expired, LCO 3.0.3 may be exited and operation continued in 
accordance with Condition B. The Completion Time for Condition B is 
tracked from the time the Condition A Completion Time expired.  

(continued)
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Completion Times 
1.3

1.3 Completion Times

EXAMPLES EXAMPLE 1.3-2 (continued)

On restoring one of the pumps to OPERABLE status, the Condition A 
Completion Time is not reset, but continues from the time the first pump 
was declared inoperable. This Completion Time may be extended if the 
pump restored to OPERABLE status was the first inoperable pump. A 
24 hour extension to the stated 7 days is allowed, provided this does not 
result in the second pump being inoperable for > 7 days.  

(continued)
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1.3

1.3 Completion Times

EXAMPLES 
(continued)

EXAMPLE 1.3-3

ACTIONS 

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME 

A. One A.1 Restore Function X 7 days 
Function X train to 
train OPERABLE AND 
inoperable, status.  

10 days from 
discovery of failure 
to meet the LCO 

B. One B.1 Restore Function Y 72 hours 
Function Y train to 
train OPERABLE AND 
inoperable, status.  

10 days from 
discovery of failure 
to meet the LCO 

C. One C.1 Restore Function X 72 hours 
Function X train to 
train OPERABLE 
inoperable, status.  

AND OR 

One C.2 Restore Function Y 72 hours 
Function Y train to OPERABLE 
train status.  
inoperable.

(continued)
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1.3 

1.3 Completion Times 

EXAMPLES EXAMPLE 1.3-3 (continued) 

When one Function X train and one Function Y train are inoperable, 
Condition A and Condition B are concurrently applicable. The 
Completion Times for Condition A and Condition B are tracked 
separately for each train starting from the time each train was declared 
inoperable and the Condition was entered. A separate Completion Time 
is established for Condition C and tracked from the time the second train 
was declared inoperable (i.e., the time the situation described in 
Condition C was discovered).  

If Required Action C.2 is completed within the specified Completion 
Time, Conditions B and C are exited. If the Completion Time for 
Required Action A.1 has not expired, operation may continue in 
accordance with Condition A. The remaining Completion Time in 
Condition A is measured from the time the affected train was declared 
inoperable (i.e., initial entry into Condition A).  

The Completion Times of Conditions A and B are modified by a logical 
connector, with a separate 10 day Completion Time measured from the 
time it was discovered the LCO was not met In this example, without 
the separate Completion Time, it would be possible to alternate between 
Conditions A, B, and C in such a manner that operation could continue 
indefinitely without ever restoring systems to meet the LCO. The 
separate Completion Time modified by the phrase "from discovery of 
failure to meet the LCO" is designed to prevent indefinite continued 
operation while not meeting the LCO. This Completion Time allows for 
an exception to the normal "time zero" for beginning the Completion 
Time "clock." In this instance, the Completion Time "time zero" is 
specified as commencing at the time the LCO was initially not met, 
instead of at the time the associated Condition was entered.  

(continued)
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1.3 Completion Times

EXAMPLES 
(continued)

EXAMPLE 1.3-4

ACTIONS 

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME 

A. One or more A.1 Restore valve(s) to 4 hours 
valves OPERABLE 
inoperable, status.  

B. Required B.1 Be in MODE 3. 6 hours 
Action and 
associated AND 
Completion 
Time not met. B.2 Be in MODE 4. 12 hours

A single Completion Time is used for any number of valves inoperable at 
the same time. The Completion Time associated with Condition A is 
based on the initial entry into Condition A and is not tracked on a per 
valve basis. Declaring subsequent valves inoperable, while Condition A 
is still in effect, does not trigger the tracking of separate Completion 
Times.  

Once one of the valves has been restored to OPERABLE status, the 
Condition A Completion Time is not reset, but continues from the time 
the first valve was declared inoperable. The Completion Time may be 
extended if the valve restored to OPERABLE status was the first 
inoperable valve. The Condition A Completion Time may be extended 
for up to 4 hours provided this does not result In any subsequent valve 
being inoperable for > 4 hours.  

If the Completion Time of 4 hours (plus the extension) expires while one 
or more valves are still inoperable, Condition B is entered.  

(continued)
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1.3 Completion Times

EXAMPLES 
(continued)

EXAMPLE 1.3-5 

ACTIONS

Separate Condition entry is allowed for each inoperable valve.

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME 

A. One or more A.1 Restore valve to 4 hours 
valves OPERABLE 
inoperable, status.  

B. Required B.1 Be in MODE 3. 6 hours 
Action and 
associated AND 
Completion 
Time not met. B.2 Be in MODE 4. 12 hours

The Note above the ACTIONS Table is a method of modifying how the 
Completion Time is tracked. If this method of modifying how the 
Completion Time is tracked was applicable only to a specific 
Condition, the Note would appear in that Condition rather than at the top 
of the ACTIONS Table.  

The Note allows Condition A to be entered separately for each 
inoperable valve, and Completion Times tracked on a per valve basis.  
When a valve is declared inoperable, Condition A is entered and its 
Completion Time starts. If subsequent valves are declared inoperable, 
Condition A is entered for each valve and separate Completion Times 
start and are tracked for each valve.  

(continued)
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1.3 Completion Times

EXAMPLES EXAMPLE 1.3-5 (continued)

If the Completion Time associated with a valve in Condition A expires, 
Condition B is entered for that valve. If the Completion Times associated 
with subsequent valves in Condition A expire, Condition B is entered 
separately for each valve and separate Completion Times start and are 
tracked for each valve. If a valve that caused entry into Condition B is 
restored to OPERABLE status, Condition B is exited for that valve.  

Since the Note in this example allows multiple Condition entry and 
tracking of separate Completion Times, Completion Time extensions do 
not apply.  

EXAMPLE 1.3-6 

ACTIONS 

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME 

A. One channel A.1 Perform Once per 8 hours 
inoperable. SR 3.x.x.x.  

OR 
8 hours 

A.2 Place the channel 
in bypass.  

B. Required B.1 Be in MODE 3. 6 hours 
Action and 
associated 
Completion 
Time not met.

(continued)
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1.3 Completion Times

EXAMPLES EXAMPLE 1.3-6 (continued)

Entry into Condition A offers a choice between Required Action A.1 
or A.2. Required Action A.1 has a "once per" Completion Time, which 
qualifies for the 25% extension, per SR 3.0.2, to each performance after 
the initial performance. The initial 8 hour interval of Required Action A.1 
begins when Condition A is entered and the initial performance of 
Required Action A.1 must be complete within the first 8 hour interval. If 
Required Action A.1 is followed and the Required Action is not met within 
the Completion Time (plus the extension allowed by SR 3.0.2).  
Condition B is entered. If Required Action A.2 is followed and the 
Completion Time of 8 hours is not met, Condition B is entered.  

If after entry into Condition B, Required Action A.1 or A.2 is met, 
Condition B is exited and operation may then continue in Condition A.  

(continued)
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1.3 Completion Times

EXAMPLES 
(continued)

EXAMPLE 1.3-7

ACTIONS 

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME 

A. One A.1 Verify affected 1 hour 
subsystem subsystem 
inoperable. isolated. AND 

Once per 8 hours 
thereafter 

AND 

A.2 Restore subsystem 72 hours 
to OPERABLE 
status.  

B. Required B.1 Be in MODE 3. 6 hours 
Action and 
associated AND 
Completion 
Time not met. B.2 Be in MODE 5. 36 hours 

Required Action A.1 has two Completion Times. The 1 hour Completion 
Time begins at the time the Condition is entered and each "Once per 
8 hours thereafter" interval begins upon performance of Required 
Action A.I.  

If after Condition A is entered, Required Action A.1 is not met within 
either the initial 1 hour or any subsequent 8 hour interval from the 
previous performance (plus the extension allowed by SR 3.0.2), 
Condition B is entered. The Completion Time dock for Condition A does 
not stop after Condition B is entered, but continues from the time 
Condition A was initially entered. If Required Action A.1 is met after 
Condition B is entered, Condition B is exited and operation may continue 
in accordance with Condition A, provided the Completion Time for 
Required Action A.2 has not expired.

(continued)
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1.3 Completion Times

IMMEDIATE 
COMPLETION TIME

When "Immediately" is used as a Completion Time, the Required 
Action should be pursued without delay and in a controlled manner.
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1.4

1.0 USE AND APPLICATION 

1.4 Frequency

PURPOSE

DESCRIPTION

The purpose of this section Is to define the proper use and application of 
Frequency requirements.

Each Surveillance Requirement (SR) has a specified Frequency in which 
the Surveillance must be met in order to meet the associated LCO. An 
understanding of the correct application of the specified Frequency is 
necessary for compliance with the SR.  

The "specified Frequency" is referred to throughout this section and 
each of the Specifications of Section 3.0, Surveillance Requirement (SR) 
Applicability. The "specified Frequency" consists of the requirements of 
the Frequency column of each SR, as well as certain Notes in the 
Surveillance column that modify performance requirements.  

Situations where a Surveillance could be required (i.e., its Frequency 
could expire), but where it is not possible or not desired that it be 
performed until sometime after the associated LCO is within its 
Applicability, represent potential SR 3.0.4 conflicts. To avoid these 
conflicts, the SR (i.e., the Surveillance or the Frequency) is stated such 
that it is only "required" when it can be and should be performed. With 
an SR satisfied, SR 3.0.4 imposes no restriction.

EXAMPLES The following examples illustrate the various ways that Frequencies are 
specified. In these examples, the Applicability of the LCO (LCO not 
shown) is MODES 1, 2, and 3.

(continued)
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1.4 Frequency

EXAMPLES 
(continued)

EXAMPLE 1.4-1

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS 

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY 

Perform CHANNEL CHECK. 12 hours

Example 1.4-1 contains the type of SR most often encountered in the 
Technical Specifications (TS). The Frequency specifies an interval 
(12 hours) during which the associated Surveillance must be performed 
at least one time. Performance of the Surveillance initiates the 
subsequent Interval. Although the Frequency is stated as 12 hours, an 
extension of the time interval to 1.25 times the stated Frequency is 
allowed by SR 3.0.2 for operational flexibility. The measurement of this 
interval continues at all times, even when the SR is not required to be 
met per SR 3.0.1 (such as when the equipment is inoperable, a variable 
is outside specified limits, or the unit is outside the Applicability of the 
LCO). If the interval specified by SR 3.0.2 is exceeded while the unit is 
in a MODE or other.specified condition in the Applicability of the LCO, 
and the performance of the Surveillance is not otherwise modified (refer 
to Example 1.4-3), then SR 3.0.3 becomes applicable.  

If the Interval as specified by SR 3.0.2 is exceeded while the unit Is not in 
a MODE or other specified condition in the Applicability of the LCO for 
which performance of the SR is required, the Surveillance must be 
performed within the Frequency requirements of SR 3.0.2 prior to entry 
into the MODE or other specified condition. Failure to do so would result 
in a violation of SR 3.0.4.  

(continued)
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1.4 Frequency

EXAMPLES 
(continued)

EXAMPLE 1.4-2

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS 

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY 

Verify flow is within limits. Once within 
12 hours after 
: 25% RTP 

AND 

24 hours thereafter

Example 1.4-2 has two Frequencies. The first is a one time performance 
Frequency, and the second is of the type shown in Example 1.4-1. The 
logical connector "AND" indicates that both Frequency requirements 
must be met. Each time reactor power is increased from a power level 
< 25% RTP to > 25% RTP, the Surveillance must be performed within 
12 hours.  

The use of "once" indicates a single performance will satisfy the 
specified Frequency (assuming no other Frequencies are connected by 
"AND"). This type of Frequency does not qualify for the extension 
allowed by SR 3.0.2. "Thereafter" indicates future performances must 
be established per SR 3.0.2, but only after a specified condition is first 
met (i.e., the "once" performance in this example). If reactor power 
decreases to < 25% RTP, the measurement of both intervals stops.  
New intervals start upon reactor power reaching 25% RTP.  

(continued)
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1.4 Frequency 

EXAMPLES EXAMPLE 1.4-3 
(continued) 

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS 

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY 

NOTE 
Not required to be performed until 12 hours after 

:> 25% RTP.  

Perform channel adjustment. 7 days

The Interval continues whether or not the unit operation is < 25% RTP 
between performances.  

As the Note modifies the required performance of the Surveillance, it is 
construed to be part of the "specified Frequency." Should the 7 day 
interval be exceeded while operation is < 25% RTP, this Note allows 
12 hours after power reaches > 25% RTP to perform the Surveillance.  
The Surveillance is still considered to be performed within the "specified 
Frequency." Therefore, if the Surveillance were not performed within the 
7 day (plus the extension allowed by SR 3.0.2) interval, but operation 
was < 25% RTP, it would not constitute a failure of the SR or failure to 
meet the LCO. Also, no violation of SR 3.0.4 occurs when changing 
MODES, even with the 7 day Frequency not met, provided operation 
does not exceed 12 hours with power > 25% RTP.  

Once the unit reaches 25% RTP, 12 hours would be allowed for 
completing the Surveillance. If the Surveillance were not performed 
within this 12 hour interval, there would then be a failure to perform a 
Surveillance within the specified Frequency, and the provisions of 
SR 3.0.3 would apply.
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CTS DISCUSSION OF CHANGES 

ITS Section 1.0: Use and Application 

ADMINISTRATIVE 

Al The designated change represents a non-technical, non-intent change to the Arkansas 
Nuclear One, Unit 1 Current Technical Specifications (CTS) made to make the ANO-1 
Improved Technical Specifications (ITS) consistent with the Babcock and Wilcox 
(B&W) revised Standard Technical Specification (RSTS), NUREG 1430, Revision 1.  
This change does not alter the requirements of the CTS or RSTS. Examples of this 
type of change include: wording preference; convention adoption; editorial, numbering 
and formatting changes; and hierarchy structure.  

A2 Not used.  

A3 Not used.  

A4 The RSTS establishes MODES of operation which are equivalent to the Reactor 
Operating Conditions defined in Section 1.2 of the CTS. The CTS presents individual 
definitions for each Reactor Operating Condition. The MODE equivalent of these 
Conditions will be defined by the combination of reactivity condition (Keff), % Rated 
Thermal Power, Average Reactor Coolant Temperature and bolting status of the 
reactor vessel head closure studs in the ITS (MODE definition and Table 1.1-1). The 
CTS defines the reactivity condition in terms of a subcritical condition (expressed in 
%Ak/k). The RSTS defines the reactivity condition in terms of Keff. The ITS will 
adopt the Keff convention treating the small absolute difference between Shutdown 
Margin and Keff as a purely administrative change. In addition, the overlap of Cold 
Shutdown and Refueling is eliminated with the ITS definitions such that the unit is only 
in one of the defined MODES. The relocation of the CTS definitions for Reactor 
Operating Conditions into the ITS Table 1.1-1 is considered a purely administrative 
change. This change is consistent with the RSTS method of presentation of MODES.  
The applicability of the Reactor Operating Condition definition changes will be 
evaluated at each occurrence of the defined Reactor Operating Condition in the CTS.  
Changes to the CTS will be discussed on an individual basis with the Specification.  
Each change will be evaluated to determine if the change represents a more stringent or 
less stringent requirement with respect to the current license basis.  

A5 The CTS 1.2.1 reference to pressure in defining a Reactor Operating Condition is 
redundant to the requirements of CTS 3.1.2 which defines the allowable combination of 
Reactor Coolant System pressure and temperature. In establishing operational 
MODES in the ITS, the removal of the reference to pressure in defining a Reactor 
Operating Condition is considered an administrative change.
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A6 CTS 1.2.2 defines Hot Shutdown in terms of a subcritical condition (1% Ak/k 
shutdown) and an average reactor coolant temperature of greater than or equal to 
5250F. This Hot Shutdown operating condition definition will be modified to correlate 
with the MODE 4 (Hot Shutdown) criteria established in RSTS Table 1.1-1. The 
RSTS MODE 4 criteria (per Table 1.1-1) imposes a maximum average reactor coolant 
temperature criteria of 280*F and a minimum average reactor coolant temperature of 
200*F. The lower average reactor coolant temperature band could represent more 
restrictive requirements on the operation of the facility. Specifically, equipment that 
was previously required when average reactor coolant temperature exceeded 3500F 
may now be required when the average reactor coolant temperature exceeds 200°F.  
The applicability of this Reactor Operating Condition definition change will be 
evaluated at each occurrence of the defined Hot Shutdown Applicability in the CTS.  
Changes to the CTS will be discussed on an individual basis with the Specification.  
Each change will be evaluated to determine if the change represents a more stringent or 
less stringent requirement with respect to the current license basis.  

A7 CTS 1.2.4 which defines Hot Standby presently correlates to the RSTS MODE 2 
(Startup) criteria. The CTS Hot Standby definition will be revised to correlate with the 
RSTS MODE 3 (Hot Standby) criteria. By adopting the RSTS convention, the CTS 
Hot Standby definition could impose more stringent requirements on the facility if this 
definition were substituted for the CTS Hot Standby in the Specification Applicability 
statements without consideration for the intent of the Specification (i.e. action to 
reduce reactor power level vice actions to take the reactor subcritical). For example, 
ACTIONS in the CTS that presently direct the unit to Hot Standby (which would allow 
critical operation at a power level below 2%) will now require that the reactor be taken 
to a subcritical condition (Keff< 0.99). Similarly, during a plant heatup, the new 
MODE definition would require equipment to be placed into service at a lower 
operating temperature (280*F vice 3500 or 525*F) than required by the CTS. The 
applicability of this Reactor Operating Condition definition change will be evaluated at 
each occurrence of the defined Hot Standby Applicability in the CTS. Changes to the 
CTS will be discussed on an individual basis with the Specification. Each change will 
be evaluated to determine if the change represents a more stringent or less stringent 
requirement with respect to the current license basis.  

A8 The CTS 1.3 definition of OPERABLE-OPERABILITY requires the capability of 
"necessary ... normal [(offsite)] AND emergency [(DG)] electrical power sources ...  
that are required for the system ... to perform its function(s)" (emphasis added).  
However, in MODES 1, 2, 3, and 4 CTS LCO 3.0.5 allows the features to be 
considered OPERABLE provided at least one source of power is still available and 
their redundant features are OPERABLE. In the ITS, the definition has been modified 
to require "normal OR emergency electrical power." For MODES 1, 2, 3, and 4, the 
CTS LCO 3.0.5 requirements are incorporated into the improved Technical 
Specification LCO 3.8.1 ACTIONS for when an emergency diesel generator or an 
offsite power source is inoperable. Thus, the ITS requirements are effectively the same 
as the current Technical Specification requirements.
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For other than MODES 1, 2, 3, and 4 (i.e., "cold shutdown conditions"), the ANO-1 
assumed and credited functions for safety related systems do not rely on offsite AND 
DG power. The "necessar ... power sources" are met with simply providing power 
from normal OR emergency sources. Therefore, the ITS presentation of the definition 
of OPERABLE-OPERABILITY fully captures the CTS definition for these shutdown 
conditions. Additionally, CTS 3.1.1.6 and 3.8.3.b and associated footnotes "*", 
explicitly reflected this assumption. This clarifying footnote is therefore deleted as it is 
consistent with the ITS definition. (Refer also to Section 3.8 of the ITS conversion 
submittal, Discussion of Difference #17 for related discussion on electrical power 
sources during shutdown conditions).  

A9 The CTS 1.5.1 and 1.5.2 definitions for Trip Test and Channel Test, respectively, when 
combined, are considered to be equivalent to the RSTS definition of CHANNEL 
FUNCTIONAL TEST. Therefore, the CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST definition 
from the RSTS has been adopted in its entirety. In addition, the sentence "The 
CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST may be performed by means of any series of 
sequential, overlapping, or total channel steps so that the entire channel is functionally 
tested" was added to provide clarification for how the test may be performed. The 
addition of this sentence represents the continuation of the current operating practice 
which would allow testing in this manner. Lastly, the addition of this sentence 
establishes consistency with the CHANNEL CALIBRATION definition given in the 
RSTS and adopted for use in the ITS.  

A10 Selected definitions are deleted because the CTS that use these definitions are not 
retained in the ITS; or the equivalent ITS will not use the defined term. Discussions of 
the technical aspects of these changes are addressed in the discussion of change (DOC) 
for the individual specifications where the phrase is used in the CTS. The removal of a 
definition that is not used in the ITS is an administrative change because it has no 
impact on the implementation of any existing requirement not addressed in the ITS 
conversion. These deleted definitions are: CTS 1.2.3, 1.4, 1.5.5, 1.8, and 1.11 through 
1.15.  

All This administrative change adds definitions to the ITS that are established in the RSTS 
but which do not exist as definitions in the CTS. The addition of the definitions is 
made to make the ITS consistent with RSTS. The addition of the definitions by itself 
does not add limitations or requirements on the facility and is therefore considered to 
be an administrative change. These additional definitions are: MODES, ACTIONS, 
LEAKAGE, CONTROL RODS, AXIAL POWER SHAPING RODS, PHYSICS 
TESTS, THERMAL POWER, ALLOWABLE THERMAL POWER, and 
SHUTDOWN MARGIN.  

A12 The CTS 1.2.5 definition for Power Operation makes specific reference to the power 
range channels (nuclear instruments) as representing the instrumentation used to 
determine the transition from CTS Reactor Operating Condition Hot Standby to Power 
Operation. The ITS will establish the transition from Startup (MODE 2) to Power 
Operation (MODE 1) as a function of percent RATED THERMAL POWER. This 
change in identification criteria is considered to be administrative because the nuclear
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instrumentation is calibrated to a heat balance which represents a measure of the 
thermal power of the reactor.  

A13 CTS 1.2.5 establishes the transition power level between the Hot Standby and Power 
Operation Reactor Operating Conditions as 2% rated power as indicated on the power 
range channels (nuclear instrumentation). The ITS will establish the transition power 
level as 5% RATED THERMAL POWER in accordance with Table 1.1-1 of the 
RSTS. The 5% RTP MODE transition criteria is adopted for the purpose of 
maintaining consistency with the RSTS and with the ANO-2 Technical Specifications.  

The different MODES are typically defined as transition points when more or less 
equipment is required to be operable. The accident analyses defined in the SAR are not 
impacted by this change in MODE transition. These accidents are based on worst case 
conditions and are not dependent on MODES, other than for the assumption of the 
equipment available to operate during an accident. NUREG-1430 has been reviewed 
for those instances in which additional equipment OPERABILITY is required as a 
result of entering MODE 1 from MODE 2 and MODE 2 from MODE 1. In the 
instance of the first MODE change, the following Specifications were found: 

3.1.8 Physics Test Exceptions, 

3.2.5 Power Peaking Factors, and 

3.4.1 RCS Pressure, Temperature, and Flow DNB Limits.  

In the instance of the second MODE change, the following Specifications were found: 

3.3.9 Source Range Neutron Flux and 

3.3.10 Intermediate Range Neutron Flux.  

The CTS requirements for Physics Testing (3.1.8) are based on RCS pressure and not 
MODES. As stated in Item A4, these requirements will be evaluated to determine if 
the change represents a more stringent or less stringent requirement with respect to the 
current license basis. LCO 3.2.5 is incorporated in the ANO ITS as 3.2.5, 'Tower 
Peaking" with an Applicability of MODE I with reactor power 2:20% RTP, as 
discussed in package section 3.2. Therefore, this difference in MODE 1 definition has 
no bearing with respect to LCO 3.2.5. The requirements of LCO 3.4.1 are not 
specified in the CTS and the inclusion of these requirements is considered to be more 
restrictive in total and a difference in MODE 1 definition has no bearing with respect to 
current requirements. The CTS requires OPERABILITY of the source and 
intermediate range neutron instrumentation during "startup and operation" while 
NUREG-1430 requires these instruments to be OPERABLE during MODES 2, 3, 4, 
and 5 (for source range) and MODE 2, When any CRD trip breaker is in the closed 
position and the CRD system is capable of rod withdrawal (for the intermediate range).  
The impact of the difference between 2% and 5% RTP on LCO 3.3.9 and 3.3.10 
requirements will be evaluated to determine if the change represents a more stringent or 
less stringent requirement with respect to the current license basis, as discussed in DOC 
A4.
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A13 (continued) 
NUREG-1430 was also reviewed for those instances in which a REQUIRED ACTION 

directs entry into MODE 2 from MODE 1. The following Specifications were found to 

apply: 

3.2.5 Power Peaking Factors, 

3.4.1 RCS Pressure Temperature, and Flow DNB Limits, and 

3.7.2 MSIVs 

As previously discussed for LCOs 3.2.5 and 3.4.1, the change from 2% to 5% RTP has 

no effect on the requirements. With respect to LCO 3.7.2, The CTS require the plant 

to be placed in Hot Shutdown in the event one MSIV is inoperable. For this same 
CONDITION, NUREG-1430 requires placing the plant in MODE 2. Again, the 
difference between 2% and 5% RTP has no bearing on the less restrictive nature of the 
MSIV requirements. The impact of the difference between 2% and 5% RTP on 
LCO 3.7.2 requirements will be evaluated to determine if the change represents a more 
stringent or less stringent requirement with respect to the current license basis, as 
discussed in DOC A4.  

Note: DOC A12 addresses the equivalence between the CTS reference to power range 
(nuclear) instrumentation and the ITS reference to RATED THERMAL POWER.  

A14 The modification of CTS 1.2.6, Refueling Shutdown, to the RSTS equivalent 
MODE 6, Refueling, results in the deletion of the requirement that the reactor must be 
maintained subcritical by 1% dk/k even with all control rods removed and the coolant 
temperature at the decay heat removal pump suction is at the refueling temperature 
(normally 140*F). These conditions differ significantly from the RSTS Bases for 
LCO 3.9.1, Boron Concentration during Refueling Operations. The Bases for ITS 
LCO 3.9.1 state that the procedures establish a boron concentration that will maintain 
an overall core reactivity of Keff< 0.95 during fuel handling, with the control rods and 
fuel assemblies assumed to be in the most adverse configuration (least negative 
reactivity) allowed by unit procedures.  

The RSTS definition for MODE 6, Refueling, in RSTS Table 1.1-1 will be adopted in 
the ITS. The review of RSTS 3.9.1 and its Bases will evaluate the implications of this 
change in definition and will categorize the adoption of RSTS 3.9.1 and its Bases as 
more restrictive or less restrictive as appropriate.  

A15 CTS 1.9 currently defines Staggered Test Basis. The adoption of the RSTS definition 
for STAGGERED TEST BASIS in the ITS is considered an administrative change in 
that the required interval at which a component is actually surveilled is not changed.  
The manner of presentation in the Surveillance Requirements portion of the ITS will 
change; however, to reflect the RSTS definition. Further, each CTS which references a 
Staggered Test Basis will have to be individually evaluated and modified to reflect the 
formatting and presentation requirements of the RSTS definition.
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A16 The CTS 1.5.6 definition for Heat Balance Calibration constitutes a specific application 
of a CHANNEL CALIBRATION to the power range nuclear instrumentation. In 
conformance with the terminology and format of the RSTS, the duplication of the term 
calibration will be eliminated through the consideration of the Heat Balance 
Calibration to be a type of CHANNEL CALIBRATION. This eliminates the need to 
retain the Heat Balance Calibration definition. [Note: The second portion of the CTS 
definition dealt with the methodology for the Heat Balance Calibration. As signified by 
the LATER indication, this information will be relocated into the Bases of ITS 3.3.1.] 

A17 Not used.  

A18 The CTS is revised to include ITS 1.2 which establishes the usage and convention for 
Logical Connectors used throughout the ITS. In addition, ITS 1.2 demonstrates 
through example the usage of the Logical Connectors. The ITS will adopt this usage 
and convention. This is an administrative change made to make the CTS conform to 
the NUREG-1430 convention.  

A19 The CTS is revised to include ITS 1.3 which establishes the use and convention for 
Completion Times associated with the LCOs throughout the ITS. In addition, ITS 1.3 
demonstrates through example the correct interpretation and usage of the Completion 
Times. The ITS will adopt this usage and convention. This is an administrative change 
made to make the CTS conform to the NUREG-1430 convention.  

A20 The CTS is revised to include ITS 1.4 which establishes the use and convention for 
Frequency requirements associated with the Surveillance Requirements throughout the 
ITS. In addition, ITS 1.4 demonstrates through example the correct interpretation and 
usage of the Frequency requirements. The ITS will adopt this usage and convention.  
This is an administrative change made to make the CTS conform to the NUREG-1430 
convention.
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TECHNICAL CHANGE - MORE RESTRICTIVE 

M None 

TECHNICAL CHANGE - LESS RESTRICTIVE 

L None 

LESS RESTRICTIVE - ADMINISTRATIVE DELETION OF REQUIREMENTS 

LAI None
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a _i tir¢rthiki-•ftnit•n in Far E-assumosion t-haall necessary 
attendant instrumentation, controls, normal &M)emergency electrical V 

On rcoolingei L seal water, lubricatio • other auxiliary eguipme 
tSnat are required for the system, subsyste,, train, component or devtc 
perform its 4sscapable of performing their related 
support functon(s). spe

"i Ao nTir M TMCYLIMM309TMfI 7T
b ."' * .�.r.fl *5J�ra ... .r. ns *.rn�

-,<Acfck MODE cI
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unis 4i ifiersd btaVmdls vddfr ryeactorf 
rot ion safeV parameter , is a com nation of Itrument cha els 

fo fng a sing digita'l ptput; to t protection ystem's coi 'nidence 
lptc. Each / rotection jnannel inc des two ke operated byp s switches, 
4 rotecti channel b~ass switch nd a shutdo n bypass swi th.

1.4.4 R etor Protection Svstem Loie 

his s em lizes re r trip modulea re ays (cci and con ts) in a 1 
four the rotectio cha nels s hown I Figure 1Io the AR. to 
pro de re tar trip ignals f (de-ne ig th xcan rod driv 
tr bre ers. The antrol drie tr p g b 

one-o -of-two- es-two I glc. Eac element f the 
one-o -of-two-t es-two lo ic Is con olled b a separa set of 
two- t-of-four a Ic con cts from e four actor pro ction ch nels.  

12.4.5 Saf Features S smtem 

Tis sy m utili s relay ntac outu from idividual chann:*els;;anged, 
in th analog u-syst and to -oto ree lo c sub-ytm s 

sh In Figu 7-6 of t PSAR. l ut dii sbsy~~s AO~ o~/ 11 
p deapr ltesI sfor Iti actuati of red dant saf~ty faue 

requipment oa two-of- ree basi ~'for anny Ivan par eter.

C 14ANNEL 

"TEST

A trip test Is a test of logic elements in a protection channel to verify (•) 

1. 5. 2 1C hann•Tt 
< AC. P)ZESLENTED. 14 7145 IT&, 

SA channel test is the injection of an -nternal or external test signal tnto.  
the channel to verify its proper response, including alarm and/or trip 
initiating action, where applicable.,,-

1.5.3 I Channel Check QCHAW4EL CHECt ieV',F IITIOF.> 

/ A• An instrument channel check is a verification of acceptable instrument 
performance by observation of its behavior and/or state; this verification A

CAJECK. includes comparison of output and/or state of independent channels 
measuring the same variable.

1<Raa COýSPOL '?OC6 M(All)rjO

< AM4
3

AAa LEAW.A69 DeFlINi-noto

--a -
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1.5.4 (•" Channel Calibration 

An inst nt channel calihratetn is a test, and adjustment (if 
neco ry), to - ,U.,lish that' the ch output responds with.- / \ 

Ia ptable rapf and accuri;cy to knoy values of the parameter which;.'the7 Il 
,4ann~el me4 res or aneccurate si 1$lat~ion of tftise values.-' Calibration 
shall en ass the entire channot, including/,quipment aictuation,. ala•J 
or tr and shall h. deemed to tnclude the channel test. / ..  

~~~. .... /-5h p ayheat balancwteck.os, re.Fo 5toI0 oe teha L 

•/ --- (-balance is eighted li.eaily with on l the ,condary heat blZance beig j " 

(3.3A) •considered at 1001 power.  

1..6 me ERDISTe BUlrti 

t/kJ aor shall be defined by the following equation and iso 

""hK> o-expressed as a percentage I .
acAve n anrg o er of ael quadrants AYA 

shl ev oe r in the toplhalon f t heq cor mnu 

-il-x rese in therebotm aloftecr prseasa rcntag e of 0 

100 Pc e r in an oeqarn 

Powe channp!s. Imbiance litops are fined icore mi 
$cifi ion •.1 and inblance s points *e ddefinedain Sperfitane of"

Amendment No. 444,197 4
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Reactor buildin Integrity exists when the liowing conditions are 

a. The equip nt hatch is closed and se ed and both doors of the 
personnel 1 k and emergency lock are osed and sealed, or b.  

b. At least one doo on each of the personnel ck and emergency 
lock is closed and ealed during personnel a ess or repair. Lrk 

c. All non-automatic reac r building isolation val s and blind 
flanges are closed as ruired.  

All automatic reactor build isolation valves are op able or 
deactivated in the closed pos, ion.  

. The actor building leakage dete med at the last testing 
inter 1 satisfies Specification 4.  

•'•TA staggered test basis shall consis• 

•j.Att sche lule toT n ss ,sbytot n rdsgae 
he f com esint ather segi nings of: ac s ources rva.  

Amendent No. 3s, 50
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( LAT1lk

1. Reactor Coolant Loop (A) an t least one associated 
reactor coolant pump.  

2. Reactor olant Loop (8) and at ast one associated 
reactor c lant pump-

Otherwise. restore the equired loops to opera le status 
ithin 72 hours or redu the reactor coolant a rage 
t perature to less than equal to 20OF within the next 12 
ho s.  

B. ith the reactor coolant average temperature abo e 280F.  
least one of the react coolant loops listed ove 

h11 be In operation.  

Othe •se. suspend all operat ns involving a reductio 
in bo n concentration of the actor Coolant System an 
tlumedi tely initiate corrective ction to return the 
require loop to operation.  

3. 1.6 Decay Heat Rem al 

With the reactor oolant average temperatu at or below 
280F. but the ra tor above the refueling s utdown condition.  
at least two of the coolant loops listed belo shall be 
operable. and at lea tone loop shall be in op ation:* 

Reactor Coolant L p (A) and its associated team 
generator and at 1 st one associated rector coolant 
pump.  

2. actor Coolant Loop and Its associated stea 
g erator and at least e associated reactor cool t 
pu 

3. Decay Heat Removal Loop (A 

4. Decay H at Removal Loop ( * 

A. With less than he above required cool t loops OPERABLE.  
Immediately ml ate corrective action return the required 
coolant loops to PERABLE status as soon s possible: be in 
COLD SHUTDOWN with 20 hours.  

With no coolant loop n operation. suspend a operations 
involving a reduction n boron concentration the Reactor, 
Coolant System and Imme lately initiate correc ve action to 
eturn the required cool t loop to operation.  

*All reactor oolant pumps and decay eat removal pumps may 
de-energized r up to 1 hour provide (1) no operations are rmltted 
that would cau dilution of the react coolant system boron 
concentration a (2) core outlet tempe ture Is maintained at ast 
10OF below saturat n temperature.  

( -The nopal or ei_ 1gency pow_. source ml be Inoperaie w en ort 'r A8 
Freact is in a 7Ald shutdotK condilto. / /

Amendment No. 66.171 16a
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< Erl •1.4.1 enever the eactor is o rating un steady- te 

exced 72/EwC ogmi:ohere 1st sum of j~e averA ebe";, S....-.,+. l~enero andA~vera--gam a energ• -peer dis~itegra96rn ino /-.••I 

DisAr~E~A ~t ME Wdisi egrat).ýo 
b. The I-1 dose equivalent of the adio-idln activity "' the 

primary olnt sha ot exceed . liCl/gm.  

C. If the radio tivity in primary co nt excee 
e limits glv above, co ctlve actio hall be t en 

i diately to r urn the coo nt activity, within t e 
spe .ications. I the specifi ctlvity urn given ab e 
an e achieved w hln 24 hours, the reactor all be 

brought a hot shutd n condition ing normal o rating 
procedure If the cool t radioactiv is not red d to 
acceptable mits within a additional 4 hours, the re tor 
shall be bro t to a cold s tdown condit and the cau 
f the out-of- ecification o ration ascert *ed.  

Ruptu of a steam ge rator tube we d allow prima coolant activi to 
LAle? enter t secondary coo nt. The majo ortion of thi activity is no 

(3.4 E) gases and ould be releas to the ataics ere from the c denser Vacuum pump or a r ief valve. Ac vity w od c inue to be rel sed until the 
operator cI reduce the pr ry sytem pre ure below the tpoint of the 
secondary relic valves and co isolt thIlysemgn tr h 

oustTe trhe urlty steam gen !tor. The 
w' st c of circumstan s is considere to be a double- ded 
bre. ingle ear generator be, followed b Isolation of th faulty LATER..  
ste generator wit *n 34 minutes a r the tube bre . Assuming the ull 
diffe ntlal pressure cross the steam enerator, no e than one-quar r 
of the tal primary co lant could be re ased to the se ndary coolant i 
this per d. The decay at during this p nod of 1 hour r pressure 
reduction il generate s m in the second system repre ting less 
han 15 wei t percent of t secondary syste 

Th arameters ssumed in the se analysis for t single steam g erator 
tube allure inc ded the follow g values: 

1) total prim coolant vol e (mass) = 5.2 x 5bs.  

2) tal seconda coolant vol (mass) =2 x 10 1.  

3) lea ge rate from rimary to sec dary system = 1 g 

4 f'isio roduct deca heat energy f 1 hour = 1.56 x 

23



1.2 
1.3 
1.4

<INSERT CTS 23A.  

"< Add Section 1.2. Logical Connectors > 

" Add Section 1.3. Completion Times > 

"< Add Section 1.4. Frequency >

ANO-1 ITS INSERT 1/282000
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FUEL LOADING A.NO REFUELING 

lcability 

aes to fuel loading and fueling operations.  

tact e .a fu I \adl 

fuel orage area shall b aonitored by insi sent RE-8009. Iany 

asaur a ha heeeru ceiog me ty ng cndp e l ha ngled p Whe n osure 
cific ti u e ttn, hd v te e p r p ia n e and senpel 

t 

shme \al besposbervcaner.  .aAlals ontec et nd thesremcnovale l inrefuelo area shall be 

reao r decta he loaden orareduaticon bosro in ccento s oeftc 

hel reutortcooan system sandlo bse i c ntainmRent penetora ny 

teaospherenwithin 4fhux otrs. ahwt otn'osIdcto 

avatabh, we~nev aer ore inopetrasblen hne. We oe• 

b eomentater aee l h aboth etop of nt e i neudad fue l ito 

ss be ete ne rr ur s 

23. l tp twoe idcay heat removal loops shall be n erablon* 

//usOtherwil, sithel aindetat onsrr•ctve action is retre n th se 

reuie ooI toprbe stat as soonore as at\lb 

K Drn react r vessel he l ad o remutoval wile looadng aonc unt oloadn 

i uel fro the eactor Iu s athe bon c ontains ent ntaind 

a•tnot l ess fta tha r irtor refa win n g su•p t down. to n 

.5 Drc nct On'tee the ctop romh i taned efuelin 

"p"rs 1 In thenevercorbe ga l eistr w veer chan c A 

oge ometry ::t taking phne tlaceoeneto x oio 
3a tleas o cay heat removal op shall be o ro eratio 

Otheri er 8 hdour perao ring pero rm a n icrearetun e e ng• acesf tecnan en t a onsph.er e to thi 
\~vd e ooutsideg hud•.  

ass p eso seat ed wth ine r ea•ctor prlt •1alexssu hrve r csli ) hangs n I 

fu"Tel ferom-i the actor th brned t r l~ration shal be m ntin 

"perto I hou the r atou r pero ldurng allexs performan c hagee

58
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NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS STATEMENTS 

ITS Section 1.0: Use and Application 

Entergy Operations has evaluated these proposed Technical Specification changes and has 
determined that they involve no significant hazards consideration. This determination has been 
performed in accordance with the criteria set forth in 1OCFR 50.92(c) as indicated below: 

No unit specific "Less Restrictive" changes identified.

ANO-I 1.0 NSHCs Page I of I 1/28/2000



ITS DISCUSSION OF DIFFERENCES 
ITS Section 1.0: Use and Application 

1 DE 1-131 - The DOSE EQUIVALENT 1-131 markup reflects that ANO Unit-1 
CTS 1.10 presently specifies that the dose conversion factors specified in TID-14844 
be used in the determination of DOSE EQUIVALENT 1-131. Therefore, the second 
reference provided in the RSTS is shown as deleted, or more appropriately, as not 
having been adopted. This change is consistent with current license basis.  

2 Not used.  

3 Not used.  

4 PTLR - The definition of PRESSURE AND TEMPERATURE LIMITS REPORT 
(PTLR) is not adopted. ANO-1 will maintain the RCS Pressure and Temperature 
Curves and Limits in the ITS and will not implement a PTLR at this time. Since a 
PTLR is not implemented, the definition serves no purpose and has been deleted. This 
change is consistent with current license basis.  

5 PHYSICS TESTS - The specific chapter reference in part "a." of the PHYSICS 
TESTS definition was deleted and the plant specific usage of SAR versus FSAR was 
incorporated. This change was made due to the non-standard nature of the ANO-1 
SARI Removal of the reference to a specific chapter simply insured that all physics 
testing referenced in the SAR were encompassed by this definition. This change is 
consistent with current license basis.  

6 The definitions of EMERGENCY FEEDWATER INITIATION AND CONTROL 
(EFIC) RESPONSE TIME, ENGINEERED SAFETY FEATURE (ESF) RESPONSE 
TIME, and REACTOR PROTECTION SYSTEM (RPS) RESPONSE TIME were not 
incorporated. These terms and the referenced testing were not incorporated into ITS 
because they were not consistent with CTS. Response time testing of these systems, 
as required by specifications in NUREG-1430, is not required by CTS. This change is 
consistent with current license basis.  

7 EFPD - Incorporates TSTF-125, Rev. 1.  

8 CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST - Incorporates TSTF-124.  
CHANNEL CALIBRATION - Incorporates TSTF-124.  

9 NUCLEAR ENTHALPY RISE HOT CHANNEL FACTOR and NUCLEAR HEAT 
FLUX HOT CHANNEL FACTOR - will not be incorporated into the Definitions 
section of the ITS because these terms are not used in any specific ITS LCO.  
Consistent with current license basis and unit specific surveillance capability, ITS 3.2.5 
will require that core linear heat rate (LHR) limits be maintained in accordance with the 
limits established in the COLR. This change is consistent with current license basis.  

10 Not used.

ANO-1 1.0 DODs .Page I of 2 1/28/2000



ITS DISCUSSION OF DIFFERENCES 
11 APSRs - The definition of AXIAL POWER SHAPING RODS (APSRs) has been 

modified to specify that these are the part-length control components. This specifically 
excludes the full length control components (regulating rods) when they are being used 
to control the axial power disfribution of the reactor.  

12 CHANNEL CALIBRATION - Incorporates TSTF-019.  

13 LEAKAGE - The reference to injection in the definition of LEAKAGE was deleted for 
the purposes of clarification. LEAKAGE is generally associated with the escape of 
fluids from a system or boundary within which they are desired to be retained. The 
reference to "injection" within this context is unnecessarily confusing. This change is 
consistent with current license basis.  

14 LEAKAGE - Incorporates TSTF-040 except as discussed in DOD 13.  

15 Not used.  

16 Not used.  

17 La - As a result of a meeting between the NEI Tech Spec Task Force and the NRC 
Tech Spec Branch and Containment System Branch on October 18, 1995 concerning 
10 CFR 50, Appendix J, Option B implementation, a definition of La is not adopted in 
the ITS. "La" will be describ6d in the program description for the Reactor Building 
(Containment) Leak Rate Testing Program. This is consistent with current license 
basis.  

18 Not used.  

19 ITS 1.3 - The Example 1.3-6, Required Action A.2 was changed from "Reduce 
THERMAL POWER to < 500/a RTP" to "Place the channel in bypass." This change 
was made to provide a Required Action in A.2 which would not automatically be 
accomplished by performing the Required Action in B. 1. This also provides a more 
representative and useful example that will be consistent with actions contained in 
Section 3.3.  

20 Incorporates TSTF-205, Rev 3.  

21 The definition of RATED THERMAL POWER is revised to retain the CTS usage of 
"steady state." This clarifies the definition and is consistent with the ANO-1 CTS and 
with NRC enforcement guidance concerning rated thermal power level control. The 
definition of ALLOWABLE THERMAL POWER is also revised for consistency.

ANO-1 1.0 DODs Page 2 of 2 1/28/2000



Definitions 1.1

1.0 USE AND APPLICATION 

1.1 Definitions 

--...NOTE• 

The defined terms of this section appear in capitalized type and are 
applicable throughout these Technical Specifications and Bases.

ACTIONS

ALLOWABLE THERMAL POWER 

AXIAL POWER IMBALANCE 

AXIAL POWER SHAPING 
ROOS (APSRs)

ACTIONS shall be that part of a Specification that 
prescribes Required Actions to be taken under 
designated Conditions within specified Completion 
ime.

Times.  ALLOWABLE THERMAL POWER shall be the maximum 

reactor core heat transfer rate to the reactor I4A 
coolant permitted by consideration of the number 
and configuration of reactor coolant pumps (RCPs) 
in operation.  

AXIAL POWER IMBALANCE shall be the power in the 
top half of the core, expressed as a percentage of 
RATEDTHERMAL POWER (RTP), minus the power in the 
bottom half of the core, expressed as a percentage 
of RTP.  

APSRs shall be control components used to control 
the axial power distribution of the reactor core. NA 
The APSRs are positioned manually by the operator 
and are not trippable.

CHANNEL CALIBRATIiN A CHANNEL CALIBRATION shall be the adjustment, as 
necessary, of the channel output such that it 
responds within the necessary range and accuracy 1. 5,q 
to known values of the parameter that the channel 

7c,, /~es • -A... ' monitors. The CHANNEL CALIBRATION shall encompass 
t ' I$ .•irpt charfel, clud ng t req red fnsr,; V 

cde"he ' NEL FUNCTTONaF1TEST(Calibration 
=- • i--Ttrument channels with resistance temperature 

detector (RTD) or thermocouple sensors may consist 
of an inplace qualitative assessment of sensor 
behavior and normal calibration of the nematntn
adjustable devices in the channel. - neer ; 

(continued)

1.1-1

NlA
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1.C Definitions

CHANNEL CALIBRATIONi 
(continued) 

CHANNEL CHECK

CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST 

Sae ou1j'elluvr

Definitions 1.1

Vrtcotal channel stteps_• T, 'a eni. i x- n n

-re LI RTION s al11 al• tncl~ me n of afety ?,latedeacto5 ProtecitonSytm(•) 
Ep teered/Safety/Featur Actua ~on Sv•em I 
(/FA~ •nd I ~ency eedwatet Initition jd 

jontrol EFIC) Vypass 0 nction' for eh cha~nel 
affecte by thl bypass/operattbn. '

A CHANNEL CHECK shall be the qualitative 
assessment, by observation, of channel behavior 
during operation. This determination shall 
include, where possible, comparison of the channel 
indication and status to other indications or 
status derived from independent instrument 
channels measuring the same parameter.

A CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST shall be the injection 
of a simulated or actual signal into the channel 
as close to the sensor as practicable to verify

CONTROL RODS 

CORE ALTERATION

4W%-Si

N/ACONTROL RODS shall be all full length safety and 
regulating rods that are used to shut down the 

Mrotr and cnntrol cower level during maneuvering

operations.  

CORE ALTERATION shall be the movement of any fuel, 1.2.r1 
sources, or reactivity control components, within 
the reactor vessel with the vessel head removed 
and fuel in the vessel. Suspension of CORE 

T-A L rrL T1r A 

1.1-2 R 4O;

1.5.5



Definitions 1.1

C.nt 
1.1 Definitions-

CORE ALTERATION 
(continued) 

CORE OPERATING LIMITS 
REPORT (COLR) 

DOSE EQUIVALENT 1-131

ALTERATIONS shall not preclude completion of 
movement of a c onent to a safe position.  

The COLR is the*Rpectf1c document that 
provides cycle specific parameter limits for the Z..D 
current reload cycle. These cycle specifC•ill ms 1,16 
shall be determined for each reload cycle in 
accordance with Specification 5.6.5. Plant 
operation within these limits is addressed in 
individual Specifications.

DOSE EQUIVALENT 1-131 shall be that concentration 
of 1-131 (microcuries/gram) that alone would 
produce the same thyroid dose as the quantity and 
isotopic mixture of 1-131, 1-132, 1-133, 1-134, 
and 1-135 actually present. The thyroid dose 
conversion factors used for this calculation shall 
be those listed inrTable III of TID-14844, 
AEC, 1962, "Calculation of fistance Factors far

1.10

E-AVERAGE 
DISINTEGRATION ENERGY

I shall be the average (weighted in proportion 
to the concentration of each radionuclide in the 
reactor coolant at the time of sampling) of the 
sum of the average beta and gamma energies per 
disintegration (in HeY) for isotopes, other than 
lodines, with half lives > [151 minutes, making up 
at least 95% of the total noniodine activity in 
the coolant.

(continued)

R"( 1cotined)I
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Definitions 1.1

Mr3

LEAKAGE LEAKAGE shall be: 

a. Identified LEAKAGE 

1. LEAKAGE, such as that from pump seals or 
valve packing (except RCP seal water 

leakoff). that is captured 
ind conducted to collection systems or a 
sump or collecting tank; 

2. LEAKAGE into the containment atmosphere 
from sources that are both specifically 
located and known either not to interfere 
with the operation of leakage detection 
systems or not to be pressure boundary 
LEAKAGE; or 

(continued)

I I Definitions
I_! n•ftntt4ens

-Oev t. 04fefý96-1.1-44WO&-Str



Definitions 1.1

3. Reactor Coolant System (RCS) LEAKAGE 
through a steam generator (SG) to the 
Secondary System; 

_ni ••dentified LEAKAGE Unidentified LEAKAGE f s - -6 r

c. Pressure Boundary LEAKAGE 

LEAKAGE (except SG LEAKAGE) through a 
nonisolable fault in an RCS component body, 
pipe wall, or vessel wall.  

A NODE shall correspond to any one inclusive 
combination of core reactivity condition, power 
level, average reactor coolant temperature, and 
reactor vessel head closure bolt tensioning 
specified in Table 1.1-1 with fuel in the reactor 
vessel.

1.2.1 I. ,"l 

1.2.8

SNUCLEAREAT FLUX F Z) shall b the maximu local 1in ar power 

CI'IANN FACTOR Fe nstty in I e core dlvit(d by the ore avera 
uel rod 1?ear power dnsity, as Ming nomi 1 

fuel pell and fuel 6d dimensi ns.  

HOT CHANNE FACTOR (Fu liuearpower alo'he fuel on whic minlmum/ 
l depal ure from na leate bo• ng ratio curs, ti 
the verage fuel rod power.

OPERABLE-OPERABILITY A system, subsystem, train, component, or device 
shall be OPERABLE or have OPERABILITY when it is 
capable of performing its specified safety 
function(s) and when all necessary attendant 
instrumentation, controls, normal or emergency 
electrical power, cooling and seal water, 
lubrication, and other auxiliary equipment that 
are required for the system, subsystem, train, 
component, or device to perform its specified 
safety function(s) are also capable of performing 
their related support function(s).

(continued)

(€o n 1r nu,)

NODE
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Definitions 1.1

c1 1.1 Definitions (continued)

PHYSICS TESTS PHYSICS TESTS shall be those tests performed to 
measure the fundamental nuclear characteristics of 
the reactor core and related instrumentation.  

These tests are: 

a. srbdn 

b. Authorized under the provisions 
of 10 CFR 50.59; or

c. Otherwise approved by the Nuclear Regulatory 
Commission.  

The PTLR is the un specific doce nt that 
provides the re or vessel pre re and /' 
temperature /I ts, including atup and ceoldow 

" r ates, for e current reac vessel fiunce 
period. ese pressure a temperatu__ limits

QUADRANT POWER TILT 
(QPT)

RATED THERMAL POWER 
(RTP) 

7REACT` PROTECTIO0' 
SYST (RPS) RE NSE 
TI /~

accor ce with Specication 5.5.Y. Plant/ opefltion within t e operatingTiits is/ 
idressed in LCD .4.3, "RCS Pn$ssure and/ 

moemperature (PX Lmits,'0 ap LCO 3..- Low/ 
Temperature nderpressure P tection C P) / 1 
System.' 

QPT shall be defined by the following equation and 
is expressed as a percentage.

I, .4I

QPT a 10 Power in any Core Quadrant . _ 1) 
Average Power of all Quadrants 

RTP shall be a total -Te -heat transsfer ýtI 
rate to the reactor coolant of lNt.  

The ~PS RESPONS TIME shall be t b bme interv~ 
friiwhen the nitored parameter exceeds its rS 
tp setpoin at the channel sensor until / 

electrical wer is in /errupted at the control rod 
drive trip reakers. ,he responte time may1 be / 

measred means of nyseries/of sequential. / 

overlap ng, or totp steps so/that the entire 
respon time is m(asured.

(continued)

-cBy 1, 04:07:ue-GWVX-5f8711-
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Definitions 1.1

MT
1.1 Definitions (continued)

'SHUTDOWN MARGIN (SON) SDO shall be the instantaneous amount of 
reactivity by which the reactor is subcritical or 
would be subcritical from Its present condition 
assuming:

a.

STAGGERED TEST BASIS 

THERMAL POWER

All full length CONTROL RODS (safety and 
regulating) are fully inserted except for the 
single CONTROL ROD of highest reactivity 
worth, which is assumed to be fully withdrawn.  
With any CONTROL ROD not capable of being 
fully Inserted, the reactivity worth of these 
CONTROL RODS must be accounted for in the 
determination of SOI;

b. In NODES 1 and 2, the fuel and mo4erator 
temperatures are changed to the Aaominal zero 
power design levell; and 

c. There is no change in APSR position.  

A STAGGERED TEST BASIS shall consist of the 
testing of one of the systems, subsystems, 
channels, or other designated components during 
the interval specified by the Surveillance 
Frequency, so that all systems, subsystems, 
channels, or other designated components are 
tested during n Surveillance Frequency intervals, 
where n is the total number of systems, 
subsystems, channels, or other designated 
components in the associated function.  

THERMAL POWER shall be the total reactor core heat 
transfer rate to the reactor coolant.

Pig', I. fl&;Q7jjQ
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Definitions 1.1

Table 1.1-1 (page 1 of 1) 
MODES 

% RATED AVERAGE 
R ITHER k REACTOR COOLANT MOETTEREACTIVITY poJaJ TEMPERATURE 

MODE TITLE CONDITION OEVTEPRUE 

(kMf) (*F) 

1 Power Operation k 0.g9 > 5 NA 

2 Startup z 0.99 S 5W 

3 Hot Standby < 0.99 KA ( s 

4 Hot Shutdown(b) < 0.99 NA > T 

5 Cold Shutdown(b) < 0.99 NA 

6 Refueling(c) NA NA NA 

-|

(a) 

(b) 

(c)

Excluding decay heat.  

All reactor vessel head closure bolts fully tensioned.  

One or more reactor vessel head closure bolts less than fully tensioned.

CiT-

I.Z.o 

/.2.5 4 1.2.8 
1.Z. IV IZ.Z.
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Logical Connectors 
1.2

1.0 USE AND APPLICATION 

1.2 Logical Connectors 

PURPOSE The purpose of this section is to explain the meaning of 
logical connectors.  

Logical connectors are used in Technical Specifications (TS) 
to discriminate between, and yet connect, discrete 
Conditions, Required Actions, Completion Times, 
Surveillances, and Frequencies. The only logical connectors 
that appear in TS are M and OR. The physical arrangement 
of these connectors constitutes logical conventions with 
specific meanings.  

BACKGROUND Several levels of logic may be used to state Required 
Actions. These levels are ideAtified by the placement (or 
nesting) of the logical connectors and by the number 
assigned to each Required Action. The first level of logic 
is identified by the first digit of the number assigned to a 
Required Action and the placement of the logical connector 
in the first level of nesting (i.e., left Justified with the 
number of the Required Action). The successive levels of 
logic are identified by additional digits of the Required 
Action number and by successive indentations of the logical 
connectors.  

When logical connectors are used to state a Condition, 
Completion Time, Surveillance, or Frequency, only the first 
level of logic is used, and the logical connector is left 
Justified with the statement of the Condition, Completion 
Time, Surveillance, or Frequency.  

EXAMPLES The following examples illustrate the use of logical 
connectors.  

(continued)
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Logical Connectors 1.2

CTS.

1.2 Logical Connectors

EXAMPLES 
(continued)

EXAMdPLF 1.2-1 

ACTIONS ,,_, 

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME 

A. LCO not met. A.1 Verify . . .  

Man 

A.2 Restore . . .

In this example the logical connector WI is used to 
indicate that when in Condition A, both Required Actions A.1 
and A.2 must be completed.  

(continued)
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Logical Connectors 1.2

1.2 Logical Connectors

EXAMPLES 
(continued)

EXAMPLE 1.2-2 

ACTIONS 

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME 

A. LCO not met. A.l Trip. . .  

A.2.1 Verify .  

A.2.2.1 Reduce . . .  

99 

A.2.2.2 Perform. . .  

A.3 Align . . .

This example represents a more complicated use of logical 
connectors. Required Actions A.1, A.2, and A.3 are 
alternative choices, only one of which must be performed as 
indicated by the use of the logical connector QO and the 
left justified placement. Any one of these three Actions 
may be chosen. If A.2 is chosen, then both A.2.1 and A.2.2 
must be performed as indicated by the logical connector AND.  
Required Action A.2.2 is met by performing A.2.2.1 
or A.2.2.2. The indented position of the logical connector 
QR indicates that A.2.2.1 and A.2.2.2 are alternative 
choices, only one of which must be performed.

1.2-3 -Rey 1. OWWW:9
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Completion Times 1.3

1.0 USE AND APPLICATION 

1.3 Completion Times

The purpose of this section is to establish the Completion 

Time convention and to provide guidance for its use.

Limiting Conditions for Operation (LCOs) specify minimum 
requirements for ensuring safe operation of the unit. The 

ACTIONS associated with an LCO state Conditions that 

typically describe the ways in which the requirements of the 

LCO can fail to be met. Specified with each stated 

Condition are Required Action(s) and Completion Time(s).  

The Completion Time is the amount of time allowed for 

completing a Required Action. It is referenced to the time 

of discovery of a situation (e.g., inoperable equipment or 

variable not within limits) that requires entering an 

ACTIONS Condition unless otherwise specified, providing the 

unit is in a MODE or specified condition stated in the 
Applicability of the LCO. Required Actions must be 

completed prior to the expiration of the specified 

Completion Time. An ACTIONS Condition remains in effect and 

the Required Actions apply until the Condition no longer 

exists or the unit is not within the LCO Applicability.

If situations are discovered that require entry into more 
than one Condition at a time within a single LCO (multiple 

.Conditions), the Required Actions for each Condition must be 

performed within the associated Completion Time. When in 

multiple Conditions, separate Completion Times are tracked 

-for each Condition starting from the time of discovery of 

the situation that required entry into the Condition.  

Once a Condition has been entered, subsequent trains, 

subsystems, components, or variables expressed in the 

Condition, discovered to be inoperable or not within limits, 

will not result in separate entry into the Condition, unless 

specifically stated. The Required Actions of the Condition 

continue to apply to each additional failure, with 

Completion Times based on initial entry into the Condition.  

(continued)

1.3-1

PURPOSE
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Completion Times 
1.3 

Clrs 

1.3 Completion Times 

DESCRIPTION However, when a ubseauent train, subsystem, component, or 

(continued) variable, expressed in the Condition, is discovered to be 

inoperable or not within limits, the Completion Time(s) may 

be extended. To apply this Completion Time extension, two 

criteria must first be met. The subsequent inoperability: 

a. Kust exist concurrent with the firA inoperability; 
and 

b. 14stremain inoperable-or not within limits after the 

first inoperability is resolved.  

The total Completion Time allowed for completing a Required 

Action to address the subsequent Inoperability shall be 

limited to the more restrictive of either: 

a. The stated Completion Time, as measured from the 

initial entry into the Condition, plus an additional 
24 hours; or 

b. The stated Completion Time as measured from discovery 

of the subsequent inoperability.  

The above Completion Time extensions do not apply to those 

Specifications that have exceptions that allow completely 
separate re-entry into the Condition (for each train, 

subsystem, component, or variable expressed in the 

Condition) and separate tracking of Completion Times based 

on this re-entry. These exceptions are stated in individual 
Specifications.  

The above Completion Time extension does not apply to a 

Completion Time with a modified *time zero.* This modified 

"time zero' may be expressed as a repetitive time (i.e., 

"once per 8 hours," where the Completion Time is referenced 

from a previous completion of the Required Action versus the 

time of Condition entry) or as a time modified by the phrase 

'from discovery . . ." Example 1.3-3 illustrates one use of 

this type of Completion Time. The 10 day Completion Time 

specified for Conditions A and B in Example 1.3-3 may not be 

extended.  

(continued)
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Completion Times 1.3

1.3 Completion Times (continued) 

EXAMPLES The following examples illustrate the use of Completion 

Times with different types of Conditions and changing 
Conditions.

ACTIONS 

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME 

B. Required 9.1 Be in NODE 3. 6 hours 
Action and 
associated ANi 
Completion 
Time not B.2 Be in MODE 5. 36 hours 
met.  

Condition B has two Required Actions. Each Required Action 

has its own separate Completion Time. Each Completion Time 

is referenced to the time that Condition 6 is entered.  

The Required Actions of Condition B are to be in MODE 3 

within 6 hours AND In MODE 5 within 36 hours. A total of 

6 hours is allowed for reaching NODE 3 and a total of 

36 hours (not 42 hours) is allowed for reaching MODE 5 from 

the time that Condition B was entered. If MODE 3 is reached 

within 3 hours, the time allowed for reaching MODE 5 is the 

next 33 hours because-the total time allowed for reaching 
MODE 5 is 36 hours.  

If Condition B is entered while in MODE 3, the time allowed 
for reaching MODE 5 is the next 36 hours.  

(continued)
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Completion Times 1.3

1.3 Completion Times

EXAMPLES 
(continued)

ACTIONS 

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME 

A. One pump A.1 Restore pump to 7 days 
inoperable. OPERABLE status.  

B. Required B.1 Be in NODE 3. 6 hours 
Action and 
associated AN1 
Completion 
Time not B.2 Be In NODE 5. 36 hours 
met.  

When a pump is declared inoperable, Condition A is entered.  
If the pump is not restored to OPERABLE status within 
7 days, Condition B is also entered and the Completion Time 
clocks for Required Actions B.1 and 8.2 start. If the 
inoperable pump is restored to OPERABLE status after 
Condition B is entered, Condition A and B are exited, and 

therefore, the Required Actions of Condition B may be 
terminated.  

When a second pump is declared inoperable while the first 
pump is still inoperable, Condition A is not re-entered for 

the second pump. LCO 3.0.3 is entered, since the ACTIONS do 

not include a Condition for more than one inoperable pump.  
The Completion Time clock for Condition A does not stop 

after LCO 3.0.3 is entered, but continues to be tracked from 
the time Condition A was initially entered.  

While in LCO 3.0.3, if one of the inoperable pumps is 

restored to OPERABLE status and the Completion Time for 
Condition A has not expired, LCO 3.0.3 may be exited and 
operation continued in accordance with Condition A.

(continued)
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Completion Times 
1.3 

cis 

1.3 Completion Times 40

EXAMPLES EXAMP.LEZ1.3- (continued)

While in LCO 3.0.3, if one of the inoperable pumps is 
restored to OPERABLE status and the Completion Time for 

Condition A has expired, LCO 3.0.3 may be exited and 
operation continued in accordance with Condition B. The 

Completion Time for Condition B is tracked from the time the 

Condition A Completion Time expired.  

On restoring one of the pumps to OPERABLE status, the 

Condition A Completion Time is not reset, but continues from 

the time the first pump was declared inoperable. This 

Completion Time may be extended if the pump restored to 

OPERABLE status was the first inoperable pump. A 24 hour 
extension to the stated 7 days is allowed, provided this 

does not result in the second pump being inoperable for 
> 7 days.  

(continued)
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Completion Times 1.3

1.3 Completion Times

EXAMPLES 
(continued)

AC1UTIONS
CONDITION 

A. One 
Function X 
train 
inoperable.

B. One Function Y 
train 
inoperable.

REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETIOH TIME

A.1 Restore 
Function X train 
to OPERABLE 
status.

B.1 Restore Function Y train 
to OPERABLE 
status.

_________ 4. I

C. One Function X 
train 
inoperable.  

One 
Function Y 
train 
inoperable.

C.1 Restore Function X train 
to OPERABLE 
status.

29 
C;.2 Restore Function Y train 

to OPERABLE 
status.

_________ I I

7 days 

10 days from 
discovery of 
failure to meet 
the LCO

72 hours 
AND 
10 days from 
discovery of 
failure to meet 
the LCO

72 hours 

72 hours

(continued)
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Completion Times 
1.3 

1.3 Completion 
Times 

EXAMPLES EXAMPLE 1.3-3 (continued) 

When one Function X train and one Function Y train are 

inoperable, Condition A and Condition 8 are concurrently 

applicable. The Completion Times for Condition A and.  

Condition B are tracked separately for each train starting 

from the time each train was declared inoperable and the 

Condition was entered. A separate Completion Time is 

established for Condition C and tracked from the time the 

second train was declared inoperable (i.e., the time the 

situation described in Condition C was discovered).  

If Required Action C.2 is completed within the specified 

Completion Time, Conditions B and C are exited. If the 

Completion Time for Required Action A.1 has not expired, 

operation may continue in accordance with Condition A. The 

remaining Completion Time in Condition A is measured from 

the time the affected train was declared inoperable (i.e., 

initial entry into Condition A).  

The Completion Times of Conditions A and B are modified by a 

logical connector, with a separate 10 day Completion Time 

measured from the time it was discovered the LCO was not 

met. In this example, without the separate Completion Time, 

it would be possible to alternate between Conditions A, B, 

and C in such a manner that operation could continue 

indefinitely without ever restoring systems to meet the LCO.  

The separate Completion Time modified by the phrase "from 

discovery of failure to meet the LCO" is designed to prevent 

indefinite continued operation while not meeting the LCO.  

This Completion Time allows for an exception to the normal 

Otime zero' for beginning the Completion Time 'clock." In 

this instance, the Completion Time "time zero' is specified 

as commencing at the time the LCO was initially not met, 

instead of at the time the associated Condition was entered.  

(continued)
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Completion Times 1.3

1.3 Completion Times

EXAMPLES 
(continued)

. Y•P.IWCt
PAI IM4fJ

CONDITION 

A. One or more 
valves 
inoperable.

REQUIRE ACTION 

A.1 Restore valve(s) 
to OPERABLE 
status.

_ _ _ _ _ _ I.

B. Required 
Action and 
associated 
Completion 
Time not 
met.

B.1 Be in MODE 3.  

9.2 Be in MODE 4.

___________ 1 i

COtIPLETIOIf TIME

4 hours

6 hours 

12 hours

A single Completion Time is used for any number of valves 
inoperable at the same time. The Completion Time associated 
with Condition A is based on the initial entry into 
Condition A and is not tracked on a per valve basis.  

Declaring subsequent valves inoperable, while Condition A is 

still in effect, does not trigger the tracking of separate 
Completion Times.  

Once one of the valves has been restored to OPERABLE status, 

the Condition A Completion Time is not reset, but continues 

from the time the first valve was declared inoperable. The 

Completion Time may be extended if the valve restored to 

OPERABLE status was the first inoperable valve. The 

Condition A Completion Time may be extended for up to 

4 hours provided this does not result in any subsequent 
valve being inoperable for > 4 hours.  

If the Completion Time of 4 hours (plus the extension) 
expires while one or more valves are still inoperable, 
Condition 3 is entered.  

(continued)
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Completion Times 1.3

1.3 Completion Times

EXAMPLES 
(continued)

ACTIONS 

Separate Condition entry is allowed for each inoperable 

valve.  

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME 

A. One or more A.1 Restore valve to 4 hours 
valves OPERABLE status.  
inoperable.  

B. Required 9.1 Be in MODE 3. 6 hours 
Action and 
associated AND 
Completion 
Time not 9.2 Be in MODE 4. 12 hours 
met.

The Note above the ACTIONS Table is a method of modifying 
how the Completion Time is tracked. If this method of 
modifying how the Completion Time is tracked was applicable 
only to a specific Condition, the Note would appear in that 
Condition rather than at the top of the ACTIONS Table.  

The Note allows Condition A to be entered separately for 

each inoperable valve, and Completion Times tracked on a per 
valve basis. When a valve is declared inoperable, 
Condition A is entered and its Completion Time starts. If 
subsequent valves are declared inoperable, Condition A is 

entered for each valve and separate Completion Times start 
and are tracked for each valve.  

(continued)
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1.3 

CTS 

1.3 Completion Times 0 K

EXAMPLES EXAMPLE 1.3-S (continued) 

If the Completion Time associated with a valve in 
Condition A expires, Condition B is entered for that valve.  

If the Completion Times associated with subsequent valves in 

Condition A expire, Condition B is entered separately for 

each valve and separate Completion Times start and are 

tracked for each valve. If a valve that caused entry into 

Condition B is restored to OPERABLE status, Condition 8 is 
exited for that valve.  

Since the Note in this example allows multiple Condition 
entry and tracking of separate Completion Times, Completion 
Time extensions do not apply.

*FPrtluIe

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME

A.1 Perform SR 3.x.x.x.  

oR 
A.2 R e 

ER

Once per 
8 hours 

8 hours

A. One channel inoperable.  

bC1\ S.~e

B. Required 9.1 Be in HODE 3. 6 hours 
Action and 
associated 
Completion 
Time not 
met.

(continued)
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Completion Times 1.3

1.3 Completion Times

EXAMPLE 1.3-6 (continued)

Entry into Condition A offers a choice between Required 

Action A.1 or A.2. Required Action A.1 has a -once per' 
Completion Time, which qualifies for the 25% extension, per 

SR 3.0.2, to each performance after the initial performance.  
The Initial 8 hour interval of Required Action A.1 begins 

when Condition A is entered and the initial performance of 

Required Action A.1 must be complete within the first 8 hour 

interval. If Required Action A.1 is followed and the 

Required Action is not met within the Completion Time (plus 

the extension allowed by SR 3.0.2), Condition B is entered.  

If Required Action A.2 is followed and the Completion Time 

of 8 hours is not met, Condition B is entered.  

If after entry into Condition B, Required Action A.1 or A.2 
is met, Condition B is exited and operation may then 
continue in Condition A.  

(continued)

EXAMPLES
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Completion Times 
1.3 

1.3 Completion Times

EXAMPLES 
(continued)

UEXMLE 13-

ALI I JLIM COMPETIO TIME
CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION

_________ 4. T

A. One 
subsystem 
inoperable.

B. Required 
Action and 
associated 
Completion 
Time not 
met.

A.1 Verify affected 
subsystem 
isolated.  

A.2 Restore subsyst

9.1

to OPERABLE status.

em

Be in NODE 3.

8.2 Be in MODE 5.

_________ I I

1 hour 

Once per 
8 hours 
thereafter 

72 hours

6 hours 

36 hours

Required Action A.1 has two Completion 
Completion Time begins at the time the 
and each "Once per 8 hours thereafter" 
performance of Required Action A.1.

Times. The 1 hour Condition is entered 
interval begins upon

If after Condition A is entered, Required Action A.1 is not 

met within either the initial I hour or any subsequent 
8 hour interval from the previous performance (plus the 

extension allowed by SR 3.0.2), Condition B is entered. The 

Completion Time clock for Condition A does not stop 

(continued)
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Completion Times 
1.3 

1.3 Completion Times 

EXAMPLES EXAPLE 1.3-7 (continued) 

after Condition 9 is entered, but continues from the time 

Condition A was Initially entered. If Required Action A.1 

is met after Condition B is entered, Condition B is exited 

and operation may continue in accordance with Condition A

provided the Completion Time for Required Action A.2 has not 
expired.  

IMIEDIATE Vhen "Imediately" is used as a Completion Time, the 

COMPLETION TIME Required Action should be pursued without delay and in a 
controlled manner.
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Frequency 1.4

1.0 USE AND APPLICATION 

1.4 Frequency 

PURPOSE The purpose of this section is to define the proper use and 
application of Frequency requirements.  

DESCRIPTION Each Surveillance Requirement (SR) has a specified Frequency 
in which the Surveillance must be met in order to meet the 

associated LCO. An understanding of the correct application 
of the specified Frequency is necessary for compliance with 
the SR.  

The "specified Frequency' is referred to throughout this 
section and each of the Specifications of Section 3.0, 
Surveillance Requirement (SR) Applicability. The *specified 
Frequency" consists of the requirements of the Frequency 
column of each SR, as well as certain Notes in the 
Surveillance column that modify performance requirements.  

Situations where a Surveillance could be required (i.e., its 
Frequency could expire), but where it is not possible or not 
desired that it be performed until sometime after the 
associated LCO is within its Applicability, represent 
potential SR 3.0.4 conflicts. To avoid these conflicts, the 
SR (i.e., the Surveillance or the Frequency) is stated such 
that it is only. required" when it can be and should be 
performed. With an SR satisfied, SR 3.0.4 imposes no 
restriction.  

EXAMPLES The following examples illustrate the various ways that 
Frequencies are specified. In these examples, the 
Applicability of the LCO (LCO not shown) is HODES 1, 2, 
and 3.  

(continued)
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1.4 

1.4 Frequency 

EXAMPLES EXAPEL1.4-1 

(continued) SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS 

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY 

Perform CHANNEL CHECK. 12 hours 

Example 1.4-1 contains the type of SR most often encountered 
in the Technical Specifications (TS). The Frequency 
specifies an interval (12 hours) during which the associated 
Surveillance must be performed at least one time.  
Performance of the Surveillance initiates the subsequent 
interval. Although the Frequency is stated as 12 hours, an 
extension of the time interval to 1.25 times the stated 
Frequency is allowed by SR 3.0.2 for operational 
flexibility. The measurement of this interval continues at 
all times, even when the SR is not required to be met per 
SR 3.0.1 (such is when the equipment is inoperable, a 
variable is outside specified limits, or the unit is outside 
the Applicability of the LCO). If the interval specified by 
SR 3.0.2 is exceeded while the unit is in a NODE or other 
specified condition in the Applicability of the LCO, and the 
performance of the Surveillance is not otherwise modified 
(refer to Example 1.4-3), then SR 3.0.3 becomes applicable.  

If the interval as specified by SR 3.0.2 is exceeded while 
the unit is not in a NODE or other specified condition in 
the Applicability of the LCO for which performance of the SR 
is required, the Surveillance must be performed within the 
Frequency requirements of SR 3.0.2 prior to entry into the 

NODE or other specified condition. Failure to do so would 
result in a violation of SR 3.0.4.  

(continued)
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1.4 Frequency

EXAMPLES 
(continued)

EXAMPLE 1.4-2 

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS 

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY 

Verify flow is within limits. Once within 
12 hours after 
2 25% RiP 

24 hours 
thereafter

Example 1.4-2 has two Frequencies. The first is a one time 
performance Frequency, and the second is of the type shown 

in Example 1.4-1. The logical connector "AO indicates 
that both Frequency requirements must be met. Each time 
reactor power is increased from a power level < 25% RTP to 
k 25% RTP, the Surveillance must be performed within 
12 hours.  

The use of "once" indicates a single performance will 
satisfy the specified Frequency (assuming no other 
Frequencies are connected by O"AN'). This type of Frequency 
does not qualify for the extension allowed by SR 3.0.2.  
'Thereafter* indicates future performances must be 
established per SR 3.0.2, but only after a specified 
condition is first met (i.e., the 'once' performance in this 

example). If reactor power decreases to < 25% RTP, the 
measurement of both intervals stops. New intervals start 
upon reactor power reaching 25% RTP.  

(continued)
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1.4 Frequency 

EXAD LES EXAMPLE .4-3 
(continued) SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS 

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY 

- - - - -..NOTE -..  

Not required to be performed until 
12 hours after z 25% RTP.  

Perform channel adJustment. 7 days 

The interval continues whether or not the unit operation is 
< 25% RTP between performances.  

As the Note modifies the required performance of the 

Surveillance, it is construed to be part of the Ospecified 

Frequency.0 Should the 7 day interval be exceeded while 

operation is < 25% RTP, this Note allows 12 hours after 

power reaches z: 25% RTP to perform the Surveillance. The 

Surveillance is still considered to be performed within the 

"specified Frequency. Therefore, if the Surveillance were 

not performed within the 7 day (plus the extension allowed 

by SR 3.0.2) interval, but operation was < 25% RTP, it would 

not constitute a failure of the SR or failure to meet the 

LCO. Also, no violation of SR 3.0.4 occurs when changing 

NODES, even with the 7 day Frequency not met, provided 

operation does not exceed 12 hours with power z 25% RTP.  

Once the unit reaches 25% RTP, 12 hours would be allowed for 

completing the Surveillance. If the Surveillance were not 

performed within this 12 hour interval, there would then be 

a failure to perform a Surveillance within the specified 

Frequency, and the provisions of SR 3.0.3 would apply.
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This Section Addresses the Following Specifications: 

NUREC-1430 ANO-1 ITS Title 

2.1 2.1 Safety Limits 
2.2 2.2 Safety Limit Violations

ANO-1 ITS 1/28/2000



SLs 
2.0 

2.0 SAFETY LIMITS (SLs) 

2.1 SLs 

2.1.1 Reactor Core SLs 

2.1.1.1 In MODES 1 and 2, the maximum local fuel pin centedine 
temperature shall be •5080 - (6.5 x 103 x (Bumup, MWD/MTU)°F) 
for TACO2 applications and •4642 - (5.8 x 10"3 x (Bumup, 
MWD/MTU)°F) for TACO 3 applications.  

2.1.1.2 In MODES I and 2, the departure from nucleate boiling ratio shall be 
maintained greater than the limits of 1.3 for the BAW-2 correlation 
and 1.18 for the BWC correlation.  

2.1.1.3 In MODES 1 and 2, Reactor Coolant System (RCS) core outlet 
temperature and pressure shall be maintained above and to the left 
of the Variable Low RCS Pressure-Temperature Protective Umits as 
specified in the COLR.  

2.1.2 RCS Pressure SL 

In MODES 1, 2, 3,4, and 5, the RCS pressure shall be maintained •2750 psig.  

2.2 SL Violations 

With any SL violation, the following actions shall be completed: 

2.2.1 In MODE 1 or 2, if SL 2.1.1.1 or SL 2.1.1.2 is violated, be in MODE 3 within 
1 hour.  

2.2.2 In MODE I or 2, if SL 2.1.1.3 is violated, restore RCS pressure and temperature 
within limits AND be In MODE 3 within 1 hour.  

2.2.3 In MODE 1 or 2, if SL 2.1.2 is violated, restore compliance within limits AND be 
in MODE 3 within 1 hour.  

2.2.4 In MODES 3, 4, and 5, if SL 2.1.2 is violated, restore RCS pressure to 
:s 2750 psig within 5 minutes.  

2.2.5 Within 1 hour, notify the NRC Operations Center, in accordance with 
10 CFR 50.72.
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B 2.0 SAFETY LIMITS (SLs) 

B 2.1.1 Reactor Core SLs 

BASES 

BACKGROUND 

GDC 10 (Ref. 1) requires that reactor core SLs ensure specified acceptable fuel 
design limits are not exceeded during steady state operation, normal operational 
transients, and abnormalities. This is accomplished by having a departure from 
nucleate boiling (DNB) design basis, which corresponds to a 95% probability at a 
95% confidence level (95/95 DNB criterion) that DNB will not occur and by requiring 
that the fuel centerline temperature stays below the melting temperature.  

Although DNB is not an observable parameter during reactor operation, the 
observable parameters of neutron power, reactor coolant flow, temperature and 
pressure can be related to DNB through the use of a critical heat flux (CHF) 
correlation. The BAW-2 (Ref. 2) and BWC (Ref. 3) correlations have been 
developed to predict DNB and the location of DNB for axially uniform and non
uniform heat flux distributions. The BAW-2 correlation applies to Mark-B fuel and 
the BWC correlation applies to Mark-BZ fuel. The local DNB ratio (DNBR), defined 
as the ratio of the heat flux that would cause DNB at a particular core location to the 
actual heat flux, is indicative of the margin to DNB. The minimum value of the 
DNBR, during steady state operation, normal operational transients and anticipated 
transients is limited to 1.30 (BAW-2) and 1.18 (BWC).  

The 95 percent confidence level that DNB will not occur is preserved by ensuring 
that the DNBR remains greater than the DNBR design limit based on the applicable 
CHF correlation for the core design. In the development of the applicable DNBR 
design limit, uncertainties in the core state variables, power peaking factors, 
manufacturing-related parameters, and the CHF correlation may be statistically 
combined to determine a statistical DNBR design limit. This statistical design limit 
protects the respective CHF'design limit. Additional retained thermal margin may 
also be applied to the statistical DNBR design limit to yield a higher thermal design 
limit for use in establishing DNB-based core safety and operating limits. In all 
cases, application of statistical DNB design methods preserves a 95 percent 
probability at a 95 percent confidence level that DNB will not occur (Ref. 4).  

The restrictions of this SL prevent overheating of the fuel and cladding and possible 
cladding perforation that would result in the release of fission products to the 
reactor coolant. Overheating of the fuel Is prevented by maintaining the steady 
state peak linear heat rate (LHR) below the level at which fuel centerline melting 
occurs. The maximum fuel centerline temperatures are given by the relationships 
defined in SL 2.1.1.1 for the respective fuel designs and are dependent on whether 
the TACO2 (Ref. 5) or TACO3 (Ref. 6) analysis was utilized. Overheating of the 
fuel cladding is prevented by restricting fuel operation to within the nucleate boiling
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regime, where the heat transfer coefficient is large and the cladding surface 
temperature is slightly above the coolant saturation temperature.  

Fuel centedine melting occurs when the local LHR, or power peaking, in a region of 
the fuel is high enough to cause the fuel centerline temperature to reach the melting 
point of the fuel. Expansion of the pellet upon centerline melting may cause the 
pellet to stress the cladding to the point of failure, allowing an uncontrolled release 
of activity to the reactor coolant.  

Operation above the boundary of the nucleate boiling regime could result in 
excessive cladding temperature because of the onset of DNB and the resultant 
sharp reduction In heat transfer coefficient. Inside the steam film, high cladding 
temperatures are reached, and a cladding-water (zirconium-water) reaction may 
take place. This chemical reaction results in oxidation of the fuel cladding. The 
oxidized cladding then exists in a structurally weaker form. This weaker form may 
lose its integrity, resulting in an uncontrolled release of activity to the reactor 
coolant.  

The proper functioning of the Reactor Protection System (RPS) prevents violation 
of the reactor core SLs.  

APPLICABLE SAFETY ANALYSES 

The fuel cladding must not sustain damage as a result of normal operation and 
abnormalities. The reactor core SLs are established to preclude violation of the 
following fuel design criteria: 

a. There must be at least 95% probability at a 95% confidence level 
(95195 DNB criterion) that the hot fuel rod in the core does not experience 
DNB; and 

b. The hot fuel pellet in the core must not experience fuel centedine melting.  

The RPS setpoints, in combination with all the LCOs, are designed to prevent any 
analyzed combination of transient conditions for Reactor Coolant System (RCS) 
temperature, pressure, and THERMAL POWER level that would result in a DNBR of 
less than the DNBR limit and preclude the existence of flow instabilities (Ref. 7).  

Automatic enforcement of these reactor core SLs is provided by the following: 

a. RCS High Pressure trip; 

b. RCS Low Pressure trip; 

c. Nuclear Overpower trip; 

d. RCS Variable Low Pressure trip (also known as Pressure Temperature Trip); 

e. Reactor Coolant Pump to Power trip;
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f. Nuclear Overpower RCS Flow and AXIAL POWER IMBALANCE trip; and 

g. RCS High Temperature trip.  

The SL represents a design requirement for establishing the RPS trip setpoints 
identified previously.  

SAFETY LIMITS 

SL 2.1.1.1, SL 2.1.1.2, and SL 2.1.1.3 ensure that the minimum DNBR is not less 
than the safety analyses limit and that fuel centedine temperature stays below the 
melting point, or the average enthalpy in the hot leg is less than or equal to the 
enthalpy of saturated liquid, or the exit quality is within the limits defined by the 
DNBR correlation. In addition, the COLR identifies the pressure/temperature 
operating region that keeps the reactor from reaching an SL when operating up to 
design power.  

The COLR presents the most limiting condition of pressure/temperature 
combinations for all possible reactor coolant pump maximum THERMAL POWER 
combinations. Analyses have been performed which bound the three pump and 
two pump (one pump in each loop) allowed operating conditions based on the 
expected minimum flow rates and maximum ALLOWABLE THERMAL POWER for 
these operating conditions.  

The SLs are preserved by monitoring the process variable AXIAL POWER 
IMBALANCE to ensure that the core operates within the fuel design criteria. AXIAL 
POWER IMBALANCE protective limits are preserved by their corresponding RPS 
setpoints in LCO 3.3.1, "Reactor Protection System (RPS) Instrumentation," and are 
provided in the COLR. The trip setpoints are derived by adjusting the measurement 
system independent AXIAL POWER IMBALANCE protective limits given in the 
COLR to allow for measurement system observability and instrumentation errors.  

The AXIAL POWER IMBALANCE protective limits are separate and distinct from 
the AXIAL POWER IMBALANCE operating limits defined by LCO 3.2.3, "AXIAL 
POWER IMBALANCE Operating Umits." The AXIAL POWER IMBALANCE 
operating limits in LCO 3.2.3, also specified in the COLR, preserve initial conditions 
of the safety analyses but are not reactor core SLs.  

APPLICABILITY 

SL 2.1.1.1, SL 2.1.1.2, and SL 2.1.1.3 only apply in MODES I and 2 because these 
are the only MODES in which the reactor is critical. Automatic protection functions 
are required to be OPERABLE during MODES 1 and 2 to ensure operation within 
the reactor core SLs. Automatic protection actions serve to prevent RCS heatup to 
reactor core SL conditions or to initiate a reactor trip function, which forces the unit 
into MODE 3. Setpoints for the reactor trip functions are specified in LCO 3.3.1.
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In MODES 3, 4, 5, and 6, Applicability is not required, since the reactor is not 
generating significant THERMAL POWER 

SAFETY LIMIT VIOLATIONS 

The following SL violation responses are applicable to the reactor core SLs.  

2.2.1 AND 2.2.2 

If SL 2.1.1.1, SL 2.1.1.2, or SL 2.1.1.3 is violated, the requirement to go to MODE 3 
places the plant in a MODE In which these SLs are not applicable.  

The allowed Completion Time of 1 hour recognizes the importance of bringing the 
plant to a MODE of operation where these SLs are not applicable and reduces the 
probability of fuel damage.  

2.2.5 

If SL 2.1.1.1, SL 2.1.1.2, or SL 2.1.1.3 is violated, the NRC Operations Center must 
be notified within 1 hour, in accordance with 10 CFR 50.72 (Ref. 8).  

REFERENCES 

1. SAR, Section 1.4, GDC 10.  

2. BAW-10000A, =Correlation of Critical Heat Flux in a Bundle Cooled by 
Pressurized Water,' Babcock & Wilcox, Lynchburg, VA, May 1976.  

3. BAW-10143P-A, "BWC Correlation of Critical Heat Flux,* Babcock & Wilcox, 
Lynchburg, VA, April 1985.  

4. BAW-10179P-A, -Safety Criteria and Methodology for Acceptable Cycle Reload 
Analyses,0 Rev. 2, Babcock & Wilcox, Lynchburg, VA, October 1997.  

5. BAW-10141 P-A, Rev. 1, TACO2 Fuel Pin Performance Analysis,w Babcock & 
Wilcox, Lynchburg, VA, June 1983.  

6. BAW-10162P-A, 'TACO3 Fuel Pin Thermal Analysis Code," Babcock & Wilcox, 
Lynchburg, VA, October 1989.  

7. SAR, Chapters 3 & 14..  

8. 10 CFR 50.72.
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B 2.0 SAFETY LIMITS (SLs) 

B 2.1.2 Reactor Coolant System (RCS) Pressure SL 

BASES 

BACKGROUND 

In SAR, Section 1.4 (Ref. 1), GDC 14, "Reactor Coolant Pressure Boundary 
(RCPB)," and GDC 15, "Reactor Coolant System Designu, address RCPB design 
and protection, respectively. The ANO-1 discussion regarding how GDC 15 is 
accomplished states that analysis and evaluation of all normal and abnormal 
operating conditions and transients are integrally related to all RCS and associated 
systems design. SAR Chapter 14 (Ref. 2) lists these abnormal operating conditions 
and transients and terms them "abnormalities". In addition, GDC 28, "Reactivity 
Limits" (Ref. 1), specifies that reactivity accidents including rod ejection do not result 
in damage to the RCPB greater than limited local yielding.  

The design pressure of the RCS is 2500 psig. During normal operation and 
abnormalities, the RCS pressure is kept from exceeding the design pressure by 
more than 10% in order to remain in accordance with the design codes (Ref. 3 
and 4). Hence, the safety limit is 2750 psig. To ensure system integrity, all RCS 
components were hydrostatically tested at 125% of design pressure prior to initial 
operation, according to the design code requirements. Inservice leak testing at not 
less than 2155 psig is also required, prior to MODE 2, following any opening of the 
reactor coolant system in accordance with ASME code, Section XI; IWA-5000.  
When performed at the end of refueling outages, this leak test also satisfies the 
requirements of IWB-2500, Table IWB-2500-1; Category B-P items B15.10, B15.20, 
B15.30, B15.40, B15.50, B15.60, and B15.70 for all Class I pressure retaining 
components (Ref. 5).  

APPLICABLE SAFETY ANALYSES 

The RCS pressurizer safety valves, operating in conjunction with the Reactor 
Protection System trip settings, ensure that the RCS pressure SL will not be 
exceeded.  

The RCS pressurizer safety valves are sized to prevent system pressure from 
exceeding the design pressure by more than 10%, in accordance with Section III of 
the ASME code for Nuclear Power Plant Components (Ref. 3). The design basis 
transient that is most influential for establishing the required relief capacity, and 
hence the valve size requirements and lift settings, is a rod withdrawal event from 
low power.  

The startup event (rod withdrawal at low power) (Ref. 2) is performed using 
conservative assumptions relative to pressure control devices.
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More specifically, no credit is taken for operation of the following: 

a. Electromatic relief valve (ERV); 

b. Steam line turbine bypass valves; 

c. Control system runback of reactor and turbine power; and 

d. Pressurizer spray valve.  

SAFETY LIMITS 

The maximum transient pressure allowed in the RCS pressure vessel under the 
ASME code, Section III, is 110% of design pressure. The maximum transient 
pressure allowed in the RCS piping, valves, and fittings under USAS B31.7 (Ref. 4), 
is 110% of design pressure. Therefore, the SL on maximum allowable RCS 
pressure is 2750 psig.  

Overpressurization of the RCS can result in a breach of the RCPB. If such a 
breach occurs in conjunction with a fuel cladding failure, fission products could 
enter the containment atmosphere, raising concerns relative to limits on radioactive 
releases specified In 10 CFR 100, "Reactor Site Criteria" (Ref. 6).  

APPLICABILITY 

SL 2.1.2 applies in MODES 1, 2, 3, 4, and 5 because this SL could be approached 
or exceeded in these MODES during overpressurization events. The SL is not 
applicable in MODE 6 because the reactor vessel head closure bolts are not fully 
tightened, making it unlikely that the RCS can be pressurized significantly.  

SAFETY LIMIT VIOLATIONS 

The following SL violation responses are applicable to the RCS pressure SL 

2.2.3 

If the RCS pressure SL is violated when the reactor is in MODE 1 or 2, the 
requirement is to restore compliance and be in MODE 3 within I hour.  

Exceeding the RCS pressure SL may cause immediate RCS failure and create a 
potential for radioactive releases in excess of 10 CFR 100, "Reactor Site Criteria," 
limits (Ref. 6).
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The allowed Completion Time of 1 hour is based on the Importance of reducing 
power level to a MODE where the potential for challenges to safety systems is 
minimized.  

2.2.4 

If the RCS pressure SL is exceeded in MODE 3, 4, or 5, RCS pressure must be 
restored to within the SL value within 5 minutes.  

Exceeding the RCS pressure SL in MODE 3, 4, or 5 is potentially more severe than 
exceeding this SL in MODE 1 or 2, since the reactor vessel temperature may be 
lower and the vessel material, consequently, less ductile. As such, pressure must 
be reduced to less than the SL within 5 minutes. This action does not require 
reducing MODES, since this would require reducing temperature, which would 
compound the problem by adding thermal gradient stresses to the existing pressure 
stress.  

2.2.5 

If the RCS pressure SL is violated, the NRC Operations Center must be notified 
within 1 hour, in accordance with 10 CFR 50.72 (Ref. 7).  

REFERENCES 

1. SAR, Section 1.4, GDC 14, GDC 15, and GDC 28, 1988.  

2. SAR, Chapter 14.  

3. ASME Boiler and Pressure Vessel Code, Section III, 1965-S67, Article NB-7000.  

4. USAS B31.7, Nuclear Power Piping, 1969.  

5. ASME Boiler and Pressure Vessel Code, Section Xl, Article IW-5000.  

6. 10 CFR 100.  

7. 10 CFR 50.72.
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CTS DISCUSSION OF CHANGES

ITS Section 2.0: Safety Limits 

ADMINISTRATIVE 

Al The designated change represents a non-technical, non-intent change to the Arkansas 
Nuclear One, Unit 1 Current Technical Specifications (CTS) made to make the ANO-1 
Improved Technical Specifications (ITS) consistent with the Babcock and Wrdcox 
(B&W) revised Standard Technical Specification (RSTS), NUREG 1430, Revision 1.  
This change does not alter the requirements of the CTS or RSTS. Examples of this 
type of change include: wording preference; convention adoption; editorial, numbering 
and formatting changes; and hierarchy structure.  

A2 The CTS Bases will be administratively deleted in their entirety in favor of the 
NUREG-1430 Bases. The CTS Bases will be reviewed for technical content that will 
be identified for retention in the ITS Bases.  

A3 The requirement of CTS 6.7. .b. to submit a report to the NRC "pursuant to the 
requirements of 10 CFR 50.36" was removed. This requirement is a duplication of the 
requirement found in 10 CFR.50.36 "Technical Specifications" paragraph (c)(l) and as 
such was redundant. The removal of this requirement from the CTS was administrative 
in nature because this requirement was contained elsewhere, namely 10 CFR 50.36.  

A4 This page is not yet approved in its current form. Therefore, this markup is dependent 
on the expected NRC approval of the July 14, 1999, license amendment request 
(Ref 0CAN079901) related to the post accident sample system.  

TECHNICAL CHANGE - MORE RESTRICTIVE 

MI CTS 2.1.1, 2.1.2, & 2.1.3 establish the APPLICABILITY for the Reactor Core Safety 
Limits as "when the reactor is critical." ITS 2.1.1 will establish APPLICABILITY as 
MODES 1 and 2 which include Keff greater than or equal to 0.99. Thus, MODE 2 is 
more restrictive than CTS since it does not become applicable until Keff= 1.0. The 
additional Applicability is included because limiting accidents and transients are 
postulated which begin in this MODE. This requirement is consistent with 
NUREG-1430.  

M2 CTS 2.2 does not establish required actions should the RCS Pressure Safety Limit be 
violated in MODES 3, 4, and 5. Therefore, the required actions of RSTS 2.2.4 are 
adopted in the ITS. The information shown as inserted on the CTS mark-up as 
ITS 2.2.4 represents more restrictive requirements than those presently imposed.  

M3 CTS 6.7.1 .a required that the Unit be placed in hot shutdown within one hour 
following the violation of a CTS defined Safety Limit. ITS 2.2.1, 2.2.2, and 2.2.3 will 
require that the Unit be placed in MODE 3. The ITS requirement is more restrictive in 
that it will require that the Unit have a Keff value of less than 0.99. The CTS requires
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that the Unit be taken 1% Ak/k subcritical. The Keff requirement is 0.01% Ak/k more 
restrictive.  

TECHNICAL CHANGE - LESS RESTRICTIWE 

LI CTS 2.2.1 establishes APPLICABILITY for the RCS Pressure Safety Limit as being 
"when there are fuel assemblies in the reactor vessel." ITS 2.1.2 will establish 
APPLICABILITY as MODES 1, 2, 3, 4 & 5. In essence, the ITS would be marginally 
less restrictive as it would not apply during MODE 6 while the CTS would apply after 
the first assembly was placed in the vessel. Although a short time period may exist 
between MODE 5 and reactor vessel head removal in MODE 6, during which the 
Safety Limit will no longer apply, the consequences of a postulated overpressure event 
are mitigated by the implementation of low temperature overpressurization protection 
requirements and administrative controls.  

LESS RESTRICTIVE - ADMINISTRATIVE DELETION OF REQUIREMENTS 

LAI This information has been moved to the Bases. This information provides details of 
design or process which are not directly pertinent to the actual requirement, i.e., Safety 
Limit, but rather describe an acceptable method of compliance. Since these details are 
not necessary to adequately describe the actual regulatory requirement, they can be 
moved to a licensee controlled document without a significant impact on safety. Placing 
these details in controlled documents provides adequate assurance that they will be 
maintained. The Bases will be controlled by the Bases Control Process in Chapter 5 of 
the proposed Technical Specifications. The specific relocations are: 

CTS Location New Location 
2nd sentence of SL 2.1.1 B 2.1.1 Applicable Safety Analyses 
2nd sentence of SL 2.1.2 B 2.1.1 Applicable Safety Analyses 
4.3.2 B 2.1.2 Background
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2.1.1 The maxJium local fuel pin centerline temperature shall be 

,. 1.1. I 1 5080 - (6.5 x 10-3 x (urnup, MD/HMTU)*F) f93 TAC02 applications 
and 14642 - (5.8 x 10-3 x (Zurnup, MWD/MTU).for TACO3 aIWlications.  

rope~on w n s " .m ILX .--- s y-e by mpliance wit the xxal / 

P V9r mbalnc protective j6t prese d by Table ;2-1 "Reactor: LAI 
fotection stem Trip srdin Limits.0as.pecified a the COLR. UM-, 

2.1.2 The departure from nucleate boiling ratio shall be maintained 
,|| I. 1.2 greater than the limits of 1.3 for the MW-2 correlation and 

1.18 fo r the RWC correla Eion. -O er a l "ti w it hin 't J n It s 
•nure• yoMpllance ith Specific an 2.1.3 and >~ h -••• 

|Axis owrez Imbal e protective •tsi preserved Jy Table 2.3• 

* ctor Protect nsystem Trip etting Limts, as specifi in l zs 

2.1.3 Reactor Coolant System (RCS) core outlet temperature and pressure 
shall be maintained above and to the left of the Variable Low RCS 
Pressure-Temperature Protective Limits as specified in the COLR.  

of mitaeinu athe biing eie iso the fu departure from enucete fissiong 

du thlease, pto s necessary torprevduti oeat4ng of the claddtngr 
under normal apex ing conditions. This iks .44camplikshed by operating + o 

within the nuel t~e boiling regime of heat/ranster, wherein the heat: 

1,iifransfe= €efficient is large enough so at the clad surface temperardre 
is only slil, .,y greatre than fh -lt-emperatr u e,. The upper bqdndacrl y - J 

of the nu • a• boilin'g ceqtu is te];nred departure from nucleate i;•linq A zr•.  
ID•B t his point there is a a Zrp reduction of tho- hea St~ ec 

coeffi ent, which could result high cladding temperatures rnd the 
poss ility of cladding failur Although DNB is not an o ervable 
part ter during reactor ope ion, the observable par esr of neutron 
p er, reactor coolant flow temperature, and pressure an be related to 

B through the use of a i tical heat flux (CHF) co elation. The 
BAW-2(1) and BWC(2) atins have been develo to predict DNM and the 
location of DNB for a slly uniform and non-uzni heat flux 
distributions. The correlation applies Mark-B fuel and the BW 
correlation applie to Mark-NI fuel. The lo 1 VNS ratio (NUBR). def ed 
as the ratio of e heat flux that would se DNS at a particular re 

location to th actual heat flux, is in tive of the margin to .The 

minimum valu of the D:NR, during stea -state operation, nor=a 
operations ransients, and anticipa transients is limited 1.30 
(JBAW-2) 1.18 (BWC).
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A of 1.30 (MAW-2) oa 1.16I WC) corresponds to & 95 percent 
robablity at 9 95 Percent nfideflce level that VNB will not Occur this 

is considered a conservati margin to DNM for all operating condi ons.  
rhe difference between th actual core outlet pressure and the i cated 

reactor coolant system essure for the allowable RC punp comb ation has z 
been considered In de mining the Variable Low RCS Pressure- erature 
Protective Limits.  

The Variable Low CS Pressure-Temperature Protective ts presented in the 
COLR represent e conditions at which the DHBR is gre er than or equal to the 
minimum all e DNIR for the limiting combination thermal power and number 
of operating eactor coolant pumps which is based the nuclear power peaking 
factors 13 as specified in the COLR with potenti. fuel densification effects.  

The Axi Power Imbalance Protective LTimts I he COLR are based on the 
more strictive of two thermal limits and I lude the effects of potential 
fuel ensification: 

1*The DKBR limit produced by e limiting combination of the radia 
peak axial peak, and po ion of the axial peak.  

/2.Thebcombinaation of ra al and axial peak that prevents cent I 
fuel melting at the t spot as given in the COLL 

Power peaking is not a direc observable quantity and therefore ts 
have been established on th basis of the reactor power imbalanc produced 
by the power peaking.  

The flow rates for the ariable Low RCS Pressure-Temperatur Protective I'mits 
specified In the Co correspond to the expected minimum ow rates with four 
pumps, three pumps, nd one pump in each loop.  

The Variable Low CS Pressure-Temperature Protective nit for four reactor 
coolant pumps erating is the most restrictive of 1 possible reactor coolant 
pump maximum ermal power combinations as specif din the COLR The Variable 
Low RCS Pre ure-Temperature Protective Limits i the COLR represent the 

power f ubro eco oln up noeain fteata 
Press tmeauepiti eo n o argto h riuetm tr 
Lineh aibeLwRSPesr-ep uePoetv ii sec d 
Theoa ult ttepitO i D sls hn2 ecn A-)1
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Using a 1 quality limitt of 222 PC t (BAX-2) or 26 percent (SWC) at 
the pei of ,,MIMUM DNR as a basi or less than four reactor coolant pumps 
opera g of the Variable Low RCS ressure-Temperature Protective Limits 
spec ied in the COLR is a cons tive criterion even though the quality t the 

is higher than the quali at the point of minimum DKBR.  

he DIKBR as calculated by e BAW-2 or the SWC correlation continua yAZ 
increases from point of n=mum DNBR, so that the exit DNBR is al 9 
higher and is a funct of the pressure.  

The maximum the power, as a function of reactor coolant operation 
Is limited by t power level -trip produced by the flux-fl ratio (percent 
flow t flux-f ratio), plus the appropriate calibratic and 
instuet n errors.  

/For ea mbination of operating reactor coolant pa of the Variable Low RCS 
?ressu -Temperature Protective Limi-ts specified the COLR, a pressure
temp ature point above and to the left of the rve would resdlt in a DNBR 
gr ter than 1.30 (BAW-2) or 1.15 (BWC) or a cal quality at the point of 

nimu- DHBR less than 22 percent AMN-2) or 6 percent (BWC) for that particular 
reactor coolant pump combination. The Va able Low RCS Pressure-Temperature 
Protective Limit for four reactor coolan pumps operating is the most restricti 
because any pressure-temperature point ove and to the left of this curve wi 
be above and to the left of the othe crves.  

REFERENCES 

(1) Correlation of Crit aI Heat Flux in a Bundle Cooled by Pr surized 
Water, BAN-10000A May, 1976.  

(2) Iwc Correlati of Critical Beat Flux. SAW-10143P-A, nil, 1965.  

(3) TrSAR, Sect on 3.2.3.1.1.c.  
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antg stable under appl5b1 c. s, such as B 31.7, a5 ASE Boiler and 
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Category B-P L3463 Bl5.l0' B15.20, 315.3 , 815.40, B15.50, B15.60, t

Amendment No. 167
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2 .0

6.6O 

The following actions shall be taken in the event a Safety 
Limit is violated: 

l~' 
2 2.~ 2,,2,2 VI (~ The facility shall be placed in at leastC%ý ý ý{ý 

2.*e '~ (ea) ;Z o Comiisaon shl entife 

6. PRCDRS RGAS 
6.1.1 Written pro shall be esbualihed, lmplemen and 

maintained cc 1m the activitiet\referenced below: 
a. The ap-plios procedures reo o in Appendix Aof 

Regulatory e 1.33, November, 372.  
b. Refueling operati 

co 3 illance and tea activities of sa ety related 

(50) 
d. (Del.  

e. (Deleted) 

lire Frote U Program 1-~ ation.  

9. New and spent I storage.  

rasu i4 S 2T.' J. w2fis; I? 

L7PO
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NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS STATEMENTS 

ITS Section 2.0: Safety Limits 

Entergy Operations has evaluated these proposed Technical Specification changes and has 

determined that they involve no significant hazards consideration. This determination has been 

performed in accordance with the criteria set forth in 1OCFR 50.92(c) as indicated below: 

2.0 Li 

1. Does the change involve a significant increase in the probability or consequences of 
an accident previously evaluated? 

The change results in a modification of the Applicability of the Safety Limits. The Safety Limits 
are not accident initiators. Therefore, the probability of any previously evaluated accident is not 
significantly increased. The accident mitigation features of the plant are not affected by this 
change. Following implementation of this change, the reactor coolant system (RCS) Safety Limit 
must be met in MODES 1, 2, 3, 4, and 5. The current Applicability is stated as "when there are 
fuel assemblies in the vessel." This change results in a relaxation of the Applicability in that 
during MODE 6 the Safety Limit will no longer apply. Although a short time period may exist 
between entry into MODE 6 (when the first reactor vessel head bolt is detensioned), and actual 
reactor vessel head removal (following which overpressurization is not possible), the 

N consequences of an overpressure event are mitigated by the implementation of low temperature 
overpressurization protection requirements and administrative controls. Therefore, the 
consequences of any previously evaluated accident are not significantly increased.  

2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident from 
any accident previously evaluated? 

The Safety Limits are not accident initiators. Therefore, the scope of the change does not 
establish a potential new accident precursor.  

3. Does this change involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety? 

This change does involve an incremental reduction in the margin of safety since the RCS pressure 
Safety Limit will no longer be applicable when fuel is in the reactor vessel and the unit is in 
MODE 6. However, this reduction is not considered significant in that sufficient controls exist to 
prevent the occurrence of and mitigate the effects of postulated low temperature overpressure 
events.
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ITS DISCUSSION OF DIFFERENCES 
ITS Section 2.0: Safety Limits 

NUREG 2.1.1.1 - The plant specific information from CTS 2.1 for maximum local fuel 
pin centerline temperature was inserted in ITS 2.1.1.1. Two separate temperatures 
were inserted to account for the two analyzed fuel assembly types used at ANO-1.  
This information is consistent with the current licensing basis.  

2 NUREG 2.1.1- Incorporates TSTF-126.  

3 NUREG 2.2- Incorporates TSTF-005, Rev 1 with the exception that NUREG 2.2.5 is 
retained as a unit specific preference. This requirement is consistent with the current 
licensing basis.  

4 NUREG 2.2 - The wording in ITS 2.2.3 and 2.2.4 was modified to be consistent with 
the wording used in ITS 2.2.1 and 2.2.2. The words "not met" were replaced with the 
word "violated." This change precludes the potential misinterpretation of an 
unintended distinction, is administrative in nature and has been made for consistency 
with similar ITS..  

5 Bases - Reference to the Main Steam Safety Valves (MSSVs) as contributors in 
preventing the violation of Reactor Core Safety Limits was deleted at each occurrence.  
Chapter 3 and 14 of the Unit 1 SAR do not explicitly credit the MSSVs as functioning 
to prevent exceeding Reactor Core Safety Limits, since the startup evaluation does not 
model the secondary side.  

Reference to the RCS High Temperature trip as a contributor in preventing the 
violation of Reactor Core Safety Limits was added. Although Chapter 3 and 14 of the 
Unit I SAR do not explicitly credit this trip function, it is relied upon to set boundaries 
for the analyses.  

6 Bases - ANO-1 uses the terms "RCS Variable Low Pressure trip" and "Pressure 
Temperature trip" interchangeably. Therefore, both terms are presented in the Bases.  

7 Bases - Specific detail relating to the two critical heat flux correlations at ANO-1 has 
been included in the ITS B 2.1.1 Background information. This information is 
consistent with the ANO-1 current licensing basis. References 2 and 3 have been 
added to reference the respective topical reports associated with the heat flux 
correlations.  

8 Bases - Specific reference to the ASME code was deleted in favor of reference to 
"design codes" which more accurately reflects the number of codes to which the plant 
was designed and built.  

9 Bases - The word "event" was added in paragraph two (2) of the APPLICABLE 
SAFETY ANALYSES section to more clearly define the basis for the relief valve 
capacity. This wording is consistent with the wording in the SAR which provides 
evaluation of individual rod, multiple rod and rod bank events. The last sentence on
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ITS DISCUSSION OF DIFFERENCES 
page B2.0-6 of the BWOG STS was deleted as it does not accurately establish the 
plant conditions established in the ANO-1 SAR Safety Analyses supporting the 
determination of required relief valve capacity. These plant conditions are established 
in the ANO-1 SAR.  

10 Bases - The ANO-1 Design Code for piping, valves and fittings was USAS B31.7 
which provides for a maximum transient pressure of 110% of design pressure. Because 
this is the same allowance as stated under the ASME Code, Section III, the sentence 
starting with "The most limiting of these..." is unnecessary as both are equally limiting.  
In addition, the text cites Reference 6 which was also modified to accurately reflect the 
correct design code.  

11 Bases - Power operated relief.valve (PORV) has been replaced by the ANO- 1 specific 
designation "electromatic relief valve (ERV). This change was made for consistency 
with ANO-1 documentation.  

12 Bases - The background discussion for LCO 2.1.2 has been revised to incorporate the 
ANO-1 current licensing basis with respect to reactor coolant system (RCS) leak 
testing. Specifically, the NUREG-1430 description of the RCS inservice operational 
hydrotest at 100% design pressure has been replaced with a description of the 
CTS 3.3.2 RCS leak test performed at not less than 2155 psig. Information from the 
CTS 4.3.2 Bases describing other requirements satisfied by the performance of this leak 
test has also been included.  

13 Bases - Specific detail was added to item 2 of the RCS Pressure Safety Limit 
REFERENCES specifying that the 1965, Summer '67 Addenda was the reference 
ASME Boiler and Pressure Vessel Code, Section III, used for determining the design 
requirements for the RCS pressurizer safety valves for ANO-1.  

14 Bases - The Insert adds specific reference to the analysis code (TACO2 or TACO3) 
used in the fuel design analysis for determining the maximum fuel centerline 
temperature. This analysis is performed in accordance with the calculational methods 
described in BAW-10141 or BAW 10162 which were cited as references in section B 
2.1.1.  

15 Bases - The term AOO is used in the GDCs, but the ANO-1 licensing basis is 
contingent upon discussion of "abnormalities" as defined and listed in SAR, Section 
14.1. The ANO-I SAR was written partially based on the guidance given in a "Guide 
to the Organization and Contents of Safety Analysis Reports" issued by the Atomic 
Energy Commission on June 30, 1966. This document discusses what transients or 
"abnormalities" should be considered for Core and Coolant Boundary Protection 
Analysis. Statements concerning the GDC criteria are modified in the ITS to reference 
the current licensing basis description in the Unit I SAR.
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ITS DISCUSSION OF DIFFERENCES

16 Bases - The word "significantly" is added to the last sentence of the Applicability 
discussion for 2.1.2. This is added to clarify that some pressurization due to the 
formation steam can be expeded if the head is in place and not fully detensioned and 
removed. However, in agreement with the RSTS bases, the amount of pressurization is 

not expected to be significant and thus the Specification should not be applicable in 
MODE 6.  

17 NUREG 2.2 - ITS 2.2.2 and 2.2.3 were editorially changed to reflect a Logical 
Connector structure consistent with the requirements of Section 1.2 of the ITS.  

18 Bases - For ANO-1, the startup event (rod withdrawal from low power) is the limiting 
event for Pressurizer Safety Valve design; and thus, the Bases were modified to identify 
that this was the limiting event. The cited overpressure protection analyses were not 
the bases used and reference to them was deleted.  

19 NUREG 2.1.1.3 is revised to retain the reference to the "Variable Low RCS 
Pressure/Temperature Protection Limits as specified in the COLK" This limit is 
maintained in the COLR (as recently approved in Amendment No. 186) since it is a 
cycle specific parameter. Use of this reference to the COLR also eliminates the need 
for NUREG Figure 2.1.1-1. The Bases are also revised to reference the COLR rather 
than the safety limit of ITS 2.1.1.3 since the COLR actually provides the 
pressure/temperature relationship. This modification improves clarity by providing a 
direct reference to the location of the limits. Additionally, a Bases paragraph is 
incorporated to establish that the COLR represents the most limiting condition of 
pressure/temperature combinations for reactor coolant pump maximum THERMAL 
POWER combinations. Analyses have been performed for three pump operations and 
one pump per loop operations which demonstrate the four pump curve is bounding.  
Incorporation of this statement clarifies the acceptability of operation with less than 
four RCPs.  

20 Bases - Information related to Statistical Core Design (SCD) methodology has been 
added to maintain consistency with other Unit 1 LBDs. SCD was first integrated into 
the reload process for protection from DNB for the first time in Cycle 15. This method 
is described fully in topical report BAW-10187P-A and referenced in the reload 
methodology topical BAW-10179P-A. A reference to BAW-10179P-A has also been 
incorporated into the References Section.
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2.0 SAFETY LIMITS (SLs) 
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SLs 
2.0 
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2.0 SLs 

2.2 SL Violations .(continued) 

2.2.3 In NODE 1 or 2, if SL 2..2 is store compliance within 
limits be In NODE 3 within 1 our.  

2.2.4 In K SL 4, and 5, If SL 2.1.2 Isstore RCS pressuret.  
to SA2!15 ps g within 5 minutes.  

2.2.5 Within 1 hour, notify the NRC Operations Center, in accordance 

with 10 CFR 50.72.  

//2.2.6 Wi in 24 hours otlfy the (V e President- clear Oper ions].  

2. Within 30 ays, a Licens Event Report ER) shall prepared 

pursu• to 10 C FR 50.7 . The LER sha be suittd to the NRC 

and e(Plant Sup:er endent, and V President Nuclear 
Opations].  

2. Operation of e plant shall t be resumed ntil authori ed by 

"the NRC.  

L@
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SLs 
2.0 

2.0 SAFETY LIMITS (SLs) 
•- • Gs•to" J 'US U' MW 4 r : 

2..1. Inz TACDES -1 an ,tedpruefomncet oln .  

2.1.1 Reactor Core ass ReactO-r Cl tuem -RCcore 

outlt tepertureand e salful b emantarined bv 

2. 1.1.1 In 3OES and 5, th Raxsmum local fue b ian centerline 
i n Seraturo the ai o shall be ompleted: 

MD E AX12 w;)hER It C I ective its tres e1ehour.  
he Reacto Protect an Syste setpotn •s in LOr.3.1, -( 

( specifdint he LR 

2.1.1.2 In MODE S 1 and 2, the departure from nucleate boiesngs.  ratio shall be maintained greater than the limits of 61.3 "|" 

for the BAW-_2 correlati~on and 1.118 for the-EWC; 

cad te l o•mtperaturn within i bethtnlbe in s imwithIn hsur 
lan ce* jh 2 2 1(3 anndtth thie Au ed 

(_•..tPolints fnLtO 3. V.1, as s cified in the RJLR 

2.1.1.3 In MODES I and 2, Reactor Coolant System (RCS) core 
outlet temperature and pressr shall be maintained above ,,• 
and to the lift of theA[ towai'n •~r,:l•.  

In, lI , 2, 3, 4, and 5, the RCS pressure shall be maintained ••, 

spsig.  

2.2 SL Violations 

With any SL violation, the following actions shall be completed: 

2.2.1 In MODE I or 2, if SL 2.1.1.2 or SL 2.1.2.2 is violated, be in ( -k,•c 
MODE 3 within I hour.  

2.2.2 In MODE I or 2, if SL 2.1.2.3 is violated, restore RCS pressure (.• • 
and temp~erature within limits _be in MODE 3 within I hour.  

(continued)
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2.0 SLs

SL Violations (continued) 

2.2.3 In MODE 1 or 2, If SL 2.1.2 is'store compliance within 

limits glbe in NODDE 3 within 1 hour.u 

2.2.4 In NO0EL1.• 4, and 5, if SL 2.1.2 is & estore RCS pressure 
to :;e psig within 5 minutes.  

2.2.S within 1 hour, notify the NRC Operations Center, in accordance 
with 10 CFR 50.72.

/12.2.6 Wi In 24 hours otify the CV e President- clear Oper ions].  

2 . Within 30 ays, a Licens Event Report ER) shall prepared 
pursua ato 10 CFR 50.7 . The LER sha be submittd to the NRC 
and [Plant Superi endent, and V e President Nuclear 
p ations].  

2. Operation of e plant shall t be resumed ntil authori ed by 
the NRC.
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Reactor Core SLs B 2.1.1

B 2.0 SAFETY LIMITS (SLs) 

B 2.1.1 Reactor Core SLs 

BASES

BACKGROUND 

S\%Fos .- 4/

GDC 10 (Ref. 1) requires that reactor core SLs ensure 
specified acceptable fuel design limits are not exceeuded ancesphrei 
during steady state operation, normal operationt.  
transients, and C,"011pn • 1TTe -F n s 
This is accomplished by having a departure from *nucd e e 
boiling (DUB) design basis, which corresponds to a 95% 
probability at a 95% confidence level (95/95 DUE criterion) 
that DUB will not occur and by requiring that the fuel 

-centerline temperature stays below the melting temperature.  

The restrictions of this SL prevent overheating of the fuel 
and cladding and possible cladding perforation that would 
result in the release of fission products to the reactor 
coolant. Overheating of the fuel is prevented by 
maintaining the steady state peak linear heat rate (LflR) 
below the level at which fuel centerline weltino occurs. &/ L 
Overheating of the fuel cladding is prevented by restricting 
fuel operation to within the nucleate boiling regipe, where 
the heat transfer coefficient is large and the cladding 
surface temperature is slightly above the coolant saturation 
temperature.

Fuel centerline melting occurs when the local LHR, or power 
peaking, in a region of the fuel is high enough to cause the 
fuel centerline temperature to reach the melting point of 
the fuel. Expansion of the pellet upon centerline melting 
may cause the pellet to stress the cladding to the point of 
failure, allowing an uncontrolled release of activity to the 
reactor coolant.  

Operation above the boundary of the nucleate boiling regime 
could result in excessive cladding temperature because of 
the onset of DNB and the resultant sharp reduction in heat 
transfer coefficient. Inside the steam film, high cladditg 
temperatures are reached, and a claddin. -- ater (zirconi um 
water) reaction may take place. This chemical reaction 
results in oxidation of the fuel claddiniqle structurally 
weaker Tor. s weaker form may lose its integrity, 

cl¢ddLv. *-het, resultingrin an uncontrolled release of activity to the dreactor 
coolant.  

(continued)
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<INSERT B2.0-A> 

Although DNB Is not an observable parameter during reactor operation, the observable 
parameters of neutron power, reactor coolant flow, temperature and pressure can be related to 
DNB through the use of a critical heat flux (CHF) correlation. The BAW-2 (Ref. 2) and 
BWC (Ref. 3) correlations have been developed to predict DNB and the location of DNB for 
axially uniform and non-uniform heat flux distributions. The BAW-2 correlation applies to Mark-B 
fuel and the BWC correlation applies to Mark-BZ fuel. The local DNB ratio (DNBR), defined as 
the ratio of the heat flux that would cause DNB at a particular core location to the actual heat 
flux, Is indicative of the margin to DNB. The minimum value of the DNBR, during steady state 
operation, normal operational transients and anticipated transients is limited to 1.30 (BAW-2) and 
1.18 (BWC).  

<INSERT B2.0-1B> 

The 95 percent confidence level that DNS will not occur Is preserved by ensuring that 
the DNBR remains greater than the DNBR design limit based on the applicable CHF 
correlation for the core design. In the development of the applicable DNBR design limit 
(Ref. 4). uncertainties in the core state variables, power peaking factors, manufacturing
related parameters, and the CHF correlation may be statistically combined to determine 
a statistical DNBR design limit. This statistical design limit protects the respective CHF 
design limit. Additional retained thermal margin may also be applied to the statistical 
DNBR design limit to yield a higher thermal design limit for use In establishing DNB
based core safety and operating limits. In all cases, application of statistical DNB design 
methods preserves a 95 percent probability at a 95 percent confidence level that DNB 
will not occur.  

<INSERT 1B2.0-I•C 

The maximum fuel centerline temperatures are given by the relationships defined In SL 2.1.1.1 
for the respective fuel designs and are dependent on whether the TACO2 (Ref. 5) or 
TACO3 (Ref. 6) analysis was utilized.
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Reactor Core SLs 
B 2.1.1 

BASES 

BACKGROUND The proper functionina of the Reactor Protection System 
(continued) (RPS) ea eeyaii i prevents 

violat •n of the reactor core SLs.  

APPLICABLE The fuel cladding mus .ut sustain damage as a result of 

SAFETY ANALYSES normal operation and The reactor core SLs are 

established to preclude violation of the following fuel 

design criteria: _

a. There must be at least 95% probability at a 95% 
confidence level (95/95 DNB criterion) that the hot 

fuel rod in the core does not experience DNB; and 

b. The hot fuel pellet in the core must not experience S. fuel center1 in 

The RPS setpoints Ref. in combinat onitalth 
O.1t U desi ed nt an combination of 

nsen conlions or acor Coolant System (RCS) 

temperature, .essuro, and THERMAL POWER level that would 
reslt ntaNBRY of edit 

less than the BR limit and preclude the existence of flow 
instabil ities 

Automatic enforcement of these reactor core SLs is provided 

by the following: 

a. RCS High Pressure trip; 

v. RCS Low Pressure trip; 

c. Nuclear Overpower trip; 

d. RCS Variable Low Pressure trip/j 3S 

e. Reactor Coolant Pump to Power trip; 

f. Nuclear Overpower RCS Flow and Axial Power Imbalance 10' edit 

trip; and 

g.  

The SL represents a design requirement for establishing the 

RPS trip setpoints identified previously.  

(continued) 
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Reactor Core SLs 
B 2.1.1

BASES (continued)

SAFETY LIMITS 

1.O-3A

SL 2.1.1.1, SL 2.1.1.2, and SL 2.1.1.3 ensure that the 
minimum DNBR is not less than the safety analyses limit and 
that fuel centerline temperature stays below the melting 
point, or the average enthalpy in the hot leg is less than 
or equal to the enthalpy of saturated liquid, or the exit 
quality is within the limits definedU the DNBR-A4 -LPC 
correlation. In addition, the'- .  
pressure/temperature operatfing egion tIat keeps the reactor 
from.reachinr an SL when operating up to des.gl _PC w

The SLs are preserved by monitoring the process variable 
AXIAL POWER IMBALANCE to ensure that the core operates 
within the fuel design criteria. AXIAL POWER IMBALANCE 
protective limits are i . Jhe trip 
setpoints are derived y adjusting the measurement system 
independent AXIAL POWER IMBALANCE protective lilmigiven in 
the COLR to allow for measurement system o serva ility and 
instrumentation errors. AN

Protection Sysgtem -RPSbIntrumentation,' •J 9@ •)oin jthe O. h~eAXIAL POWER IMBALANCE protective limits art 

seprate and distinct from the AXIAL POWER IMBALANCE 
operating limits defined by LCO 3.2.3, *AXIAL POWER 
IMBALANCE Operating Limits." The AXIAL POWER IMBALANCE 
operating limits in LCO 3.2.3, also specified in the COLR, 
preserve Initial conditions of the safety analyses but are 
not reactor core SLs.

APPLICABILITY SL 2.1.1.1, SL 2.1.1.2, and SL 2.1.1.3 only apply in MODES 1 
and 2 because these are the only MODES in which the reactor 
is critical. Automatic protection functions are required to 
be OPERABLE during MODES 1 and 2 to ensure operation within 
the reactor core SLs. j A utomatic protection 
actions® serve to preven- ealup Eo reactor core SL.  
conditions or to initiate a reactor trip function, which 
forces the unit into MODE 3. Setpoints for the reactor trip 
functions are specified in LCO 3.3.1.

(continued)
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<INSERT B2.0-3A> 

The COLR presents the most limiting condition of pressureftemperature combinations for alt 
possible reactor coolant pump maximum THERMAL POWER combinations. Analyses have 
been performed which bound the three pump and two pump (one pump in each loop) allowed 
operating conditions based on the expected minimum flow rates and maximum ALLOWABLE 
THERMAL POWER for these operating conditions.
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Reactor Core SLs 
B 2.1.1 

BASES 

APPLICABILITY In HODES 3, 4, 5, and 6, Applicability is not required, 

(continued) since the reactor is not generating significant THERMAL 
POWER.  

SAFETY LIMIT The following SL violation responses are applicable to the 

VIOLATIONS reactor core SLs.  

If SL 2.1.1.1, SL 2.1.1.2, or SL 2.1.1.3 Is violated, the 
requirement to go to MODE 3 places the plant in a IODE in 
which these SLs are not applicable.  

The allowed Completion Time of 1 hour recognizes the 
importance of bringing the plant to a NODE of operation 
where these SLs are not applicable and reduces the 
probability of fuel damage.  

If SL 2.1.1.1, SL 2.1.1.2, or SL 2.1.1.3 is violated, the 
NRC Operations Center must be notif ed wi hin I hour, in 

accordance with 10 CFR 50.72 (Ref. . edit 

If SL .1.1.1, SL 2 .1.2, or SL .1.3 is viola d, the 
appr •nate senior nagement of e nuclear p1it and the 
ut ity shall b otified with 24 hours. s 24 hour 
ptod provide time for the ant operato and staff to 

n. atayss theh, 

ake the app priate edi e actin and s t 
condition the unit bef e reporting senior managem 

SI L 2.1.1.1, S .1.1.2, or 2.1.1.3 is vioad a 
icensee Event port shall prepared and s Ittedwi 

30 days to th RC in acco nce with 10 C 0.7 (Ref~) 
A copy of t report shal also be submit dto te se/io 

(continued)
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Reactor Core SLs B 2.1.1

BASES___________ __

LL"Zcontlnu 

mn emnt of he nuclear lint, and heuttlitVice 
P/r ident-N lear Opera ons.  

l.,,• • • - /" e/ t 

' If SL 2 1.1.1, SL .1.1 , or 2.1.1.3 47 violated, I 
resta of the un• shall not ommence until authoriz d by 
the N . This rpuirement e ures the NP that all/ 

;necesary revies, analyses and actionsf are completd 
bef re the unit' begins its start to normal operaton. _
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<INSERT B2.0-SA> 

2. BAW-10000A, "Correlation of Critical Heat Flux In a Bundle Cooled by Pressurized Water," 

Babcock & Wilcox, Lynchburg, VA, May 1976. . 71

3. BAW-10143P-A, "BWC Correlation of Critical Heat Flux., Babcock & Wilcox, Lynchburg, VA F 
April 1985.  

4. BAW-10187P-A, "Statistical Core Design for B&W Designed 177 FA Plants," Babcock & - 0 
Wilcox, Lynchburg, VA, March 1994 

5. BAW-10141P-A, Rev. 1, "TACO2 Fuel Pin Performance Analysis," Babcock & Wilcox, 
Lynchburg, VA, June 1983.  

6. BAW-10162P-A, "TACO3 Fuel Pin Thermal Analysis Code,* Babcock & Wilcox, Lynchburg, 
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RCS Pressure SL 
B 2.1.2 

B 2.0 SAFETY LIMITS (SLs) 

B 2.1.2 Reactor Coolant System (RCS) Pressure SL 

BASES 

BACICGROUNDý Ac ngt10C! 50, Appendi~x-A GOC 14, *Reactor Coolant 
/ J~essure Bound ," and GOC5, Reactor Clant System 

05/N•,•... c R7Design* (Re 1), the reactor coolant pr es boundary 
(RCPB degn conditito are not to be xceeeo du•ng 

"-norma •eraraton np ld ring antici. a d operatil 
{•occu nces (AOOs. 28, OReactivity LimitsO (Ref. ,), 

speci es t at reactivity accidents including rod ejection 
do not result in damage to the RCPB greater than limited 
local yielding.  

-~-•-.----•.._ The design pres re of the RCS is 2500 psig. During normal 
operation and , the RCS pressure is kept from exceeding 

/ .the desi n pressure by more than 10% in order to remain in 1 
C des (04-1 accordance wthV otW jf~t ASHCode .  

S/).. rl Hence, the safety limit is 2750 psig. To ensur ss . _ 
integrity, all RCS components wa qydrostatically tested at 
125% of desi pn ssure prior to initial ooeration. J ea # accordingto th h q-065Wsitreouirement s,/ nse vce 

oper4tional hydrc st ng t 10 of ign pr ssure s al 0 

e nevethe r ctor essel Aead h . been s ecov "d 
Zif er p Isurre bnda join /altera. ons h Yeer 

9 2=.0 " occur d. Fl gowing ncep ion of it opration/RCS 
c nents .all bi res retes ed, in ccordae wEh thv 

irme s of Eio ,e onI(cf. 3) 

APPLICABLE The RCS pressurizer safety valves, operating in conjunction 
SAFETY ANALYSES with the Reactor Protection System trip settings, ensure 

that the RCS pressure SI will not be exceeded.  

The RCS pressurizer safety valves are sized to prevent 
system pressure from exceeding the design pressure by more .,,' 
than 10%, in accordance with Section II f the ASHE Code 
for Nuclear Power Plant Components The~transient.  
that is most influential for establishing the requ6 -•d 
relief capacity, and hence the valve size requirements and 
lift settnsiss a rod w(thdrawaow t (theMtnsient.,40 €ontrpl-actionsre&ssJmaeg excegq- =naa • t 

[.t*X'safety,.-,aves on~le seconda'ry plu~t'are ass9'ed to:W~en) _ 

(continued)
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<INSERT B2.0-6A'

In SAR, Section 1.4 (Ref. 1), GDC 14, "Reactor Coolant Pressure Boundary (RCPB)," and 
GDC 15, "Reactor Coolant System Design', address RCPB design and protection, 
respectively. The ANO-1 discussion regarding how GOC 15 Is accomplished states that 
analysis and evaluation of all normal and abnormal operating conditions and transients are 
Integrally related to all RCS and associated systems design. SAR Chapter 14 (Ref. 2) lists 
these abnormal operating conditions and transients and terms them "abnormalities. In 
addition, 

<INSERT 12.0-6B 

Inservice leak testing at not less than 2155 psig Is also required, prior to MODE 2, following 
any opening of the reactor coolant system in accordance with ASME code, Section XI; 
IWA-5000. When performed at the end of refueling outages, this leak test also satisfies the 
requirements of IWB-2500, Table IWB-2500-1; Category B-P Items B15.10, BI 5.20, B15.30, 
B15.40, B15.50, B15.60, and B15.70 for all Class I pressure retaining components (Ref. 5).
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RCS Pressure SL B 2.1.2

BASES 

APPLICABLE wh1;-,-#e stea . essuoachesr• secontarf pl Ants•fety
SAFETY ANALYSES •iaT=e sett.UZs, an eal dwater.1e~ 1v Is ntainw./ 

(continued) ____________________,__________________R______)___.______s____-_ 
__ __ __ __ he r re rp c m Rhe -mlet P -nror using conservative 

•" T6 .rdap vta•t " assumptions relative pressure control devices.  

t (e , Hore specifically, no credit is taken for operation of the 
( ~ ) folio • _ 

(LE-t cel fl-a~S AvL(~LI 

b. Steam line turbine bypass valves; 

c. Control system runback of reactor and turbine power; 
and 

d. Pressurizer spray valve.

SAFETY LIMITS The maximum transient opressure allowed in the RCS pressure 
vessel under the ASME Lode, Section I11, is 110% of design 
pressure. The maximum transient pressure allowed in theJ 
Opipng, valvq,...nd fittings under...---

Overpressurization of the RCS can result in a breach of the 
RCPB. If such a breach occurs in conjunction with a fuel 
cladding failure, fission products could enter the 
containment atmosphere, raising concerns relative to limits 
on radioactive releases specified in 10 CFR 100, "Reactor 
Site Criteria" (Ref.,._ 

APPLICABILITY SL 2.1.2 applies in MODES 1, 2, 3, 4, and 5 because this SL 
could be approached or exceeded in these MODES during 
overpressurization events. The SL is not applicable in 
MOWE 6 because the reactor vessel head closure bolts are not 
fully tightened, making it unlikely that the RCS can be 
pressurizek-- 4 

(continued)
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RCS Pressure SL 
B 2.1.2 

BASES (continued) 

SAFETY LIMIT The following SL violation responses are applicable to the 

VIOLATIONS RCS pressure SL.  

zLai 

If the RCS pressure SL is violated when the reactor is in 
KODE I or 2, the requirement is to restore compliance and be 
in MODE 3 within 1 hour.  

Exceeding the RCS pressure SL may cause immediate RCS 
failure and create a potential for radioactive releases in 
exces of- 10 CFR 100, 'Reactor Site Criteria," limits 

The allowed Completion Time of 1 hour is based on the 
importance of reducing power level to a MODE 2 eýrýP 
where the potential for challenges to safety systems is 
minimized.  

If the RCS pressure SL is exceeded In MODE 3, 4, or 5, RCS 
pressure must be restored to within the SL value within 
5 minutes.  

Exceeding the RCS pressure SL in MODE 3, 4, or 5 is 
potentially more severe than exceeding this SL in MODE 1 
or 2, since the reactor vessel temperature may be lower and 
the vessel material, consequently, less ductile. As such, 
pressure must be reduced to less than the SL within 
5 minutes. This action does not require reducing NODES, 
since this would require reducing temperature, which would 
compound the problem by adding thermal gradient stresses to 
the existing pressure stress.  

If the RCS pressure SL is violated, the NRC Operations 
Center must be notified within 1 hour, in accordance with 
10 CFR 50.72 (Ref.  

(continued)
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RCS Pressure SL 
8 2.1.2

BASES

GDC 14, GDC 15, and GDC 24D

ASME Boiler and Pressure Vessel Code, Section III ' 
Article NB-7000.

(continued)
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RCS Pressure SL B 2.1.2

BASES

REFERENCES jp/. 10 CFR 100.  
(continued) a l. 10 CFR 50.72.  
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LCO Applicability 
3.0

3.0 LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION (LCO) APPLICABILITY 

LCO 3.0.1 LCOs shall be met during the MODES or other specified conditions in the 
Applicability, except as provided in LCO 3.0.2 and LCO 3.0.7.  

LCO 3.0.2 Upon discovery of a failure to meet an LCO, the Required Actions of the 
associated Conditions shall be met, except as provided in LCO 3.0.5 and 
LCO 3.0.6.  

If the LCO is met or is no longer applicable prior to expiration of the 
specified Completion Time(s), completion of the Required Action(s) is not 
required, unless otherwise stated.  

LCO 3.0.3 When an LCO is not met and the associated ACTIONS are not met, an 
associated ACTION is not provided, or if directed by the associated 
ACTIONS, the unit shall be placed in a MODE or other specified condition 
in which the LCO is not applicable. Action shall be initiated within 1 hour 
to place the unit, as applicable, in: 

a. MODE 3 within 7 hours; 

b. MODE 4 within 13 hours; and 

C. MODE 5 within 37 hours.  

Exceptions to this Specification are stated in the individual Specifications.  

Where corrective measures are completed that permit operation in 
accordance with the LCO or ACTIONS, completion of the actions 
required by LCO 3.0.3 is not required.  

LCO 3.0.3 is only applicable in MODES 1, 2, 3, and 4.

LCO 3.0.4 When an LCO Is not met, entry into a MODE or other specified condition 
in the Applicability shall not be made except when the associated 
ACTIONS to be entered permit continued operation In the MODE or other 
specified condition in the Applicability for an unlimited period of time.  
This Specification shall not prevent changes in MODES or other specified 
conditions in the Applicability that are required to comply with ACTIONS 
or that are part of a shutdown of the unit.
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LCO Applicability 
3.0

3.0 LCO APPLICABILITY 

LCO 3.0.4 Exceptions to this Specification are stated in the individual 
(continued) Specifications.  

LCO 3.0.4 Is only applicable for entry into a MODE or other specified 
condition in the Applicability in MODES 1, 2, 3 and 4.  

LCO 3.0.5 Equipment removed from service or declared inoperable to comply with 
ACTIONS may be returned to service under administrative control solely 
to perform testing required to demonstrate its OPERABILITY or the 
OPERABILITY of other equipment. This is an exception to LCO 3.0.2 for 
the system returned to service under administrative control to perform the 
testing required to demonstrate OPERABILITY.  

LCO 3.0.6 When a supported system LCO is not met solely due to a support system 
LCO not being met, the Conditions and Required Actions associated with 
this supported system are not required to be entered. Only the support 
system LCO ACTIONS are required to be entered. This is an exception 
to LCO 3.0.2 for the supported system. In this event, an evaluation shall 
be performed In accordance with Specification 5.5.15, "Safety Function 
Determination Program (SFDP)." If a loss of safety function is 
determined to exist by this program, the appropriate Conditions and 
Required Actions of the LCO in which the loss of safety function exists 
are required to be entered.  

When a support system's Required Action directs a supported system to 
be declared inoperable or directs entry into Conditions and Required 
Actions for a supported system, the applicable Conditions and Required 
Actions shall be entered In accordance with LCO 3.0.2.  

LCO 3.0.7 Test Exception LCOs 3.1.8 and 3.1.9 allow specified Technical 
Specification (TS) requirements to be changed to permit performance of 
special tests and operations. Unless otherwise specified, all other TS 
requirements remain unchanged. Compliance with Test Exception LCOs 
is optional. When a Test Exception LCO is desired to be met but is not 
met, the ACTIONS of the Test Exception LCO shall be met. When a Test 
Exception LCO Is not desired to be met, entry into a MODE or other 
specified condition in the Applicability shall be made in accordance with 
the other applicable Specifications.

1/28/20003.0-2ANO-1



SR Applicability 

3.0 

3.0 SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENT (SR) APPLICABILITY 

"SR 3.0.1 SRs shall be met during the MODES or other specified conditions In the 
Applicability for individual LCOs, unless otherwise stated in the SR.  
Failure to meet a Surveillance, whether such failure Is experienced during 
the performance of the Surveillance or between performances of the 
Surveillance, shall be failure to meet the LCO. Failure to perform a 
Surveillance within the specified Frequency shall be failure to meet the 
LCO except as provided in SR 3.0.3. Surveillances do not have to be 
performed on inoperable equipment or variables outside specified limits.  

SR 3.0.2 The specified Frequency for each SR is met if the Surveillance is 
performed within 1.25 times the interval specified in the Frequency, as 
measured from the previous performance or as measured from the time a 
specified condition of the Frequency is met.  

For Frequencies specified as "once," the above interval extension does 
not apply.  

If a Completion Time requires periodic performance on a "once per..." 
basis, the above Frequency extension applies to each performance after 
the initial performance.  

Exceptions to this Specification are stated in the individual Specifications.  

SR 3.0.3 If it is discovered that a Surveillance was not performed within its 
specified Frequency, then compliance with the requirement to declare the 
LCO not met may be delayed, from the time of discovery, up to 24 hours 
or up to the limit of the specified Frequency, whichever Is less. This delay 
period is permitted to allow performance of the Surveillance.  

If the Surveillance is not performed within the delay period, the LCO must 
immediately be declared not met, and the applicable Condition(s) must be 
entered.  

When the Surveillance is performed within the delay period and the 
Surveillance is not met, the LCO must immediately be declared not met, 
and the applicable Condition(s) must be entered.  

(continued)
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SR Applicability 
3.0

3.0 SR APPLICABILITY 

SR 3.0.4 Entry into a MODE or other specified condition in the Applicability of an 
LCO shall not be made unless the LCO's Surveillances have been met 
within their specified Frequency. This provision shall not prevent entry 
into MODES or other specified conditions in the Applicability that are 
required to comply with ACTIONS or that are part of a shutdown of the 
unit.  

SR 3.0.4 is only applicable for entry into a MODE or other specified 
condition in the Applicability in MODES 1, 2, 3, and 4.

ANO-1 3.0-4



LCO Applicability 
B 3.0

B 3.0 LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION (LCO) APPLICABILITY 

BASES

LCO 3.0.1 through LCO 3.0.7 establish the general requirements 
applicable to all Specifications and apply at all times, unless otherwise 
stated.

LCO 3.0.1 establishes the Applicability statement within each individual 
Specification as the requirement for when the LCO is required to be met 
(i.e., when the unit is in the MODES or other specified conditions of the 
Applicability statement of each Specification).

LCO 3.0.2 establishes that upon discovery of a failure to meet an LCO, 
the associated ACTIONS shall be met. The Completion Time of each 
Required Action for an ACTIONS Condition is applicable from the point in 
time that an ACTIONS Condition is entered. The Required Actions 
establish those remedial measures that must be taken within specified 
Completion Times when the requirements of an LCO are not met. This 
Specification establishes that 

a. Completion of the Required Actions within the specified Completion 
Times constitutes compliance with a Specification; and 

b. Completion of the Required Actions is not required when an LCO is 
met within the specified Completion Time, unless otherwise 
specified.  

There are two basic types of Required Actions. The first type of Required 
Action specifies a time limit in which the LCO must be met. This time limit 
is the Completion Time to restore an inoperable system or component to 
OPERABLE status or to restore variables to within specified limits. If this 
type of Required Action is not completed within the specified Completion 
Time, a shutdown may be required to place the unit in a MODE or 
condition in which the Specification is not applicable. (Whether stated as 
a Required Action or not, correction of the entered Condition is an action 
that may always be considered upon entering ACTIONS.) The second 
type of Required Action specifies the remedial measures that permit 
continued operation of the unit that is not further restricted by the 
Completion Time. In this case, compliance with the Required Actions 
provides an acceptable level of safety for continued operation.  

Completing the Required Actions is not required when an LCO is met or 
is no longer applicable, unless otherwise stated in the individual 
Specification.

1/28/2000
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LCO Applicability 
B 3.0 

BASES 

LCO 3.0.2 The nature of some Required Actions of some Conditions necessitates 
(continued) that, once the Condition is entered, the Required Actions must be 

completed even though the associated Conditions no longer exist. The 
individual LCO's ACTIONS specify the Required Actions where this is the 
case. An example of this is in LCO 3.4.3, "RCS Pressure and 
Temperature (P/T) Umits." 

The Completion Times of the Required Actions are also applicable when 
a system or component is removed from service intentionally. Reasons 
for intentionally relying on the ACTIONS include, but are not limited to,.  
performance of Surveillances, preventive maintenance, corrective 
maintenance, or investigation of operational problems. Entering 
ACTIONS for these reasons must be done in a manner that does not 
compromise safety. Intentional entry into ACTIONS should not be made 
for operational convenience. Additionally, If intentional entry into 
ACTIONS would result in redundant equipment being inoperable, 
alternatives should be used instead. Doing so limits the time both 
subsystems/trains of a safety function are inoperable and limits the time 
conditions exist which may result in LCO 3.0.3 being entered. Individual 
Specifications may specify a time limit for performing an SR when 
equipment is removed from service or bypassed for testing. In this case, 
the Completion Times of the Required Actions are applicable when this 
time limit expires, if the equipment remains removed from service or 
bypassed.  

When a change In MODE or other specified condition Is required to 
comply with Required Actions, the unit may enter a MODE or other 
specified condition in which another Specification becomes applicable. In 
this case, the Completion Times of the associated Required Actions 
would apply from the point in time that the new Specification becomes 
applicable and the ACTIONS Condition(s) are entered.  

LCO 3.0.3 LCO 3.0.3 establishes the actions that must be implemented when an 
LCO is not met and: 

a. An associated Required Action and Completion Time is not met 
and no other Condition applies; or 

b. The condition of the unit is not specifically addressed by the 
associdted ACTIONS. This means that no combination of 
Conditions stated in the ACTIONS can be made that exactly 
corresponds to the actual condition of the unit. Sometimes, 
possible combinations of Conditions are such that entering 
LCO 3.0.3 is warranted; in such cases, the ACTIONS specifically 
state a Condition corresponding to such combinations and also that 
LCO 3.0.3 be entered immediately.
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LCO Applicability 
B 3.0 

BASES 

LCO 3.0.3 This Specification delineates the time limits for placing the unit in a safe 
(continued) MODE or other specified condition when operation cannot be maintained 

within the limits for safe operation as defined by the LCO and its 
ACTIONS. It is not intended to be used as an operational convenience 
that permits routine voluntary removal of redundant systems or 
components from service in lieu of other alternatives that would not result 
in redundant systems or components being Inoperable.  

Upon entering LCO 3.0.3, 1 hour is allowed to prepare for an orderly 
shutdown before initiating a change in unit operation. This includes time 
to permit the operator to coordinate the reduction in electrical generation 
with the load dispatcher to ensure the stability and availability of the 
electrical grid. The time limits specified to reach lower MODES of 
operation permit the shutdown to proceed in a controlled and orderly 
manner that is well within the specified maximum cooldown rate and 
within the capabilities of the unit, assuming that only the minimum 
required equipment Is OPERABLE. This reduces thermal stresses on 
components of the Reactor Coolant System and the potential for a plant 
upset that could challenge safety systems under conditions to which this 
Specification applies. The use and interpretation of specified times to 
complete the actions of LCO 3.0.3 are consistent with the discussion of 
Section 1.3, Completion Times.  

A unit shutdown required in accordance with LCO 3.0.3 may be 

terminated and LCO 3.0.3 exited if any of the following occurs: 

a. The LCO is now met.  

b. A Condition exists for which the Required Actions have now been 
performed.  

c. ACTIONS exist that do not have expired Completion Times. These 
Completion Times are applicable from the point in time that the 
Condition is initially entered and not from the time LCO 3.0.3 is 
exited.  

The time limits of LCO 3.0.3 allow 37 hours for the unit to be in MODE 5 
when a shutdown is required during MODE 1 operation. If the unit is in a 
lower MODE of operation when a shutdown is required, the time limit for 
reaching the next lower MODE applies. If a lower MODE is reached in 
less time than allowed, however, the total allowable time to reach 
MODE 5, or other applicable MODE, is not reduced. For example, if 
MODE 3 is reached in 2 hours, then the time allowed for reaching 
MODE 4 is the next 11 hours, because the total time for reaching 
MODE 4 is not reduced from the allowable limit of 13 hours. Therefore, if 
remedial measures are completed that would permit a return to MODE 1, 
a penalty is not incurred by having to reach a lower MODE of operation in 
less than the total time allowed.
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LCO Applicability 
B 3.0

BASES

LCO 3.0.3 
(continued)

In MODES 1, 2, 3, and 4, LCO 3.0.3 provides actions for Conditions not 
covered In other Specifications. The requirements of LCO 3.0.3 do not 
apply in MODES 5 and 6 because the unit is already in the most 
restrictive Condition required by LCO 3.0.3. The requirements of 
LCO 3.0.3 do not apply in other specified conditions of the Applicability 
(unless in MODE 1, 2, 3, or 4) because the ACTIONS of individual 
Specifications sufficiently define the remedial measures to be taken.  

Exceptions to LCO 3.0.3 are provided in instances where requiring a unit 
shutdown, in accordance with LCO 3.0.3, would not provide appropriate 
remedial measures for the associated condition of the unit An example 
of this is in LCO 3.7.12, "Fuel Handling Area Ventilation System." 
LCO 3.7.12 has an Applicability of "During movement of irradiated fuel 
assemblies in the fuel handling area." Therefore, this LCO can be 
applicable in any or all MODES. If the LCO and the Required Actions of 
LCO 3.7.12 are not met while in MODE 1, 2, 3, or4, there is no safety 
benefit to be gained by placing the unit in a shutdown condition. The 
Required Action of LCO 3.7.12 of "Suspend movement of irradiated fuel 
assemblies in the fuel handling area" is the appropriate Required Action 
to complete in lieu of the actions of LCO 3.0.3. These exceptions are 
addressed in the individual Specifications.

LCO 3.0.4 establishes limitations on changes in MODES or other 
specified conditions in the Applicability when an LCO is not met. It 
precludes placing the unit in a MODE or other specified condition stated 
in that Applicability (e.g., Applicability desired to be entered) when the 
following exist 

a. Unit conditions are such that the requirements of the LCO would 
not be met in the Applicability desired to be entered; and 

b. Continued noncompliance with the LCO requirements, if the 
Applicability were entered, would result in the unit being required to 
exit the Applicability desired to be entered to comply with the 
Required Actions.  

Compliance with Required Actions that permit continued operation of the 
unit for an unlimited period of time in a MODE or other specified condition 
provides an acceptable level of safety for continued operation. This is 
without regard to the status of the unit before or after the MODE change.  
Therefore, in such cases, entry into a MODE or other specified condition 
in the Applicability may be made in accordance with the provisions of the 
Required Actions. The provisions of this Specification should not be 
interpreted as endorsing the failure to exercise the good practice of 
restoring systems or components to OPERABLE status before entering 
an associated MODE or other specified condition in the Applicability.

1/28/2000
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LCO Applicability 
B 3.0

BASES

LCO 3.0.4 
(continued)

The provisions of LCO 3.0.4 shall not prevent changes in MODES or 
other specified conditions in the Applicability that are required to comply 
with ACTIONS. In addition, the provisions of LCO 3.0.4 shall not prevent 
changes in MODES or other specified conditions in the Applicability that 
result from any unit shutdown.  

Exceptions to LCO 3.0.4 are stated in the individual Specifications. The 
exceptions allow entry into MODES or other specified conditions in the 
Applicability when the associated ACTIONS to be entered do not provide 
for continued operation for an unlimited period of time. Exceptions may 
apply to all the ACTIONS or to a specific Required Action of a 
Specification." 

LCO 3.0.4 is only applicable when entering MODE 4 from MODE 5, 
MODE 3 from MODE 4, MODE 2 from MODE 3, or MODE I from 
MODE 2. Furthermore, LCO 3.0.4 is applicable when entering any other 
specified condition In the Applicability associated with operation in 
MODES 1, 2, 3, or 4. The requirements of LCO 3.0.4 do not apply in 
MODES 5 and 6, or in other specified conditions of the Applicability 
(unless in MODES 1, 2, 3, or 4) because the ACTIONS of individual 
Specifications sufficiently define the remedial measures to be taken.  

Surveillances do not have to be performed on the associated inoperable 
equipment (or on variables outside the specified limits), as permitted by 
SR 3.0.1. Therefore, changing MODES or other specified conditions 
while in an ACTIONS Condition, in compliance with LCO 3.0.4 or where 
an exception to LCO 3.0.4 is stated, is not a violation of SR 3.0.1 or 
SR 3.0.4 for those Surveillances that do not have to be performed due to 
the associated inoperable equipment However, SRs must be met to 
ensure OPERABILITY prior to declaring the associated equipment 
OPERABLE (or variable within limits) and restoring compliance with the 
affected LCO,

LCO 3.0.5 establishes the allowance for restoring equipment to service 
under administrative controls when it has been removed from service or 
declared inoperable to comply with ACTIONS. The sole purpose of this 
Specification is to provide an exception to LCO 3.0.2 (e.g., to not comply 
with the applicable Required Action(s)) to allow the performance of 
required testing to demonstrate: 

a. The OPERABILITY of the equipment being returned to service; or 

b. The OPERABILITY of other equipment.  

The administrative controls ensure the time the equipment is returned to 
service in conflict with the requirements of the ACTIONS is limited to the 
time absolutely necessary to perform the required testing to demonstrate

3128/2000
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LCO Applicability 
B 3.0

BASES

LCO 3.0.5 
(continued)

OPERABILITY. This Specification does not provide time to perform any 
other preventive or corrective maintenance.  

An example of demonstrating the OPERABILITY of the equipment being 
returned to service is reopening a containment isolation valve that has 
been closed to comply with Required Actions and must be reopened to 
perform the required testing.  

An example of demonstrating the OPERABILITY of other equipment is 
taking an inoperable channel or trip system out of the tripped condition to 
prevent the trip function from occurring during the performance of 
required testing on another channel in the other trip system. A similar 
example of demonstrating the OPERABILITY of other equipment is taking 
an inoperable channel or trip system out of the tripped condition to permit 
the logic to function and indicate the appropriate response during the 
performance of required testing on another channel in the same trip 
system.

LCO 3.0.6 establishes an exception to LCO 3.0.2 for support systems 
that have an LCO specified in the Technical Specifications (TS). This 
exception is provided because LCO 3.0.2 would require that the 
Conditions and Required Actions of the associated inoperable supported 
system LCO be entered solely due to the inoperability of the support 
system. This exception is justified because the actions that are required 
to ensure the unit is maintained in a safe condition are specified in the 
support system LCO's Required Actions. These Required Actions may 
include entering the supported system's Conditions and Required Actions 
or may specify other Required Actions.  

When a support system is inoperable and there is an LCO specified for it 
in the TS, the supported system(s) are required to be declared inoperable 
if determined to be inoperable as a result of the support system 
inoperability. However, it is not necessary to enter into the supported 
systems' Conditions and Required Actions unless directed to do so by the 
support system's Required Actions. The potential confusion and 
inconsistency of requirements related to the entry into multiple support 
and supported systems' LCOs' Conditions and Required Actions are 
eliminated by providing all the actions that are necessary to ensure the 
unit is maintained in a safe condition in the support system's Required 
Actions.  

However, there are instances where a support system's Required Action 
may either direct a supported system to be declared inoperable or direct 
entry into Conditions and Required Actions for the supported system.  
This may occur immediately or after some specified delay to perform 
some other Required Action. Regardless of whether it is immediate or 
after some delay, when a support system's Required Action directs a
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LCO 3.0.6 supported system to be declared inoperable or directs entry in Conditions 
(continued) and Required Actions for a supported system, the applicable Conditions 

and Required Actions shall be entered in accordance with LCO 3.0.2.  

Specification 5.5.15, "Safety Function Determination Program (SFDP)," 
ensures loss of safety function is detected and appropriate actions are 
taken. Upon entry into LCO 3.0.6, an evaluation shall be made to 
determine if loss of safety function exists. Additionally, other limitations, 
remedial actions, or compensatory actions may be identified as a result of 
the support system inoperability and corresponding exception to entering 
supported system Conditions and Required Actions. The SFDP 
Implements the requirements of LCO 3.0.6.  

Cross train checks to identify a loss of safety function for those support 
systems that support multiple and redundant safety systems are required.  
The cross train check verifies that the supported systems of the 

remaining OPERABLE support systems are OPERABLE, thereby 
ensuring safety function is retained. If this evaluation determines that a 
loss of safety function exists, the appropriate Conditions and Required 
Actions of the LCO In which the loss of safety function exists are required 
to be entered.  

This loss of safety function does not require the assumption of additional 
single failures or loss of offsite power. Since operation is being restricted 
in accordance with the ACTIONS of the support system, any resulting 
temporary loss of redundancy or single failure protection is taken into 
account. Similarly, the ACTIONS for inoperable offsite circuit(s) and 
inoperable diesel generator(s) provide the necessary restriction for cross 
train inoperabilities. This explicit cross train verification for inoperable AC 
electrical power sources also acknowledges that supported system(s) are 
not declared inoperable solely as a result of inoperability of a normal or 
emergency electrical power source (refer to the definition of 
OPERABILITY).  

When a loss of safety function is determined to exist, and the SFDP 
requires entry Into the appropriate Conditions and Required Actions of 
the LCO in which the loss of safety function exists, consideration must be 
given to the specific type of function affected. Where a loss of function is 
solely due to a single Technical Specification support system (e.g., loss 
of automatic start due to inoperable instrumentation, or loss of pump 
suction source due to low tank level) the appropriate LCO is the LCO for 
the support system. The ACTIONS for a support system LCO adequately 
address the inoperabilities of that system without reliance on entering its 
supported system LCO. When the loss of function is the result of multiple 
support systems, the appropriate LCO is the LCO for the supported 
system.
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LCO 3.0.7

B128/2000

There are certain special tests and operations required to be performed 
at various times over the life of the unit. These special tests and 
operations are necessary to demonstrate select unit performance 
characteristics, to perform special maintenance activities, and to perform 
special evolutions. Test Exception LCOs 3.1.8 and 3.1.9 allow specified 
Technical Specification (US) requirements to be changed to permit 
performances of these special tests and operations, which otherwise 
could not be performed if required to comply with the requirements of 
these TS. Unless otherwise specified, all the other TS requirements 
remain unchanged. This will ensure all appropriate requirements of the 
MODE or other specified condition not directly associated with or required 
to be changed to perform the special test or operation will remain in 
effect.  

The Applicability of a Test Exception LCO represents a condition not 
necessarily in compliance with the normal requirements of the TS.  
Compliance with Test Exception LCOs is optional. A special operation 
may be performed either under the provisions of the appropriate Test 
Exception LCO or under the other applicable TS requirements. If it is 
desired to perform the special operation under the provisions of the Test 
Exception LC., the requirements of the Test Exception LCO shall be 
followed.
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B 3.0 SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENT (SR) 

BASES 

SRs SR 3.0.1 through SR 3.0.4 establish the general requirements applicable 
to all Specifications and apply at all times, unless otherwise stated.  

SR 3.0.1 SR 3.0.1 establishes the requirement that SRs must be met during the 
MODES or other specified conditions in the Applicability for which the 
requirements of the LCO apply, unless otherwise specified in the 
individual SRs. This Specification is to ensure that Surveillances are 
performed to verify the OPERABILITY of systems and components, and 
that variables are within specified limits. Failure to meet a Surveillance 
within the specified Frequency, In accordance with SR 3.0.2, constitutes 
a failure to meet an LCO.  

Systems and components are assumed to be OPERABLE when the 
associated SRs have been met. Nothing in this Specification, however, is 
to be construed as Implying that systems or components are OPERABLE 
when: 

a. The systems or components are known to be inoperable, although 
still meeting the SRs; or 

b. The requirements of the Surveillance(s) are known to be not met 
between required Surveillance performances.  

Surveillances do not have to be performed when the unit is in a MODE or 
other specified condition for which the requirements of the associated 
LCO are not applicable, unless otherwise specified. The SRs associated 
with a Special Test Exception (STE) LCO are only applicable when the 
STE LCO is dsed as an allowable exception to the requirements of a 
Specification.  

Unplanned events may satisfy the requirements for a given SR. In this 
case, the unplanned event may be credited as fulfilling the performance 
of the SR. This allowance includes those SRs whose performance is 
normally precluded in a given MODE or other specified condition.  

Surveillances, including Surveillances invoked by Required Actions, do 
not have to be performed on inoperable equipment because the 
ACTIONS define the remedial measures that apply. Surveillances have 
to be met and performed in accordance with SR 3.0.2, prior to returning 
equipment to OPERABLE status.
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SR 3.0.1 
(continued)

Upon completion of maintenance, appropriate post maintenance testing 
is required to declare equipment OPERABLE. This includes ensuring 
applicable Surveillances are not failed and their most recent performance 
is in accordance with SR 3.0.2. Post maintenance testing may not be 
possible in the current MODE or other specified conditions in the 
Applicability due to the necessary unit parameters not having been 
established. In these situations, the equipment may be considered 
OPERABLE provided testing has been satisfactorily completed to the 
extent possible and the equipment is not otherwise believed to be 
incapable of performing its function. This will allow operation to proceed 
to a MODE or other specified condition where other necessary post 
maintenance tests can be completed.  

Some examples of this process are: 

a. Emergency feedwater (EFW) pump turbine maintenance during 
refueling that requires testing at steam pressures > 800 psi.  
However, if other appropriate testing is satisfactorily completed, the 
EFW System can be considered OPERABLE. This allows startup 
and other necessary testing to proceed until the plant reaches the 
steam pressure required to perform the EFW pump testing.  

b. High pressure injection (HPI) maintenance during shutdown that 
requires system functional tests at a specified pressure. Provided 
other appropriate testing is satisfactorily completed, startup can 
proceed with HPI considered OPERABLE. This allows operation to 
reach the specified pressure to complete the necessary post 
maintenance testing.

SR 3.0.2 establishes the requirements for meeting the specified 
Frequency for Surveillances and any Required Action with a Completion 
Time that requires the periodic performance of the Required Action on a 
"once per..." interval.  

SR 3.0.2 permits a 25% extension of the interval specified in the 
Frequency. This extension facilitates Surveillance scheduling and 
considers unit operating conditions that may not be suitable for 
conducting the Surveillance (e.g., transient conditions or other ongoing 
Surveillance or maintenance activities).  

The 25% extension does not significantly degrade the reliability that 
results from performing the Surveillance at its specified Frequency. This 
is based on the recognition that the most probable result of any particular 
Surveillance being performed is the verification of conformance with the 
SRs. The exceptions to SR 3.0.2 are those Surveillances for which the 
25% extension of the interval specified in the Frequency does not apply.
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SR 3.0.2 These exceptions are stated in the individual Specifications. An example 
(continued) of where SR 3.0.2 does not apply is the Reactor Building Leakage Rate 

Testing Program.  

As stated in SR 3.0.2, the 25% extension also does not apply to the initial 
portion of a periodic Completion Time that requires performance on a 
"once per..." basis. The 25% extension applies to each performance 
after the initial performance. The initial performance of the Required 
Action, whether it is a particular Surveillance or some other remedial 
action, is considered a single action with a single Completion Time. One 
reason for not allowing the 25% extension to this Completion Time is that 
such an actioh usually verifies that no loss of function has occurred by 
checking the status of redundant or diverse components or accomplishes 
the function of the inoperable equipment in an alternative manner.  

The provisions of SR 3.0.2 are not intended to be used repeatedly 
merely as an operational convenience to extend Surveillance intervals 
(other than those consistent with refueling intervals) or periodic 
Completion Time intervals beyond those specified.  

SR 3.0.3 SR 3.0.3 establishes the flexibility to defer declaring affected equipment 
Inoperable or an affected variable outside the specified limits when a 
Surveillance has not been completed within the specified Frequency. A 
delay period of up to 24 hours or up to the limit of the specified 
Frequency, whichever Is less, applies from the point in time that it is 
discovered that the Surveillance has not been performed in accordance 
with SR 3.0.2, and not at the time that the specified Frequency was not 
met.  

This delay period provides an adequate time to complete Surveillances 
that have been missed. This delay period permits the completion of a 
Surveillance before complying with Required Actions or other remedial 
measures that might preclude completion of the Surveillance.  

The basis for this delay period includes consideration of 
unit conditions, adequate planning, availability of 
personnel, the time required to perform the Surveillance, 
the safety significance of the delay in completing the 
required Surveillance, and the recognition that the most probable result of 
any particular Surveillance being performed is the verification of 
conformance with the requirements.  

When a Surveillance with a Frequency based not on time intervals, but 
upon specified unit conditions or operational situations, is discovered not 
to have been performed when specified, SR 3.0.3 allows the full delay 
period of 24 hours to perform the Surveillance. SR 3.0.3 also provides a
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SR 3.0.3 time limit for completion of Surveillances that become applicable as a 
(continued) consequence-of MODE changes imposed by Required Actions.  

Failure to comply with specified Frequencies for SRs is expected to be an 
infrequent occurrence. Use of the delay period established by SR 3.0.3 
is a flexibility which is not intended to be used as an operational 
convenience to extend Surveillance intervals.  

If a Surveillance is not completed within the allowed delay period, then 
the equipment Is considered inoperable or the variable is considered 
outside the specified limits and the Completion Times of the Required 
Actions for the applicable LCO Conditions begin immediately upon 
expiration of the delay period. If a Surveillance Is failed within the delay 
period, then the equipment Is inoperable, or the variable is outside the 
specified limits and the Completion Times of the Required Actions for the 
applicable LCO Conditions begin immediately upon the failure of the 
Surveillance.  

Satisfactory completion of the Surveillance within the delay period 
allowed by this Specification, or within the Completion Time of the 
ACTIONS, restores compliance with SR 3.0.1.  

SR 3.0.4 SR 3.0.4 establishes the requirement that all applicable SRs must be met 
before entry into a MODE or other specified condition in the Applicability.  

This Specification ensures that system and component OPERABILITY 
requirements and variable limits are met before entry into MODES or 
other specified conditions in the Applicability for which these systems and 
components ensure safe operation of the unit. The provisions of this 
Specification should not be interpreted as endorsing the failure to 
exercise the good practice of restoring systems or components to 
OPERABLE status before entering an associated MODE or other 
specified condition in the Applicability.  

However, in certain circumstances, failing to meet an SR will not result in 
SR 3.0.4 restricting a MODE change or other specified condition change.  
When a system, subsystem, division, component, device, or variable is 
inoperable or outside its specified limits, the associated SR(s) are not 
required to be performed, per SR 3.0.1, which states that surveillances 
do not have to be performed on inoperable equipment. When equipment 
is inoperable, SR 3.0.4 does not apply to the associated SR(s) since the 
requirement for the SR(s) to be performed Is removed. Therefore, failing 
to perform the Surveillance(s) within the specified Frequency does not 
result in an SR 3.0.4 restriction to changing MODES or other specified 
conditions of the Applicability. However, since the LCO is not met in this 
instance, LCO 3.0.4 will govern any restrictions that may (or may not) 
apply to MODE or other specified condition changes.
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SR 3.0.4 The provisions of SR 3.0.4 shall not prevent entry into MODES or other 
(continued) specified conditions in the Applicability that are required to comply with 

ACTIONS. In addition, the provisions of SR 3.0.4 shall not prevent 
changes in MODES or other specified conditions in the Applicability that 
result from any unit shutdown.  

The precise requirements for performance of SRs are specified such that 
exceptions to SR 3.0.4 are not necessary. The specific time frames and 
conditions necessary for meeting the SRs are specified in the Frequency, 
In the Surveillance, or both. This allows performance of Surveillances.  
when the prerequisite condition(s) specified in a Surveillance procedure 
require entry into the MODE or other specified condition in the 
Applicability df the associated LCO prior to the performance or 
completion of a Surveillance. A Surveillance that could not be performed 
until after entering the LCO Applicability would have its Frequency 
specified such that it Is not "due" until the specific conditions needed are 
met Alternately, the Surveillance may be stated in the form of a Note, as 
not required (to be met or performed) until a particular event, condition, or 
time has been reached. Further discussion of the specific formats of 
SRs' annotation is found in Section 1.4, Frequency.  

SR 3.0.4 Is only applicable when entering MODE 4 from MODE 5, 
MODE 3 from MODE 4, MODE 2 from MODE 3, or MODE 1 from 
MODE 2. Furthermore, SR 3.0.4 Is applicable when entering any other 
specified condition In the Applicability associated with operation in 
MODES 1, 2, 3 or 4. The requirements of SR 3.0.4 do not apply in 
MODES 5 and 6, or In other specified conditions of the Applicability 
(unless in MODES 1, 2, 3, or 4) because the ACTIONS of individual 
Specifications sufficiently define the remedial measures to be taken.
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CTS DISCUSSION OF CHANGES 

ITS Section 3.0: LCO and SR Applicability 

ADMINISTRATIVE 

Al The designated change represents a non-technical, non-intent change to the Arkansas 
Nuclear One, Unit I Current Technical Specifications (CTS) made to make the ANO-l 

Improved Technical Specifications (ITS) consistent with the Babcock and Wilcox 
(B&W) revised Standard Technical Specification (RSTS), NUREG-1430, Revision 1.  

This change does not alter the requirements of the CTS or RSTS. Examples of this 
type of change include: wording preference; convention adoption; editorial, numbering 
and formatting changes; and hierarchy structure.  

A2 The ANO-1 CTS Bases will be administratively deleted in their entirety in favor of the 
NUREG-1430 Bases. The CTS Bases will be reviewed for technical content that will 

be identified for retention in the ITS Bases.  

A3 The NUREG-1430 Limiting Condition for Operation (LCO) 3.0.5 has been adopted for 

use in the ITS. This LCO establishes documented control of allowances for restoring 
equipment to service under administrative controls after it has been removed from 

service or declared inoperable to comply with ACTIONS. This LCO is consistent with 
the ANO-1 operating philosophy that allows for administrative control of equipment 
when necessary to establish operability of the component(s) although not strictly 
provided for by the CTS. Without this allowance, certain components and systems 
could not be returned to an OPERABLE status after having been declared inoperable.  

A4 The ITS will state that "LCO 3.0.3 is only applicable in MODES 1, 2, 3, and 4" which 
is not explicitly stated in the ANO-1 CTS 3.0.3. However, these MODE limitations are 
consistent with the current application of CTS 3.0.3 and the ANO-1 CTS Bases for 
3.0.3. The Bases for CTS 3.0.3 presently state that the requirements of CTS 3.0.3 "do 
not apply in COLD SHUTDOWN and REFUELING SHUTDOWN" which infers 
applicability to MODES 1, 2, 3, and 4.  

A5 The NUREG-1430 LCO 3.0.7 has been adopted for use in the ITS. This LCO 
provides documented control for the implementation of special test exceptions 
provided by ITS such as LCO 3.1.8 and LCO 3.1.9. ITS LCO 3.0.7 eliminates the 
confusion which would otherwise exist as to which LCOs apply during the performance 
of a special test or operation. ITS LCO 3.0.7 is consistent with the intent of CTS 
special test exceptions. This change provides clarity only and, therefore is an 
administrative change.  

A6 The NUREG-1430 LCO 3.0.1 has been adopted as presented in the ITS and is 
therefore substituted for CTS LCO 3.0.1. The ANO-1 CTS has been reviewed against 
the RSTS LCO and no technical or intent change exists with the adoption of the 
specification.
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A7 The NUREG-1430 Limiting Condition for Operation (LCO) 3.0.2 has been adopted in 
its entirety and has been substituted for CTS LCO 3.0.2. The ANO-1 CTS has been 
reviewed against the RSTS LCO and no technical or intent change exists with the 
adoption of the RSTS. In association with the adoption of RSTS Specifications 
LCO 3.0.5 and LCO 3.0.6 which are unlike any CTS, specific provision has been 
provided for their exception in the ITS 3.0.2. This is an administrative change 
associated with the adoption of these Specifications in the ITS. (Reference DOC A3, 
above.) 

AS The NUREG-1430 Surveillance Requirement (SR) 3.0.1 has been adopted in the ITS.  
The RSTS SR presents requirements consistent with ANO-1 CTS 4.0.1 and the partial 
contents of CTS 4.0.3. The first sentence of ANO-1 CTS 4.0.3 (i.e. Failure to 
perform a SR within the allowed surveillance interval .... ) has been incorporated into 
ITS SR 3.0.1. The fourth sentence of ANO-1 CTS 4.0.3 (i.e. Surveillance 
Requirements do not have to be performed on inoperable equipment.) has been 
incorporated into ITS SR 3.0.1. This is an administrative change because RSTS SR 
3.0.1 is composed of the requirements already contained in the ANO-1 CTS.  

A9 The NUREG-1430 SR 3.0.2 has been adopted in the ITS. The first paragraph of 
RSTS SR 3.0.2 presents requirements consistent with ANO-1 CTS 4.0.2. The second 
and third paragraphs of RSTS SR 3.0.2 are not presented in an ANO-1 CTS. The 
adoption of the RSTS SR 3.0.2 results in the ITS SR 3.0.2 statement, "For Frequencies 
specified as 'once,' the above interval extension does not apply," which clarifies that 
the 1.25 times the interval specified in the Frequency does not apply to certain 
surveillances. The interval extension concept is intended to provide scheduling 
flexibility for repetitive performances, and if Surveillances or Required ACTIONS are 
not repetitive and have no "interval... as measured from the previous performance" no 
extension should be applied. This statement precludes extending these SR 
performances, and technically is an additional restriction because the ANO-1 CTS 
allows the extension to apply to all SRs. However, these sentences are consistent with 
the operating philosophy of ANO-1; and therefore, the adoption of this SR is 
considered an administrative change.
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TECHNICAL CHANGE - MORE RESTRICTIVE 

MI SR 3.0.3 will be adopted as presented in NUREG-1430. Both RSTS SR 3.0.3 and 
CTS 4.0.3 provide for an allowable delay of ACTIONS in the event a surveillance 
requirement is not performed. RSTS SR 3.0.3 differs from CTS Specification 4.0.3 in 
that SR 3.0.3 allows relaxation of the requirements of an LCO for the lesser of either 

the surveillancefrequency or an allowed 24 hour delay, while CTS 4.0.3 allows a delay 

of the required ACTIONS for up to 24 hours when the allowable outage time is less 
than 24 hours. The adoption of RSTS SR 3.0.3 is more restrictive for those instances 
when both the surveillance frequency and allowable outage time associated with a 
specification are less than 24 hours. Under the guidance of SR 3.0.3, initiation of the 
required ACTIONS of the specification would be required sooner. SR 3.0.3 is being 
adopted to be consistent with NUREG -1430.  

M2 The NUREG-1430 LCO 3.0.3 has been adopted as presented in the ITS and is 
therefore substituted for CTS LCO 3.0.3. The RSTS LCO has been reviewed against 
the ANO-1 CTS and found to represent a more restrictive requirement than in the CTS.  
The ANO-1 CTS 3.0.3 requires that the Unit be placed in Hot Standby within the next 
six (6) hours following the one (1) hour preparatory period for the initiation of actions.  
When THERMAL POWER is greater than 2% RTP, this CTS requirement would 
result in the Unit having to reduce neutron power as indicated on the power range 
channels below 2% RTP. The ANO-1 CTS 3.0.3 then requires that the Unit be placed 
in Hot Shutdown within the following six (6) hours which would require that the 
reactor be made 1% dK/K subcritical. The cumulative actions allow a total of 13 hours 
within which the reactor must be taken to a 1% dK/K subcritical condition.  

When THERMAL POWER is greater than 5% RTP, the ITS LCO 3.0.3 requirements 
will require the Unit be placed in MODE 3 within the next six (6) hours following the 
one (1) hour preparatory period for the initiation of actions. This RSTS requirement 
would result in the unit having to reduce Keff to less than 0.99. The ITS LCO 3.0.3 
requires that actions equivalent to those in the CTS 3.0.3 (items 1 and 2) be 
accomplished within a time period 6 hours shorter than that required in the CTS.  
ITS LCO 3.0.3 will also impose a requirement to be in MODE 4 within 13 hours of 
entry into LCO 3.0.3. This requirement does not presently exist in the CTS 3.0.3. The 
requirement to be in MODE 4 within 13 hours means that the Unit must be cooled 
from an allowable temperature of greater than 525*F to less than 280*F within a six 
hour time period. The ITS then requires that the Unit be cooled to less than or equal to 
2001F within thirty seven (37) hours of entry into the LCO. The CTS 3.0.3 only 
requires that the Unit be cooled from Hot Shutdown conditions (1% dK/K shutdown 
with Tavg greater than 525*F) to Cold Shutdown conditions (1% dK/K shutdown with 
Tavg less than or equal to 200*F) within the subsequent 24 hours following 
establishment of Hot Shutdown conditions. While the allowable time for the transition 
from MODE 3 to MODE 5 remains as 24 hours, the requirement to enter MODE 4 
within a specified time period of 6 hours represents a new and more restrictive 
requirement in the ITS.
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TECHNICAL CHANGE - LESS RESTRICTWE 

LI The NUREG-1430 LCO 3.0.4 has been adopted as presented in the ITS and is 
therefore substituted for CTS LCO 3.0.4. The ANO-1 CTS 3.0.4 presently states 
"this provision shall not prevent passage through or to REACTOR OPERATING 
CONDITIONS as required to comply with ACTION requirements." Because the ITS 
Specification adopted the RSTS Specification LCO 3.0.4 in its entirety, the new ITS 
Specification will state that the "specification shall not prevent changes in MODES or 
other specified conditions in the Applicability that are required to comply with 
ACTIONS or that are part of a shutdown of the unit." Thus, ITS LCO 3.0.4 is 
considered to be less restrictive than the CTS 3.0.4 because the ITS will allow 
shutdown of the unit regardless of the ability to satisfy the requirements of lower 
MODE LCOs. The current interpretation of the CTS specification requires that the 
lower MODE LCOs be met for shutdown of the unit. The adoption of this less 
restrictive requirement is considered to be acceptable in that it is generally considered 
to be "safer" when the unit is subcritical, cooled down and depressurized. These lower 
MODE conditions generally constitute operating regions where the greatest margins of 
safety exist.  

Associated with the adoption of STS LCO 3.0.4 is an administrative requirement that 
the individual specifications be evaluated to determine which LCOs should have 
specific restrictions on MODE changes or required ACTIONS. The results of this 
evaluation will be summarized in a matrix as specified by the STS Reviewer's Note. In 
addition, each Specification which requires specific limitations on MODE entry or 
Required ACTION compliance will be discussed with the Specification.  

The NUREG-1430 SR 3.0.4 has also been adopted in the ITS. This SR incorporates 
requirements consistent with CTS 4.0.4. However, SR 3.0.4 also contains a provision 
such that "changes in MODES or other specified conditions in the Applicability that are 
part of a shutdown of the unit shall not be prevented." Thus, ITS SR 3.0.4 is 
considered to be less restrictive than the CTS 4.0.4 because the ITS will allow 
shutdown of the unit regardless of the ability to satisfy the requirements of lower 
MODE SRs. The current interpretation of the CTS specification requires that the 
lower MODE SRs be met for shutdown of the unit. The reasoning presented above for 
the incorporation of LCO 3.0.4 applies to this change as well.
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L2 The incorporation of RSTS Specification LCO 3.0.6 represents less restrictive 
operating requirements for the facility. Specifically, the new specification provides 
clarification of the required ACTIONS when a support system is determined to be 
inoperable. Present operating philosophy and regulatory guidance would generally 
require "cascading" implementation of the ACTIONS for all supported systems or 
components. The incorporation of this Specification in the ITS resolves inconsistencies 
and ambiguities that exist between the ACTIONS of support systems and the 
ACTIONS of supported systems. Accompanying the incorporation of LCO 3.0.6 into 
the ITS will be the adoption of the Safety Function Determination Program (SFDP).  
This program ensures loss of safety function is detected and appropriate ACTIONS are 
taken when two or more LCOs are not met. Upon entry into LCO 3.0.6, an evaluation 
is required to be made to determine if a loss of safety function exists. If the SFDP 
identifies that a loss of safety function exists, the appropriate Conditions and Required 
ACTIONS of the LCO in which the loss of safety function exists are required to be 
entered. Although adoption of LCO 3.0.6 is less restrictive than the CTS requirements, 
the implementation of the Safety Function Determination Program will provide 
adequate measures to determine the existence of a loss of safety function and require 
entry into the Conditions and Required ACTIONS of the applicable LCO(s). The 
conversion of the CTS to ITS will generally include the adoption of Completion Times 
for Required ACTIONS which are consistent between supporting and supported 
components/systems (each occurrence will be individually evaluated). This 
standardization of Completion Times eliminates much of the ambiguity that exists 
between CTS Specifications. Since the practice of "cascading" presents an 
administrative burden on control room personnel with no real benefit to safety, this 
change represents an increase in plant safety as the control room personnel are allowed 
to concentrate on restoration of the system or component and are no longer distracted 
by the administrative burden of "cascading."
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L3 SR 3.0.3 will be adopted as presented in NUREG-1430. The sentences "The time 
limits of the ACTION requirements are applicable at the time it is identified that a 
Surveillance Requirement has not been performed. The time at which the ACTION is 
taken may be delayed for up to 24 hours to permit the completion of the surveillance 
when the allowable outage time limits of the ACTION requirements are less than 24 
hours." have been changed to'"If it is discovered that a Surveillance was not performed 
within its specified Frequency, then compliance with the requirement to declare the 
LCO not met may be delayed, from the time of discovery, up to 24 hours or up to the 
limit of the specified Frequency, whichever is less. This delay period is permitted to 
allow performance of the Surveillance." The three major differences are: 1) this change 
allows the requirement to declare the equipment inoperable (LCO not met) to be 
delayed for up to 24 hours instead of the LCO being declared not met at the time it is 
identified that the Surveillance has not been performed but delaying entry into the 
Required ACTIONS for up to 24 hours, 2) the change applies to all Required 
ACTIONS instead of only those Required ACTIONS whose allowable outage time 
limits (hereafter referred to as Completion Times consistent with the proposed ANO-1 
ITS) are less than 24 hours, and 3) the delay is limited to the specified Frequency if the 
specified Frequency is less than 24 hours (See MI above). The reasons for these 
changes are to prevent potential misuse of SR 3.0.3 and to provide for consistent 
application of the 24 hour delay regardless of the Completion Time for the associated 
Conditions. As stated in NRC Generic Letter 87-09, "It is overly conservative to 
assume that systems or components are inoperable when a surveillance has not been 
performed. The opposite is in fact the case, the vast majority of surveillances 
demonstrate that systems or components in fact are operable. When a Surveillance is 
missed, it is primarily a question of operability that has not been verified by the 
performance of the required surveillance." Based on consideration of plant conditions, 
adequate planning, availability of personnel, the time required to perform the 
Surveillance and the safety significance of the delay in completing the Surveillance, the 
NRC concluded, in Generic Letter 87-09, that 24 hours is an acceptable time limit for 
completing a missed Surveillance when the allowable outage times are less than the 
24 hour limit or a shutdown is required to comply with Required ACTIONS, and that 
this 24 hour deferral should apply to all systems or components, regardless of the 
length of the Completion Time due to the overly conservative assumption that systems 
and components are inoperable when a surveillance has not been performed.  
Therefore, this change to LCO 4.0.3 (proposed SR 3.0.3) represents a technical 
enhancement.
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3.0

TTS
3.0 LINITING CONDITION FORPERATIONS (A L 
3.0 LIKITING CONITION FOR OPEATION• •A•MI111

3.0.1 The Limiting Conditions for Operation requirements shall be applicable" 

LCO S-6.,1 during the REACTOR OPERATING CONDITIONS or other conditions, speciied for eact 

Specification. 

=

LCO 310.2.  

LCO 5.6.3

LCo S'O.4

01.0.3 When a Limiting Condition for Operation is not met, except as provided 

in the associated Action requirements, within one hour action shall be 
initiated to place the unit in an OPERATING CONDITION in which the 
Specification does not apply by placing it. as applicable, in: 

1. At least HOT STANDBY within the next 6 hours,

2. At least HOT SHUTDOWN within the following 6 hours, and

3. At least COLD SHUTDOWN within the subsequent 24 hours.  

Where corrective measures are completed that permit operation under the Actior 

requirements, the Action may be taken in accordance with the specified time fo 
limits as measured from the time of failure to meet the Liniting Condition fox 

O o- orem V! in _ di dua .

3.0.4 Entry into a REACTOR OPERATING CONDITION or other specified 

condition shall not be made when the conditions of the Limiting Conditions foi 

Operation are not met and the associated action requires a shutdown if they 

are not met within a specified time interval. Entry into a REACTOR OPERATING 

CONDITION or other specified condition may be made in accordance with Action 

requirements when conformance to them permits continued operation of the 

facility for an unlimited period of time. This provision shall not prevent 

passage through or to REACTOR OPERATING CONDITIONS as required to comply with 

Action requirements. Exceptions to these requirements are stated in the 

.individualspecification.

'Abb LCO 3.0.5 > 

<Atb LCO S.-o0

Amendment No. $7, 161
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within the specified time interval shall constitute compliance with the 
specification. In the event the Limiting Condition for Operation is restored Al-
prior to expiration of the specified time interval, no further actions need be
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jI . LI NG C ION FOAERATI continued Al 
3.0.5 V1e a system, subsysten, train, component or device is determined to b 

inoperable lely because ts emergency O source is operable, o olely 

b use its n al power so c is inoperable, t may be co- idered OPE E 

fo he purpose satisfying e requirements oits applica_ o LimitingN 
Condi on for Oper ion, provideb (l) its corres ding norma or ergencyS| 

power s c is OP Eand (2) a of its redundan system(s), 
subsystem 1, train(s), omponent(s) device(s) are ERABLE; or kewise 

as sfy the uirements this specifi on. Unless -condition 1) 
and )are sa& fied, with 2 hours action all be initia d to place a 
unit an OPERAT CONDITI n which the app able Limiti ondition fo 

Operati does not a ly by plac it, as applica e, in: 

fl. At leas HOT STANDBY thin the xt 6 hours, 

f2. t least H HýUTDOIJN with the fol ing 6 hours, an 

3. At ast COLD 5 within esubsequ 24 hours. ton 

isSpecifi InIno V1 bl4n ldSu n or Refueling Shton 

Conditiran for Operat . These requirments are oped on the req renents 
for L ~ting Conditti s for Operatic, satated in tl Code of Feder• 

]tegul itons, 10 Cq50.36(c)(2): /// 

acility. Vih a limiting c ition for ope ation of a nuc r reactor is t 

met, the li nsee shall shu own the reacto or follow any emedial Action 
permitted the Technical pacification til the condit can be met."I 

23.0.1 tablishes the plicability at ement within ch individual 
Speci cation :bsthe quirement for w en (i.e., in wh ch operational es or 

othe specifiedscond ions) conforma e to the Limit g Conditions f 
Ope tion Is requi- d for oper iActi 
re irements esqta ish those reined al measures tha must be taken thin 

ecified time mits when th~elr uirements of a imiting Condit n for 

4eration are t met.  

There are tw basic types of ction requireine a. The first ecifies the 
remedial m sures that perm continued oper ion of the fa lity which is not 

fur~the r stricted by the me limits of th Action requir ents. In th further 

"cae, c formance to the tion requireme s provides an cceptable 1ev of 
safetyc or unlimited con ued operation s long axtsthea ction require ents 

cotue to bermet. Th 'second type of etion requir ntseiies tm 

lim in which conform ce to the cond ions of the L iting Condit n for Op rtion must be met This time lim is the allow le outage ti to

Amendment No. $7, 161 15b



:3.0

BASS (conteinuehe• 

restirn antgoperable sytem or component to OPERABLE status or for restoring 

parametershethin a cified limits. If these Actions are not completed withi 

the allow ele outs• time I'm s, : shutdow is require• to pae I he facilit 

in a i r condtiti idn hied tha apLiication o Oer ap It is 
et.The in c litshthed Actio rement be sald a b wtional 

syt dad opoeth remove d fi m se0c fsrela nc tsting 

iLnve aton oh permits (outine) volm tary removeiof a syst(is) or i 

Ssent(s) f m service o lieu t om t er altervetl c that weId not resnt 

eqip unt istremsor d fromnser cb. inothi rasletei blougeim 

The specift time Ac on req th are pp icable from he 

point rn t e it is idntified thata Limiting ndition fo Operation not 

met. Tiethie linits e the Acti requireman are aeneoeppd amle nw a 
system siotcaponent bremoved fpcm service fn surveilla ce tim 1ist o t 

n0v.etaien of op ational po lems. Indi dual Speciications ma i include 
:C tieIutiopteomlein a..vi l . once Reqire _t when 

require entis o dfro th sitn cc. Itin for ration are tl l met an time 

lasst of the Acton eqirements are app, cable whenthieliit ires if 

the trvai. has e a tispecfted. tien is town cl rifuy d th o 
ionty with Ac ;ntsin, the plqt may t ave entersd timn in which a 

mea specifica tn becomes pplicrble. in this cas , the toemliats of the 

Action rCuit•ints worl aoly s roe opoint inh ime that t_1new 
specificati becomes alicable if • qirents of the Lting Condio 

3.0.2 E blishes that noncomspl ct nwrequirm tstat xmsts whileente 

ren ah iting Conidion forp i sn et and thre ito is an t a 

9p3ci add res yth as iatbe Acimrqemente itbi.n the precpfied 

tietra.aproeothis specifiction is to deicltetiesisfrp1ing theant n a 

Iplaeentstion m the Actiont besmaintedwitin terval 

forstitutes co dine by e Limiting onditinsmp- tiOper on remdia 

measures if ream tsisn int:endedrequiued asn ompleian with a 

cioivieng Ce w its Cr tine) o remoitv ltf trme dnt sal 

soponifen tshe asevcein d ctiof ohr itoernativ ht ol rsl 

r.0.*p f n ore shutown bet ir e it s tchan•gte i•n mplemented 
is tm its h opfr taer ton o not e t th the d n tion is ncttc 

this sinciwi athon lad is•a t iee its for pling ahe unilityn a 
safe saiotd mod hnpat rsincn b IImaintsa~ld within t• l imit 

for safe pecrati grid. T time ts specifidutio nea f Operation its 

convenience wh hutdown tiae•op n af redundant stems or 
components fr evc no Ientv htwul dn_ result I 

redundant sy as orc mp n tab in rable. a~ hour is &1I wed to .  

•rm p a ris f o r er ysown b ia n ch ng i n p l t, ope rat i on 
is, time itp heoe trt theo utoni • • tril~l 

generation with the load isacd - o."er hsability _an availability 

of the electrical grid. The time 1 Ilts specified to reach lower modes of 

eration permit the shutdown to proceed In a controlled and orderly

Amendment No. 37, 161 15b- I



3,0

fr emedia mesespritig1 tdcotnud prainuft aclt 
uanner thae s well ion io the sAciriementsu cooldown rae and withn the 
moeoldown t pabilties of t facil1itytassumongfonly the Aict required 
quipm is OPERABLE. reoe reduce tw sre s on b nmponents of tcet 

6110a, coolant SYSte $ n h o et~ o a pa t & ~e tat could / 

cha enge safety ,yst a under tonaliti s for which t• apecificati• 

If remedial meassles perit• liýKted continued peration of th• facility 

equire. th aveeemones of the Acti requirements v completed, a shutdown 

nay be terhin ad. The it of the Acthn requi onofthare applicable 
from the limt of S t i 3. 3 e plttre e t Condition for Operation hrfrm !yb -trinated iftf Action 

require s h v e na tI eli of th¢ A n~ requirements have 

Th t m i it f S c: ! " ! ,: ! ll w 3 s for the plan t t e a in 

the COLD SHUTDOWN ndi hutdown is uired during the ER mode 
of operation. I he Plant is a lower mode f operation when a utdown it 
required, the t a limit for rez ing the ne lower mode of ape ion 
applies. How or, if a lower/ ode of opor ion is reached in 1 a time than 
allowed, the otal allowabl t to roa COLD SHUTDOWN, or her applicable 
mode, is n reduced. For xample if T STANDBY is reach in 2 hours, the 
tine all to reach H SHUTDOWN is e next 11 hours be use the total tim [ 
to reach OT SH O i or rm the allowable mit of 13 hours./ 
Therefo a, if remedia ures ar completed that you permit a return a 
POWER oration al is curred by having reach a loer m e of 
oper ion in less&an the tota time allowed.  

The sae princ applies w regard to the a owable outage tim imits of 
the Action r iaments, if ompliance with t Action requirenen for one 
specificati results in try into a mode a condition of *per ion for 
another sp ification in hich the require nts of the Limit Codtnfr 
Operati. not met If the new sci cation becomes app cable in less 
time th specified, e difference ay a added tothe ,al wable outage ti limits b• outage t ime 1 !trt 

limit f the secon specification. wever, the allowab otg ie1 t 

of A ion require ts for a higher e of operation m not be used to 
ext the allow le outage tine t t is applicable wh a Limiting Connition 
f Operation not met in a I r mode of operati 

a shutdow requirements of cification 3.0.3 d not apply in CO SHUTDOWI 
and REFUEL G SHUTDOWN, beca e the Action requi ments of indivi aI 
specifi ions define the medial measures to taken.  

3.0.4 stablishes limit ions on mode change when a Limit ondition f9/ 
Ope ion is not met. precludes placing e facility in higher mode j f 
op ation whe the r irements for a Limi g Ciondition fo Operation afe noi 

t and continued no ompliance to these nditions would sult in a s. tdow | 
to comply with the ation requirements a change in mod s were permnted.  
The purpose of th specification is to ensure that faci ity operatiq is not

Amendment Ho. $7, 161 15b-2



3,0

conti aed oprati ithiheurgrd o thstt of theaior oplante bhe forre orafe 
o rton havbe gaen a etain acomlc dac with t rqIreme int fy the r 

components o OPERABLE atus beore pant s tartup.cýdlmt.C ir 

Whnahtoni urdt cywith Acti requireme I htpri.n1:doe the p orovs 

fanityin ad op r od iof opgatiod Forhe p~urp~oste coplianoe wraf 
t spcifica on thefterm in td1w is rfndsaequiredet redct ninu 

a... r enatswhtationahvle e cc acwitihn mut requsametisfie tohe 

tspecificayn prhe entsy opertati whdena oneration is rmoper le. beas 

edrits rmt orilemer cy poerisore gos iaptabe and a;r syst s susstm 
tronmpompnents deic inRAL beother daint ista inoperbeo.nte 

Oper ahtiown Iaenss qciatedtocy with dividl systieme s. sbythems trai 

coponf S ors deva i ces 3 be o n sita y be us t withd the Liit gaon it ng for 

Oprt s steiiaontement ther aso tedons elietrial p eure sorce. It al sn 

opn9er ineto e goa ied by th meimits ofs te imitingie Conditinr 
ODp atiton fornthinorma o r em ergency p ower sour c Is not theEidivid 

comsponentl oro vIctht: iseerminehe tonbe dIso Isoperal slly because oh 
Inoeaiio ts norm or emer gecy powersrei snourbe.d tsbytm 

For exmn. Sopoecifdice ion other. provid fo as 7deay utofsrvieotimer 

when pons emrec df stheertris tp OPERABLE. Ifm the efitn ndition fof 

sysrtio a.sbyte triscopn s ande wt deviculsses subspsteby the i 

in erabl ene ncy poweaso deetrclper source. wIt also besoea Ti ol 

dimitaeinvoig then ann0 ppliabl Aon statements for e ch ofsem thes .tri 
apmpliaben L~imi ting Cnitos fo Oeraidtion HeIoweerathe proviyesion ofth 

Freae.Specificato 3.0. permit C thetieimit for coninuda opto eration to m

Amendment No. E,.4•4.171 15b-3



SURVEILLANC 9) OULICZ10T 

4.0.1 ..durvee Hance Requuiremenents sheall bbe mett during the operationa m odes 

ot'-'her conditions specified for Individual Limiting Conditions for 

Operation unless otherwise stated in an individual Surveillance 51•,0-01 Eauireeent.• ..  

&.0._• ch Surveillance Requirement shall lobe perfor~mead within the •/ 

t.0..; ,pecified time interval with a maximus allowable extension not to exceed -- 
23% of the surveillance interval. • 

4. Fiuet efr Srelac eurmn within the allowed 

surve ailur opromaSrelac euren lance interval defined by Specification 4.0.2, salcnttt7 

SR .0.1 noncompliance with _the OPERABILITY reguirements for a Limiting Condition 
r.tim e limits of the Action re quirements ar applicble 

St-the 9tie is identified that a Surveillance Requirement has not been 

S .93-0- perforned i The cton ation ion is taken may be delayed for up ted 
24 hours to permit the completion of the surveillance when the allowable 

Ine c ise *no S oeCi ,2h ouporns"otg 

atime lints of the Action requiAments are less than 23 pums d 

(-TE Asnt polr u res aVs el fored and •picableded 

•Surveilac a•q~r nts do not have to bepe-omda oer a-O 

(ntry into in operational mode or other specified condition shall 
no be made unless the Surveillance Requirement(s) associated with thea" 

S• "°ItLimiting Codition for Operation has be en performed within the stated: 
R| S.0urveillance. interval or as otherwise specified. This provision shall not 

prevent passage through or to operational modes as required to comply with/ 

Actiomdn requirements. 71, 7 ' 67 

S4.0 5 Sur e ance R~e reents-,f !F rin • 16spect1n d Ing of A ode clas 12, an coupon n .. = pplicab 'as foll \ 
la • ise ce inspece on of e AS Code C 3% 1.• 1 e 2 compon nts 

___ J • and ins yice test g of A HCode lab 1.2, an 3 pumps kd "L 

A•^ Bole |d Pr sE e Vessel oand •plicsble denda d 
(5Z), -) requ ed by I CFR $0, ¢tion 50 5 (g), aept who specii, 

Amendment No. IS, IS, 11p [j[jf 67 
161



2.0

ITS 

OPERATIONAL SAFETY ITEMS (cont inued) 

L 0C P 4.1 (Cant ed) 

(3.A• b. Equi t and sampling t shall be per r•ed as dat led in 

Table 4. 2 and 4.1-3.  

c.iscrepancies oted during mu illance testing ill beLAc.  

c ected and rs rded.  

A plaer uistsi.utio T pesha l be madrt yerify th ected 

ATMt~ i la c ceu r m n s r r uir ent s ra !0 gteitest , e: |y 

(cL.Ab'aPt e%, ower dsie ution at thdt te t least every 0 
orentiae fu b dayiit thein 

(3detei _r system.  

4 .1Estalishs th qureen that suvila-N a us b erored

uri g t e op r tionat mo es r ethe o di t o s r wh c te 

r Iqirou he iting Conditionsr•l fe o r atio applicanle ss 

otherwise state manth idiua Surycilsa remeat.Te u ospe 

oftirst sprcif speion i to esre that thu clneces sare perty form stom

Amendment No. 7M, 161 67b



3,0

4..hata erformd that ect rorfhich the sdcired time int h an or 

18. rveill a ts ay be extended. It penmits an allowable 

urepeatedly as a oveinc etn surveillance itra fcltte srvelalneyd 

jceudmets and, thcrcontithtihtmstpobab resut of y any tb 

particulia ndr su esidaeration of placrt opera 
ang mot )b 

suitabl e Surveillance' ig.h transio nt i ondstionsuior t 

other ontohx tereiliance or ,aintenanhrug vitae activiti es idso 
fle"ibillA to accommodate the lingth f a fuel cycle for $urve~plances| 

that asrpegrfored at each refuel outage and are specifled.th an 

18-suv iurvealance interval. I is not intended that t provision be 

4.0. Esabl Csthefaiureto C om aSureilance Reqrem iti 

ust p ratoedly as a ionventencera extend survby ei o als beyond 

Spe specified for surveillanc that are not aefaring refuelinet 

thoutges. The lioitathon of 6 cification s .t.2 is bd one reasued 

perree witin t th pe e time insteprval. oweve , nothng in thsis 

pjusiomnt is tho e con•s e taat ipn that syte or e are 

prtulwenr turveillance bo performed is the vifiction of conformancesi 

meetin the Surveillanc Reqirements. tThis s ciicaion alsoffclarifies 

thsue tat the Actio ireentsure( r applicablee Suriviln es Requsi•rmnots 
significatly doga byndt at otaie fom the specifieds 

have nor been colance interval.and.that 

the time limis the faionretuirm appily from the por.int in t it 

time tha allowed tsu- _ .ntrveillan eral a etced proiii onn of 

teureacReurmtwih the lloabl otage tie sits •,;of 

Sped ation 4.0.2. However thidosfat cnegattes th failr thmatt the 

teOPERABILI T requi ements f of a Limting Condition for Operatio ndtha 

the pince with hepoitions ofSemif anon 4..2is ar vassti 
eeto uner tA he Srveqirelt of lR 50.7 a)(2)(ihave beecnauise itris a 

codiio pribted byhi the sp lanIt'se itehval. pecificaothions.nhi 

I f the a toabe outsag time limityi the Action reupirem ents are les 

than 24 o hrs or a hut d owi rno ir be to cml withog Atclo 

toeermtadeainipeeing the Actionl rc equirements. Thi p itainas lroidies 

adeqate tAtimnrLe lmits to applicte a Surveillance Requirementsathvno 

have not performed Thpuoe ofhi this pall~oaw~d rance isnotervai hed cmltion 

ofe ai survillnc bf te Acshtdon n is require topl fromp wthe Action 

rqiremdentsfior be a ohremdamasurvala~~ a esrfouled reqird tata 

precludehat paetioofd surveillance. Tera basi f this alowncef 

Amhden Nro. 161e Reurmn6ihth loal uag caprlgo
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BASES (continued) . ..... . ...

includes fonsi ration for plant conditions, .dequt lanning, 
ava.labalitsf personnel, the_ time required to rfor thhe survc o lance.  

and the a ety significance the d Ie I leating the req led 

surveilmncs. Thia s sh also prfoides colrdsa limit fors 

poup aln of Survpillant equirenef thio • te appliler ands as 

Voessel e of mode cha as imposed by 10 Cn requirement and for e 

appleting Survellan • equirements tt are applicabln when an exception 
Sthe reif tsi Speciction .0.4 is allowedf t f ' suveilsance 

is not €omplete ihn the 24-hour Illowance, the me limits of the 

Action requir= ~s aro applicabl at that time. ahn a surveillance is .  

perfome rwit. th se orvic p ne and the s rvellance i eqeiremebts 

Sre nt o a•oI ls the Actinon re Vueser and applcable 

Adden thmVis ch sificmatin ptrovidedt ensure Acton rtequcy 

arve cc thnte 2s through, Techicaltm peiictioan to ope e moh e 

/ * ,anea * t qie r a ye to tno hav c b r p erfo rmid rinablq e 

ini p cti on testinghe a ivdiiiessures.  
that apteo. Sqrements have 6be ndtto d e m.o ns t r a t e th a. i n p r b e e a e n r e sto r ed o O P E R B L E

4.0.4,E ;lise r rcn hata l p l, I suvellances must 

era sp ci ie i a Sp ci i c t ion . Th e ,, urpo s e o f this I 
S p e c , ,ai o i s t €ut t a s s e a d c p n en t O P ER A BI L I T Y / 

the f.cility. a rvsonapis hnesi prati• modes or 
other .,.°iftondton"soca th plnt shutow well as 

Under the oiin fthss iainteaiI S.urveillance/ 
Requiremt utb efreihntesei fied urvail1lance. intel I 

t o d n s a h t t e L m t n g d t o s f r e r a t a r e n ot d u r i /n g 

Sa shutdow-n is re edt oml itALon requirements.." he 
provision, of spoc,,ifiin404d o p because this wo d delay 
placing the facilt in a lower node of operation.  

4.0.5- sT abli 8e the requi ment that in:erv: ce tn e;tLon o AS NE C qoe Cs1,,and 3"oponents •d inservicestn ofS .Co lass 1, c: 

and pumps and v ves shall bpertformed •ac~cordank with a 
periodcally update• version of QctinX lth ASE •oiler and ress~ure• 
Vessel ad and Adds a as roquir• by 10 CFR 0O.5 a. 1e requi ments 

apply exc then rel f has been •ovid'e •in by - Commiss 

a pcf ininl lrf St~no tr eforeuncth afrerd 

inse vce -•pection a~ testing a tivities.  

Amendment No. 161 67d
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NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS STATEMENTS 

ITS Section 3.0: LCO and SR Applicability 

Entergy Operations has evaluated these proposed Technical Specification changes and has 

determined that they involve no significant hazards consideration. This determination has been 

performed in accordance with the criteria set forth in 1OCFR 50.92(c) as indicated below: 

3.0 LI 

1. Does the change involve a significant increase in the probability or consequences of 

an accident previously evaluated? 

The accident mitigation features of the plant are not affected by this proposed change. The 

change will not allow continuous operation such that a single failure will preclude the associated 

function from being performed. As required by the Reviewer's Note associated with RSTS 

SR 3.0.4, a review of the CTS will be conducted to determine where specific restrictions on 

MODE changes or Required Actions should be included in the individual LCOs. This review will 

take into account those accident mitigation features required to be in service in lower MODES of 

operation during a plant shutdown. This is acceptable as the components and systems associated 

with those accident mitigation features required in lower MODES of operation will continue to be 

required to be in service. The review required by the Reviewer's Note will ensure that allowing 
certain specific components to be inoperable during MODE reductions will not result in a 
significant increase in the probability or consequences of previously evaluated accidents.  

2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident from 
any accident previously evaluated? 

The proposed change introduces no new mode of plant operation. Those accident mitigation 
features required to be operable in lower MODES of operation will still be required to be placed 

in service following implementation of this change. Only those components that have no safety 
significance in the lower MODES of operation will be affected by this change. The review 

required by the Reviewer's Note will ensure that allowing certain specific components to be 
inoperable during MODE reductions will not result in the creation of a new or different kind of 
accident.  

3. Does this change involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety? 

This change may result in a net benefit to the margin of safety as it will allow the Operator to 
focus on those components that have been evaluated as being safety significant during a plant 
shutdown and reduce distractions that occur due to the operability requirements of non-safety 
significant components.
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NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS STATEMENTS 

3.0 L2 

1. Does the change involve a significant increase in the probability or consequences of 
an accident previously evaluated? 

This proposed change does not affect previously analyzed events or any parameters associated 
with plant operations. The change will not allow continuous operation such that a single failure 
will preclude the associated function from being performed. This change deals only with the 
administrative burden associated with inoperable support systems. Upon discovery of an 
inoperable support system, a Condition will be entered that governs the restoration of the system 
or component within a timely manner. The accident mitigation features of the plant are not 
affected by the proposed change.  

2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident from 
any accident previously evaluated? 

Because this change does not change the design configuration and introduces no new mode of 
plant operation, it will not create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident. This 
change deals only with the administrative burden associated with inoperable support systems.  
Upon discovery of an inoperable support system, a Condition will be entered that governs the 
restoration of the system or component within a timely manner.  

3. Does this change involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety? 

This change may result in a net benefit to the margin of safety by reducing the Operator 
administrative burden associated with' "cascading" TSs due to the inoperability of support 
systems. When implementing the CTS requirements for an inoperable support system, such as 
service water, the Operator must implement and track all of the LCO Actions and Allowable 
Outage Times (Completion Times) for the supported components. Following implementation of 
this change, the Operator will be required to enter the Condition for the support system and 
correct the Condition within the specified Completion Time. The supported components and 
systems will be evaluated under the Safety Function Determination Program for possible losses of 
safety function. This reduced administrative burden allows the Operator to concentrate on 
restoring the inoperable system or component, resulting in a net benefit to safety.
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NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS STATEMENTS 

3.0 L3 

1. Does the change involve a significant increase in the probability or consequences of 

an accident previously evaluated? 

The proposed change incorporates the latest NRC guidelines relative to the performance of SRs, 

and does not result in changes to any hardware or operating methods. The Surveillance 

Frequencies are not assumed to be the initiator of any analyzed event. The change will not allow 

continuous operation such that a single failure will preclude the associated function from being 

performed. This change will allow delay in the entry into the ACTION Condition for up to 

24 hours when a SR has not been performed within the requirements of SR 3.0.2. It is overly" 

conservative to assume that systems or components are inoperable when a SR has not been 

performed. The opposite is in fact the case; the vast majority of SRs performed demonstrate that 

systems or components are OPERABLE. When a SR is not performed within the requirements of 

SR 3.0.2, it is primarily a question of OPERABILITY that has not been verified by the 

performance of the SR. Therefore, the consequences of an accident previously evaluated are not 

significantly increased since the most likely outcome of performing a Surveillance is that it does in 

fact demonstrate the system or component is OPERABLE.  

2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident from 

any accident previously evaluated? 

The proposed change does not necessitate a physical alteration of the plant (no new or different 

type of equipment will be installed) or changes in parameters governing normal plant operation.  

Thus, this change does not create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident from any 
accident previously evaluated for ANO-1.  

3. Does this change involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety? 

The delay in implementation of the ACTION Condition for the performance of a SR discovered 

to have not been performed within the requirements of SR 3.0.2 is acceptable based on the small 

probability of an event requiring the associated component and the Generic Letter 87-09 

conclusion that "... the vast majority of surveillances demonstrate that systems or components are 

in fact operable." The requested allowance will provide sufficient time to perform the missed 

Surveillances in an orderly manner. Without the 24 hour delay, it is possible that the missed SR 

would force a plant shutdown, thus the plant could be shutting down while performing the missed 

SR. As a result of the delay, the potential for human error will be reduced. As such, any 

reduction in the margin of safety will be insignificant and offset by the benefit gained in plant 

safety due to avoidance of unnecessary plant transients and shutdowns.
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ITS DISCUSSION OF DIFFERENCES 
ITS Section 3.0: LCO and SR Applicability 

1 NUREG LCO 3.0.1 - Incorporates TSTF-006, Rev. 1.  

2 Not used.  

3 Not used.  

4 NUREG SR 3.0.2 - Incorporates TSTF-042.  

5 NUREG SR 3.0.1 Bases - Incorporates TSTF-008, Rev. 2.  

6 NUREG LCO 3.0.6 - Incorporates TSTF-166.  

7 NUREG LCO 3.0.2 Bases - Incorporates TSTF-122.  

8 NUREG SR 3.0.2 Bases - The Bases for SR 3.0.2 are revised to include reference to 
the Reactor Building Leakage Rate Testing Program consistent with current license 
basis. ANO-1 implemented a Reactor Building Leakage Testing Program as presented 
in CTS 4.4 and CTS 6.8.4. This program was implemented by CTS Amendment 185 
dated October 3, 1996.  

9 NUREG Bases SR 3.0.1 - Incorporates TSTF-043 except as follows: Included 
editorial changes to reflect unit specific system nomenclature.  

10 NUREG LCO 3.0.3 Bases - Bases reference to LCO 3.7.14, "Fuel Storage Pool Water 
Level," was revised to refer to LCO 3.7.12, "Fuel Handling Area Ventilation System," 
because the fuel storage pool water level specification was not adopted in the ITS.  
This change is editorial in that revises the NUREG Bases to refer to a Specification that 
will actually be included in the ITS. This change neither adds new requirements nor 
removes any existing requirements but rather establishes an editorially correct reference 
within the ITS.  

11 NUREG LCO 3.0.4 - Incorporates TSTF-104.  

12 NUREG LCO 3.0.4 Bases - Incorporates TSTF-165.  

13. NUREG LCO 3.0.6 Bases - Incorporates TSTF-273, Rev 2.
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LCO Applicability 3.0

3.0 LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION (LCO) APPLICABILITY

LCO 3.0.1 LCOs shall be met during the MODES or other specified 
conditions , except as provided in 
LWO 3.0.2/ amvd LCO 15.a7.

LCO 3.0.2 Upon discovery of a failure to meet an LCO, the Required 
Actions of the associated Conditions shall be met, except as 
provided in LCO 3.0.5 and LCO 3.0.6.  

If the LCO is met or is no longer applicable prior to 
expiration of the specified Completion Time(s), completion 
of the Required Action(s) is not required, unless otherwise 
stated.  

LCO 3.0.3 When an LCO is not met and the associated ACTIONS are not 
met, an associated ACTION is not provided, or if directed by 
the associated ACTIONS, the unit shall be placed in a MODE 
or other specified condition in which the LCO is not 
applicable. Action shall be initiated within 1 hour to 
place the unit, as applicable, in: 

a. MODE 3 within 7 hours; 

b. MODE 4 within 13 hours; and 

c. MODE 5 within 37 hours.  

Exceptions to this Specification are stated in the 
individual Specifications.  

Where corrective measures are completed that permit 
operation in accordance with the LCO or ACTIONS, completion 
of the actions required by LCO 3.0.3 is not required.  

LCO 3.0.3 is only applicable in HODES 1, 2, 3, and 4.  

LCO 3.0.4 When an LCO is not met, entry into a MODE or other specified 
condition in the Applicability shall not be made except when 
the associated ACTIONS to be entered permit continued 
operation in the MODE or other specified condition in the 
Applicability for an unlimited period of time. This 

(continued)

M's

3.0.2.  

3.o.'3
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LCO Applicability 
3.0

C5, 
3.0 LCO APPLICABILITY 

LCO 3.0.4 Specification shall not prevent changes in NODES or other 
(continued) specified conditions in the Applicability that are required 

to comply with ACTIONS or that are part of a shutdown of the Ca.*t.  
unit.  

Exceptions to this Specification are stated in the 
Lidividual- Specnf icatbol. hesefor entrypiton a entry y\ 

"I . cbnto.4 ca be ipented ron aee in the b t 

iin se us ev h e xiti ng c hn ic l s ii a i 

I p~cabilitt ._n the sociated IC~ONS to entered/ I••, 

deenow wtertion the MOii r other s o fied chaneto 
justif n the a•n iesuc ty a nl for a uaos ted Pers ofrie 

review f cneso ote5h 

LW 3.i0. 3.0.4 its only r pplicable for entry into eor othero 
specified condition in the Applicability inl 1, 2, 3 
and 4. .  

Revlwer's At 0 3.0.4 has be revised setri t ceande tjy ODES or otherr pecified conditions in the Aplaicacbhiial" 

,Xhat are pairtt a a shutdown of Be unit shalT not be .  

prevented. I cddtion, LCO sly .4 has beerf revtise sor d at 
it is only ilOcable for e into a r of other 
specified- -ndition in the ~plicability n DES0£ 1J 3, .  

and 4. e iDE change strctions t• CO 3.0.4 fore se 
prevtiu ly appsicable u a na tv cD. o tre toi erform 
LCO . .•'pbe m t d an a p n pc ifi b as iss tl 

thnse te stin required tdemonstrate OPERcABL pITY. t 

ýcti(continued) 

G S 3restRctlon E cha1nge or 

Jutf ths ane uc n aluatton sho, d be su ~r~ized 
in a matrix l eitng Js to facil ate KRC s ff 

Sreview of• conversion to t e STS. / 

LCO 3.0.5 Equipment removed from service or declared inoperable to 4A 
comply with ACTIONS may be returned to service under ' 
administrative control solely to perform testing required to, 
demonstrate its OPERABILITY or the OPERABILITY of other 
equipment. This is an exception to LCO 3.0.2 for the system 
returned to service under administrative control, to perform 
the testing required to demonstrate OPERABILITY.  

(continued)
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LCO Applicability 
3.0 

3.0 LCO APPLICABILITY (continued) 

LCO 3.0.6 When a supported system LCO is not met solely due to a 
support system LCO not being met, the Conditions and 

SVRequired Actions associated with this supported system are 
not required to be entered. Only the support system LCO 

LACTIONS are required to be entered. This is an exception to 
LC4• 3.0.2for the supported system. In-this event -•o•*• •ERM• D evaluation•• •!~~;•a s.•~ 

• - 4,accerdance ith .Specification 5.5.15, aafety Function 
(SFD) D--etermination ProgramY If a loss of safety function is eA•t 

determined to exist by this program, the appropriate 
Conditions and Required Actions of the LCO in which the loss 
of safety function exists are required to be entered.  

When a support system's Required Action directs a supported 
system to be declared inoperable or directs entry into 
Conditions and Required Actions for a supported system, the 
applicable Conditions and Required Actions shall be entered 
in accordance with LCO 3.0.2.

LCO 3.0.7 Test Exception LCOs&ALA.Z 3 3ý, nd %A191 allIow 

specified Technical specifcatiion ( S) requirements to be 
changed to permit performance of special tests and 
operations. Unless otherwise specified, all other TS 
requirements remain unchanged. Compliance with Test 
Exception LCOs is optional. When a Test Exception LCO is 
desired to be met but is not met, the ACTION4S of the Test 
Exception LCO shall be met. When a Test Exception LCO is 
not desired to be met, entry into a MODE or other specified 
condition in the Applicability shall be made in accordance 
with the other applicable Specifications.
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SR Applicability 3.0

3.0 SURVEILLANCE REQUIRE14EWr (SR) APPLICABILITY 

SR 3.0.1 SRs shall be met during the MODES or other specified 
conditions in the Applicability for individual LCOs, unless 

otherwise stated in the SR. Failure to meet a Surveillance, 
whether such failure is experienced during the performance 
of the Surveillance or between performances of the 
Surveillance, shall be failure to meet the LCO. Failure to 

perform a Surveillance within the specified Frequency shall 

be failure to meet the LCO except as provided in SR 3.0.3.  

Surveillances do not have to be performed on inoperable 
equipment or variables outside specified limits.

SR 3.0.2 The specified Frequency for each SR is met if the 
Surveillance is performed within 1.25 times the interval 
specified in the Frequency, as measured from the previous 
performance or as measured from the time a specified 
condition of the Frequency is met.  

For Frequencies specified as once, the above interval 
extension does not apply.  

• •omleton tme reuro peloc pe ýrance o 
oeper . . . basis, the above Frequency extension 

applies to each performance after the intial performance.  

Exceptions to this Specification are stated in the 
individual Specifications.  

SR 3.0.3 If it is discovered that a Surveillance was not performed 
within its specified Frequency, then compliance with the 

requirement to declare the LCO not met may be delayed, from 
the time of discovery, up to 24 hours or up to the limit of 
the specified Frequency, whichever is less. This delay 
period is permitted to allow performance of the 
Surveillance.  

If the Surveillance is not performed within the delay 
period, the LCO must immediately be declared not met, and 
the applicable Condition(s) must be entered.  

When the Surveillance is performed within the delay period 
and the Surveillance is not met, the LCO must immediately be 

(continued)
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SR Applicability 3.0

C-is 
3.0 SR APPLICABILITY 

SR 3.0.3 declared not met, and the applicable Condition(s) must be 

(continued) entered.  

SR 3.0.4 Entry into a MOME or other specified condition in the ',(.  
Applicability of an LCO shall not be made unless the LCO's 

Surveillances have been met within their specified 
Frequency. This provision shall not prevent entry into 
NODES or other specified conditions in the Applicability 
that are required to comply with ACTIOUS or that are part of 

a shutdown of the unit.  

SR 3.0.4 is only applicable for entry into a MODE or other 
specified condition In the Applicability in MODES 1, 2, 3, 
and 4.  

; ,Revi er's Note:j..SR 3.0.4 hva been revaed so that changes S in ES or otldr specifiecconditionsin the Applicability 
at are part f a shutdq__ of the ut shall not be 

revented. jn addition/ SR 3.0.4 h• been revitsed so that' 
it is only Applicablefor entry in0o a NODE or other 
specified Gonditton )A the Applirbility in MO•ES 1, 2,,3, 
and 4. j~he NODE chxnge restrictions in SR A.0.4 were / 
prev/o ly applicable in all N0DES. Before this versfon of 
SR 3 .4 can be plemented o6 a plant-specific basit, the 

1 c see must view the existing technrcal specifidations 
t determine here specifte restrictiozs on NODE hanges or 

equired Ac ons should P included ti individuaYLCOs to 

justify th s change; such an evaluation should Ve summar zed 
in a matr x of all exi/ting LCOs to facilitate/RC staff 
review of a conversion to the ST1 1
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LCO Applicability 
B 3.0

B 3.0 LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION (LCO) APPLICABILITY

BASES 

LCOs LCO 3.0.1 through LCO establish the general 
requirements applicable to all Specifications and apply at 
all times, unless otherwise stated.  

LCO 3.0.1 LCO 3.0.1 establishes the Applicability statement within 
each individual Specification as the requirement for when 
the LCO is required to be met (i.e., when the unit is in the 
MODES or other specified conditions of the Applicability 
statement of each Specification).  

LCO 3.0.2 LCO 3.0.2 establishes that upon discovery of a failure to 
meet an LCO, the associated ACTIONtS shall be met. The 
Completion Time of each Required Action for an ACTIONS 
Condition is applicable from the point in time that an 
ACMIONS Condition is entered. The Required Actions 
establish those remedial measures that must be taken within 
specified Completion Times when the requirements of an LCO 
are not met. This Specification establishes that: 

a. Completion of the Required Actions within the 
specified Completion Times constitutes compliance with 
a Specification; and 

b. Completion of the Required Actions is not required 
when an LCO is met within the specified Completion 
Time, unless otherwise specified.  

There are two basic types of Required Actions. The first 
type of Required Action specifies a time limit in which the 
LCO must be met. This time limit is the Completion Time to 
restore an inoperable system or component to OPERABLE status 
or to restore variables to within specified limits. If this 
type of Required Action is not completed within the 
specified Completion Time, a shutdown may be required to 
place the unit in a MODE or condition in which the 
Specification is not applicable. (Whether stated as a 
Required Action or not, correction of the entered Condition 
is an action that may always be considered upon entering 

(continued)
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LCO Applicability 
B 3.0 

BASES 

LCO 3.0.2 ACTIONS.) The second type of Required Action specifies the 
(continued) remedial measures that permit continued operation of the 

unit that is not further restricted by the Completion Time.  
In this case, compliance with the Required Actions provides 
an acceptable level of safety for continued operation.  

Completing the Required Actions is not required when an LCO 
is met or is no longer applicable, unless otherwise stated 
in the individual SpecificationS. ED IT: 

The nature of some Required Actions of some Conditions 
necessitates that, once the Condition is entered, the 
Required Actions must be completed even though the 
associated Conditions no longer exist. The individual LCO's 
ACTIONS specify the Required Actions where this is the case.  
An example of this is in LCO 3.4.3, "RCS Pressure and 
Temperature (P/T) Limits." 

The Completion Times of the Required Actions are also 
applicable when a system or component is removed from 
service intentionally. Reasons for intentionally relying on 
the ACTIONS include, but are not limited to, performance of 
Surveillances, preventive maintenance, corrective 
maintenance, or investigation of operational problems.  
Entering ACTIONS for these reasons must be done in a manner 

that does not compromise safety. Intentional entry into 
ACT ONS sh uld not be made for operational convenience.  

o u d result in redundant equipment 
S% being tnopera sLeushould -e used instead. Doing so limits 

a ItI the time oth subsystems/trains of a safety function are 
inoperable and limits the time ( )conditions exist which4.•) 
result in LCO 3.0.3 being entered-. Individual 
Specifications may specify a time limit for performing an SR 
when equipment is removed from service or bypassed for 
testing. In this case, the Completion Times of the Required 
Actions are applicable when this time limit expires, if the 
equipment remains removed from service or bypassed.  

When a change in MODE or other specified condition is 
required to comply with Required Actions, the unit may enter 
a MODE or other specified condition in which another 
Specification becomes applicable. In this case, the 
Completion Times of the associated Required Actions would 
apply from the point in time that the new Specification 
becomes applicable and the ACTIONS Condition(s) are entered.  

(continued)
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LCO Applicability 
B 3.0 

BES (continued) 

LCO 3.0.3 LCO 3.0.3 establishes the actions that must be implemented 
when an LCO is not met and: 

a. An associated Required Action and Completion Time is 
not met and no other Condition applies; or 

b. The condition of the unit is not specifically 
addressed by the associated ACTIONIS. This means that 
no combination of Conditions stated in the ACTIONS can 
be made that exactly corresponds to the actual 
condition of the unit. Sometimes, possible 
combinations of Conditions are such that entering 
LCO 3.0.3 is warranted; in such cases, the ACTIONS 
specifically state a Condition corresponding to such 
combinations and also that LCO 3.0.3 be entered 
imediately.  

This Specification delineates the time limits for placing 
the unit in a safe HOOE or other specified condition when 
operation cannot be maintained within the limits for safe 
operation as defined by the LCO and its ACTIONS. It is not 
intended to be used as an operational convenience that 
permits routine voluntary removal of redundant systems or 
components from service in lieu of other alternatives that 
would not result in redundant systems or components being 
inoperable.  

Upon entering LCO 3.0.3, 1 hour is allowed to prepare for an 
orderly shutdown before initiating a change in unit 
operation. This includes time to permit the operator to 
coordinate the reduction in electrical generation with the 
load dispatcher to ensure the stability and availability of 
the electrical grid. The time limits specified to reach 
lower MODES of operation permit the shutdown to proceed in a 
controlled and orderly manner that is well within the 
specified maximum cooldown rate and within the capabilities 
of the unit, assuming that only the minimum required 
equipment is OPERABLE. This reduces thermal stresses on 
components of the Reactor Coolant System and the potential 
for a plant upset that could challenge safety systems under 
conditions to which this Specification applies. The use and 
interpretation of specified times to complete the actions of 
LCO 3.0.3 are consistent with the discussion of Section 1.3, 
Completion Times.  

(continued)
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LCO Applicability 
B 3.0 

WAES 

LCO 3.0.3 A unit shutdown required in accordance with LCO 3.0.3 may be 

(continued) terminated and LCO 3.0.3 exited if any of the following 
occurs: 

a. The LCO is now met.  

b. A Condition exists for which the Required Actions have 

now been performed.  

c. ACTIONS exist that do not have expired Completion 
Times. These Completion Times are applicable from the 

point in time that the Condition is initially entered 

and not from the 10 3.0.3 is exited.  

The time limits of 3.0.3 allow 37 hours for Ej 

the unit to be in NODE 5 when a shutdown is required during 

KODE I operation. If the unit is in a lower ODE of 

operation when a shutdown is required, the time limit for 

reaching the next lower MODE applies. If a lower MODE is 
reached in less time than allowed, however, the total 

allowable time to reach MODE 5, or other applicable MODE, is 

not reduced. For example, if MODE 3 is reached in 2 hours, 

then the time allowed for reaching MODE 4 is the next 
11 hours, because the total time for reaching NODE 4 is not 

reduced from the allowable limit of 13 hours. Therefore, if 

remedial measures are completed that would permit a return 

to MODE 1, a penalty is not incurred by having to reach a 

lower MODE of operation in less than the total time allowed.  

In MODES 1, 2, 3, and 4, LCO 3.0.3 provides actions for 

Conditions not covered in other Specifications. The 
requirements of LC0 3.0.3 do not apply in MODES 5 and 6 

because the unit is already in the most restrictive 
Condition required by LCD 3.0.3. The requirements of 

LCO 3.0.3 do not apply in other specified conditions of the 

Applicability (unless in MODE 1, 2, 3, or 4) because the 

ACTIONS of individual Specifications sufficiently define the 
remedial measures to be taken.  

Exceptions to LCO 3.0.3 are provided in instances where 

requiring a unit shutdown, in accordance with LCO 3.0.3, 
would not provide appropriate remedial measures for the 
associated condition of the unit. An exa le of this is in 

A r LCD a or 00o e LCD 3.7 ahas 

XA6 1%arqA an App ica ility of "During movemen of irradiated fueUlt 0 FX3.  

S-15wA."(continued)
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LCO Applicability 
B 3.0 

BASES 

LAO 3.0.3 assemblCes 1nCiel . herefore, this LCD can 
(continued) be applicable in any o•r a ODES. If the LCO and the 

Reouired Actions of LCare not met while in MODE 1, 
It 2, , or , ere i no satsty benefit to be gained by 

lacin the unit n a shutdown condition. The Required 
k Act o o .7. ofSuspend movement of irradiated fuel 

ass• esT-ynTjue 0"is the appropriate Required 
LhiA c o amp e e 7n mu of the actions of LCO 3.0.3.  

These exceptions are addressed in the individual 
Specifications.  

LCO 3.0.4 LCO 3.0.4 establishes limitations on changes in MODES or 
other specified conditions In the Applicability when an LCO 
is not met. It precludes placing the unit in a MODE or 
other specified condition stated in that Applicability 
(e.g., Applicability desired to be entered) when the 
following exist: 

a. Unit conditions are such that the requirements of the 
LCO would not be met in the Applicability desired to 
be entered; and 

b. Continued noncompliance with the LCO requirements, if 
the Applicability were entered, would result in the 
unit being required to exit the Applicability desired 
to be entered to comply with the Required Actions.  

Complianca with Required Actions that permit continued 
operation of the unit for an unlimited period of time in a 
NODE or other specified condition provides an acceptable 
level of safety for continued operation. This is without 
regard to the status of the unit before or after the MODE 
change. Therefore, in such cases, entry into a NODE or 
other specified condition in the Applicability may be made 
in accordance with the provisions of the Required Actions.  
The provisions of this Specification should not be 
interpreted as endorsing the failure to exercise the good 
practice of restoring systems or components to OPERABLE 
status before entering an associated NODE or other specified 
condition in the Applicability.  

The provisions of LCO 3.0.4 shall not prevent changes in 
MODES or other specified conditions in the Applicability 

SN that are required to comply with ACTIONS. In addition, the 

(continued)
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LCO Applicability 6 3.0

BASES

LCO 3.0.4 
(continued)

K SMTsE-

provisions of LCO 3.0.4 shall not prevent changes in MODES 
or other specified conditions in the Applicability that 
result from any unit shutdown.

Exceptions to LCD 3.0.4 are stated in the individual • l I 
Specifications.-. Exceptions may apply to all the ACTIONS or 

ao a specItIc Kequired Action of a Specification. 41"+ 

LCO 3.0.4 is only applicable when entering NODE 4 from 

(IA6D NOD MES N E3from NODE4,KODE 2 from OBE 3, or 1I
2. Furthermore, LCO 3.0.4 is applicable when 

entar n ny other ecified condition in the Applicabilit assoc t 
operat•min HODES 1, 2, 3, or 4. The 

requ rements of MC3.0.4 do not apply in NODES 5 and 6, or 
in other specified conditions of the (Appl lity (unless 

On NODES 1, 2, .3, or 4) because the ACTIONS • v'1i iiua| ' -

•'ý pecifications fficiently define the remeda measures to 
be taken. nseasseE Te ONSp9 videa e~ln s sficety me-ase s 

be k n,,e /e, the p =t ae a.  
e astat While thi LCO is not t, entryio 

or others/pecified dtion in fe Appleait y i; 

n perMitt ,unl ess re iredtocoly wit ACT T is ote arequire nt explict precludin ent ry 

O.D•E oraother specif ed condtitoi'of the App cabilit is 

Surveillances do not have to be performd on the associated 
inoperable equipment (or on variables outside the specified as permitted by SR 3.0.1. Therefore, changing 
NODES or other specified conditions while in an AcTIONS 

Condition, in compliance with LCD 3.0.4 or where an 
exception to LC0 3.0.4 is stated, is not a violation of 
SR 3.0.1 or SR3.0.4 for those Surveillances that do not 
have to be performed due to the associated inoperable 
equipment. however, SRs must be met to ensure OPERABILITY 
prior to declaring the associated equipment OPERABLE (or 

variable within limits) and restoring compliance with the 

affected LCo.

LCO 3.0.5 LCO 3.0.5 establishes the allowance for restoring equipment 
to service under administrative controls when it has been 
removed from service or declared inoperable to comply with 
ACTIONS. The sole purpose of this Specification is to 

provide an exception to LCO 3.0.2 (e.g., to not comply with 

(continued)
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The exceptions allow entry into MODES or other specified conditions in the 
Applicability when the associated ACTIONS to be entered do not provide 
for continued operation for an unlimited period of time.

ANO-1 ITS INSERT 1U28/2000



LCO Applicability 
B 3.0

BASES 

LCO 3.0.5 the a plicable Required Action(s)) to allow the performance 
(continued) of to demonstrate: 

a. The OPERABILITY of the equipment being returned to 
service; or 

b. The OPERABILITY of other equipment.  

The administrative controls ensure the time the equipment is 
returned to service in conflict with the requirements of the 

~*jS&7, " A4~ ACTIONS is limited to the time absolutely necessary to 
----r--. .rform h This Specification does not 

toprovde ttme to perform any other preventive or corrective 

OPEC- =-BIL maintenance.  

An example of demonstrating the OPERABILITY of the equipment 
being returned to service is reopening a containment 
itslation valve that has been closed to comply_1ith Required 
ctions~an must e reopened perform thela.  

An example of demonstrating the OPERABILITY of other /I•
eqequipment jis taking an inoperable 
channel or-trip system out of the tripped condition to 
prevent he ri function from occurring during the 

• ;r4A •ao •tS~i% performance ofa 0:0on another channel in the other trip I-.  
system. A similar example of demonstrating the OPERABILITY 
of other equipment is taking an inoperable channel or trip 
system out of the tripped condition to permit the logic to 

norton andi dic.te the appropriate response during the 
performance of~tJ on another channel in the same trip 
system.  

LCO 3.0.6 LCO 3.0.6 establishes an exception to LCO 3.0.2 for support 
systems that have an LCO specified in the Technical 
Specifications (TS). This exception is provided because 
LCO 3.0.2 would require that the Conditions and Required 
Actions of the associated inoperable supported system LCO be 
entered solely due to the inoperability of the support 
system. This exception is justified because the actions 
that are required to ensure the unit is maintained in a safe 
condition are specified in the support system LCO's Required 
Actions. These Required Actions may include entering the 
supported system's Conditions and Required Actions or may 
specify other Required Actions.  

(continued)
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LCO Applicability 
B 3.0

BASES

LCO 3.0.6 
(continued)

When a support system is inoperable and there is an LCO 
specified for it in the TS, the supported syStem(s) are 
required to be declared inoperable if determined to be 
inoperable as a result of the support system inoperability.  
However, it is not necessary to enter into the supported 
systems' Conditions and Required Actions unless directed to 
do so by the support system's Required Actions. The 
potential confusion and inconsistency of requirements 
related to the entry into multiple support and supported 
systems' LCOs' Conditions and Required Actions are 
eliminated by providing all the actions that are necessary 
to ensure the unit is maintained in a safe condition in the 
support system's Required Actions.

However, there are instances where a support system's 
Required Action may either direct a supported system to be 
declared inoperable or direct entry into Conditions and 
Required Actions for the supported system. This may occur 
immediately or after some specified delay to perform some 
other Required Action. Regardless of whether it is 
immediate or after some delay, when a support system's 
Required Action directs a supported system to be declared 
inoperable or directs entry in Conditions and Required 
Actions for a supported system, the applicable Conditions 
and Required Actions shall be entered in accordance with 
LCO 3.0.2.  

Specification 5.5.15, "Safety Function Determination Program 
(SFDP),* ensures loss of safety function is detected and 
appropriate actions are taken. Upon entry into LCO 3.0.6, 
an evaluation shall be made to determine if loss of safety 
function exists. Additionally, other limitations, remedial 
actions, or compensatory actions may be identified as a 
result of the support system inoperability and corresponding 
exception to entering supported system Conditions and 
Required Actions. The SFDP implements the requirements of 
LCO 3.0.6.  

Cross train checks to identify a loss of safety function for 
those support systems that support multiple and redundant 
safety systems are required. The cross train check verifies 
that the supported systems of the remaining OPERABLE support 
systems are OPERABLE, thereby ensuring safety function is 
retained. If this evaluation determines that a loss of 
safety function exists, the appropriate Conditions and 

(continued)
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LCO Applicability B 3.0

BASES 

LCO 3.0.6 Required Actions of the LCO in which the loss of safety 
(continued) function exists are required to be entered.  

e'IA5EPT ~3.0. *IA;> 

LCO 3.0.7 There are certain special tests and operations required to 
be performed at various times over the life of the unit.  
These special tests and operations are necessary to 
demonstrate select unit performance characteristics, to 
perform special maintenance activities, and to 
special evolutions Test Exception LCOs I[-- .j •, 4.a 

a 121 Mallow specified TechnicalSeci'fication 
,' (IT$ requirements to be changed to permit performances of 

these special tests and operations, which otherwise could 
not be performed if required to comply with the requirements 
of these TS. Unless otherwise specified, all the other TS 
requirements remain unchanged. This will ensure all 
appropriate requirements of the MODE or other specified 
condition not directly associated with or required to be 
changed to perform the special test or operation will remain 
in effect.  

The Applicability of a Test Exception LCO represents a 
condition not necessarily in compliance with the normal 
requirements of the TS. Compliance with Test Exception LCOs 
is optional. A special operation may be performed either 
under the provisions of the appropriate Test Exception LCO 
or under the other applicable TS requirements. If it is 
desired to perform the special operation under the 
provisions of the Test Exception LCO, the requirements of 
the Test txception LCO shall be followed.
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<INSERT B3.O-SA>

This loss of safety function does not require the assumption of additional single 
failures or loss of offslte power. Since operation is being restricted in 
accordance with the ACTIONS of the support system, any resulting temporary 
loss of redundancy or single failure protection is taken into account Similarly, 
the ACTIONS for Inoperable offsite circuit(s) and Inoperable diesel generator(s) 
provide the necessary restriction for cross train inoperabilities. This explicit 
cross train verification for Inoperable AC electrical power sources also 
acknowledges that supported system(s) are not declared Inoperable solely as a 
result of Inoperability of a normal or emergency electrical power source (refer to 
the definition of OPERABIUTY).  

When a loss of safety function is determined to exist, and the SFDP requires 
entry into the appropriate Conditions and Required Actions of the LCO in which 
the loss of safety function exists, consideration must be given to the specific 
type of function affected. Where a loss of function is solely due to a single 
Technical Specification support system (e.g., loss of automatic start due to 
Inoperable instrumentation, or loss of pump suction source due to low tank 
level) the appropriate LCO is the LCO for the support system. The ACTIONS 
for a support system LCO adequately address the inoperabilities of that system 
without reliance on entering Its supported system LCO. When the loss of 
function Is the result of multiple support systems, the appropriate LCO is the 
LCO for the supported system.
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SR Applicability B 3.0

B 3.0 SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENT (SR) APPLICABILITY 

BASES 

SRs SR 3.0.1 through SR 3.0.4 establish the general requirements 

applicable to all Specifications and apply at all times, 

unless otherwise stated.  

SR 3.0.1 SR 3.0.1 establishes the requirement that SRs must be met 

during the BODES or other specified conditions in the 

Applicability for which the requirements of the LCO apply, 

unless otherwise specified in the individual SRs. This 

Specification is to ensure that Surveillances are performed 

to verify the OPERABILITY of systems and components, and 

that variables are within specified limits. Failure to meet 

a Surveillance within the specified Frequency, in accordance 

with SR 3.0.2, constitutes a failure to meet an LCO.  

Systems and components are assumed to be OPERABLE when the 

associated SRs have been met. Nothing in this 

Specification, however, is to be construed as implying that 

systems or components are OPERABLE when: 

a. The systems or components are known to be inoperable, 
although still meeting the SRs; or 

b. The requirements of the Surveillance(s) are known to 

be not met between required Surveillance performances.  

Surveillances do not have to be performed when the unit is 

in a NODE or other specified condition for which the 

requirements of the associated LCO are not applicable, 

unless otherwise specified. The SRs associated with a 

Special Test Exception'(STE) LCO are only applicable when 

the STE LCO is used as an allowable exception to the 

requirements of a Specification.  

Surveillances, including Surveillances invoked by Required 

Actions, do not have to be performed on inoperable equipment 

because the ACTIONS define the remedial measures that apply.  

Surveillances have to be met and performed in accordance 

with SR 3.0.2, prior to returning equipment to OPERABLE 
status.  

L JAI ,,eT , 3jo-/0
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Unplanned events may satisfy the requirements (including applicable 
acceptance criteria) for a given SR. In this case, the unplanned event may be 
credited as fulfilling the performance of the SR. This allowance Includes those 
SRs whose performance is normally precluded In a given MODE or other 
specified condition.
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SR Applicability B 3.0

BASES

SR 3.0.1 
(continued)

SR 3.0.2

Upon completion of maintenance, appropriate post maintenance 
testing is required to declare equipment OPERABLE. This 
includes ensuring applicable Surveillances are not failed 
and their most recent performance is in accordance with 
SR 3.0.2. Post maintenance testing may not be possible in 
the current MODE or other specified conditions in the 
Applicability due to the necessary unit parameters not 
having been established. In~these situations, the equipment 
may be considered OPERABLE provided testing has been 
satisfactorily completed to the extent possible and the 
equipment is not otherwise believed to be incapable of 
performing its function. This will allow operation to 
proceed to a NODE or other specified condition where other 
necessary post maintenance tests can be completed.

2 SR 3.0.2 establishes the requirements for meeting the 
specified Frequency for Surveillances and any Required 
Action with a Completion Time that requires the periodic 
performance of the Required Action on a *once per...* 
interval.  

SR 3.0.2 permits a 25% extension of the interval specified 
in the Frequency. This extension facilitates Surveillance 

, schedulin9 and onsiderso operating conditions that may 
( not be suitable for conducting the Surveillance 

(e.g., transient conditions or other ongoing Surveillance or 
maintenance activities).  

The 25% extension does not significantly degrade the 
reliability that results from performing the Surveillance at 
its specified Frequency. This is based on the recognition 
that the most probable result of any particular Surveillance 
being performed is the verification of conformance with the 
SRs. The exceptions to SR 3.0.2 are those Surveillances for 
which the 25% extension of the interval specified in the 
Frequency does not apply. These exceptions are stated in 
the Individual Specifications. An example of where SR 3.0.2 
does not a I is urve anc i a re--in 
aac roance wit R ,Ap ndix C, as dieofied by 

proved exe ions. The quirements regulation take 
pree Prcedence the TS canno and of th selves 
extend a st interval• ecified n e regulato

(continued)
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"Some examples of this process are: 

a. Emergency feedwater (EFW) pump turbine maintenance during refueling 
that requires testing at steam pressures > 800 psi. However, if other 
appropriate testing Is satisfactorily completed, the EFW System can be 
considered OPERABLE. This allows startup and other necessary testing 
to proceed until the plant reaches the steam pressure required to perform 
the EFW pump testing.  

b. High pressure Injection (HPi) maintenance during shutdown that requires 
system functional tests at a specified pressure. Provided other 
appropriate testing is satisfactorily completed, startup can proceed with 
HPI considered OPERABLE. This allows operation to reach the specified 
pressure to complete the necessary post maintenance testing.'
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SR Applicability 
B 3.0

BASES

SR 3.0.2 
(continued)

SThpr-ffore•,4her'ea' No" ' it tlk Frepincy stýý11ngo1 1111111111 

As stated in SR 3.0.2, the 25z% extension also does not apply 
to the initial portion of a periodic Completion Time that 
requires performance on a *once per... basis. The 
25% extension applies to each performance after the initial 
performance. The initial performance of the Required 
Action, whether it is a particular Surveillance or some 
other remedial action, is considered a single action with a 
single Completion Time. One reason for not allowing the 
25% extension to this Completion Time is that such an action 
usually verifies that no loss of function has occurred by 
checking the status of redundant or diverse components or 
accomplishes the function of the inoperable equipment in an 
alternative manner.  

The provisions of SR 3.0.2 are not intended to be used 
repeatedly merely as an operational convenience to extend 
Surveillance intervals (other than those consistent with 
refueling intervals) or periodic Completion Time intervals 
beyond those specified.

SR 3.0.3 establishes the flexibility to defer declaring 
affected equipment inoperable or an affected variable 
outside the specified limits when a Surveillance has not 
been completed within the specified Frequency. A delay 
period of up to 24 hours or up to the limit of the specified 
Frequency, whichever is less, applies from the point in time 
that it is discovered that the Surveillance has not been 
performed in accordance with SR 3.0.2, and not at the time 
that the specified Frequency was not met.

This delay period provides an adequate time to complete 
Surveillances that have been missed. This delay period 
permits the completion of a Surveillance before complying 
with Required Actions or other remedial measures that might 
preclude completion of the Surveillance.  

The basis for this delay period includes consideration of 
unit conditions, adequate planning, availability of 
personnel, the time required to perform the Surveillance, 
the safety significance of the delay in completing the 
required Surveillance, and the recognition that the most 

(continued)
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SR Applicability B 3.0

BASES 

SR 3.0.3 probable result of any particular Surveillance being 

(continued) performed is the verification of conformance with the 
requirements.  

When a Surveillance with a Frequency based not on time 
intervals, but upon specified unit conditions or operational 
situations, is discovered not to have been performed when 
specified, SR 3.0.3 allows the full delay period of 24 hours 
to perform the Surveillance. SR 3.0.3 also provides a time 
limit for completion of Surveillances that become applicable 
as a consequence of MODE changes imposed by Required 
Actions.  

Failure to comply with specified Frequencies for SRs is 
expected to be an infrequent occurrence. Use of the delay 
period established by SR 3.0.3 is a flexibility which is not 
intended to be used as an operational convenience to extend 
Surveillance intervals.  

If a Surveillance is not completed within the allowed delay 
period, then the equipment is considered inoperable or the 
variable is considered outside the specified limits and the 
Completion Times of the Required Actions for the applicable 
LCO Conditions begin immediately upon expiration of the 
delay period. If a Surveillance is failed within the delay 
period, then the equipment is inoperable, or the variable is 
outside the specified limits and the Completion Times of the 
Required Actions for the applicable LCO Conditions begin 
immediately upon the failure of the Surveillance.  

l of the Surveillance within the delay period 
allowed by this Specification, or within the Completion Time 
of the ACTIONS, restores compliance with SR 3.0.1.  

SR 3.0.4 SR 3.0.4 establishes the requirement that all applicable SRs 
must be met before entry into a MODE or other specified 
condition in the Applicability.  

This Specification ensures that system and component 
OPERABILITY requirements and variable limits are met before 
entry into MODES or other specified conditions in the 
Applicability for which these systems and components ensure 
safe operation of the unit. The provisions of this 
Specification should not be interpreted as endorsing the 

(continued)
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SR Applicability 
B 3.0 

BASES 

SR 3.0.4 failure to exercise the good practice of restoring systems 
(continued) or components to OPERABLE status before entering an 

associated MODE or other specified condition in the 
Applicability.  

However, in certain circumstances, failing to meet an SR 
will not result in SR 3.0.4 restricting a MODE change or 
other specified condition change. When a system, subsystem, 
division, component, device, or variable is inoperable or 
outside its specified limits, the associated SR(s) are not 
required to be performed, per SR 3.0.1, which states that 
surveillances do not have to be performed on inoperable 
equipment. When equipment is inoperable, SR 3.0.4 does not 
apply to the associated SR(s) since the requirement for the 
SR(s) to be performed is removed. Therefore, failing to 
perform the Surveillance(s) within the specified Frequency 
does not result in an SR 3.0.4 restriction to changing MODES 
or other specified conditions of the Applicability.  
However, since the LCO is not met in this instance, LCO 
3.0.4 will govern any restrictions that may (or may not) 
apply to NODE or other specified condition changes.  

The provisions of SR 3.0.4 shall not prevent entry into 
NODES or other specified conditions in the Applicability 
that are requitga to comply with ACTIONS. In addition, the 
provisions ofN 30.4 shall not prevent changes in NODELOI 
or other spec fied conditions in the Applicability that 
result from any unt shutdown. 

The precise requirements for performance of SRs are 
specified such that exceptions to SR 3.0.4 are not 
necessary. The specific time frames and conditions 
necessary for meeting the SRs are specified in the 
Frequency, in the Surveillance, or both. This allows 
performance of Surveillances when the prerequisite 
condition(s) specified in a Surveillance procedure require 
entry into the MODE or other specified condition in the 
Applicability of the associated LCO prior to the performance 
or completion of a Surveillance. A Surveillance that could 
not be performed until after entering the LCO Applicability 
would have its Frequency specified such that it is not "due" 
until the specific conditions needed are met. Alternately, 
the Surveillance may be stated in the form of a Note, as not 
required (to be met or performed) until a particular event, 
condition, or time has been reached. Further discussion of 

(continued)
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SR Applicability B 3.0

BASES 

SR 3.0.4 the specific formats of SRs' annotation is found in 

(continued) Section 1.4, Frequency.  

SR 3.0.4 is only applicable when entering MODE 4 from 
o • MODE 5, MODE 3 from MODE 4, MODE 2 from MODE 3, or MODE 1 

from MODE 2. Furthermore, SR 3.0.4 is applicable when 
entering any other specified condition in the Applicability 

in MODES 1, 2, 3, or 4. The 
requirements of SR 3.0.4 do not apply in MODES S and 6, or 

in other specified conditions of the Applicability (unless 
in MODES 1, 2, 3, or 4) because the ACTIONS of individual 
Specifications sufficiently define the remedial measures to 
be taken.
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This Section Addresses the Following Specifications: 

NUREG-1430 ANO-1 ITS Title 

3.1.1 3.1.1 SHUTDOWN MARGIN 
3.1.2 3.1.2 Reactivity Balance 
3.1.3 3.1.3 Moderator Temperature Coefficient 
3.1.4 3.1.4 CONTROL ROD Group Alignment Limits 
3.1.5 3.1.5 Safety Rod Insertion Limits 
3.1.6 3.1.6 AXIAL POWER SHAPING ROD (APSR) Alignment 

Limits 
3.1.7 3.1.7 Position Indicator Channels 
3.1.8 3.1.8 PHYSICS TEST Exceptions - MODE 1 
3.1.9 3.1.9 PHYSICS TEST Exceptions - MODE 2

ANO-1 ITS 1/28/2000



SDM 
3.1.1

3.1 REACTIVITY CONTROL SYSTEMS 

3.1.1 SHUTDOWN MARGIN (SDM) 

LCO 3.1.1 The SDM shall be within the limit provided in the COLR.

APPLICABILITY: 

ACTIONS

MODES 3,4, and 5.

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME 

A. SDM not within limit. A.1 Initiate boration to restore 15 minutes 
SDM to within limit.  

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS 

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY 

SR 3.1.1.1 Verify SDM greater than or equal to the limit 24 hours 
specified in the COLR.
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Reactivity Balance 
3.1.2

3.1 REACTIVITY CONTROL SYSTEMS 

3.1.2 Reactivity Balance

LCO 3.1.2 

APPLICABILITY:

The measured core reactivity balance shall be within ± 1 % &k/k of 
predicted values.  

MODES 1 and 2.

ACTIONS 

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME 

A. Measured core reactivity A.1 Re-evaluate core design 7 days 
balance not within limit, and safety analysis and 

determine that the reactor 
core is acceptable for 
continued operation.  

AND 

A.2 Establish appropriate 7 days 
operating restrictions and 
SRs.  

B. Required Action and B.1 Be in MODE 3. 6 hours 
associated Completion 
Time not met.
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Reactivity Balance 
3.1.2

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

SURVEILLANCE

SR 3.1.2.1 -NOTES.

1. The predicted reactivity values may be 
adjusted (normalized) to correspond to the 
measured core reactivity prior to exceeding a 
fuel bumup of 60 effective full power days 
(EFPD) after each fuel loading.  

2. This Surveillance is not required to be 
performed prior to entry into MODE 2.  

Verify measured core reactivity balance is within 
± 1% &k/k of predicted values.

FREQUENCY
t

Once prior to 
entering MODE 1 
after each fuel 
loading 

AND 

-NOTE

Only required after 
60 EFPD

31 EFPD 
thereafter
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MTC 
3.1.3

3.1 REACTIVITY CONTROL SYSTEMS 

3.1.3 Moderator Temperature Coefficient (MTC)

LCO 3.1.3 

APPLICABILITY:

The MTC shall be non-positive whenever THERMAL POWER is 
>295% RTP and shall be less positive than 0.9 x 104 Ak/k/F whenever 
THERMAL POWER is < 95% RTP.  

MODES 1 and 2.

ACTIONS 

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME 

A. MTC not within limits. A.1 Be in MODE 3. 6 hours 

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS 

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY 

SR 3.1.3.1 Verify MTC is within the limits. Once prior to 
entering MODE 1 
after each fuel 
loading
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CONTROL ROD Group Alignment Limits 
3.1.4

3.1 REACTIVITY CONTROL SYSTEMS 

3.1.4 CONTROL ROD Group Alignment Umits

LCO 3.1.4 Each CONTROL ROD shall be OPERABLE and aligned to within 6.5% of 
its group average height.

APPLICABILITY: 

ACTIONS

MODES 1 and 2.

CONDITION

A. One CONTROL ROD 
inoperable, or not aligned 
to within 6.5% of its group 
average height, or both.

REQUIRED ACTION

A.1.1 Verify SDM to be within the 
limit provided in the COLR.  

OR 

A.1.2 Initiate boration to restore 
SDM to within limit.  

AND 

A.2.1 Restore CONTROL ROD 
alignment

OR 

A.2.2.1 Reduce THERMAL 
POWER to <60% of the 
ALLOWABLE THERMAL 
POWER.

AND 

A.2.2.2 Verify the potential ejected 
rod worth is within the 
assumptions of the rod 
ejection analysis.  

AND

COMPLETION TIME
L

1 hour 

AND 

Once per 12 hours 
thereafter 

1 hour 

2 hours 

2 hours 

72 hours

(continued)
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CONTROL ROD Group Alignment Limits 
3.1.4

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME 

A. (continued) A.2.2.3 NOTE

Only required when 
THERMAL POWER is 
> 20% RTP.  

Perform SR 3.2.5.1. 72 hours 

B. Required Action and B.1 Be in MODE 3. 6 hours 
associated Completion 
Time for Condition A not 
met.  

C. More than one CONTROL C.1.1 Verify SDM to be within the 1 hour 
ROD inoperable, or not limit provided in the COLR.  
aligned within 6.5% of its 
group average height, or OR 
both.  

C.1.2 Initiate boration to restore 
SDM to within limit. 1 hour 

AND 

C.2 Be in MODE 3.  
6 hours 

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS 

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY 

SR 3.1.4.1 Verify individual CONTROL ROD positions are within 12 hours 
6.5% of their group average height.  

SR 3.1.4.2 Verify CONTROL ROD freedom of movement for 92 days 
each individual CONTROL ROD that is not fully 
inserted.
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CONTROL ROD Group Alignment Limits 
3.1.4

SURVEILLANCE

SR 3.1.4.3 NOTE-

With rod drop times determined with at least one but 
less than four reactor coolant pumps operating, 
operation may proceed provided operation is 
restricted to the pump combination operating during 
the rod drop time determination or pump 
combinations providing less total reactor coolant 
flow.  

Verify the rod drop time for each CONTROL ROD, 
from the fully withdrawn position, is < 1.66 seconds 
from power interruption at the CONTROL ROD drive 
breakers to ¾ insertion (25% withdrawn position) 
with Tavg > 525°F.

T

FREQUENCY
t

Once prior to 
reactor criticality 
after each removal 
of the reactor 
vessel head
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Safety Rod Insertion Limits 
3.1.5

3.1 REACTIVITY CONTROL SYSTEMS 

3.1.5 Safety Rod Insertion Umits

LCO 3.1.5 Each safety rod shall be fully withdrawn.

I-

Not required for any safety rod inserted to perform SR 3.1.4.2.

APPLICABILITY: MODES I and 2.

ACTIONS
- I

CONDITION

A. One safety rod not fully 
withdrawn.

B. More than one safety rod 
not fully withdrawn.

REQUIRED ACTION

A.1.1 Verify SDM to be within the 
limit provided in the COLR.  

OR 

A.1.2 Initiate boration to restore 
SDM to within limit.  

AND 

A.2 Declare the rod inoperable.

4. I

B.1.1 Verify SDM to be within the 
limit provided in the COLR.  

OR 
B.1.2 Initiate boration to restore 

SDM to within limit.  

AND 
B.2 Be in MODE 3.

COMPLETION TIME

1 hour 

1 hour 

1 hour

1 hour 

1 hour 

6 hours

1/28/2000
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Safety Rod Insertion Limits 
3.1.5

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS * 

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY 

SR 3.1.5.1 Verify each safety rod is fully withdrawn. 12 hours
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APSR Alignment Limits 
3.1.6

3.1 REACTIVITY CONTROL SYSTEMS 

3.1.6 AXIAL POWER SHAPING ROD (APSR) Alignment Limits

LCO 3.1.6 

APPLICABILITY:

Each APSR shall be OPERABLE and aligned to within 6.5% of its group 
average height.  

MODES 1 and 2.

ACTIONS 

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME 

A. One APSR inoperable, or A.1 Restore APSR alignment. 2 hours 
not aligned to within 6.5% 
of its group average OR 
height, or both. A.2 Reduce THERMAL 2 hours 

POWER to <60% of the 
ALLOWABLE THERMAL 
POWER 

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS 

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY 

SR 3.1.6.1 Verify position of each APSR is within 6.5% of the 12 hours 
group average height.
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3.1.7 Position Indicator Channels

LCO 3.1.7 One position indicator channel for each CONTROL ROD and APSR shall 
be OPERABLE.

APPLICABILITY: MODES 1 and 2.  

ACTIONS

NOTE 

Separate Condition entry is allowed for each CONTROL ROD and APSR.

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME 

A. The required position A.1 Declare the rod(s) Immediately 
indicator channel inoperable.  
inoperable for one or more 
rods.  

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS 

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY 

SR 3.1.7.1 Perform CHANNEL CHECK of required position 12 hours 
indicator channel.  

SR 3.1.7.2 Perform CHANNEL CALIBRATION of required 18 months 
position indicator channel.
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3.1 REACTIVITY CONTROL SYSTEMS 

3.1.8 PHYSICS TESTS Exceptions - MODE 1

During the performance of PHYSICS TESTS, the requirements of

LCO 3.1.4, 
LCO 3.1.5, 
LCO 3.1.6, 
LCO 3.2.1, 

LCO 3.2.2, 
LCO 3.2.3, 
LCO 3.2.4,

"CONTROL ROD Group Alignment Limits"; 
"Safety Rod Insertion Limits"; 
"AXIAL POWER SHAPING ROD (APSR) Alignment Limits"; 
"Regulating Rod Insertion Umits," for the restricted operation 
region only; 
"AXIAL POWER SHAPING ROD (APSR) Insertion Limitsm; 
"AXIAL POWER IMBALANCE Operating Umits"; and 
"QUADRANT POWER TILT (QPT)"

may be suspended, provided: 

a. THERMAL POWER is maintained < 85% RTP; 

b. Nuclear overpower trip setpoint is < 10% RTP higher than the 
THERMAL IPOWER at which the test is performed, with a maximum 
setting of 90% RTP; 

c. NOTE 

Only required when THERMAL POWER is > 20% RTP.  

Unear Heat Rate (LHR) is maintained within the limits specified in 

the COLR; and 

d. SDM is within the limits provided in the COLR.

APPLICABILITY: MODE 1 during PHYSICS TESTS.

ACTIONS 

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME 

A. SDM not within limit. A.1 Initiate boration to restore 15 minutes 

SDM to within limit 

AND 

A.2 Suspend PHYSICS TESTS 1 hour 
exceptions.

LCO 3.1.8
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CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME 

B. THERMAL POWER B.1 Suspend PHYSICS TESTS 1 hour 
> 85% RTP. exceptions.  

OR 

Nuclear overpower trip 
setpoint > 10% higher than 
PHYSICS TESTS power 
level.  

OR 

Nuclear overpower trip 
setpoint > 90% RTP.  

OR 

NOTE 

Only required when 
THERMAL POWER is 
> 20% RTP.  

LHR not within limits.  

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS _ 

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY 

SR 3.1.8.1 Verify THERMAL POWER is < 85% RTP. 1 hour 

SR 3.1.8.2 NOTE 

Only required when THERMAL POWER is 
> 20% RTP.  

Perform SR 3.2.5.1. 2 hours 

SR 3.1.8.3 Verify nuclear overpower trip setpoint is < 10% RTP Prior to 
higher than the THERMAL POWER at which the test performance of 
is performed, with a maximum setting of 90% RTP. PHYSICS TESTS
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SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY 

SR 3.1.8.4 Verify SDM to be within the limits provided in the 24 hours 
COLR.
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3.1.9 PHYSICS TESTS Exceptions - MODE 2

LCO 3.1.9 

APPLICABILITY:

During performance of PHYSICS TESTS, the requirements of 

LCO 3.1.3. "Moderator Temperature Coefficient (MTC)"; 
LCO 3.1.4, "CONTROL ROD Group Alignment Limits"; 
LCO 3.1.5, "Safety Rod Insertion Umits"; 
LCO 3.1.6, "AXIAL POWER SHAPING ROD (APSR) Alignment Limits"; 
LCO 3.2.1, "Regulating Rod Insertion Limits"; 
LCO 3.2.2, "AXIAL POWER SHAPING ROD (APSR) Insertion Limits"; 

and 
LCO 3.4.2, "RCS Minimum Temperature for Criticality" 

may be suspended, provided: 

a. THERMAL POWER is •; 5% RTP; 

b. Nuclear overpower trip setpoint is set to < 5% RTP; 

c. Nuclear instrumentation high startup rate CONTROL ROD 
withdrawal inhibit is OPERABLE; and 

d. SDM is within the limits provided in the COLR.  

During PHYSICS TESTS initiated in MODE 2.

ACTIONS 

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME 

A. THERMAL POWER not A.1 Open control rod drive trip Immediately 
within limit, breakers.  

B. SDM not within limit. B.1 Initiate boration to restore 15 minutes 

SDM to within limit.  

AND 

B.2 Suspend PHYSICS TESTS 1 hour 
exceptions.
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CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME 

C. Nuclear overpower trip C.1 Suspend PHYSICS TESTS 1 hour 
setpoint is not within limit, exceptions.  

OR 

Nuclear instrumentation 
high startup rate 
CONTROL ROD 
withdrawal inhibit 
inoperable.  

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS 

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY 

SR 3.1.9.1 Verify THERMAL POWER is <5% RTP. 1 hour 

SR 3.1.9.2 Verify nuclear overpower trip setpoint is •5% RTP. Prior to 
performance of 
PHYSICS TESTS 

SR 3.1.9.3 Verify SDM to be within the limit provided in the 24 hours 
COLR.
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B 3.1 REACTIVITY CONTROL SYSTEMS 

B 3.1.1 SHUTDOWN MARGIN (SDM) 

BASES 

BACKGROUND 

The reactivity control systems must be redundant and capable of holding the 
reactor core subcritical when shut down under cold conditions per GDC 26 (Ref. 1).  
In MODES 3,4, and 5, SDM requirements provide sufficient reactivity margin to 
maintain the core subcritical during these conditions.  

In MODES I and 2 while critical, SDM requirements are met by the worth of the 
withdrawn CONTROL RODS which provide sufficient reactivity margin to ensure 
that acceptable fuel design limits will not be exceeded for normal shutdown and 
abnormalities. In MODE 2 while subcritical and in MODE 3, with all safety rods 
withdrawn and the RPS not in Shutdown Bypass, the SDM defines the degree of 
subcriticality that would be obtained immediately following the insertion of all 
CONTROL RODS, assuming the single CONTROL ROD of highest reactivity worth 
is fully withdrawn. In MODES 3, 4, or 5, when all safety rods are not fully withdrawn 
or the RPS is in Shutdown Bypass, the SDM defines the degree of subcriticality 
required to be maintained, assuming the CONTROL ROD of highest reactivity worth 
is fully withdrawn.  

The system design requires that two independent reactivity control systems be 
provided, and that one of these systems be capable of maintaining the core 
subcritical under cold conditions. These requirements are provided by the use of 
CONTROL RODS and soluble boric acid in the Reactor Coolant System (RCS). In 
MODES 1 and 2, the CONTROL RODS can compensate for the reactivity effects of 
the fuel and water temperature changes accompanying power level changes over 
the range from full load to no load. In addition, for analyzed events initiated in 
MODES 1 and 2, the CONTROL RODS, together with the Chemical Addition and 
Makeup and Purification System, provide SDM during power operation and are 
capable of making the core subcritical rapidly enough to prevent exceeding 
acceptable fuel damage limits, assuming that the rod of highest reactivity worth 
remains fully withdrawn (Ref. 1).  

The Chemical Addition and Makeup and Purification System can compensate for 
fuel depletion, during operation and all xenon burnout reactivity changes, and 
maintain the reactor subcritical under cold conditions (Ref. 1).  

During operation in MODES 1 and 2, SDM control is ensured by operating with the 
safety rods fully withdrawn (LCO 3.1.5, "Safety Rod Insertion Umits") and the 
regulating rods within the limits of LCO 3.2.1, "Regulating Rod Insertion Umits." In 
MODE 3, consideration must be given to the position of the safety rods and whether 
the RPS is in Shutdown Bypass in determining the required SDM. When the unit is 
in MODES 3, 4, and 5, the SDM requirements are met by means of adjustments to
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the RCS boron concentration. Shutdown boron concentration requirements assume 
the highest worth rod is stuck in the fully withdrawn position to account for a 
postulated inoperable CONTROL ROD prior to reactor shutdown.  

APPLICABLE SAFETY ANALYSES 

For analyzed events in MODES I and 2 while critical, the minimum required SDM is 
assumed as an initial condition In safety analysis. The safety analysis (Ref. 2) 
establishes an SDM that ensures specified acceptable fuel design limits are not 
exceeded for normal operation and abnormalities, with assumption of the highest 
worth rod stuck out following a reactor trip.  

In MODES I and 2 while critical, the acceptance criteria for SDM requirements are 
that specified acceptable fuel design limits are maintained. The SDM requirements 
must ensure that: 

a. The reactor can be made subcritical from all operating conditions, transients, 
and Design Basis Events; and 

b. The reactivity transients associated with postulated accident conditions are 
controllable with acceptable limits (departure from nucleate boiling ratio 
(DNBR), fuel centerline temperature limits for abnormalities, and 
< 280 caVgm energy deposition for the rod ejection accident).  

In MODES 3, 4, and 5, the SDM requirements must ensure that the reactor will be 
maintained sufficiently subcritical to preclude inadvertent criticality in the shutdown 
condition.  

In MODES 1 and 2 while critical, SDM satisfies Criterion 2 of 10 CFR 50.36 (Ref. 3).  
In MODE 2 while subcritical and in MODES 3,4, and 5, SDM satisfies Criterion 4 of 
10 CFR 50.36.  

LCO 

In MODES 1 and 2, and in MODE 3 when all safety rods are fully withdrawn and the 
RPS is not in Shutdown Bypass, SDM is a core design condition that can be 
ensured through CONTROL ROD positioning (regulating and safety groups) and 
through the soluble boron concentration.  

In MODE 3, when all safety rods are not fully withdrawn or the RPS is in Shutdown 
Bypass, and In MODES 4 and 5, SDM represents a required degree of subcriticality 
that assumes the highest reactivity worth CONTROL ROD is fully withdrawn.
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APPLICABILITY 

In MODES 3, 4, and 5, the SDM requirements are applicable to provide sufficient 
negative reactivity to ensure that the reactor remains subcritical.  

In MODES I and 2, SDM is ensured by complying with LCO 3.1.5 and LCO 3.2.1.  
In MODE 6, the shutdown reactivity requirements are given in LCO 3.9.1, "Boron 
Concentration." 

ACTIONS 

A.1 

If the SDM requirements are not met, boration must be initiated promptly. A 
Completion Time of 15 minutes is adequate for an operator to correctly align and 
start the required systems and components. It Is assumed that boration will be 
continued until the SDM requirements are met.  

In the determination of the required combination of boration flow rate and boron 
source concentration, there is no unique requirement that must be satisfied. Since 
it is imperative to raise the boron concentration of the RCS as soon as possible, the 
boron concentration should be a highly concentrated solution, such as that normally 
found in the boric acid addition tank (BAAT) or the borated water storage tank 
(BWST). The operator should borate with the best source available for the unit 
conditions.  

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS 

SR 3.1.1.1 

The SDM is verified by performing a reactivity balance calculation. The reactivity 
effects that are considered in the reactivity balance are dependent upon the 
operational MODE of the unit. In general, the reactivity balance includes the 
following reactivity effects: 

a. RCS boron concentration; 

b. CONTROL ROD position; 

C. RCS average temperature; 

d. Fuel bumup based on gross thermal energy generation; 

e. Xenon concentration;
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f. Samarium concentration; 

g. Isothermal temperature coefficient (ITC); 

h. Moderator temperature coefficient (MTC); and 

Doppler defect.  

Using the ITC accounts for Doppler reactivity in this calculation when the reactor is 
subcritical or critical but below the point of adding heat (POAH), and the fuel 
temperature will be changing at the same rate as the RCS.  

Using the MTC and Doppler defect accounts for the reactivity effects of power 
operation above the POAH.  

The Frequency of 24 hours is based on the generally slow change in required boron 
concentration, and also allows sufficient time for the operator to collect the required 
data, which may include performing a boron concentration analysis, and complete 
the calculation.  

REFERENCES 

1. SAR, Section 1.4, GDC 26.  

2. SAR, Chapter 3.  

3. 10 CFR 50.36.
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B 3.1 REACTIVITY CONTROL SYSTEMS 

B 3.1.2 Reactivity Balance 

BASES 

BACKGROUND 

According to GDC 26, GDC 28, and GDC 29 (Ref. 1), reactivity shall be 
controllable, such that subcriticality is maintained under cold conditions, and 
acceptable fuel design limits are not exceeded during normal operation and 
abnormalities. Therefore, the reactivity balance is used as a measure of the 
agreement between the predicted core reactivity and the actual core reactivity 
during power operation. The periodic confirmation of the predicted core reactivity is 
necessary to ensure that safety analyses of design basis transients and accidents 
remain valid. A large reactivity difference could be the result of unanticipated 
changes in fuel, CONTROL ROD, or burnable poison worth, or operation at 
conditions not consistent with those assumed in the predictions of core reactivity.  
These could potentially result in a loss of SDM or violation of acceptable fuel design 
limits. Comparing the predicted core reactivity with the actual core reactivity 
validates the nuclear methods used in the safety analysis and supports the SDM 
demonstrations in ensuring the reactor can be brought safely to cold, subcritical 
conditions. The difference between the actual and predicted core reactivity is 
commonly referred to as a reactivity anomaly.  

When the reactor is critical in MODE 1 or 2, a reactivity balance exists where the 
net reactivity is zero (referred to as the actual core reactivity state). A comparison 
of predicted core reactivity and the actual core reactivity is convenient under such a 
balance, since parameters are being maintained relatively stable under steady state 
power conditions and the net reactivity is known to be zero. The positive reactivity 
inherent in the core design is balanced by the negative reactivity of the control 
components, thermal feedback, neutron leakage, and materials In the core that 
absorb neutrons, such as soluble boron and burnable absorbers, producing zero 
net reactivity.  

In order to achieve the required fuel cycle energy output, the uranium enrichment in 
the new fuel loading and the fuel remaining from the previous cycle provides excess 
positive reactivity beyond that required to sustain steady state operation throughout 
the cycle. When the reactor is critical, the excess positive reactivity of the fuel is 
compensated by burnable absorbers, CONTROL RODS, APSRs, thermal feedback 
from the fuel and moderator, fission product poisons (mainly xenon and samarium), 
epithermal energy neutron absorbers, neutron leakage and the reactor coolant 
system (RCS) boron concentration. During cycle operation, the fuel is being 
depleted and excess reactivity is decreasing. As the fuel depletes, the primary 
method of compensating for the reduction in excess reactivity is through a reduction 
in the RCS boron concentration.
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APPLICABLE SAFETY ANALYSES 

The acceptance criteria for core reactivity are the establishment of the reactivity 
balance limit to ensure that unit operation is maintained within the assumptions of 
the safety analyses.  

Accurate prediction of core reactivity is either an explicit or implicit assumption in 
the accident analysis evaluations. Every accident evaluation is, therefore, 
dependent upon an accurate evaluation of core reactivity. In particular, SDM and 
reactivity transients, such as CONTROL ROD withdrawal accidents or rod ejection 
accidents, are very sensitive to accurate prediction of core reactivity (Ref. 2).  
These accident analysis evaluations rely on computer codes which have been 
qualified against available test data, operating unit data, and analytical benchmarks.  
Monitoring the core reactivity balance ensures that the nuclear methods provide an 
accurate representation of the core reactivity.  

Design calculations and safety analyses are performed for each fuel cycle for the 
purpose of predetermining reactivity behavior and the requirements for reactivity 
control during the operating cycle.  

The comparison between the actual reactivity condition of the critical reactor and 
the predicted initial core reactivity provides an opportunity for the normalization of 
the calculational models used to predict core reactivity. If the predicted core 
reactivity and the actual core reactivity at reference core conditions at beginning of 
cycle (BOC) do not agree, then the assumptions used in the reload cycle design 
analysis or the calculational models used to predict reactivity requirements may not 
be accurate. If reasonable agreement between the actual and predicted core 
reactivity exists at BOC, then the prediction may be normalized to the measured 
boron concentration. Thereafter, any significant deviations in the predicted 
reactivity condition from the actual reactivity condition during the operating cycle 
may be an indication that the calculational model is not adequate for the operating 
cycle or that an unexpected change in core conditions has occurred.  

The normalization of the predicted reactivity parameters to the actual reactivity 
value is typically performed after reaching RTP following startup from a refueling 
outage, with the RCS temperature, CONTROL RODS, and APSRs in their 
reference positions and fission product poisons at their expected equilibrium 
concentrations. The normalization is performed at BOC conditions, so that core 
reactivity relative to predicted values can be continually monitored and evaluated, 
as core conditions change during the cycle.  

Reactivity balance satisfies Criterion 2 of 10 CFR 50.36 (Ref. 3).  

LCO 

Long term core reactivity behavior Is a result of the core physics design and cannot 
be easily controlled, once the core design is fixed. During operation, therefore, the
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conditions of the LCO can only be ensured through measurement and tracking, and 
appropriate actions taken as necessary. Large differences between actual and 
predicted core reactivity may indicate that the assumptions of the accident analyses 
are no longer valid, or that the uncertainties in the nuclear design methodology are 
larger than expected. A limit on the reactivity of ± 1% Ak/k has been established, 
based on engineering judgment. A ± 1% Ak/k deviation in the predicted reactivity 
from the actual reactivity condition of the reactor is larger than expected for normal 
operation and should therefore be evaluated.  

When the predicted core reactivity Is within 1% Ak/k of the actual reactivity value at 
steady state thermal conditions, the core is considered to be operating within 
acceptable design limits.  

APPLICABILITY 

In MODES 1 and 2, the limits on the core reactivity balance must be maintained to 
ensure an acceptable SDM and continued adherence to the assumptions used in 
the accident analyses. As the fuel depletes, core conditions are changing, and 
confirmation of the reactivity balance ensures the core is operating as designed.  

This Specification does not apply in MODES 3, 4, and 5, because the reactor is 
shutdown and the net reactivity condition of the reactor can not be easily 
determined and changes to core reactivity due to fuel depletion cannot occur.  

In MODE 6, boron concentration requirements (LCO 3.9.1, "Refueling Boron 
Concentration") ensure that fuel movements are performed within acceptable 
bounds.  

ACTIONS 

A.1 and A.2 

Should an anomaly develop between the actual core reactivity and the predicted 
core reactivity, an evaluation of the core design and safety analysis must be 
performed. Core conditions are evaluated to determine their consistency with the 
input assumptions used in the core design calculations. Measured core and 
process parameters are evaluated to determine that they are within the bounds of 
the safety analysis, and safety analysis calculational models are reviewed to verify 
that they are adequate for representation of the core conditions. The required 
Completion Time of 7 days is based on the low probability of an abnormality or 
accident occurring during this period, and allows sufficient time to assess the 
physical condition of the core and complete the evaluation of the core design and 
safety analysis.
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Following evaluations of the core design and safety analysis, the cause of the 
reactivity anomaly may be resolved. If the cause of the reactivity anomaly is a 
mismatch in core reference conditions at the time of the reactivity balance, then a 
recalculation of the reactivity balance may be performed to demonstrate that core 
reactivity Is behaving as expected. If an unexpected physical change in the 
condition of the core has occurred, it must be evaluated and corrected, If possible.  
If the cause of the reactivity anomaly is in the calculation technique, then the 
calculational models must be revised to provide more accurate predictions. If any 
of these results are demonstrated, and it is concluded that the reactor core is 
acceptable for continued operation, then the appropriate reactivity parameter may 
be renormalized, and operation in MODE I may continue. If operational restrictions 
or additional surveillance requirements are necessary to ensure the reactor core is 
acceptable for continued operation, then they must be defined.  

The required Completion Time of 7 days is adequate for preparing operating 
restrictions or surveillances that may be required to allow continued reactor 
operation.  

B.1 

If the core reactivity balance cannot be restored to within the ± 1% ,A limit, the 
unit must be brought to a MODE in which the LCO does not apply. As a 
conservative measure, the unit must be brought to at least MODE 3 within 6 hours.  
If the SDM for MODE 3 is not met, then boration required by Required Action A.1 of 
LCO 3.1.1 would occur. The allowed Completion Time of 6 hours is reasonable, 
based on operating experience to reach the required unit conditions from RTP in an 
orderly manner and without challenging unit systems.  

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS 

SR 3.1.2.1 

Core reactivity is verified by a periodic reactivity balance calculation that compares 
the predicted core reactivity to the actual core reactivity condition (net reactivity of 
zero condition). The comparison is made considering that core conditions are fixed 
or stable, including CONTROL ROD and APSR positions, moderator temperature, 
fuel temperature, fuel depletion, xenon concentration, and samarium concentration.  
The Surveillance is performed once prior to entering MODE I after each fuel 
loading as an initial check on core reactivity conditions and design calculations at 
BOC. A Note is included in the SR to indicate that the normalization of predicted 
core reactivity to the measured value may take place within the first 60 effective full 
power days (EFPD) after each fuel loading. The required Frequency of 31 EFPD, 
following the initial 60 EFPD after entering MODE 1 is acceptable, based on the 
slow rate of core reactivity changes due to fuel depletion and the presence of other 
indicators (QPT, etc.) for prompt indication of an anomaly. The 60 EFPD after
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entering MODE 1 allows sufficient time for core conditions to reach steady state, but 
prevents operation for a large fraction of the fuel cycle without establishing a 
benchmark for the design calculations. Another Note is included in the SRs to 

indicate that the performance of the Surveillance is not required for entry into 
MODE 2.  

REFERENCES 

1. SAR, Section 1.4, GDC 26, GDC 28, and GDC 29.  

2. SAR, Chapter 3A and 14.  

3. 10 CFR 50.36
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B 3.1 REACTIVITY CONTROL SYSTEMS 

B 3.1.3 Moderator Temperature Coefficient (MTC) 

BASES 

BACKGROUND 

According to GDC 11 (Ref. 1), the reactor core and associated Reactor Coolant 
System (RCS) shall be designed so that in the power operating range the net affect 
of the prompt inherent nuclear feedback characteristic tends to compensate for a 
rapid increase in reactivity.  

The MTC relates a change in core reactivity to a change in reactor coolant 
temperature (a positive MTC means that reactivity increases with increasing 
moderator temperature; conversely, a negative MTC means that reactivity 
decreases with increasing moderator temperature). Therefore, with a negative MTC 
a coolant temperature increase will cause a reactivity decrease. Reactivity 
increases that cause a coolant temperature increase will thus be self limiting, and 
stable power operation will result 

Both initial and reload cores are designed so that the beginning of cycle (BOC) 
MTC is less than or equal to zero when THERMAL POWER is 95% RTP or greater.  
The actual value of the MTC is dependent on core characteristics, such as fuel 
loading and reactor coolant soluble boron concentration. The core design may 
require additional burnable absorbers to yield an MTC at BOC within the range 
analyzed In the plant accident analysis. The end of cycle (EOC) MTC is also limited 
by the requirements of the accident analysis. Fuel cycles are evaluated to ensure 
the MTC does not become more negative than the value assumed in the safety 
analyses.  

APPLICABLE SAFETY ANALYSES 

Reference 2 contains analyses of accidents that result in both overheating and 
overcooling of the reactor core. MTC is one of the controlling parameters for core 
reactivity in these accidents. Both the most positive value and most negative value 
of the MTC are initial conditions in the safety analyses, and both values must be 
bounded. Values used in the analyses consider worst case conditions, such as 
very large soluble boron concentrations for overheating events, to ensure the 
accident results are bounding.  

The acceptance criteria for the specified MTC are: 

a. The MTC values must remain within the bounds of those used in the 
accident analysis; and
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b. The MTC must be such that inherently stable power operations result during 
normal operation and accidents, such as overheating and overcooling 
events.  

Accidents that cause core overheating (either decreased heat removal or increased 
power production) must be evaluated for results when the MTC is positive.  
Reactivity accidents that cause increased power production include the CONTROL 
ROD withdrawal transient from either zero or full THERMAL POWER. The limiting 
overheating event relative to plant response is based on the maximum difference 
between core power and steam generator heat removal during a transient. The 
most limiting event with respect to positive MTC is the startup accident.  

Accidents that cause core overcooling must be evaluated for results when the MTC 
is most negative. The event that produces the most rapid cooldown of the RCS, 
and Is therefore the most limiting event with respect to the negative MTC, is a steam 
line break (SLB) event. Following the reactor trip for the postulated EOC SLB 
event, the large moderator temperature reduction, combined with the large negative 
MTC, may produce reactivity increases that are as much as the shutdown reactivity.  
When this occurs, a substantial fraction of core power may be produced with all 
CONTROL ROD assemblies inserted, except the most reactive one. Even if the 
reactivity increase produces slightly subcritical conditions, a large fraction of core 
power may be produced through the effects of subcritical neutron multiplication.  

MTC values are bounded in reload safety evaluations, assuming steady state 
conditions at BOC and EOC.  

In MODES 1 and 2 while critical, MTC satisfies Criterion 2 of 10 CFR 50.36 (Ref. 3).  
In MODE 2 while subcritical, MTC satisfies Criterion 4 of 10 CFR 50.36.  

LCO 

LCO 3.1.3 requires the MTC to be within specified limits to ensure the core operates 
within the assumptions of the accident analysis. During the reload core safety 
evaluation, the MTC is analyzed to determine that its values remain within the 
bounds of the original accident analysis during operation. The LCO establishes a 
maximum positive value that can not be exceeded. The limit of +0.9E-4 AkFk/F 
(corrected to 95% RTP) on positive MTC, when THERMAL POWER is < 95% RTP, 
ensures that core overheating accidents will not violate the accident analysis 
assumptions. The requirement for a non-positive MTC, when THERMAL POWER is 
> 95% RTP, ensures that core operation will be stable.  

MTC is a core physics parameter determined by the fuel and fuel cycle design and 
cannot be controlled directly once the core design is fixed during operation, 
therefore, the LCO can only be ensured through measurement. The surveillance 
check at BOC on MTC provides confirmation that the MTC Is behaving as 
anticipated, so that the acceptance criteria are met.
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APPLICABILITY 

In MODE 1, the limits on MTC must be maintained to ensure that any accident 
Initiated from power operation will not violate the design assumptions of the 
accident analysis. In MODE 2, the limits must also be maintained to ensure that 
startup and subcritical accidents, such as the uncontrolled CONTROL ROD or 
group withdrawal, will not violate the assumptions of the accident analysis. In 
MODES 3, 4, 5, and 6, this LCO is not applicable, since no Design Basis Accidents 
(DBAs) using the MTC as an analysis assumption are Initiated from these MODES.  
However, the variation of MTC with temperature in MODES 3, 4, and 5 for DBAs 
initiated in MODES 1 and 2 Is accounted for in the subject accident analysis. The 
variation of MTC with temperature assumed in the safety analysis, is accepted as 
valid once the BOC measurement is used for normalization.  

ACTIONS 

A.1 

MTC is a core physics parameter determined by the fuel and fuel cycle designs, 
and cannot be controlled directly once the designs have been implemented in the 
core. If MTC exceeds its limits, the reactor must be placed in MODE 3. This 
eliminates the potential for violation of the accident analysis assumptions. The 
associated Completion Time of 6 hours is reasonable, considering the probability of 
an accident occurring during the time period that would require an MTC value within 
the LCO limits, for reaching MODE 3 conditions from RTP in an orderly manner and 
without challenging unit systems.  

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS 

SR 3.1.3.1 

The SR for measurement of the MTC at the beginning of each fuel cycle provides 
for confirmation of the limiting MTC values. The MTC changes slowly from most 
positive (least negative) to most negative value during fuel cycle operation, as the 
RCS boron concentration is reduced with fuel depletion.  

The requirement for measurement, prior to initial operation in MODE 1, satisfies the 
confirmatory check on the most positive (least negative) MTC value. MTC values 
are extrapolated and compensated to permit direct comparison to the specified 
MTC limits.
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REFERENCES 

1. SAR, Section 1.4, GDC 11.  

2. SAR, Chapter 3A and 14.  

3. 10 CFR 50.36.
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B 3.1 REACTIVITY CONTROL SYSTEMS 

B 3.1.4 CONTROL ROD Group Alignment Limits 

BASES 

BACKGROUND 

The OPERABILITY of the CONTROL RODS is an initial condition assumption In all 
safety analyses that assume rod insertion upon reactor trip. Maximum rod 
misalignment is an initial condition assumption in the safety analysis that directly 
affects core power distributions and assumptions of SDM.  

The applicable criteria for these design requirements are GDC 10, "Reactor 
Design," and GDC 26, "Reactivity Control System Redundancy-and Capability" 
(Ref. 1), and 10 CFR 50.46, "Acceptance Criteria for Emergency Core Cooling 
Systems for Ught Water Nuclear Power Plants" (Ref. 2).  

Mechanical or electrical failures may cause a CONTROL ROD to become 
inoperable or to become misaligned from its group. CONTROL ROD inoperability or 
misalignment may cause Increased power peaking, due to the asymmetric reactivity 
distribution and a reduction In the total available CONTROL ROD worth for reactor 
shutdown. Therefore, CONTROL ROD alignment and OPERABILITY are related to 
core operation within design power peaking limits and the core design requirement 
of a minimum SDM.  

Limits on CONTROL ROD alignment and OPERABILITY have been established, 
and all CONTROL ROD positions are monitored and controlled during power 
operation to ensure that the .power distribution and reactivity limits defined by the 
design power peaking and SDM limits are preserved.  

CONTROL RODS are moved by their control rod drive mechanisms (CRDMs).  
Each CRDM moves its rod 3/4 Inch for one revolution of the leadscrew, but at 
varying rates depending on the signal output from the Control Rod Drive Control 
System (CRDCS).  

The CONTROL RODS are arranged into rod groups that are radially symmetric.  
Therefore, movement of the CONTROL RODS does not introduce radial 
asymmetries in the core power distribution. The CONTROL RODS provide required 
negative reactivity worth for immediate reactor shutdown upon a reactor trip. The 
regulating rods provide reactivity control during normal operation and transients, 
and their movement is normally controlled in automatic by a rod control system.  

The axial position of the CONTROL RODS is indicated by three independent 
systems, which are the relative position indicators, the absolute position indicators, 
and the zone reference indicators (see LCO 3.1.7, "Position Indicator Channels').
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The relative position indicator transducer is a potentiometer that is driven by 
electrical pulses from the CRDCS. There is one counter for each CONTROL ROD 
drive. Individual rods in a group, when aligned to the same power supply, all 
receive the same signal to move; therefore, the counters for all rods in a group 
should normally indicate the same position. The Relative Position Indicator System 
is considered highly precise. However, if a rod does not move for each demand 
pulse, the counter will still count the pulse and incorrectly reflect the position of the 
rod.  

The Absolute Position Indicator System provides a highly accurate indication of 
actual CONTROL ROD position, but at a lower precision than the relative position 
indicators. This system is based on the signals from a series of reed switches 
spaced along a tube.  

Other reed switches included in the same tube with the absolute position indicator 
matrix provide full in and full out limit indications and position indications at 0%, 
25%, 50%, 75%, and 100% travel. This series of seven indicators are called zone 
reference Indicators.  

APPLICABLE SAFETY ANALYSES 

CONTROL ROD misalignment and inoperability accidents are analyzed in the 
safety analysis (Ref. 3). The acceptance criteria for addressing CONTROL ROD 
inoperability or misalignment are that 

a. There shall be no violations of: 

1. specified acceptable fuel design limits, or 

2. Reactor Coolant System (RCS) pressure boundary integrity; and 

b. The core must remain subcritical after an abnormality or accident.  

Two types of misalignment are distinguished during MODES 1 and 2. During 
movement of a CONTROL ROD group, one rod may stop moving, while the other 
rods In the group continue. This condition may cause excessive power peaking.  
The second type of misalignment occurs when one CONTROL ROD drops partially 
or fully into the reactor core. This event causes an initial power reduction followed 
by a return towards the original power due to positive reactivity feedback from the 
negative moderator temperature coefficient. Increased peaking during the power 
Increase may result in excessive local linear heat rates (LHRs).  

The accident analysis and reload safety evaluations define regulating rod insertion 
limits that ensure the required SDM can always be achieved if the maximum worth 
CONTROL ROD is stuck fully withdrawn (Ref. 3). If a CONTROL ROD is stuck in or 
dropped in, continued operation is permitted if the increase in local LHR is within 
the design limits. The Required Action statements in the LCOs provide
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conservative reductions in THERMAL POWER and verification of SDM to ensure 
continued operation remains within the bounds of the safety analysis (Ref. 3).  

Continued operation of the reactor with a misaligned or dropped CONTROL ROD is 
allowed if the local core LHRs are verified to be within their limits in the COLR.  
When a CONTROL ROD is misaligned, the assumptions that are used to determine 
the regulating rod insertion limits, APSR insertion limits, AXIAL POWER 
IMBALANCE limits, and QPT limits are not preserved. Therefore, the limits may not 
preserve the design peaking factors, and local core LHRs must be verified directly 
by incore mapping. Bases Section 3.2, "Power Distribution Umits,m contains a more 
complete discussion of the relation of LHR to the operating limits.  

In MODES 1 and 2 while critical, the CONTROL ROD group alignment limits satisfy 
Criterion 2 of 10 CFR 50.36 (Ref. 4). In MODE 2 while subcritical, the CONTROL 
ROD group alignment limits satisfy Criterion 4 of 10 CFR 50.36.  

LCO 

The limits on CONTROL ROD group alignment, safety rod insertion, and APSR 
alignment, together with the limits on regulating rod insertion, APSR insertion, 
AXIAL POWER IMBALANCE, and QPT, ensure the reactor will operate within the 
fuel design criteria. The Required Actions in these LCOs ensure that deviations 
from the alignment limits will either be corrected or that THERMAL POWER will be 
adjusted, so that excessive local LHRs will not occur and the requirements on SDM 
and ejected rod worth are preserved.  

The limit for individual CONTROL ROD misalignment is 6.5% (approximately 
9 inches) deviation from the group average position. This value is established, 
based on the distance between reed switches, with additional allowances for 
uncertainty In the absolute position indicator amplifiers, group average position 
calculator, and asymmetric alarm or fault detector outputs. Therefore, no additional 
uncertainties are required to be incorporated in the implementing procedures.  

For the purpose of complying with this LCO, the position of a misaligned rod is not 
included in the calculation of the rod group average position.  

Failure to meet the requirements of this LCO may produce unacceptable LHRs, or 
unacceptable SDM or ejected rod worth, all of which may constitute initial conditions 
inconsistent with the safety analysis.  

APPLICABILITY 

The requirements on CONTROL ROD OPERABILITY and alignment are applicable 
in MODES 1 and 2 because these are the only MODES in which significant neutron 
(or fission) power is generated, and the OPERABILITY and alignment of rods have 
the potential to affect the safety of the plant. In MODES 3, 4, 5, and 6, the
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alignment limits do not apply because the reactor is shut down and resultant local 
power peaking would not exceed fuel design limits. In MODES 3, 4, 5, and 6, the 
OPERABILITY of the CONTROL RODS has the potential to affect the required 
SDM, but this effect can be compensated for by an increase in the boron 
concentration of the RCS. See LCO 3.1.1, "SHUTDOWN MARGIN (SDM)," for 
SDM in MODES 3, 4, and 5, and LCO 3.9.1, "Boron Concentration," for boron 
concentration requirements during MODE 6.  

ACTIONS 

A.1.1 

Compliance with Required Actions of Condition A allows for continued power 
operation with one CONTROL ROD inoperable, or misaligned from its group 
average position, or both. Since the rod may be inserted farther than the group 
average insertion for a long time, SDM must be evaluated. Ensuring the SDM 
meets the minimum requirement established in the COLR within 1 hour is adequate 
to determine that further degradation of the SDM is not occurring.  

A.1.2 

If the SDM is less than the limit specified in the COLR, then the restoration of the 
required SDM requires increasing the RCS boron concentration, since the 
CONTROL ROD may remain misaligned and not be providing Its normal negative 
reactivity on tripping. RCS boration must occur as described in Bases 
Section 3.1.1. The required Completion Time of I hour to initiate boration is 
reasonable, based on the time required for potential xenon redistribution, the low 
probability of an accident occuring, and the steps required to complete the action.  
This allows the operator sufficient time for aligning the required valves and starting 
the boric acid pumps. Boration will continue until the required SDM is restored.  

A.2.1 

Alignment of the inoperable or misaligned CONTROL ROD may be accomplished 
by either moving the single CONTROL ROD to the group average position, or by 
moving the remainder of the group to the position of the single inoperable or 
misaligned CONTROL ROD. Either action can be used to restore the CONTROL 
RODS to a radially symmetric pattern. However, this must be done without violating 
the CONTROL ROD group sequence, overlap, and insertion limits of LCO 3.2.1, 
"Regulating Rod Insertion Umits," given in the COLR. THERMAL POWER must 
also be restricted, as necessary, to the value allowed by the insertion limits of 
LCO 3.2.1. The required Completion Time of 2 hours is acceptable because local 
xenon redistribution during this short interval will not cause a significant increase in 
LHR. This option of inserting the group to the position of the misaligned rod is not 
available if a safety rod is misaligned, since the limits of LCO 3.1.5, "Safety Rod
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Insertion Limits," would be violated. If realignment of the CONTROL ROD to the 
group average or alignment of the group to the misaligned CONTROL ROD is not 
completed within 1 hour, the rod shall be considered inoperable.  

A.2.2.1 

Reduction of THERMAL POWER to < 60% ALLOWABLE THERMAL POWER 
ensures that local LHR increases, due to a misaligned rod, will not cause the core 
design criteria to be exceedod. The required Completion Time of 2 hours allows the 
operator sufficient time for reducing THERMAL POWER.  

A.2.2.2 

The existing CONTROL ROD configuration must not cause an ejected rod to 
exceed the limit of 0.65% Ak/k at RTP or 1.00% Ak/k at zero power (Ref. 3). This 
evaluation may require a computer calculation of the maximum ejected rod worth 
based on nonstandard configurations of the CONTROL ROD groups. The 
evaluation must determine the ejected rod worth for the duration of time that 
operation is expected to continue with a misaligned rod. Should fuel cycle 
conditions at some later time become more bounding than those at the time of the 
rod misalignment, additional evaluation will be required to verify the continued 
acceptability of operation. The required Completion Time of 72 hours is acceptable 
because LHRs are limited by the THERMAL POWER reduction and sufficient time 
is provided to perform the required evaluation.  

A.2.2.3 

Performance of SR 3.2.5.1 provides a determination of the local core LHRs using 
the Incore Detector System. Verification of the local core LHRs from an incore 
power distribution map is necessary to ensure that excessive local LHRs will not 
occur due to CONTROL ROD misalignment This is necessary because the 
assumption that all CONTROL RODS are aligned (used to determine the regulating 
rod insertion, AXIAL POWER IMBALANCE, and QPT limits) is not valid when the 
CONTROL RODS are not aligned. The required Completion Time of 72 hours is 
acceptable because LHRs are limited by the THERMAL POWER reduction and 
adequate time is allowed to obtain an incore power distribution map.  

Required Action A.2.2.3 is modified by a Note that requires the performance of SR 
3.2.5.1 only when THERMAL POWER is greater than 20% RTP. This establishes a 
Required Action that is consistent with the Applicability of LCO 3.2.5, "Power 
Peaking.n 

B.1 

If the Required Actions and associated Completion Times for Condition A are not 
met, the unit must be brought to a MODE in which the LCO does not apply. To
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achieve this status, the unit must be brought to at least MODE 3 within 6 hours.  
The allowed Completion Time of 6 hours is reasonable, based on operating 
experience, for reaching MODE 3 from RTP in an orderly manner and without 
challenging unit systems.  

C.1.1 

More than one CONTROL ROD becoming inoperable or misaligned from their group 
average position, or both, Is not expected and may violate the minimum SDM 
requirement Therefore, SDM must be evaluated. Ensuring the SDM meets the 
minimum requirement within 1 hour allows the operator adequate time to determine 
the SDM.  

C.1.2 

If the SDM is less than the limit specified in the COLR, then the restoration of the.  
required SDM requires increasing the RCS boron concentration to provide negative 
reactivity. RCS boration must occur as described in Bases Section 3.1.1. The 
required Completion Time of 1 hour for initiating boration is reasonable, based on 
the time required for potential xenon redistribution, the low probability of an accident 
occurring, and the steps required to complete the action. This allows the operator 
sufficient time for aligning the required valves and starting the boric acid pumps.  
Boration will continue until the required SDM is restored.  

C.2 

If more than one CONTROL ROD is inoperable or misaligned from their group 
average position, continued operation of the reactor may cause the misalignment to 
increase, as the regulating rods Insert or withdraw to control reactivity. If the 
CONTROL ROD misalignment increases, local power peaking may also increase, 
and local LHRs will also increase if the reactor continues operation at THERMAL 
POWER. The SDM Is decreased when one or more CONTROL RODS become 
inoperable at a given THERMAL POWER level, or if one or more CONTROL RODS 
become misaligned by insertion from the group average position.  

Therefore, it Is prudent to place the reactor in MODE 3. LCO 3.1.4 does not apply 
in MODE 3 since excessive power peaking cannot occur. The allowed Completion 
Time of 6 hours is reasonable, based on operating experience, for reaching 
MODE 3 from RTP in an orderly manner and without challenging unit systems.
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SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS 

SR 3.1.4.1 

Verification that individual CONTROL RODS are aligned within 6.5% of their group 
average height limits at a 12 hour Frequency allows the operator to detect a rod 
that is beginning to deviate from its expected position. The specified Frequency 
takes into account other CONTROL ROD position information that is continuously 
available to the operator in the control room, so that during actual CONTROL ROD 
motion, deviations can immediately be detected.  

SR 3.1.4.2 

Verifying each CONTROL ROD is OPERABLE would require that each rod be 
tripped. However, in MODES 1 and 2, tripping each CONTROL ROD could result in 
radial tilts. Exercising each individual CONTROL ROD every 92 days provides 
increased confidence that all rods continue to be OPERABLE without exceeding the 
alignment limit, even if they are not regularly tripped. Moving each CONTROL ROD 
enough to verify freedom of movement will not cause radial or axial power tilts, or 
oscillations, to occur. The 92 day Frequency takes into consideration other 
information available to the operator in the control room and SR 3.1.4.1, which is 
performed more frequently and adds to the determination of OPERABILITY of the 
rods. Between typical performances of SR 3.1.4.2 (determination of CONTROL 
ROD OPERABILITY by movement), if a CONTROL ROD(S) is discovered to be 
immovable, but is otherwise determined to be capable of being fully inserted, the 
CONTROL ROD(S) may continue to be considered OPERABLE unless inoperable 
for some other reason. At any time, If a CONTROL ROD(S) is immovable, a 
determination of the capability to fully insert (OPERABILITY) the CONTROL 
ROD(S) must be made, and appropriate action taken.  

SR 3.1.4.3 

Verification of CONTROL ROD drop time allows the operator to determine that the 
maximum CONTROL ROD drop time permitted is consistent with the assumed 
CONTROL ROD drop time used in the safety analysis. The CONTROL ROD drop 
time given in the safety analysis is 1.66 seconds to 3/4 position insertion (Ref. 5).  
This 1.66 seconds includes 0.14 seconds delay time for opening of the CRD 
breakers and for CRDM unlatch. Using the CONTROL ROD position versus time 
and time versus reactivity Insertion curves gives a value of 1.4 seconds to 
2/3 reactivity insertion upon which the accident analysis is based (Ref. 3). The 
former value is used in the Surveillance because the zone reference lights are 
located at 25% insertion intervals. The zone reference lights will activate at 
3/4 insertion to give an indication of the CONTROL ROD drop time and CONTROL 
ROD location. The CONTROL ROD drop time is the total elapsed time from the 
loss of power to the control rod drive (CRD) breaker under voltage coils until the 
CONTROL ROD has completed approximately 104 inches of travel from the fully
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withdrawn position. The safety analysis has included a CRD breaker time delay of 
0.080 seconds In SAR Chapter 14 (Ref. 3). If the trip test measurement is begun 
with the opening of the CRD breakers, the required trip insertion time shall be 
reduced to 1.58 seconds and the CRD breaker time delay shall be verified to be 
less than or equal to 0.080 seconds.  

Measuring CONTROL ROD drop times, prior to reactor criticality after reactor vessel 
head removal, ensures that the reactor intemals and CRDM will not interfere with 
CONTROL ROD motion or CONTROL ROD drop time. This Surveillance is 
performed during a unit outage, due to the unit conditions needed to perform the 
SR and the potential for an unplanned unit transient if the Surveillance were 
performed with the reactor at power.  

This testing is normally performed with all reactor coolant pumps operating and 
average moderator temperature > 5250F to simulate a reactor trip under actual 
conditions. However, if the CONTROL ROD drop times are determined with less 
than four reactor coolant pumps operating, a Note allows operation to continue, 
provided operation is restricted to the pump combination utilized during the 
CONTROL ROD drop time determination or pump combinations providing less total 
reactor coolant flow.  

REFERENCES 

1. SAR, Section 1.4, GDC 10 and GDC 26.  

2. 10 CFR 50.46.  

3. SAR, Chapter 3A and 14.  

4. 10 CFR 50.36.  

5. SAR, Chapter 3.
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B 3.1.5 Safety Rod Insertion Limit 

BASES 

BACKGROUND 

The insertion limits of the CONTROL RODS are initial condition assumptions in all 
safety analyses that assume CONTROL ROD insertion upon reactor trip. The 
Insertion limits directly affect core power distributions and assumptions of available 
SDM, ejected rod worth, and initial reactivity insertion rate.  

The applicable criteria for the reactivity and power distribution design requirements 
are GDC 10, "Reactor Design," GDC 26, "Reactivity Control System Redundancy 
and Capability," GDC 28, "Reactivity Limits" (Ref. 1), and 10 CFR 50.46, 
"Acceptance Criteria for Emergency Core Cooling Systems for Light Water Nuclear 
Power Reactors" (Ref. 2).  

Umits on safety rod insertion have been established, and all CONTROL ROD 
positions are monitored and controlled during operation in MODES I and 2 to 
ensure that the reactivity limits, ejected rod worth, and SDM limits are preserved.  

The regulating groups are used for precise reactivity control of the reactor. The 
positions of the regulating groups are normally automatically controlled by the 
automatic control system, but they can also be manually controlled. They are 
capable of adding negative reactivity very quickly (compared to borating). In 
MODES 1 and 2, the regulafing groups must be maintained above designated 
insertion limits and are typically near the fully withdrawn position during normal 
operations. Hence, they are not capable of adding a large amount of positive 
reactivity. Boration or dilution of the Reactor Coolant System (RCS) compensates 
for the reactivity changes associated with large changes in RCS temperature and 
fuel bumup.  

The safety groups can be fully withdrawn without the core going critical. This 
provides available negative reactivity in the event of boration errors. The safety 
groups are controlled manually by the control room operator. Prior to entry into 
MODE 2 from MODE 3, the safety groups must be fully withdrawn. The safety 
groups must be completely withdrawn from the core prior to withdrawing any 
regulating groups during an approach to criticality. The safety groups remain in the 
fully withdrawn position until the reactor is shut down. They add negative reactivity 
to shut down the reactor upon receipt of a reactor trip signal.
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APPLICABLE SAFETY ANALYSES 

On a reactor trip, all CONTROL RODS, except the most reactive rod, are assumed 
to insert into the core. The safety groups shall be at their fully withdrawn limits and 
available to insert the maximum amount of negative reactivity on a reactor trip 
signal. The regulating groups may be partially inserted in the core as allowed by 
LCO 3.2.1, "Regulating Rod Insertion Limits." The safety group and regulating rod 
group insertion limits are established to ensure that a sufficient amount of negative 
reactivity is available to shut down the reactor (see LCO 3.1.1, "SHUTDOWN 
MARGIN (SDM)") following a reactor trip from RTP. The combination of regulating 
groups and safety groups (less the most reactive rod, which is assumed to be fully 
withdrawn) is sufficient to take the reactor from full power conditions at rated 
temperature to zero power and to achieve the required SDM at rated no load 
temperature (Ref. 3).  

The acceptance criteria for addressing safety and regulating rod group insertion 
limits and inoperability or misalignment are that 

a. There shall be no violations of: 

1. specified acceptable fuel design limits, or 
2. RCS pressure boundary integrity; and 

b. The core must remain subcritical after an abnormality. Although the SAR 
does not state this as an acceptance criteria for the main steam line break 
event, B & W has placed a design objective on this event that the core 
remains subcritical throughout the event (Ref. 4).  

In MODES I and 2 while critical, the safety rod insertion limits satisfy Cdteria 2 
and 3 of 10 CFR 50.36 (Ref. 5). In MODE 2 while subcritical, the safety rod 
insertion limits satisfy Criterion 4 of 10 CFR 50.36.  

LCO 

The safety groups must be fully withdrawn any time the reactor is in MODE 1 or 2.  
This LCO in combination with LCO 3.2.1 ensures that a sufficient amount of 
negative reactivity is available to shut down the reactor and achieve the required 
SDM following a reactor trip.  

This LCO has been modified by a Note indicating the LCO requirement is 
suspended for those safety rods which are inserted solely due to testing in 
accordance with SR 3.1.4.2. This SR verifies the freedom of the rods to move, and 
requires the safety group to move below the LCO limits, which would normally 
violate the LCO.
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APPLICABILITY 

The safety groups must be within their insertion limits with the reactor in MODES 1 
and 2. This LCO in combination with LCO 3.2.1 ensures that a sufficient amount of 
negative reactivity is available to shut down the reactor and achieve the required 
SDM following a reactor trip. Refer to LCO 3.1.1 for SDM requirements in 
MODES 3, 4, and 5. LCO 3&9.1, "Boron Concentration," ensures adequate SDM in 
MODE 6.  

ACTIONS 

A.1.1. A.1.2, and A.2 

The safety rod must be declared inoperable within a 1 hour time frame. This 
requires entry into LCO 3.1.4, "CONTROL ROD Group Alignment Limits." In 
addition, since the safety rod may be inserted farther than the group average 
insertion for a long time, SDM must be evaluated. Ensuring the SDM meets the 
minimum requirement within 1 hour is adequate to determine that further 
degradation of the SDM is not occurring.  

Restoration of the required SDM, if necessary, requires increasing the boron 
concentration, since the safety rod may remain misaligned and not be providing its 
normal negative reactivity on tripping. The required Completion Time of 1 hour for 
initiating boration is reasonable, based on the time required for potential xenon 
redistribution, the low probability of an accident occurring, and the steps required to 
complete the action. This allows the operator sufficient time for aligning the 
required valves and starting the boric acid pumps. Boration will continue until the 
required SDM is restored.  

The allowed Completion Time of 1 hour provides an acceptable time for evaluating 
and repairing minor problems without allowing the unit to remain in an unacceptable 
condition for an extended period of time.  

B.1.1 and B.1.2 

When more than one safety rod is not fully withdrawn, there is a possibility that the 
required SDM may be adversely affected. Under these conditions, it is important to 
determine the SDM, and if It is less than the required value, initiate boration until the 
required SDM is recovered. The Completion Time of 1 hour is adequate for 
determining SDM and, if necessary, for initiating emergency boration to restore 
SDM.  

In this situation, SDM verification must include the worth of any rod not capable of 
being fully inserted as well as the CONTROL ROD of maximum worth.
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B.2 

If more than one safety rod is not fully withdrawn, the unit must be brought to a 
MODE where the LCO is not applicable. The allowed Completion Time of 6 hours 
is reasonable, based on operating experience, for reaching the required MODE 
from RTP in an orderly manner and without challenging unit systems.  

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS 

SR 3.1.5.1 

Verification that each safety rod is fully withdrawn ensures the safety rods are 
available to provide reactor shutdown capability.  

Verification that individual safety rod positions are fully withdrawn at a 12 hour 
Frequency allows the operator to detect a safety rod beginning to deviate from Its 
expected position. Also, the 12 hour Frequency takes into account other 
information available in the control room for the purpose of monitoring the status of 
the safety rods.  

REFERENCES 

1. SAR, Section 1.4, GDC 10, GDC 26, and GDC 28.  

2. 10 CFR 50.46.  

3. SAR, Chapters 3 and 4.  

4. BAW-10179P-A, "Safety Criteria and Methodology for Acceptable Cycle Reload 
Analyses," Rev. 2.  

5. 10 CFR 50.36.
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B 3.1.6 AXIAL POWER SHAPING ROD (APSR) Alignment Limits 

BASES 

BACKGROUND 

The OPERABILITY of the APSRs and APSR alignment are initial condition 
assumptions in the safety analysis that directly affect core power distributions. The 
applicable criteria for these power distribution design requirements are GDC 10, 
"Reactor Design," and GDC 28, "Reactivity Umits" (Ref. 1), and 10 CFR 50.46, 
"Acceptance Criteria for Emergency Core Cooling Systems for Ught Water Nuclear 
Power Reactors" (Ref. 2).  

Mechanical or electrical failures may cause an APSR to become inoperable or to 
become misaligned from its group. APSR inoperability or misalignment may cause 
increased power peaking, due to the asymmetric reactivity distribution. Therefore, 
APSR alignment and OPERABILITY are related to core operation within design 
power peaking limits.  

Limits on APSR alignment and OPERABILITY have been established, and all APSR 
and CONTROL ROD positions are monitored and controlled during power operation 
to ensure that the power distribution limits defined by the design peaking limits are 
preserved.  

APSRs are moved by their 6ontrol rod drive mechanisms (CRDMs). Each CRDM 
moves its rod 3/4 inch for one revolution of the leadscrew, but at varying rates 
depending on the signal output from the Control Rod Drive Control System 
(CRDCS).  

The APSRs are arranged into groups that are radially symmetric. Therefore, 
movement of the APSRs does not introduce radial asymmetries in the core power 
distribution. The APSRs, which are used to assist in control of the axial power 
distribution, are positioned manually and do not trip.  

LCO 3.1.6 is conservatively based on use of black (Ag-In-Cd) APSRs and bounds 
use of gray (Inconel) APSRs. The reactivity worth of black APSRs is greater than 
that of gray APSRs; thus the impact of black APSR misalignment on the core power 
distribution is greater.  

APPLICABLE SAFETY ANALYSES 

There are no explicit safety analyses associated with misaligned APSRs. However, 
alignment of the APSRs is required to prevent inducing a QUADRANT POWER 
TILT. The LCOs governing APSR alignment are provided because the power
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distribution analysis supporting LCO 3.2.1, LCO 3.2.3 and LCO 3.2.4 assumes the 
APSRs are aligned.  

During movement of an APSR group, one rod may stop moving while the other rods 
in the group continue. This condition may cause excessive power peaking.  
Continued operation of the reactor with a misaligned APSR is allowed if 
Section 3.2, "Power Distribution Umits,* are preserved.  

Because ANO-1 uses gray APSRs, the APSR alignment limits satisfy Criterion 4 of 
10 CFR 50.36 (Ref. 3).  

LCO 

The limits on CONTROL ROD group alignment, safety rod withdrawal, and APSR 
alignment, together with the limits on regulating rod insertion, APSR insertion, 
AXIAL POWER IMBALANCE, and OPT, ensure the reactor will operate within the 
fuel design criteria. The Required Action in this LCO ensures deviations from the 
alignment limits will be adjusted so that excessive local LHRs will not occur.  

The limit for Individual APSR misalignment is 6.5% (approximately 9 inches) 
deviation from the group average position. This value is established based on the 
distance between reed switches, with additional allowances for uncertainty in the 
absolute position indicator amplifiers, group average position calculator, and 
asymmetric alarm or fault detector outputs. Therefore, no additional uncertainties 
are required to be incorporated in the implementing procedures. The position of an 
inoperable APSR is not included in the calculation of the APSR group's average 
position.  

Failure to meet the requirements of this LCO may produce unacceptable LHRs, 
which may constitute initial conditions Inconsistent with the safety analysis.  

APPLICABILITY 

The requirements on APSR OPERABILITY and alignment are applicable in 
MODES I and 2, because these are the only MODES in which significant neutron 
(or fission) power is generated, and the OPERABILITY and alignment of APSRs 
have the potential to affect the safety of the unit. In MODES 3, 4, 5, and 6, the 
alignment limits do not apply because the reactor is shut down, and excessive local 
LHRs cannot occur from APSR misalignment.  

ACTIONS 

The ACTIONS described below are required If one APSR is Inoperable. The unit is 
not allowed to operate with more than one inoperable APSR. This would require 
the reactor to be placed in MODE 3, in accordance with LCO 3.0.3.
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An alternate to realigning a single misaligned APSR to the group average position is 
to align the remainder of the APSR group to the position of the misaligned or 
inoperable APSR, while maintaining APSR insertion, in accordance with the limits in 
the COLR. This restores the alignment requirements. Deviations up to 2 hours will 
not cause significant xenon redistribution to occur. This alternative assumes the 
APSR group movement does not cause the limits of LCO 3.2.2, "AXIAL POWER 
SHAPING ROD (APSR) Insertion Limits," to be exceeded. For this reason, APSR 
group movement is only practical for instances where small movements of the 
APSR group are sufficient to re-establish APSR alignment.  

A.2 

Reduction of THERMAL POWER to < 60% of the ALLOWABLE THERMAL 
POWER ensures that local LHR increases, due to a misaligned APSR, will not 
cause the core design criteria to be exceeded. The required Completion Time of 
2 hours allows the operator sufficient time for reducing THERMAL POWER.  

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS 

SR 3.1.6.1 

Verification at a 12 hour Frequency that individual APSR positions are within 6.5% 
of the group average height limits allows the operator to detect an APSR beginning 
to deviate from its expected position. In addition, APSR position is continuously 
available to the operator In the control room so that during actual APSR motion, 
deviations can immediately be detected.  

REFERENCES 

1. SAR, Section 1.4, GDC 10 and GDC 28.  

2. 10 CFR 50.46.  

3. 10 CFR 50.36.
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B 3.1 REACTIVITY CONTROL SYSTEMS 

B 3.1.7 Position Indicator Channels 

BASES 

BACKGROUND 

According to the SAR discussion of GDC 13 (Ref. 1), adequate Instrumentation and 
controls are provided to maintain operating variables within prescribed ranges for 
normal operation and monitor accident conditions as appropriate to assure 
adequate safety. LCO 3.1.7 is required to ensure OPERABILITY of the CONTROL 
ROD and APSR position Indicators, and thereby ensure compliance with the 
CONTROL ROD and APSR alignment and insertion limits.  

The OPERABILITY, including position indication, of the CONTROL RODS is an 
initial condition assumption in all safety analyses that assume rod insertion upon 
reactor trip. Maximum rod misalignment for the CONTROL RODS and APSRs is 
assumed in the safety analysis, which directly affect core power distributions and 
assumptions of available SDM.  

Mechanical or electrical failures may cause a CONTROL ROD or APSR to become 
misaligned from its group. CONTROL ROD or APSR misalignment may cause 
increased local linear heat rates (LHRs), due to the asymmetric reactivity 
distribution, and a reduction in the total available CONTROL ROD worth for reactor 
shutdown. Therefore, CONTROL ROD and APSR alignment are related to core 
operation within design LHR limits and the core design requirement of a minimum 
SDM. CONTROL ROD and APSR position indication is needed to assess 
OPERABILITY and alignment.  

Umits on CONTROL ROD and APSR alignment, and CONTROL ROD and APSR 
group position have been established, and all CONTROL ROD and APSR positions 
are monitored and controlled during operation to ensure that the power distribution 
and reactivity limits defined by the design LHR and SDM limits are preserved.  

Three methods of CONTROL ROD and APSR position indication are provided in 
the Control Rod Drive Control System. The three means are by absolute position 
indicator, relative position indicator transducers, and zone reference indicators.  
The absolute position indicator transducer consists of a series of magnetically 
operated reed switches mounted in a tube parallel to the control rod drive 
mechanism (CRDM) motor tube extension. Switch contacts close when a 
permanent magnet mounted on the upper end of the CONTROL ROD or APSR 
assembly leadscrew extension comes near. As the leadscrew and CONTROL ROD 
or APSR move, the switches operate sequentially, producing an analog voltage 
proportional to position. Other reed switches included in the same tube with the 
absolute position indicator matrix provide full in and full out limit indications, and 
position indications at 0%, 25%, 50%, 75%, and 100% travel. This series of seven 
indicators are called zone reference indicators. The relative position Indicator
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transducer is a potentiometer, driven by a step motor that produces a signal 
proportional to CONTROL ROD or APSR position, based on the electrical pulse 
steps that drive the CRDM.  

CONTROL ROD and APSR position indicating readout devices located in the 
control room consist of single rod position meters on a position indication panel and 
group average position meters. A selector switch permits either relative or absolute 
position indication to be displayed on all of the individual position indication meters.  
Indicator lights are provided on the individual position indication panel to indicate 
when each CONTROL ROD or APSR is fully withdrawn, fully inserted, enabled, or 
transferred, and whether a rod position asymmetry alarm condition is present.  
Additional indicators show full insertion, full withdrawal, and enabled for motion for 
each CONTROL ROD and APSR group. The consequence of continued operation 
with an inoperable absolute position indicator or relative position indicator channel 
is a decreased reliability in determining CONTROL ROD and APSR position.  
Therefore, the potential for operation in violation of design LHR or SDM limits is 
increased.  

APPLICABLE SAFETY ANALYSES 

CONTROL ROD and APSR position accuracy is essential during power operation.  
LHR, ejected rod worth, or SDM limits may be violated in the event of a Design 
Basis Accident (Ref. 2) with CONTROL RODS or APSRs operating outside their 
limits undetected. CONTROL ROD and APSR positions must be known in order to 
verify the core is operating within the group sequence, overlap, design LHRs, 
ejected rod worth, and with minimum SDM (LCO 3.1.5, "Safety Rod Insertion 
Limits"; LCO 3.2.1, "Regulating Rod Insertion Limits"; and LCO 3.2.2, "AXIAL 
POWER SHAPING ROD (APSR) Insertion Limits"). The CONTROL ROD and 
APSR positions must also be known in order to verify the alignment limits are 
preserved (LCO 3.1.4, "CONTROL ROD Group Alignment Limits," and LCO 3.1.6, 
"AXIAL POWER SHAPING ROD (APSR) Alignment Limits"). CONTROL ROD and 
APSR positions are continuously monitored to provide operators with information 
that ensures the unit is operating within the bounds of the accident analysis 
assumptions.  

In MODES 1 and 2 while critical, the CONTROL ROD and APSR position indicator 
channels satisfy Criterion 2 of 10 CFR 50.36 (Ref. 3). In MODE 2 while subcritical, 
the CONTROL ROD and APSR position indicator channels satisfy Criterion 4 of 
10 CFR 50.36.  

LCO 

LCO 3.1.7 specifies that one position Indicator channel be OPERABLE for each 
CONTROL ROD and APSR.
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This requirement ensures that CONTROL ROD and APSR position indication during 
MODES 1 and 2 and PHYSICS TESTS is accurate, and that design assumptions 
are not challenged. OPERABILITY of the position indicator channel ensures that 
inoperable, misaligned, or mispositioned CONTROL RODS or APSRs can be 
detected. Therefore, LHR and SDM can be controlled within acceptable limits.  

APPLICABILITY 

In MODES I and 2, OPERABILITY of the position indicator channel is required, 
since the reactor is, or is capable of, generating THERMAL POWER in these 
MODES. In MODES 3, 4, 5, and 6, Applicability is not required because the reactor" 
is shut down with the required minimum SDM and is not generating significant 
THERMAL POWER.  

ACTIONS 

A.1 

If the required position indicator channel is inoperable for one or more rods, the 
position of the CONTROL ROD or APSR is not known with certainty. Therefore, 
each affected CONTROL ROD or APSR must be declared inoperable, and the 
limits of LCO 3.1.4 or LCO 3.1.6 apply. The required Completion Time for declaring 
the rod(s) inoperable Is immediately. Therefore LCO 3.1.4 or LCO 3.1.6 is entered 
immediately, and the required Completion Times for the appropriate Required 
Actions in those LCOs apply without delay.  

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS 

SR 3.1.7.1 

A CHANNEL CHECK of the required position indication channel ensures that 
position indication for each CONTROL ROD and APSR remains OPERABLE and 
accurate. A CHANNEL CHECK is normally a comparison of the parameter 
indicated on one channel to a similar parameter on other channels. However, this 
CHANNEL CHECK will be used to detect gross channel failure; therefore, it is key in 
verifying that the instrumentation continues to operate properly between each 
CHANNEL CALIBRATION.  

When compared to other channels, the agreement criteria between channels is 
determined by the unit staff. If the channels are within the criteria, it is an indication 
that the channels are OPERABLE.
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The CHANNEL CHECK supplements less formal but more frequent checks of 
channel OPERABILITY during normal operational use of the displays associated 
with the LCO's required position indicator channel.  

The required Frequency of 12 hours is adequate for verifying that no degradation in 
system OPERABILITY has occurred.  

SR 3.1.7.2 

A CHANNEL CALIBRATION of the required position indication channel verifies that 
the channel responds within the necessary range and accuracy.  

The Frequency of 18 months is based on operating experience and consistency 
with the typical industry refueling cycle.  

REFERENCES 

1. SAR, Section 1.4, GDC 13.  

2. SAR, Chapter 14.  

3. 10 CFR 50.36.
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B 3.1 REACTIVITY CONTROL SYSTEMS 

B 3.1.8 PHYSICS TESTS Exceptions Systems - MODE I 

BASES 

BACKGROUND 

The purpose of this LCO is to permit PHYSICS TESTS to be conducted by 
providing exemptions from the requirements of other LCOs. Establishment of a test 
program to verify that structures, systems, and components will perform 
satisfactorily in service is required by Section XI of 10 CFR 50, Appendix B (Ref. 1).  
Testing is required as an integral part of the design, fabrication, construction, and 
operation of the unit. All functions necessary to ensure that specified design 
conditions are not violated during normal operation and abnormalities must be 
tested. Requirements for notification of the NRC, for the purpose of conducting 
tests and experiments, are specified in 10 CFR 50.59 (Ref. 2).  

The key objectives of a test program are to: 

a. Ensure that the facility has been adequately designed; 

b. Validate the analytical models used in the design and analysis; 

c. Verify the assumptions used to predict unit response; 

d. Ensure that installation of equipment in the facility has been accomplished in 
accordance with the design; and 

e. Verify that the operating and emergency procedures are adequate.  

To accomplish these objectives, testing Is performed prior to initial criticality; during 
startup, low power operations, and power ascension; at high powers; and after each 
refueling. The PHYSICS TESTS requirements for reload fuel cycles ensure that the 
operating characteristics of the core are consistent with the design predictions, and 
that the core can be operated as designed (Ref. 3).  

The inclusion of this PHYSICS TESTS Exception LCO is acceptable based on the 
use of approved written procedures, administrative controls, the requirements of 
10 CFR 50.59, and the LCO 3.1.8 provisions in effect during the conduct of 
PHYSICS TESTS. PHYSICS TESTS procedures are written and approved in 
accordance with established guidelines. The procedures include all information 
necessary to permit a detailed execution of testing required to ensure the design 
intent is met. PHYSICS TESTS are performed in accordance with these 
procedures, and test results are approved prior to continued power escalation and 
long term power operation. Examples of PHYSICS TESTS include determination of 
critical boron concentration, CONTROL ROD group worths, reactivity coefficients, 
flux symmetry, and core power distribution.
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APPLICABLE SAFETY ANALYSES 

It is acceptable to suspend certain LCOs for PHYSICS TESTS because reactor 
protection cdteda are preserved by the LCOs still in effect and by the SRs. Even if 
an accident occurs during PHYSICS TESTS with one or more LCOs suspended, 
fuel damage criteria are preserved because the limits on linear heat rate (LHR), 
ejected rod worth, and shutdown capability are maintained during the PHYSICS 
TESTS.  

Reference 4 describes the initial testing of the facility, including PHYSICS TESTS.  
Table 13-2 (Ref. 5) summarizes the post-criticality tests. Requirements for reload 
fuel cycle PHYSICS TESTS are given in SAR Section 3A.9 (Ref. 3). Although 
these PHYSICS TESTS are generally accomplished within the limits of all LCOs, 
one or more LCOs must sometimes be suspended to make completion of PHYSICS 
TESTS possible or practical.  

This is acceptable as long as the fuel design criteria are not violated. When one or 
more of the limits specified in: 

LCO 3.1.4, "CONTROL ROD Group Alignment Umits"; 
LCO 3.1.5, "Safety Rod Insertion Umits"; 
LCO 3.1.6, "AXIAL POWER SHAPING ROD (APSR) Alignment Limits"; 
LCO 3.2.1, "Regulating Rod Insertion Umits"; 
LCO 3.2.2, "AXIAL POWER SHAPING ROD (APSR) Insertion Limits, for the 

restricted operation region only; 
LCO 3.2.3, "AXIAL POWER IMBALANCE Operating Umits"; and 
LCO 3.2.4, "QUADRANT POWER TILT (QPT)" 

are suspended for PHYSICS TESTS, the fuel design criteria are preserved by 
maintaining the LHR (in MODE I PHYSICS TESTS) within limits, maintaining 
ejected rod worth within limits by restricting regulating rod insertion to within the 
acceptable operating region or the restricted operating region, by limiting maximum 
THERMAL POWER and by maintaining SDM within the limit provided in the COLR.  
Therefore, surveillance of the LHR and SDM is required to verify that their limits are 
not exceeded. The limits for the LHR are specified in the COLR. Refer to the 
Bases for LCO 3.2.5 for a complete discussion of LHR. During PHYSICS TESTS, 
one or more of the LCOs that normally preserve the LHR limits may be suspended.  
However, the results of the safety analysis are not adversely impacted if verification 
that core LHRs are within their limits is obtained, while one or more of the LCOs is 
suspended. Therefore, SRs are placed on LHR during MODE I PHYSICS TESTS 
when THERMAL POWER exceeds 20% RTP to verify that the core LHRs remain 
within their limits. Periodic verification of these factors allows PHYSICS TESTS to 
be conducted while continuing to maintain the design criteria.  

PHYSICS TESTS include measurement of core nuclear parameters or exercise of 
control components that affect process variables. Among the process variables 
involved are AXIAL POWER IMBALANCE and QPT, which represent initial 
condition input (power peaking) for the accident analysis. Also involved are the 
movable control components, i.e., the regulating rods and the APSRs, which affect
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power peaking. The limits for these variables are specified for each fuel cycle in the 
COLR.  

As described in LCO 3.0.7, compliance with Test Exception LCOs is optional, and 
therefore no criteria of 10 CFR 50.36 (Ref. 6) apply. Test Exception LCOs provide 
flexibility to perform certain operations by appropriately modifying requirements of 
other LCOs. A discussion for the other LCOs is provided in their respective Bases.  

LCO 

This LCO permits individual CONTROL RODS and APSRs to be positioned outside 
of their specified group alignment and withdrawal limits and to be assigned to other 
than specified CONTROL ROD groups, and permits AXIAL POWER IMBALANCE 
and QPT limits to be exceeded during the performance of PHYSICS TESTS. In 
addition, this LCO permits verification of the fundamental core characteristics and 
nuclear instrumentation operation.  

The requirements of LCO 3.1.4, LCO 3.1.5, LCO 3.1.6, LCO 3.2.1 (for the restricted 
operation region only, LCO 3.2.2, LCO 3.2.3, and LCO 3.2.4 may be suspended 
during the performance of PHYSICS TESTS provided: 

a. THERMAL POWER is maintained < 85% RTP; 

b. Nuclear overpower trip setpoint is < 10% RTP higher than the THERMAL 
POWER at which the test is performed, with a maximum setting of 
90% RTP; 

c. LHR is maintained within limits specified in the COLR while operating at 
greater than 20% RTP; and 

d. SDM is verified to be within the limit provided in the COLR.  

Operation with THERMAL POWER < 85% RTP during PHYSICS TESTS provides 
an acceptable thermal margin when one or more of the applicable LCOs is out of 
specification. Eighty-five percent RTP is consistent with the maximum power level 
for conducting the intermediate core power distribution test specified in 
Reference 3. The nuclear overpower trip setpoint is reduced so that a similar 
margin exists between the steady state condition and trip setpoint as exists during 
normal operation at RTP.  

LCO provision c is modified by a Note that requires the adherence to LHR 
requirements only when THERMAL POWER is greater than 20% RTP. This 
establishes an LCO provision that is consistent with the Applicability of LCO 3.2.5, 
"Power Peaking.*
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APPLICABILITY 

This LCO is applicable in MODE 1, when the reactor has completed low power 
testing and is in power ascension, or during power operation with THERMAL 
POWER > 5% RTP but < 85% RTP. This LCO is applicable for power ascension 
testing, as described in SAR Section 3A.9 (Ref. 3). In MODE 2, Applicability of this 
LCO is not required because LCO 3.1.9, "PHYSICS TESTS Exceptions - MODE 2," 
addresses PHYSICS TESTS exceptions initiated in MODE 2. In MODES 3,4, 5, 
and 6, Applicability is not required because PHYSICS TESTS are not performed in 
these MODES.  

ACTIONS 

A.1 and A.2 

If the SDM requirements are not met, boration must be initiated promptly. A 
Completion Time of 15 minutes is adequate for an operator to correctly align and 
start the required systems and components. The operator should begin boration 
with the best source available for the unit conditions. Boration will be continued 
until SDM is within limit. In the determination of the required combination of 
boration flow rate and boron" concentration, there is no unique requirement that 
must be satisfied.  

Suspension of PHYSICS TESTS exceptions requires restoration of each of the 
applicable LCOs to within specification. A Completion Time of one hour is provided 
for the operator to restore compliance with the excepted LCOs.  

8.1 

If THERMAL POWER exceeds 85% RTP, then 1 hour is allowed for the operator to 
reduce THERMAL POWER to within limits or to complete an orderly suspension of 
PHYSICS TESTS exceptions. Suspension of PHYSICS TESTS exceptions requires 
restoration of each of the applicable individual LCOs to within specification. This 
required Completion Time is consistent with, or more conservative than, those 
specified for the individual LCO, addressed by PHYSICS TESTS exceptions.  

If the nuclear overpower trip setpoint is not within the specified limits, then 1 hour is 
allowed for the operator to restore the nuclear overpower trip setpoint within limits or 
to complete an orderly suspension of PHYSICS TESTS exceptions. Suspension of 
PHYSICS TESTS exceptions requires restoration of each of the applicable 
individual LCOs to within specification. This required Completion Time is consistent 
with, or more conservative than, those specified for the individual LCO, addressed 
by these PHYSICS TESTS exceptions.  
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If the results of the incore flux map indicate that LHR has exceeded its limit, then 
PHYSICS TESTS are suspended. This action is required because of direct 
indication that the core LHR, which is a fundamental initial condition for the safety 
analysis, is excessive. Suspension of PHYSICS TESTS exceptions requires 
restoration of each of the applicable LCOs to within specification.  

This Condition is modified by a Note that requires performance of the Required 
Action only when THERMAL POWER is greater than 20% RTP. This establishes 
an ACTIONS entry Condition that is consistent with LCO provision c and the 
Applicability of LCO 3.2.5, "Power Peaking.' 

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS 

SR 3.1.8.1 

Verification that THERMAL POWER is < 85% RTP ensures that the required 
additional thermal margin has been established prior to and during PHYSICS 
TESTS. The required Frequency of once per hour allows the operator adequate 
time to determine any degradation of the established thermal margin during 
PHYSICS TESTS.  

SR 3.1.8.2 

Verification that core LHRs are within their limits ensures that core LHR and 
departure from nucleate boiling ratio will remain within their limits, while one or more 
of the LCOs that normally control these design limits are out of specification. The 
required Frequency of 2 hours allows the operator adequate time for collecting a 
flux map and for performing the LHR verification, based on operating experience. If 
SR 3.2.5.1 is not met, PHYSICS TESTS are suspended and LCO 3.2.5 applies.  
This Frequency is more conservative than the Completion Time for restoration of 
the individual LCOs that preserve the LHR limits.  

This SR is modified by a Note that requires performance only when THERMAL 
POWER is greater than 20% RTP. This establishes a performance requirement 
that is consistent with the Applicability of LCO 3.2.5, "Power Peaking.' 

SR 3.1.8.3 

Verification that the nuclear overpower trip setpoint is within the limit specified for 
each PHYSICS TEST ensures that core protection at the reduced power level is 
established during the PHYSICS TESTS. Performing the verification once prior to 
the performance of PHYSICS TESTS allows the operator adequate time for 
verifying the established trip setpoint before initiating PHYSICS TESTS.
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SR 3.1.8.4 

The SDM is verified by performing a reactivity balance calculation, considering the 
following reactivity effects: 

a. Reactor Coolant System (RCS) boron concentration; 

b. CONTROL ROD position; 

c. Doppler defect; 

d. Fuel bumup based on gross thermal energy generation; 

e. Samarium concentration; 

f. Xenon concentration; and 

g. Moderator defect.  

The Frequency of 24 hours is based on the generally slow change in required boron 
concentration and on the low probability of an accident occurring without the 
required SDM.  

REFERENCES 

1. 10 CFR 50, Appendix B, Section XI.  

2. 10 CFR 50.59.  

3. SAR, Section 3A.9.  

4. SAR, Section 13.3, 13.4 and 13.6.  

5. SAR, Section 13.4, Table 13-2.  

6. 10 CFR 50.36.
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B 3.1 REACTIVITY CONTROL SYSTEMS 

B 3.1.9 PHYSICS TESTS Exceptions - MODE 2 

BASES 

BACKGROUND 

The purpose of this MODE 2 LCO is to permit PHYSICS TESTS to be conducted by 
providing exemptions from the requirements of other LCOs. Establishment of a test 
program to verify that structyres, systems, and components will perform 
satisfactorily in service is required by Section Xl of 10 CFR 50, Appendix B (Ref. 1).  
Testing is required as an integral part of the design, fabrication, construction, and 
operation of the unit. All functions necessary to ensure that specified design 
conditions are not violated during normal operation and abnormalities must be 
tested. Requirements for notification of the NRC, for the purpose of conducting 
tests and experiments, are specified in 10 CFR 50.59 (Ref. 2).  

The key objectives of a test program are to: 

a. Ensure that the facility has been adequately designed; 

b. Validate the analytical models used In the design and analysis; 

c. Verify the assumptions used to predict unit response; 

d. Ensure that installation of equipment in the facility has been accomplished in 
accordance with the design; and 

e. Verify that the operating and emergency procedures are adequate.  

To accomplish these objectives, testing is performed prior to initial criticality; during 
startup, low power operatiods, and power ascension; at high powers; and after each 
refueling. The PHYSICS TESTS requirements for reload fuel cycles ensure that the 
operating characteristics of the core are consistent with the design predictions, and 
that the core can be operated as designed (Ref. 3).  

The inclusion of this PHYSICS TESTS Exception LCO is acceptable based on the 
use of approved written procedures, administrative controls, the requirements of 
10 CFR 50.59, and the LCO 3.1.9 provisions in effect during the conduct of 
PHYSICS TESTS. PHYSICS TESTS procedures are written and approved in 
accordance with established guidelines. The procedures include all information 
necessary to permit a detailed execution of testing required to ensure that the 
design intent is met. PHYSICS TESTS are performed in accordance with these 
procedures, and test results are approved prior to continued power escalation and 
long term power operation.
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Examples of MODE 2 PHYSICS TESTS include determination of critical boron 
concentration, CONTROL ROD group worth, and reactivity coefficients.  

APPLICABLE SAFETY ANALYSES 

Reference 4 describes the initial testing of the facility, including PHYSICS TESTS.  
Table 13-2 (Ref. 5) summarizes the post-criticality tests. Requirements for reload 
fuel cycle PHYSICS TESTS are given in SAR Section 3A.9 (Ref. 3). Although 
these PHYSICS TESTS are generally accomplished within the limits of all LCOs, 
conditions may occur when one or more of the LCOs must be suspended to make 
completion of PHYSICS TESTS possible or practical.  

It is acceptable to suspend the following LCOs for PHYSICS TESTS because 
reactor protection criteria are preserved by the LCOs still maintained and by the 
SRs: 

LCO 3.1.3, "Moderator Temperature Coefficient (MTC)"; 
LCO 3.1.4, -CONTROL ROD Group Alignment Umits"; 
LCO 3.1.5, "Safety Rod Insertion Limits"; 
LCO 3.1.6, "AXIAL POWER SHAPING ROD (APSR) Alignment Umits"; 
LCO 3.2.1, "Regulating Rod Insertion Umits"; 
LCO 3.2.2, "AXIAL POWER-SHAPING ROD (APSR) Insertion Umits; and 
LCO 3.4.2, "RCS Minimum Temperature for Criticality." 

Even if an accident occurs during PHYSICS TESTS with one or more LCOs 
suspended, fuel damage criteria are preserved because the limits on THERMAL 
POWER and shutdown capability are maintained during the PHYSICS TESTS.  

Shutdown capability is preserved by limiting THERMAL POWER and maintaining 
adequate SDM, when in MODE 2 PHYSICS TESTS. In MODE 2, the Reactor 
Coolant System (RCS) temperature must be within the narrow range 
instrumentation for unit control. The narrow range temperature Instrumentation 
goes on scale at 5200F. Therefore, it is considered safe to allow the minimum RCS 
temperature to decrease to 520OF during MODE 2 PHYSICS TESTS, based on the 
low probability of an accident occurring and on prior operating experience.  

PHYSICS TESTS include measurement of core nuclear parameters or exercise of 
control components that affect process variables.  

As described in LCO 3.0.7, compliance with Test Exception LCOs is optional, and 
therefore no criteria of 10 CFR 50.36 (Ref. 6) apply. Test Exception LCOs provide 
flexibility to perform certain operations by appropriately modifying requirements of 
other LCOs. A discussion of the criteria for the other LCOs is provided in their 
respective Bases.
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LCO 

This LCO permits individual CONTROL RODS and APSRs to be positioned outside 
of their specified group alignment and withdrawal limits and to be assigned to other 
than specified CONTROL ROD groups during the performance of PHYSICS 
TESTS. In addition, this LCO permits verification of the fundamental core 
characteristics.  

This LCO also allows suspension of LCO 3.1.3, LCO 3.1.4, LCO 3.1.5, LCO 3.1.6, 
LCO 3.2.1, LCO 3.2.2, and LCO 3.4.2, provided: 

a. THERMAL POWER is •- 5% RTP; 

b. Nuclear overpower trip setpoints on the OPERABLE nuclear power range 
channels are set to <5% RTP; 

c. Nuclear instrumentation high startup rate CONTROL ROD withdrawal inhibit 
Is OPERABLE; and 

d. SDM is within the limit provided in the COLR.  

The limits of LCO 3.2.3 and LCO 3.2.4 are not exempted by this specification 
because they do not apply in MODE 2. Inhibiting CONTROL ROD withdrawal, 
based on startup rate, also limits local linear heat rate (LHR), departure from 
nucleate boiling ratio (DNBR), and peak RCS pressure during accidents initiated 
from low power.  

APPLICABILITY 

This LCO is applicable when the reactor is either subcritical or critical with 
THERMAL POWER •5% RTP. The Applicability is stated as "during PHYSICS 
TESTS initiated in MODE 2" to ensure that the 5% RTP maximum power level is not 
exceeded. Should the THERMAL POWER exceed 5% RTP, and consequently the 
unit enter MODE 1, this Applicability statement prevents exiting this Specification 
and its Required Actions. This LCO is applicable for initial criticality or low power 
testing, as described in SAR Section 3A.9 (Ref. 3). In MODE 1, Applicability of this 
LCO is not required because LCO 3.1.8, "PHYSICS TESTS Exceptions," addresses 
PHYSICS TESTS exceptions in MODE 1. In MODES 3,4,5, and 6, a test 
exception LCO is not required because the excepted LCOs do not apply in these 
MODES.
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ACTIONS 

A.1 

If THERMAL POWER exceeds 5% RTP, a positive reactivity addition could be 
occurring, and a nuclear excursion could result To ensure that local LHR, DNBR, 
and RCS pressure limits are not violated, the reactor is immediately tripped. The 
necessary prompt action requires manual operator action to open the control rod 
drive trip breakers without attempts to reduce THERMAL POWER by actuating the 
control system (i.e., CONTROL ROD insertion or RCS boration).  

B.1 and B.2 

If the SDM requirements are not met, boration must be initiated promptly. A 
Completion Time of 15 minutes Is adequate for an operator to correctly align and 
start the required systems and components. The operator should begin boration 
with the best source available for the unit conditions. Boration will be continued 
until SDM is within limit. In the determination of the required combination of 
boration flow rate and bororl concentration, there is no unique requirement that 
must be satisfied.  

Suspension of PHYSICS TESTS exceptions requires restoration of each of the 
applicable LCOs to within specification. A Completion Time of one hour is provided 
for the operator to restore compliance with the excepted LCOs.  

C.._ 

If the nuclear overpower trip setpoint is > 5% RTP, then 1 hour Is allowed for the 
operator to restore the nuclear overpower trip setpoint within limits or to complete 
an orderly suspension of PHYSICS TESTS exceptions. Suspension of PHYSICS 
TESTS exceptions requires restoration of each of the applicable individual LCOs to 
within specification, in order to ensure that continuity of reactor operation is within 
initial condition limits. This required Completion Time is consistent with, or more 
conservative than, those specified for the individual LCOs addressed by PHYSICS 
TESTS exceptions.  

If the nuclear instrumentation high startup rate CONTROL ROD withdrawal inhibit 
function is inoperable, then 1 hour is allowed for the operator to restore the 
functions to OPERABLE status or to complete an orderly suspension of PHYSICS 
TESTS exceptions. Suspension of PHYSICS TESTS exceptions requires 
restoration of each of the applicable individual LCOs to within specification. This 
required Completion Time is consistent with, or more conservative than, those 
specified for the individual LCOs addressed by PHYSICS TESTS exceptions.
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The nuclear instrumentation high startup rate CONTROL ROD withdrawal inhibit 
function is not required when the reactor power level is above the operating range 
of the instrumentation channel. For example, if the reactor power level is above the 
source range channel operating range, then only the intermediate range high 
startup rate CONTROL ROD withdrawal inhibit is required to be functional.  

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS 

SR 3.1.9.1 

Verification that THERMAL POWER is• 5% RTP ensures that local LHR, DNBR, 
and RCS pressure limits are not violated and that entry into Actions Condition A is 
performed promptly. Hourly verification is adequate for the operator to determine 
any change in core conditions, such as xenon redistribution occurring after a 
THERMAL POWER reduction, that could cause THERMAL POWER to exceed the 
specified limit.  

SR 3.1.9.2 

Verification that the nuclear overpower trip setpoint is within the limit specified for 
PHYSICS TESTS ensures that core protection at the reduced power level is 
established during PHYSICS TESTS. Performing the verification prior to the 
performance of PHYSICS TESTS allows the operator adequate time for verifying 
the established trip setpoint before initiating PHYSICS TESTS.  

SR 3.1.9.3 

The SDM is verified by performing a reactivity balance calculation, considering the 

following reactivity effects: 

a. RCS boron concentration; 

b. CONTROL ROD position; 

c. RCS average temperature; 

d. Fuel bumup based on gross thermal energy generation; 

e. Samarium concentration; 

f. Xenon concentration; 

g. Isothermal temperature coefficient (ITC), when below the point of adding 
heat (POAH); 

h. Moderator defect, when above the POAH; and
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i. Doppler defect, when above the POAH.  

Using the ITC accounts for Doppler reactivity in this calculation when the reactor is 
subcritical or critical but below the POAH, and the fuel temperature will be changing 
at the same rate as the RCS.  

The Frequency of 24 hours is based on the generally slow change in required boron 
concentration and on the low probability of an accident occurring without the 
required SDM.  

REFERENCES 

1. 10 CFR 50, Appendix B, Section XI.  

2. 10 CFR 50.59.  

3. SAR, Section 3A.9.  

4. SAR, Section 13.3, 13.4 and 13.6.  

5. SAR, Section 13.4, Table 13-2.  

6. 10 CFR 50.36.
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CTS DISCUSSION OF CHANGES 
ITS Section 3.1: Reactivity Control Systems 

ADMINISTRATIVE 

Al The designated change represents a non-technical, non-intent change to the Arkansas Nuclear One, Unit 1 Current Technical Specifications (CTS) made to make the ANO-1 Improved Technical Specifications (ITS) consistent with the Babcock and Wilcox (B&W) revised Standard Technical Specification (RSTS), NUREG-1430, Revision 1.  This change does not alter the requirements of the CTS or RSTS. Examples of this type of change include: wording preference; convention adoption; editorial, numbering 
and formatting changes; and hierarchy structure.  

A2 The CTS Bases will be administratively deleted in their entirety in favor of the NUREG-1430 Bases. The CTS Bases will be reviewed for technical content that will be identified for retention in the ITS Bases.  

A3 The CTS 4.7.1.2 defined rod misalignment as being a deviation from the group average position of more than nine (9) inches. For consistency with the plant instrumentation and NUREG-1430, 6.5% will be used to establish CONTROL ROD and APSR misalignment in the ITS. ITS Bases B 3.1.4 includes reference to the fact that 9 inches and 6.5% are considered equivalent. This is consistent with NUREG-1430.  

A4 Not used.  

A5 The second statement of CTS 3.5.2.5.1 provides an exception to the requirement that all safety rods be fully withdrawn as stated in CTS 3.1.3.5. This allowance relaxes the requirement to shutdown, per CTS 3.1.3.7, when a safety rod is not fully withdrawn, provided the rod is inoperable per CTS 3.5.2.2. Through the adoption of ITS 3.1.5 and its associated ACTIONS, this allowance for continued operation of the unit with an inoperable and not fully withdrawn safety rod will be maintained. Although it is represented in a significantly different format, the requirements of CTS 3.5.2.5.1 are maintained by the requirements of the ITS. Due to the continuation of essentially equivalent requirements, this change is administrative in nature. This change is 
consistent with NUREG-1430.  

A6 The requirement that a CONTROL ROD which cannot be exercised be declared inoperable, which is presented in the first statement in CTS 4.7.1.3, is maintained in the ITS through the requirements of ITS SR 3.1.4.2, CONTROL ROD freedom of movement verification, and the application of ITS SR 3.0.1. Although no specific ITS item is cross-referenced to this CTS item, the requirement is embodied in the structure and requirements of ITS Specifications 3.1.4 and 3.1.5, and the application of SR 3.0.1. The lack of a direct cross-reference represents no actual change in requirements and is administrative in nature.  

A7 CTS 3.1.3.1 establishes the minimum temperature for criticality of 5250F except during low power physics testing when the requirements of CTS 3.1.8.3 shall apply.  CTS 3.1.3.2 and CTS 3.1.8.3 establish a minimum temperature for criticality in
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accordance with the criticality curves provided on CTS Figure 3.1.2-2. CTS 3.1.3.2 
and CTS 3.1.8.3 implicitly duplicate the requirements of CTS 3.1.2, "Pressurization, 
Heatup and Cooldown Limitations," which has an implied Applicability of"at all 
times." Because of the duplicative nature of CTS 3.1.3.2 and CTS 3.1.8.3, they have 
been administratively deleted. This is acceptable because these minimum temperature 
requirements will exist in ITS LCO 3.4.3, "RCS Pressure and Temperature (PM 
Limits." ITS 3.4.3 will have Applicability "at all times" and is not excepted by the 
Physics Testing exceptions provided by LCO 3.1.8, "PHYSICS TEST Exceptions 
MODE 1." and LCO 3.1.9, "PHYSICS TEST Exceptions - MODE 2." Therefore, this 
minimum temperature for criticality requirement will continue to exist in the ITS.  

A8 The intent of CTS 3.1.8.1.A and 3.1.8.1.B is to ensure that, during Low Power Physics 
Testing, all Reactor Protection System (RPS) Setpoints are maintained per the 
requirements of the RPS setpoints section of CTS (Table 2.3-1) with the exception of 
the nuclear overpower trip setpoint which shall be less than 5 percent. The distinction 
of specifying the requirements separately below 1720 psig and above 1800 psig is made 
to ensure that the requirements are clearly applicable whether RPS is in Shutdown 
Bypass (<1720 psig), or out of Shutdown Bypass (>1800 psig). The requirement to 
maintain the nuclear overpower trip setpoint at less than 5 percent is specified only 
when above 1800 psig because the Shutdown Bypass nuclear overpower trip setpoint 
specified in CTS Table 2.3-1 is also 5%. The adoption of ITS 3.1.9 and its 
Applicability will maintain requirements consistent with those found in CTS 3.1.8. L.A 
and 3.1.8.1.B. Since ITS 3.1.9 does not suspend the requirements of ITS 3.3.1, 
"Reactor Protection System (RPS) Instrumentation," it is clear that all applicable RPS 
setpoint requirements of ITS Table 3.3.1-1 apply even during MODE 2 PHYSICS 
TESTING. Additionally, ITS 3.1.9 provides the requirement that the "Reactor trip 
setpoints on the OPERABLE nuclear overpower channels are set to <5% RTP." This 
maintains a reactor trip setpoint requirement consistent with CTS 3.1.8.1 .B. Finally, by 
allowing RPS overpower trip setpoints no higher than 5% RTP, CTS requirements 
ensured that this testing was performed at less than 5% RTP. The specified setpoints 
maintain requirements consistent with ITS 3.1.9.a.  

Because the adoption of ITS 3.1.9, in lieu of CTS 3.1.8.1.A and 3.1.8.1.B, though 
significantly different in format, maintains requirements consistent with CTS 3.1.8.1 .A 
and 3.1.8.1.B, this change is administrative in nature. This change does not result in 
any new requirements nor does it result in the removal of any current requirements.  

A9 CTS 3.5.2.3 established a requirement that "the worth of single inserted control rods 
during criticality are limited by the restrictions of Specification 3.1.3.5 and the Control 
Rod Position Limits defined in Specification 3.5.2.5." CTS 3.1.3.5 established 
requirements for safety rod withdrawal and limitations on regulating rod group 
insertion as established by Specification 3.5.2.5. The CTS did not explicitly establish a 
required action to verify that the potential ejected rod worth of a misaligned rod is 
within the assumptions used in the rod ejection analyses. However, it is an implicit 
requirement that CTS 3.5.2.3 would apply to misaligned CONTROL RODS.  
Therefore, CTS 3.5.2.3 is considered to embody the requirements of NUREG-1430 
Required Action A-2.4 (ITS Required Action A.2.2.2).
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A10 CTS 3.1.3.5 requires that the safety rod groups be fully withdrawn prior to any other 
reduction in shutdown margin by deboration or regulating rod withdrawal during the 
approach to criticality. NUREG-1430 and ITS LCO 3.1.5 require that each safety rod 
be fully withdrawn during MODES 1 and 2. The NUREG and ITS are predicated on 
an "individual" rod basis and not a group position basis. Although this translates into 
an identical requirement to have all safety rods fully withdrawn in MODES 1 and 2, 
there will be no safety rod group position requirements or actions in the ITS, only 
individual safety rod requirements and actions. This change in presentation of 
requirements is considered administrative in nature and does not change the actual 
requirement that all safety rods be fully withdrawn during MODES 1 and 2. This 
change is consistent with NUREG-1430.  

The Applicability for CTS 3.1.3.5 is "prior to any other reduction in shutdown margin 
by deboration or regulating rod withdrawal during the approach to criticality." This 
statement, as applied at ANO-1, requires compliance with regulating rod insertion 
limits while in Hot Standby and Startup reactor operating conditions (equivalent to ITS 
MODE 2). Although not explicitly applied to Power Operations (MODE 1), this 
Specification must be applied during these conditions to preserve the SHUTDOWN 
MARGIN requirements. Because the Applicability of ITS 3.1.5 maintains requirements 
consistent with the Applicability of CTS 3.1.3.5, as applied at ANO-1, this change is 
administrative in nature and neither adds any additional requirements nor removes any 
existing requirements.  

All CTS 4.7.1.2 requires that if a CONTROL ROD is misaligned from its group average 
position by more than 9 inches (6.5%), it shall be declared inoperable and the limits of 
CTS 3.5.2.2 shall apply. CTS 3.5.2.2 includes some actions which are applicable to all 
inoperable CONTROL RODS and some actions which are specifically applicable only 
to CONTROL RODS which are inoperable due to misalignment. Although ITS 3.1.4 
and 3.1.6 differentiate between inoperable and misaligned rods, these Specifications are 
written in such a way as to provide appropriate actions to compensate for either case.  
(The specific discussion of the differences between the actions of CTS 3.5.2.2 and 
ITS 3.1.4 and 3.1.6 are contained in separate DOCs.) Through the adoption of 
ITS 3.1.4 and 3.1.6, the intent of CTS 4.7.1.2 which is to ensure that the appropriate 
actions are taken in the event that a CONTROL ROD or APSR becomes misaligned 
from its group average position is maintained. No new requirements are added by this 
change and the only requirement removed is the requirement to declare the misaligned 
rod inoperable based only on misalignment. This difference is a result of the difference 
in philosophy of implementation between the CTS and ITS. Therefore, this change is 
considered administrative and represents no significant change to the requirements for 
operating with a misaligned rod.  

A12 CTS markup was annotated to show adoption of ITS 3.1.7 Actions Note. This change 
is administrative in that the Note is required by the format and usage associated with 
the structure and presentation. of the Actions in NUREG-1430.
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TECHNICAL CHANGE - MORE RESTRICTIVE 

M1 CTS Specification 4.9 currently provides for the evaluation of reactivity anomalies 
during operation of the unit. The CTS requires that the reactivity anomaly be evaluated 
"periodically" by comparison of the actual boron concentration to the predicted boron 
concentration. Additional discussion of the process of anomaly determination is 
provided in the Bases of CTS Specification 4.9. This periodic evaluation is presently 
administratively controlled with a frequency of approximately once per month.  
Adoption of the NUREG-1430 Specification 3.1.2 will require that the Frequency be 
performed in accordance with a more restrictive schedule than that presently identified 
in the CTS. Specifically, ITS SR 3.1.2.1 will have a Frequency of "prior to entering 
MODE 1 after each fuel loading" and "31 EFPD thereafter" following 60 EFPD of 
cycle operation as established in the Note. These SR Frequencies are acceptable 
because they explicitly establish the time frame for the performance of the SR and are 
in accordance with current administrative practices. This change is consistent with 
NUREG-1430.  

M2 CTS 4.9 provides for the evaluation of reactivity anomalies during operation of the 
unit. The CTS action requires that the reactivity anomaly be evaluated to determine the 
cause. No other specific power reduction or operating restriction is applied. ANO will 
adopt the NUREG-1430 LCO 3.1.2 ACTIONS with a specified Completion Time of 
7 days for Condition A. This Required Action is more restrictive than the requirements 
established within the CTS. This change is appropriate because the Required Actions 
preserve the assumptions used in the accident analyses through the implementation of 
appropriate operating restrictions. This change is consistent with NUREG-1430.  

M3 Not used.  

M4 CTS 3.1.7.1 establishes the limits on Moderator Temperature Coefficient (MTC). The 
CTS states that the limits are applicable when "the reactor is not shutdown." The 
interpretation of this statement represents a condition where the reactor would be made 
1% AK/K subcritical which represents a condition consistent with the CTS definition 
for Hot Shutdown. The slightly more restrictive Applicability ofMODES 1 and 2 in 
ITS LCO 3.1.3 will provide requirements on MTC that are consistent with other 
reactivity control parameters in the ITS. This change is classified as slightly more 
restrictive due to the slight calculational difference that exists between a reactor 
shutdown by 1% AK/K and a reactor that has Kir of less than or equal to 0.99. This 
change is consistent with NUREG-1430.
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M5 CTS 3.5.2, "Control Rod Group and Power Distribution Limits," has a defined 
Applicability of "during power operation." However, these CONTROL ROD 
OPERABILITY requirements are in practice applied during both CTS Power 
Operation and Hot Standby operating conditions. The CONTROL ROD 
OPERABILITY criteria defined by CTS 3.5.2 will correlate with requirements in 
ITS 3.1.4, 3.1.5, 3.1.6, 3.2.1 and 3.2.2. All of these ITS Specifications have an 
Applicability of MODES 1 and 2. By specifying Applicability in MODE 2, in addition 
to MODE 1, requirements will exist in the ITS where none were previously specified 
in the CTS. This Applicability represents more restrictive operating requirements than 
those specified in the CTS. This change is necessary to ensure that CONTROL ROD 
OPERABILITY exists in MODES that are consistent with the ITS SHUTDOWN 
MARGIN requirements preserved by the CONTROL ROD alignment and positioning.  
This change is consistent with NUREG-1430.  

M6 The requirements of NUREG-1430 LCO 3.1.1, "SHUTDOWN MARGIN (SDM)," 
will be adopted as presented in ITS. No explicit requirements for SDM, as defined in 
ITS Section 1.1, at other than power operation conditions, exist in the CTS. When the 
RCS temperature was below the minimum temperature for criticality given in 
CTS 3.1.3. 1, CTS 3.1.3.3 required a degree of subcriticality, based on the reactivity 
effect of depressurization, be maintained. In addition, there are subcriticality 
requirements contained in the CTS Section 1.0 definitions of Hot Shutdown, Cold 
Shutdown, and Refueling Shutdown. Adoption of ITS 3.1.1 is more restrictive in that 
specific LCO requirements, Required Actions, and Surveillance Requirements are 
established which were not previously, explicitly required in the CTS. This change is 
necessary to ensure that controls and compensatory measures are in place during 
MODES 3, 4, and 5 that ensure the subcriticality of the unit is maintained. This change 
is consistent with NUREG-1430.  

M7 CTS 3.5.2.2.1 states "Operation with more than one inoperable rod ... shall not be 
permitted." The lack of a specified action time implies that CTS 3.0.3 applies.  
CTS 3.0.3 requires the unit to be in Hot Shutdown (ITS MODE 3) in 13 hours. The 
equivalent action established in NUREG-1430, LCO 3.1.4 Required Action C.2 and 
LCO 3.1.5 Required Action B.2, requires the unit to be in MODE 3 within 6 hours.  
ANO-1 will adopt these more restrictive requirements in order to provide explicit 
Completion Times where none are currently expressed. This change is consistent with 
NUREG-1430.
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M8 The CTS requirement for performance of CONTROL ROD drop time testing is, per 
CTS 4.7.1.1, "following each refueling outage prior to return to power" and in Table 
4.1-2 Item 1, "Each Refueling Shutdown." The NUREG-1430 SR 3.1.4.3 Frequency 
of "Prior to reactor criticality after each removal of the reactor vessel head" will be 
adopted to provide a test Frequency consistent with activities that have the potential of 
affecting the rod drop time. This change in Frequency imposes the additional 
requirement of performing CONTROL ROD drop time testing following any removal 
of the reactor vessel head not just following a refueling shutdown or outage. It 
additionally requires completion of this testing prior to criticality rather than "prior to 
return to power." Adoption of the ITS SR 3.1.4.3 Frequency is appropriate because it 
correlates the SR Frequency to the activity that has the greatest probability of affecting 
the CONTROL ROD capability and characteristics. This change is consistent with 
NUREG-1430.  

M9 CTS 3.5.2.2.5 correlates to ITS 3.1.4 Required Action A.2.2.1. CTS 3.5.2.2.5 
requires a reduction in power.while operating with a misaligned CONTROL ROD; 
however, there is no specified Completion Time. ITS 3.1.4 Required Action A.2.2.1 
similarly requires a reduction in THERMAL POWER, while operating with a 
misaligned CONTROL ROD, and includes the added restriction of a 2 hour 
Completion Time. The adoption of the Completion Time ensures conservative actions 
are expeditiously initiated to minimize the potential effects of power redistribution and 
subsequent power peaking. This change is consistent with NUREG-1430.  

M10 The first two sentences of CTS 3.5.2.2.2 and the first sentence of CTS 3.5.2.2.3 
correlate to ITS 3.1.4 Required Actions A.1.1, A. 1.2, C.1.1, and C.1.2 with the 
exception of the second specified Completion Time for Required Action A. 1. 1.  
Therefore, the second Completion Time for ITS 3.1.4 Required Action A. 1.1 is shown 
as being adopted. This addition will impose more stringent requirements on unit 
operation by specifying that SDM be verified on a 12 hour Frequency after the initial 
verification. While this is not a departure from current operating practices, it is an 
additional requirement not given in the CTS. This periodic verification of SDM is 
appropriate because of the potential effects associated with power level changes, power 
redistribution, and transient fission product poisons. This change is consistent with 
NUREG- 1430.  

M11 ITS SR3.1.4.1, SR3.1.5.1 and SR3.1.6.1 requirements to verifythat CONTROL 
RODS and APSRs are within 6.5% of their group average and that safety rods are fully 
withdrawn, on a 12 hour Frequency, has been adopted. No specific requirement for 
this verification is expressed in CTS. Current operating practice is to perform these 
verifications in conjunction with and on the same frequency as the check of the 
Absolute and Relative Position Indication instrumentation. This change is consistent 
with NUREG-1430.
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M12 CTS 3.1.7.3 currently requires the unit to be placed "in at least HOT STANDBY" 
(reactor critical below 2% power) if the Moderator Temperature Coefficient (MTC) is 
outside its limits. The adoption of ITS 3.1.3 ACTION A will require the unit to be 
placed in MODE 3 if MTC is outside its limits. This conservative action is consistent 
with other ITS reactivity control Specifications and removes the unit from the 
Applicability established for ITS 3.1.3. This change is consistent with NUREG-1430.  

M13 ITS 3.1.7 Applicability has been adopted. No explicit Applicability exists for the 
equivalent requirements found in CTS 4.7.1.3. The addition of the ITS 3.1.7 MODE I 
and 2 Applicability has been made to provide requirements for verification of 
CONTROL ROD and APSR position indication that are consistent with ITS 
LCO 3.1.4, 3.1.5, 3.1.6, 3.2.1 and 3.2.2 requirements governing CONTROL ROD 
positioning. This change is consistent with NUREG-1430.  

M14 The CTS markup reflects the adoption ofNUREG-1430 LCO 3.1.8 PHYSICS TESTS 
Exceptions - MODE 1 as it is presented in the ITS. The CTS excepted certain 
individual specifications with a statement such as "except for physics testing." [This is 
one frequent usage of the exception and is not intended to represent every usage of the 
exception in the CTS.] No differentiation was made in the CTS of the applicability of 
these exceptions with respect to the unit's THERMAL POWER level. Further, only a 
minimal number of specific requirements were presented in the CTS during the conduct 
of PHYSICS TESTS and no required actions were presented. ITS 3.1.8 LCO, 
ACTIONS and SRs have been shown as adopted to provide this power level (or 
MODE) dependency. Although the PHYSICS TEST exceptions existed in the CTS, 
the power level dependency did not exist. Thus, the ITS will result in more restrictive 
requirements. This change is bonsistent with NUREG-1430.  

Additionally, the ACTIONS and SRs of ITS 3.1.9 PHYSICS TEST Exceptions
MODE 2 have been adopted. These items function to verify that the LCO 
requirements are satisfied and provide necessary remedial actions should the 
requirements not be satisfied. Because the CTS did not impose specific restrictions, 
required actions or additional surveillance requirements comparable to those 
established in the ITS, this change is more restrictive. The adoption of the additional 
requirements, Required Actions and SRs is appropriate due to the nature of PHYSICS 
TESTS. This change is consistent with NUREG-1430.
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M15 ITS 3.1.2 Required Action A.2 and Required Action B.1 will be adopted. The 

Frequency of ITS SR 3.1.2.1 and the Notes modifying this SR are also adopted. The 
adoption of these requirements, where none existed previously, represents more 
restrictive requirements on the unit. These Required Actions provide appropriate 
guidance for continued unit operation with a reactivity anomaly that exceeds its limit 
and conservative action to place the unit in MODE 2 should the Required Actions and 
associated Completion Times of Condition A not be met. The SR Notes are necessary 
to provide guidance for completion of the SR. The SR Frequency adopted is 
appropriate to determine the presence of a reactivity anomaly shortly after unit startup 
but prior to significant unit operation with the anomalous condition. The adoption of 
the SR Frequency is specifically more restrictive because it specifies the performance of 
the SR "once prior to entering MODE 1 after each fuel loading." This change is 
consistent with NUREG-1430.  

M16 The 72 hour Completion Time for ITS 3.1.4 Required Action A.2.2.2 
(NUREG-1430 3.1.4 Required Action A.2.4) is shown on the CTS markup as being 
adopted in the ITS. This is more restrictive because no Completion Time was explicitly 
established in the CTS for the completion of ejected rod worth verification as required 
by CTS 3.5.2.3. The adoption of the Completion Time is appropriate to ensure that the 
verification is promptly initiated; thus, allowing implementation of compensatory 
measures, if appropriate. This change is consistent with NUREG-1430.  

M17 The "no flow" rod drop time testing acceptance criteria is shown as being 
administratively deleted in the CTS 4.7.1.1 markup. This acceptance criteria and the 
conditions of the testing have not been demonstrated as being acceptable for satisfying 
the rod drop time surveillances that preserve the accident analysis assumptions. This 
allowance and its test criteria are not currently utilized by ANO-1. In fact SAR 
Section 3.A, does not allow completion of startup testing and entrance into MODE 1 
without performing the full flow test. The deletion of this allowance from the CTS 
results in the ITS possessing more restrictive requirements than those established by the 
CTS. NUREG-1430 does not establish a similar "no flow" testing methodology or 
acceptance criteria, thus, this deletion of material is consistent with NUREG-1430.  

M18 The CTS 4.7.1.2 provision that allowed the CONTROL ROD with the greatest 
deviation from the group average position to be evaluated first for the purpose of 
determining compliance with CTS requirements has been shown as administratively 
deleted. This allowance is not contained within nor does it support the requirements of 
NUREG-1430 or the ITS; thus, the ITS will be more restrictive than the CTS in this 
regard. Multiple CONTROL RODS deviating from the group average position are 
dealt with simultaneously in the ITS. The deletion of this CTS allowance is acceptable 
because of the conservative nature of the ITS in addressing multiple CONTROL ROD 
deviations from their group average position. This change is consistent with 
NUREG-1430.
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M19 The CTS was annotated to show the adoption of ITS 3.1.4 Required Action A.2.2.3 with its Note (NUREG-1430 3.1.4 Required Action A.2.5) which will require verification of acceptable core linear heat rates (LHRs) during operation at less than or equal to 60% of the ALLOWABLE THERMAL POWER with a misaligned CONTROL ROD. This Required Action has a 72 hour Completion Time which is acceptable because core LHRs are limited by the THERMAL POWER reduction (ITS 3.1.4 Required Action A.2.2.1). The Required Action is preceded by a Note that specifies the Required Action is only required to be performed when THERMAL POWER is greater than 20% RTP. This establishes a requirement for verification of core power distribution during unit operation consistent with the OPERABILITY of the incore detector system. This change is consistent with NUREG-1430.  

M20 The methodology specified in CTS 3.5.2.2.2 for restoring SDM, if it is determined to be less than adequate, allows boration to be secured once the worth of the inoperable rod has been met or once the limits of CTS 3.5.2.5.3 are met (i.e., the regulating rod groups are withdrawn above the SDM insertion limit curve given in the COLR). The ITS requirement will be that SDM be calculated and verified to be within the limit specified in the COLR taking into consideration the reactivity worth of the inoperable CONTROL ROD. Therefore, when addressing a single inoperable CONTROL ROD, the ITS will not allow boration to be secured once the regulating groups have been positioned above the SDM limits established by the regulating rod insertion curves given in the COLR. [Note: this discussion does not impact other CTS and ITS Specifications that would require continued boration should the regulating groups be inserted beyond their SDM insertion limits.] Thus, the ITS will be more restrictive because it will exclude an option for compliance that is present in the CTS. The ITS method of SDM verification is consistent with current operating practices, though not specified by CTS. The adoption of the ITS requirements is appropriate because the regulating rod group insertiori limits curve given in the COLR was not derived such that SDM was preserved with an additional inoperable rod, nor is it intended to address this condition. This change is consistent with NUREG-1430.  

M21 CTS 3.5.2.2.3 requires the unit to be placed in Hot Standby (reactor critical and <2% power) if the required SHUTDOWN MARGIN (SDM) can not be verified or obtained within 1 hour. The CTS does not establish a specific completion time for this required action. The adoption of ITS 3.1.4 ACTION B will require the unit be placed in MODE 3 (i.e., Kwr < 0.99) within 6 hours if adequate SDM is not verified within one hour or if boration is not initiated to obtain SDM within one hour. Thus, ITS 3.1.4 ACTION B is more restrictive than the corresponding CTS requirement in that it requires the unit be taken to a lower MODE as a result of failure to satisfy SDM requirements. These additional requirements are necessary to remove the unit from an operating condition when boration has been inadequate to restore the necessary SDM.  This change is consistent with NUREG-1430.
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M22 CTS 3.5.2.2.3 correlates to ITS 3.1.4 Required Action B. 1. CTS 3.5.2.2.3 requires 
that the unit be placed in Hot Standby if the preceding CTS actions have been 
unsuccessful in restoring the required SDM. The CTS does not specify a Completion 
Time. ITS 3.1.4 Required Action B. I similarly addresses the Required Actions should 
the preceding ITS actions not be successfully implemented, and includes the added 
restriction of a 6 hour Completion Time. The adoption of the Completion Time 
ensures conservative actions are initiated to remove the unit from the LCO 
Applicability. This change is consistent with NUREG-1430.  

M23 CTS 3.5.2.2.6 correlates to ITS 3.1.4 Required Action A.2.1. These Specifications 
allow the unit to continue to operate at unrestricted power levels above 60% ATP 
provided the inoperable regulating rod can be positioned such that it is contained within 
the allowable group alignment limits and the associated group positioned within the 
allowed group insertion limits. The CTS does not specify a Completion Time for this 
action. However, ITS 3.1.4 Required Action A.2.1 includes the added restriction of a 
2 hour Completion Time. The adoption of the Completion Time ensures conservative 
actions are initiated to minimize the potential affects of power redistribution and 
subsequent power peaking. This change is consistent with NUREG-1430.  

M24 CTS 3.5.2.2.6 correlates to ITS 3.1.6 Required Action A. 1. These Specifications 
allow the unit to continue to operate at unrestricted power levels above 60% ATP 
provided the inoperable APSR can be positioned such that it is contained within the 
allowable group alignment limits. The CTS does not specify a Completion Time for 
this action. However, ITS 3.1.6 Required Action A. 1 includes the added restriction of 
a 2 hour Completion Time. The adoption of the Completion Time ensures conservative 
actions are initiated to minimize the potential affects of power redistribution and 
subsequent power peaking. This change is consistent with NUREG-1430.  

M25 CTS 3.5.2.2.6 specifies that operation above 60% of ALLOWABLE THERMAL 
POWER (ATP) may continue with an APSR inoperable due to misalignment (as 
established by CTS 4.7.1.2) if the group is positioned such that the rod is no longer 
misaligned. This action restores compliance with the LCO; thus, no further action is 
required and power operation is unrestricted. The CTS establishes no required action 
if the unit is below 60% ATP. Further, the CTS does not specifically state the required 
action should an APSR not be capable of being aligned within its group alignment 
limits. The ITS will require THERMAL POWER to be reduced to < 60% of the 
ALLOWABLE THERMAL POWER with a Completion Time of 2 hours. This change 
will incorporate an action that is implied by the current license basis.  

TECHNICAL CHANGE - LESS RESTRICTIVE 

Li The ITS SR 3.1.4.2 required Frequency is less restrictive than the CTS.  
CTS Table 4.1-2 Item 2 requires movement of CONTROL RODS on a frequency of 
every two (2) weeks. The ITS Frequency will be 92 days. Based on the historical 
operating reliability of the CONTROL RODS, this change in Frequency from 14 days 
to 92 days is not considered to represent a significant reduction in the ability to verify 
system reliability. This position is supported by Generic Letter 93-05, "Line-Item
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Technical Specifications Improvements to Reduce Surveillance Requirements for 
Testing During Power Operation." The reduction in Frequency of CONTROL ROD 
freedom of movement verification lessens the overall number of CONTROL ROD 
drive system manipulations (power supply transfers, safety rod movement, etc.) and 
thereby tends to lessen the overall likelihood of dropped CONTROL RODS which can 
occur due to failures of portions of the control rod drive system. Though not easily 
quantifiable, the reduction in the overall likelihood of producing a dropped CONTROL 
ROD, specifically those caused by a system failure during testing, represents an overall 
increase in the safety of the unit. This change is consistent with NUREG-1430.  

L2 ITS SR 3.1.4.3 will be adopted in place of CTS 4.7.1.1. The adoption of ITS 
SR 3.1.4.3, including its NOTE, provides ANO-I with the additional flexibility of 
testing CONTROL ROD drop times with reactor coolant flow conditions other than 
full flow and no flow. By restricting operation of the unit to the reactor coolant pump 
combination used during rod drop testing, reactor coolant flow conditions, in the event 
of a reactor trip, are assured to be similar to those during CONTROL ROD drop time 
testing and thereby the testing is bounding. This change is consistent with 
NUREG-1430.  

L3 Testing to insure freedom of movement of "Each Rod" is required above Cold 
Shutdown by CTS Table 4.1-2, Item 2. This testing is currently applied to both the 
CONTROL RODS and APSRs. Similar testing of the CONTROL RODS only, will be 
required by ITS SR 3.1.4.2 and will be applicable only in MODES 1 and 2. The 
adoption of the NUREG-1430 SR will result in less restrictive requirements.  
Specifically, the adoption of ITS SR 3.1.4.2 will remove the CTS requirement to 
perform freedom of movement testing on the APSRs. The purpose of this testing is to 
ensure that CONTROL RODS are not mechanically bound and will therefore insert 
upon a reactor trip. Because the APSRs, by design, do not insert upon a reactor trip, 
this testing is not required on the APSRs. Further, the APSRs are not credited as 
providing any of the required SDM on a reactor trip. This change is consistent with 
NUREG-1430.  

L4 The CTS 3.5.2.2.2 and 3.5.2.2.4 requirements to exercise the remaining CONTROL 
RODS, in the event that a CONTROL ROD is declared inoperable, have been removed 
to improve the consistency between NUREG-1430 and ITS. The intent of these 
requirements was to provide for testing which could detect if additional CONTROL 
ROD(S) were immovable. Industry experience indicates that CONTROL ROD 
movement testing has in only a limited number of cases, led to the determination that a 
CONTROL ROD was mechanically immovable. This determination that a CONTROL 
ROD is mechanically immovable is instead much more likely to be made during initial 
CONTROL ROD withdrawal or during drop time testing. By design, electrical 
problems which prevent movement of CONTROL RODS, generally, do not prevent the 
insertion of CONTROL RODS in the event of a reactor trip. Additionally, industry 
experience indicates that this testing can and has resulted in reactor trips and dropped 
rods. The relatively low likelihood that this testing will actually reveal the inability of a 
CONTROL ROD to insert upon a reactor trip, coupled with the unnecessary challenges 
to safety systems caused by reactor trips or dropped rods which can occur as a result of
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this testing supports its removal from CTS. This change is consistent with 
NUREG-1430.  

Note: This change will not remove the requirement to perform routine freedom of 
movement verification of the CONTROL RODS on a Frequency of every 92 days in 
accordance with ITS SR 3.1.4.2.  

L5 CTS 3.5.2.2.3 has been modified to be consistent with the requirements of ITS 3.1.4 
Required Action B.1. CTS 3.5.2.2.3 requires the unit be placed in Hot Standby (i.e., 
reactor critical but THERMAL POWER < 2% RTP) it after one hour, SDM had not 
been verified to be greater than or equal to that required by the COLR. This CTS 
action is required regardless of whether or not boration is in progress to establish the 
required SDM. ITS 3.1.4 allows continued operation after one hour, even if the 
required SDM has not been verified, provided boration to establish SDM has been 
initiated. The adoption of the ITS 3.1.4 requirements allow the unit staff to focus on 
the restoration of required SDM without the additional operator burden of performing 
a unit shutdown. The initiation of boration to establish SDM will, in most cases, result 
in a reduction in power level which requires significant attention from the operating 
staff. This reduction of power level, when further complicated by the existence of an 
inoperable or misaligned CONTROL ROD, significantly complicates the operation of 
the Control Rod Drive System. These complications require even more attention from 
the operating staff. In light of these complicating factors, the requirement to shutdown 
the unit within one hour while less than adequate SDM exists, provided boration has 
been initiated to establish SDM, is not in the best interest of safety; and therefore, is not 
being retained. This change is consistent with NUREG-1430.  

L6 CTS 3.1.3.5 requires that all safety rod groups be fully withdrawn prior to and during 
the approach to criticality. CTS 3.1.3.7 provides the action requirements if 
CTS 3.1.3.5 is not met, unless otherwise excepted. CTS 3.1.3.7 requires the inserted 
safety rod group be withdrawn within 15 minutes or the reactor be placed in at least 
Hot Shutdown (MODE 3) within the next 15 minutes. These CTS actions are 
predicated on entire "group" being out-of-position while the unit is in its approach to 
criticality. Individual safety rod and multiple rod inoperability (due to misalignment, 
loss of position indication, or slow drop time) is addressed by the CTS 3.5.2 and 
CTS 4.7.1 series of Specifications.  

NUREG-1430 and ITS LCO 3.1.5 require that each safety rod be fully withdrawn 
during MODES I and 2. The NUREG and ITS are predicated on an "individual" rod 
basis and not a group position basis. Although this translates into an identical 
requirement to have all safety rods fully withdrawn in MODES 1 and 2, there will be no 
safety rod group position requirements or actions in the ITS, only individual safety rod 
requirements and actions. Thus, the ITS will not include actions comparable to 
CTS 3.1.3.7 requirements. This results in the ITS providing less restrictive 
requirements than the CTS.  

As an effort to highlight these changes, CTS 3.1.3.7 was marked to show ITS 3.1.5 
Required Action A.2, which declares inoperable within I hour, a safety rod that is not
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fully withdrawn. This declaration results in the performance of ITS 3.1.4 Required 
Actions which also preserve shutdown margin while addressing the potential 
operational concerns associated with a misaligned rod.  

The removal CTS 3.1.3.7 group action requirement is acceptable because the ITS will 
continue to provide safety rod positioning requirements consistent with accident 
analysis assumptions. Operation with multiple safety rods misaligned or not filly 
withdrawn will not be allowed in the ITS; just as it is not allowed in the CTS.  
ITS 3.1.5 Required Action B.1 will require unit to be placed in MODE 3 within 
6 hours of entry into Condition B (more than one safety rod not filly withdrawn). This 
time is reasonable and is based on the time required for the operator to reduce 
THERMAL POWER from RTP to MODE 3 without challenging unit systems. It must 
be noted that the CTS 3.1.3.7 time fiames to be in Hot Shutdown were based on the 
reactor being subcritical during the approach to criticality. This change is consistent 
with NUREG-1430.  

L7 During Power Operation (MODE 1), CTS 3.5.2.1 provides the "available shutdown 
margin" requirement and the action requirements in the event that SHUTDOWN 
MARGIN (SDM) is not adequate. In the ITS, the combination of LCO 3.1.5, "Safety 
Rod Insertion Limits," LCO 3.2.1, "Regulating Rod Insertion Limits," and the 
individual CONTROL ROD OPERABILITY requirements of LCO 3.1.4, "CONTROL 
ROD Group Alignment Limits," preserve the SDM requirements while in MODES 1 
and 2. Maintaining CONTROL RODS within these limits will provide assurance that 
sufficient negative reactivity is available for insertion upon a reactor trip. During unit 
operation with an inoperable CONTROL ROD, CTS 3.5.2.2.2 provides a requirement 
to verify adequate SDM and initiate boration if SDM requirements were not met.  
Similarly, in the ITS, LCO 3.1.4, "CONTROL ROD Group Alignment Limits," will 
provide Required Actions thai preserve the SDM requirements. [The relationship of 
ITS 3.2.1, "Regulating Rod Insertion Limits," to CTS 3.5.2.1 will be discussed, as 
appropriate, as a part of the discussion of ITS 3.2.1.] 

In the CTS, if the "available shutdown margin" is less than required, CTS 3.5.2.1 
directs the operator to "immediately initiate and continue boration injection until the 
required shutdown margin is restored," and CTS 3.5.2.2.2 directs that an "evaluation 
shall be initiated immediately to verify the existence of an available shutdown margin 
greater than or equal to that specified in the COLR." In the ITS, if the LCO 3.1.4 
and 3.1.5 requirements are not met, LCO 3.1.4 and 3.1.5 Required Actions A.1.1 
and A.1.2; LCO 3.1.5 Required Actions B.1.1 and B.1.2; and LCO 3.1.4 Required 
Actions C. 1.1 and C. 1.2 require verification of adequate SDM and initiation of boration 
to restore adequate SDM within 1 hour of entry into the Condition. The adoption of 
ITS 3.1.4 and 3.1.5 Actions will represent a relaxation of the requirement to 
"immediately" initiate an action such as boration. This less restrictive requirement is 
acceptable because the 1 hour Completion Time is adequate for determining the SDM, 
and if necessary, allows the operator sufficient time to align the required valves and 
start the necessary pumps without unduly challenging the operator's ability to safely 
operate the unit. This change is consistent with NUREG-1430.
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L8 CTS 3.5.2.2.3 requirements for determining SHUTDOWN MARGIN (SDM) have 

been modified by the adoption of the SDM definition in Section 1.1 of the ITS and its 
application in ITS 3.1.4 and 3.1.5. By CTS requirements, the reactivity worth of any 
inoperable rod, regardless of the reason for inoperability, has to be accounted for as if it 
will not insert into the core upon a reactor trip. The ITS will require that only the 
reactivity worth of CONTROL RODS which are not capable of being fully inserted 
into the core need be considered as penalties to SDM. The intent of the CTS 
requirement to consider the reactivity of an inoperable CONTROL ROD in the SDM 
calculation is to insure that the reactor is in fact subcritical, by the amount specified in 
the COLR, following the insertion of the CONTROL RODS upon a reactor trip.  
Provided the inoperability of a CONTROL ROD is not due to the fact that the rod is 
not capable of fully inserting into the core upon a reactor trip, the requirement to 
consider that rod incapable of inserting its negative reactivity upon a reactor trip is 
overly conservative. This change is consistent with NUREG-1430.  

L9 The CTS markup was annotated to reflect that the Moderator Temperature Coefficient 
(MTC) requirements of ITS LCO 3.1.3 may be excepted during PHYSICS TESTS 
pursuant to the requirements of ITS LCO 3.1.9, "PHYSICS TESTS Exceptions 
MODE 2." To satisfactorily determine the operational behavior and characteristics of 
the reactor following startup, it may be necessary to significantly increase RCS boron 
concentration to maintain required critical conditions. During the limited period of 
time that the elevated RCS boron concentrations may exist at higher than normal 
concentrations, the MTC may be more positive than that allowed by ITS LCO 3.1.3. It 
is acceptable to suspend the MTC LCO during PHYSICS TESTS in MODE 2 based 
on the usage of approved written procedures, administrative controls, the requirements 
of 10CFR50.59, and the ITS LCO 3.1.9 provisions in effect during the conduct of the 
PHYSICS TESTS. These exceptions accommodate LCO suspension to verify the 
fundamental characteristics of the nuclear reactor which is critical in demonstrating the 
adequacy of design, analytical models, and confirmation of analysis results. This 
change is consistent with NUREG-1430.  

L1O The CTS markup was annotated to show the adoption of ITS LCO 3.1.8, "PHYSICS 
TEST Exceptions-MODE 1," and LCO 3.1.9, 'PHYSICS TESTS Exceptions 
MODE 2," allowances to suspend the requirements of ITS LCO 3.1.4, "CONTROL 
ROD Group Alignment Limits," and LCO 3.1.6, "APSR Alignment Limits," during the 
conduct of PHYSICS TESTS. These exceptions suspend certain ITS LCO 
requirements that did not have PHYSICS TESTS exceptions in the CTS. The 
adoption of these exceptions is acceptable based on approved written procedures, 
administrative controls, the requirements of IOCFR50.59, and ITS LCO 3.1.8 and 
LCO 3.1.9 provisions in effect during the conduct of PHYSICS TESTS. These 
exceptions accommodate LCO suspension to verify the fundamental characteristics of 
the nuclear reactor which is critical in demonstrating the adequacy of design, analytical 
models, and confirmation of analysis results. This change is consistent with 
NUREG-1430.
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L11 CTS requirements for CONTROL ROD and APSR position indication instrumentation 
are presented in CTS 4.7.1.3 and in CTS Table 4.1-1, Items 23 and 24. CTS 4.7.1.3 
requires that for a CONTROL ROD or APSR to be considered OPERABLE, it must 
be located with one of three specified channels of indication. CTS Table 4.1-1 
Items 23 and 24 require shifily (12 hour) channel checks of only two of the three 
channels of indication specified in CTS 4.7.1.3. Additionally, refueling frequency 
calibrations of only these two channels are required.  

Adoption of ITS LCO 3.1.7 establishes a requirement that maintains the CTS 
requirement that each CONTROL ROD and APSR have one OPERABLE channel of 
position indication. Further, ITS SR 3.1.7.1 and SR 3.1.7.2, in lieu of 
CTS Table 4.1-1, Items 23 and 24, provide testing requirements that establish 
appropriate assurance that the instrumentation required by ITS LCO 3.1.7 is 
OPERABLE. The potentially confusing cross-channel comparison of the CHANNEL 
CHECK located in CTS 4.1-1 was removed to ensure that any one OPERABLE 
indication channel, which can be adequately surveilled, will satisfy the LCO. The 
removal of this CTS cross-channel comparison detail results in the ITS being less 
restrictive. This is acceptable because the requirement to perform a CHANNEL 
CHECK of the instrumentation used to satisfy the LCO requirement is present in the 
ITS as SR 3.1.7.1.  

L12 Testing to insure freedom of movement of "Each Rod" is required above Cold 
Shutdown by CTS Table 4.1-2, Item 2. Similar testing of the CONTROL RODS will 
be required by ITS SR 3.1.4.2 and will be applicable only in MODES 1 and 2. The 
adoption of the NUREG-1430 SR will result in less restrictive requirements.  
Specifically, the adoption of ITS SR 3.1.4.2 will remove the CTS requirement to 
perform this testing on CONTROL RODS while in MODES 3 and 4. This change 
actually only removes the requirement to test the CONTROL RODS while in 
operational MODES in which OPERABILITY of the CONTROL RODS is not 
required. This change provides for the application of Surveillance Requirements 
consistent with the MODES of Applicability for the tested components and is 
consistent with NUREG-1430.  

L13 Not used.  

L14 The shutdown actions in CTS 3.1.9.3 are proposed for deletion. CTS 3.1.9.1 and 
CTS 3.1.9.2 establish limits for the concentration of dissolved gases in the reactor 
coolant. These dissolved gas limits are intended to prevent possible control rod drive 
and/or control rod damage during a trip by ensuring that the control rod drive pressure 
housing is filled with water. CTS 3.1.9.3 specified an action to check the vessel level 
instrument vent for the accumulation of undissolved gases should the limits be 
exceeded. This action would be performed with the reactor shutdown because of the 
vent's location on the reactor vessel head. These limits and this required verification 
will be relocated to the Technical Requirements Manual (TRM). Because the 
appropriate required action will be retained in the TRM, the additional CTS 3.1.9.3 
actions to restore the dissolved gas concentration to within limits within 24 hours or be
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in at least Hot Standby within the next 6 hours and in Cold Shutdown within the 
following 30 hours are unnecessary in purpose because a shutdown is required to 
perform the action and unnecessarily restrictive in time frame. In addition, the damage 
mechanism to the control rod drive(s) or control rod(s) would not prevent the control 
rods from performing their intended design function during an abnormality or accident.  
The deletion of these actions is consistent with NUREG-1430 in that the NUREG 
established no requirements pertaining to dissolved gas concentrations in the reactor 
coolant.
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LESS RESTRICTIVE - ADMINISTRATIVE DELETION OF REQUIREMENTS 

LAI This information has been moved to the Bases, SAR, TRM or COLR. This information 
provides details of design or process which are not directly pertinent to the actual 
requirement, i.e., Definition, Limiting Condition for Operation or Surveillance 
Requirement, but rather describe an acceptable method of compliance. Since these 
details are not necessary to adequately describe the actual regulatory requirement, they 
can be moved to a licensee controlled document without a significant impact on safety.  
Placing these details in controlled documents provides adequate assurance that they 
will be maintained. The Bases will be controlled by the Bases Control Process in 
Chapter 5 of the proposed Technical Specifications. The details of performance of the 
surveillances have generally been relocated to the TRM. Changes to the SAX, TRM, 
and COLR will be controlled by 10 CFR 50.59. This change is consistent with 
NUREG-1430.

CTS Location 
3.1.7.2 
3.1.9.1 
3.1.9.2 
3.1.9.3 
Figure 3.1.9-1 
Table 4.1-3, Item 1.d 
Table 4.1-3, Note 7 
4.7.1.1 
4.7.1.2 
4.7.1.3

New Location 
Bases - SR 3.1.3.1 
TRM 
TRM 
TRM 
TRM 
TRM 
TRM 
SAR - Section 7.2.2.2.1 
Bases - B 3.1.4 LCO 
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2 '~3.0,S 

(1 YA) el f tion 

(3,144 3. The tar lant ape ure**-4a1 -e abve\2F ortions a 
,311Loofw owr physics- Cesin jve vemije of"c*Yical'64ý. flhlLAE 

<' AE ) . Re tor k.olantttmperatqrie sfta~ býý tc'l ýJ .,47 

Mr n ~itheirea r olnýtempe tureolls bel$ the ~nimu tern ra 
0, epecited 3. .3.2 bave, cepaorý pa Ions low awe py s sSn'it whep~he q eni ofS cifi tion . .8 sill p1 y, he a $riKal booor'ub iti1 iby nam t eq,1to qgreatfhfh cal la 

4LAEP~.avit ise oind to Apressu zatiorc 

e rea tor 11h~ be ma me DXe at atpercentLO 
Le ceaI as lis If theld anu er 

LCOJ.e& 4 S at/i 'mile71 

egatExocae pa Iv.ySOU-U taoertgemrature, 2)6N statphde all~ of whe C~co 0o-at tempeUtur is'es tbl 52SFs pohiitd ex7ep 
The~ ~ ~ =&aa aten&CU 1PF reI-'yT~rin de~<emaratorh psure toefln (2) that 3 d it fion)ndepszuriing th caaintb fjdSrion 210pslecia to;trationresueo 

D lag p i ~cstots specNl nortstimg gtecautnwl b~ake Inas afiin h 
tron ofg 3eai Doplr/ceff tiert(1 an tr smll I~reathbed. i oud lmter the man teof op ub tw it s dutiah of rederatar densty. t

Amendment No. 1,.YZ, Z0, 57 221



The ..q ...nt that the re• r i not to b~e/ade critical below e.-
limts f Figure 3.1.2-2 tvides 1ncreasedt surances that the a oper f 
rela onship between pro ry coolant pres and temperaturesre. be 

S ma Wained relative to, he NDTT of the pmary coolant syste• Heatup to 
fs temperature wil ~le accomplished operating the reac r coolant 

I f th shutdown argin required •Specification 3.5.2 s matntaned, therp 

" is no possibi rty of an accide I• criticality as a jsult of a decrease 6f 
coolant pre ure./// 

The requ ement for press izer bubble formatio and specified wate level 
when iethr o 1 les vhan on ups prcet sfcreitycal witl asre thatw 
the arequrem nt s egulatnod beme sow in the event of limid 

en ures t cca dent t s r a startgi anp d e n nd that the water ovel is vetheV ih nm um t ec t ab l e l e:ve l .  

The requireme that 2 of the 3 emer •ncy-powered pressur ver heaters be / l 

operable pr dsasrac hts iin eae aaty (Z126 kw) is 

available provide reactor coo.t system pressure ntrol during a lo 

The qieetta h yrdgop e fu y withdrawn beforj| 
c ~ica~lty ensures shut n capability during, tartup. This doe not| 

(1)oi al by group to a3imum of 
3 inches withdrawn 3.2 seve.o safety rod wi.2rawal.  
The requirement f rgltigrdsbi wihnteir rod fsition limits 1 
ensures that th s•hutdown margin and e 'cted rod criteria t hot zero power 
are not viola• . "/ 

REFERENCE 

( /FR Seto 3.2.2

Amendment No. 1g, 50 22



3.II 
3.1,9 

3.1.7 Moderator Temperature Coefficient of Reactivity 
Specif i cation 

3-1,3 CO -- 3.1.7.1 The moderator temperature coefficient (ITC) shall be 
non-positive whenever thermal power is Z95% of rated thermal power 
and shall be less positive than 0.9 x 10-4 Ak/k/F whe v 
3thermal power is <95% of rated thermal power a r 

5R 3,/;.31 3.1. 7. 2 The MTC shall be determined to be within its limits b 0 / 

3.1.3 AA A. 3.1.7.3 With the any one of the above limits, be in 

easse.mn~s t 
no- os n ip moea to~gat.r cefceta prowr lnevels aboe 9%o ae 

the Fial, Cc tawr pelf uh i eih maximu load temea swl otece 
,::1Ace ex firiaobased oM-Aana/o ¢ l ysensa ,.- l ow ofo,$ 

power, e Fna] Acce gance Criteria 11 not be /eeded a p0ogive rmoder 6r temperat~n coefft cient.• 1.9 x FO •A/ ot.rrect~~~ a of[ 

,,oefficient~s including +0.9 10-4 Aluir F.• 

? PHyS, CS t'r . 1 

ex c*Iv lb lo>.*

Amendment No. ZZ, IZ, 17, 137 30



3. 1.8 3,1,9 

3.1.'..Phsio ,TeaoF.. , esst t es ti E\cepti - MODE 2 

/h / gW spec-i 1 a~etions Vepla9 $Et on lo ,jower fysic esyEzg. - Jj 

A. Above 1700 psig, nuclear overpower trip shall be met at less.  

"3.I. LCO than 5.0 percent. Other settings shall be in accordance 

9,I 9,C LC-O ._..3.1.8.2 Startup rate rod withdrawal hold (1) shall be in effect 
at all times.  

3 .1.8.3 F r,, q low p h,- i, c:. e t n,,v n t• imr r,.,•'eactor/ A 
[oaant te:era r/r cr t ical shail b9 to the rj[g;t of ~e • 

Ft! icalt limit f Fi 3.1.2 2. fThe shutdown margin shal •.1,8.• ;0 •_• •!e maintailned greater than cc equal to that speciLfi:ed i~n the COIM• 

wi.t the igbest w cono re fully witherawn,.j 

()~ Section .2.2.1.  

/<LC ,LQ 1 -AS 

A:t LCC) 3.1.- >C ,,(•• LC ,.•

Amendment No. 24,178 31



3.1.9.2 Allowable abinations f pressure and e;perataure r 

control operatilon hail be to th cto.nd boy the 

limitin pressure v Bus temperatur curve for a£ Idissolved g Rk 
cones ration of .td. cc/lite of water as hown in F re 

3.1.9.3 nthe event e limits of S cificatiofls .1.9.1 or 3 .9.*2 do 

-re exceede , the vessel 1 • l instrumen vent shall e c .ck o 

vessel h r fct coo t temperature. ressur as i 

Th,' ltd c/ite rss ofveru the deius cuv o/isled gasecn/t il s 
1ensLSSLV ta annce tes nr•u 5eea aag e 

| e 

cnervat ely assue or be 100 Istd te MOf 1 N wit t Fithe react hor l 

vasesseleetepeeaur 

By u iting presste versus temperature ure fressorled gaseis.  

det mnye dsb th quliberim re sreavtersus t syste cre or the 

dihog th solved ga c centrat of, 0esd. c/ited tof water. ximateqlbiu 

20u0s the parlpressre of ter, at give tnemprtre ei magis o 

errconsira sl oftemaiarssured dioc be10st./ieofwtwee athe pressure 

sensingetsand lowestspreourt poart inal ytet aiu pres ao h i vdgses 

gage err , and the pres re differtence e to' the max um temperatu gage

32Amendment No. A7, 103
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<Aad I.I/4 3.A AA". s~minc0 Co,, hc6,,",.  

"Adco t3.1.4 RA uBA Coep•Dt±iuon T.mm, 
3a.5.*2 Control Rod Group and Power Distributo Liits

;r Essure/an acceptle cori~power C 'atc I Iat on otal rcttvity cod ej!91t~ton, an to ass u.care Sul 

Specitficati~on

tCo - 3.5.2.1. The available shutdown margin shall be greater than or equal 
P A,, A 2 to that specified in the COLR with the highest worth control 

. 1.5 • A .��• rod fully withdrawn, With the shutdown margin less than that 
required, initiate and continue boration injection 

14.A ,r , ,5 2. until the required shutdown margin i 

-.. 5.2.2 Operation with inoperable rods:

3.14.1 
3.1.5

'.iq ZA C- 2.

SC. 1.2. EýMR11,tl #"tO I •,r.,/'f withitn one (1) hour of determinatiaron of an i~noperable x•' 
" •. ... . " •- •,.,•-as defiJned :in fSpecifitcati~on 4.7.1, it is not determined 

"an5 co •O •L. ROD not_..].., that: an available shutdown margiLn greater than or: equal 

ccP~ of -cnehatsmied in the COuRxiss combinin theq ed w orth ofu£/•.

60% of h e F-oviaH*e M rwa~t 67pr-eac.b 4br-C ( 

<Add 3.1.4 RA A.2-2.5 witk~ Mc,-c M1

3.1.4 
3.1.5 
�.I4

amendment No. 6,,,.178 46



3.1.4 
,3. Ia.0

KAa& 3.1.1

'3.,A "RA A-2.1 -
3.1.4 RA- A') 

3.5.2.3 

S.1. RA A,22. -.  

LA•R 

S. 1. LCO 

LA1IEW 

(,21 

(•.21 

3,1.8 Lco

LATE 
(3a2)

-6. it a control rod in the regulatilnq or axial power shaping 

groups is declared inoperable per Specification 4.7.1.2 

operation above 60 percent of the thermal power allowable 

for the reactor coolant pump cowination may continue 

provided the rods in the group are positioned such that tht 

rod that was declared inoperable is contained within 

allowable group average position limits of Specification 

4.7 1.2 and the withdrawal limits of Specification 

3.5.2.5.3.

The worth of single inserted Control rods during criticality 

are limited by the restrictions of Specification 3.1.3.5 and the 

ontrol pad p'osition Limits defined in specification 3.5.2.5.

<A4 3.10 RA A2.2 Compge±.iof T;mt> -- EI 

<Add 3 1 A A. 94 
(t/ J , 3./,• PA A.7

AMMeent No.I-.&.,f.e. "I8, 
"&&.44,&44 1.76

47

LA 0 

RA k2.1 ComPlt".'" 7'mo-> \Z::;7



3.1.5 
3.1.8 3.1,9

3.5.2.5 Control rod positions: 

3.1.5 LCO NOTE 1 1. Technical Specification 3.1.3.5 (safety rod withdrawal) 
does not prohibit the exercising of individual safety togs 

Ireouired-by TahlP 4A-1-o-rapply to inoperabl s•e 
(•Arod I11mlts in Technical Specification 3.5.2.2•ýP-- -ED 

2. Op ating group rla shl be 2d't5 betwe% two\- LA•TM 

3.1,8 LCO 
S. 1. 9 LCO

Amendment No. 92 47a



3. 1. L(O 
the LCO 3. Except for PhYsIcs te U3.0 n he ORE d 

0 

; 
R."00-j: 

.
-to 

--

xe 

q. 
C 

Ci 
D. 
\-t 

I 10 

1, 

C,,r i REP, r 4, 3 D 2 p a act 
O;n G jIZ;T 

P]. the 

'OC s 

ORE 

,c 

a 

at7l 
to 

I f a pyli cC.Fr 'it 01 d PC etpo ts are LA TEA 
i.. a 

t 
' 

L 
PK tre 0 

& XrEiý>-, exceed. co=cg,ý, - mmeasu shall taken dlatel to O1n__ pac 
ab 'I d P" t n a cept for pnyý .de car -.. u__ . h, takp. . ': our.  .all in 

'Ppli ING LIM p.abl Tachi acceptal. control -od posi on. Ac ptable 0.0 t a 0 Pa..tic\ ontz re P=i hail be ctained ithin 4 ours.  

'NýIhapinq ,3. LCO-7- xcept for physics tes''. xerc, i 
LCO d APSRZ), he limits -or APSR 21Na rp 

3.1. "a _%I :zt:zl IOWelp:c ad in 

th RE oPERAT G LIMTS PORT.  

Lth th APSRz out de the s f ied 1. t pro ided in a 

ýLA TE 9>- OPE ING LIMI REPORT. orrectiv- measure shall b 

ta n imme -ately to chieve t correct sitlon.  
cce able R poeit-1 a A ne within hours.

actor pow mba nce shal be monit ad on a requency 

0n to exceed hou durIng r opera ion & be 401 'ate 

Except for physics tests reactor ever imba ance z 1 be 

1aL a• n •'ii e env ope def ed bynthe CORE 0 IN 

If he reactor over lanc is not thin the nvelope 

defi d by the RE OPE ING ITS REP , corre tIve 

measu z shall be &ken to achie e an acc cable re tar 
owra,,a.nce.  

I acce able react power mbal ce is n achieve 

wireactor ower 11 be educe 
over alanc setpoints rc mt.

The ontrol Cd drrdi rpatch pan 7,-s h,, 1[Ll be I.o ked at aL. • L A,, 
with, ., =.imited d b 7the Supe.tende

Amendment No. 46,24,",446Z, 4,&, 48 REVISED BY NRC LETTER DATED: 
9/15/95

<LATrER,2.7;.=•/



3.I�8 
I '9

Amendment No. 4-.171 48a



31,6~ 

The adrant p•ae tilt lmits s? forth in the C OPERATING ITS 

RE T have been stablished vi in the thermall alysis des Ibase using 

tb definition £quadrant pow t IT = g ive n ehnclSe fcto 

action 1.6. ss limits econJunction wi the control position 

astpoints the CORE 0PR NG LIMITS RE *ensure'i that design peak h t 

rate crite ia are not axc dad during mo 1 operati~on w nIncluding t 

effects potential fu drnsificttit n Ap 

The drant pbwer t t limits and r ctor power Imb ance setpoin in the 

CORE PERATING LIN REPORT, appl hen using the ant computer a 

a ter the limit . The 2-hour f quency for mon oring these antiti/3 

I provide ad uate surVeillan a when the Com ter is out .e rvice.  

dditional unc taintY is appid to the lmi when other a itorlig 

methods are ed.  

During th phsics test rogram, the lx h flux trip a points are 

edani atvey sltaswas to ensu that an addit anal safety a in 

is p ed.  

40 s 
50 60 
75 a 
>7510 5 

(1) TSAR, Sectia 3.2.2.1.2 

(2) TSAR, Sec on 14.2.2.2

49alAmendment No. S, F1, 159



4Q:ATER System Logic Cb ls 
add. vav S3Oic chain.nel~ 

a. Reec Buildiflg-Pressur N 

(3~ . rsuChanne l 
L ATI 

(1LAER 26. reusurizer L a tu1 Chaz sinh S NA R 

(.3ID) 27. fla pmar 
want Levelv anneh 

(1)UJ Check uctioh t Ab ol Poeif-hc u L 

S33448 ra aL moir (St 7).M.7 

(jLA re R.> 5 .C Ao ea Hodnit Tank$ t S MAi RE 

(3, 3 DP ) 2 . e p T eank Level annal sD()ih c V nc i n ns 0 a - a n e 
28. dlaion OulO n Sysemsfe are ch eta
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Ael< Add :5931.1 
Ile .1-2 

M mum ulmteFen 

em Ts t/

SR 3.'A.Z 

S3.JAB

(.<,4L 5)

1- Control Rods) W Rod Drop T m s o l 
Full Length Ros1 

ov-ement ýMO I xd2 1 

3. ressur er Co Setpent •ne Valve is18 t 

Saet y ,ý IVaeve N y O8KH 

"5. efýýng System ctioning]•r ok / Start of .'hsudnEach ue ji ng •1TI1 
ocks ",-<,Sutdow

6a. eactor Coo nt Evaluate 
stem Leakag 

b.Reac or Coolant Leakage Test See Nc 
Syste Pressure Per Table 3.1.6.  
Isolati Valves 

7. mergency- ered Pow availability Daily 
essurizer aters 

Heater c acity ery 
functional est

*Reactor uildýing 
Isolati~on rip

a 1 &M 2 

18 Months

"Fýunctioning Every\.?l onths

< A E .9. S vc ae ub nigEvery 18 M /TE
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,,, - I II p
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y 0 a 

e s 
on val ve 
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Table 
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mp 
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3.1

Table 4.1-3 

MINIMUM SAMPLING AND ANALYSIS FREQUENCY

Item
FrequencyTest

N A gross radicactiity analysIs hall consist the quantitative 

asueme tofthe' otal1 ada Ivtofhe pmary coola ,in units 

pC m. The total Pý mary coolan activitY shal e the sum t he 

de a ed beta-gama ac• vty and th total of all entitfed g cous 

activi es 15 minutes a r the prim system is sa led. When er tM gross ra oactvity conce ration exce s 10. of the mit specifi il 

~ Xth Sed aton3..41 icrass b 10 g/gm f ro the previo 
LS~DJ easredle1, he reqeny f sampling d analyzing all be 

I increased to minimum of onceday until a eady activity evel is 

stablished.

+LAIE.R
Amendment No. Z., 31, 121 74



3.)

(2) A radioch mical analysis shall consist of the q ntitative measurement 

the activi for each radionuc*de which is iden fled in the pri ry 
coolant 15 nutes after the pri ry system is s led. The activ ies 

for the indiv ual isotopes shall e used in the d ermination of 1.  

radiochemical alysis and calcula 'on of I and lod e isotopic activ f,' 
shall be perform if the measured oss activity.cha es by more than 

LA1V CI/gm from the p vious measured 1ev .The gamma en per 
( -- •isintegration for ose radioisotopes -etermined to be resent shall be 

S(3.4) a igiven in "Table osesotopes" (1967) a d beta energy p disintegrat 

sha be as given in U DL-TR-802 (Part ) or other refe ences using 

the:e4 uvalent values fo the radioisotope 

(3) \ Inaddit n to the weekly me surement, the ra olodine concen ation 

~shall be dermined if the me ured gros s radio ctivity concent tion 
banges by m than 10 pCI/gm m the previous easured level.  

<L .T• !;odlne llttopic a'c~iktites shalT~ ,eighte~t give I-13 dse N .. Vr•, 

(sSA) x1\ 1 
5) 1: addi ion to the peekly measur_*ment, the r dioiodine ccentration - .  

dtermt n if there ar indication that the pr ary to 7 seco ary coolany leakage ratelhas increas d by a factoe of 2. 7 
(6) never the steady state raditoodine or gross rda oactivity 

€centration of��ror operation s greater than 1ercent but \5s tha* 
""10 crcent of Specication 3.1.4. a sample of rea or coolant sý l 

taken ithin 24 hou of any reactor iticality and a lyzed for 

radioac ve iodines of0-131 through I-V 5 and gross rad cytivity as 
__ _well as t coolant samp and analyses quired by the ab e.  

'LATE) enever the teady state ra loiodine or gro radioactivity 

Cco entration prior opera is greater th 10 percent of 
Spec ication 3. 4.1, a sme reactor coo)a shall be taken ot 

to an ractor cr1 cality and ana zed for radioac ye lodines of I I 

through -135 and g s radicactivit as well as the olant sample and ,.  

analyses quired by a e.

4-ATM >- (7 Not re uired when p nt is in tt; cold shut4wn conditi/n or refue/ng I 

(5 4B'3shuto wn conditio f7I 
(L&WTR.) 0, ialysis is nott quired when p nt is in th cold shutd condition 

or ref ling shutdown-vondition.  

(L 0,1 -- (9) Required o when fuel I in the pool dprior to ansferring \uei 

t<LATr(Z- - Not re/ired when not/enerating str/n in the steyA generators 

)-The . llowiong sha be require tilthe en of Cycle 2 op ation: 

(Lk1~~~ a. s ~ adioiodn\ al bet~ie tlea 'three timesenr weeL 

(3.46) drn'pw r t oea1n.

Amendment No. 12 75



3., . f 
3.1.4 
3.1.7

<.Add SR 3-I .

4.7 RE-V"CT CON" ROD S TE" "-' • 

4. .1 ContrC Rod Dr e S stem ctional ants 

ApLes t he su illance a the c ent e rod syst 

.1.4SLCO foe •e misl w crcixw castekn .o ./ . hlnse apy

a at a 

Th e 0r4r ti ins.e r tiontie]. s a] t ecetotal elapsed tims rem paor 

Tasue petarilnt f the cantl t Idd bt 

tpeci s baa u e | in1 

4.7.1.1 tr a nsertad t•m shomll bieh d tor erc 

."/ cA r•,OV drive mae ni , ,except for the Axil o wrSaiqRd

inset d Sinc the inca accurate p itiaTL in Ication is L5LflUd X a 
zone eference witch the 3/4 1 e&edp ti n.ti oiiais d 
in cad of t 2/3 in rted posit ft fat 41athern 

*ch cent 1 rod d ye machan shall exercised y a moVemef 

'approx tely two 121 inches f traye every twa I weeks. 9 

reqir ntIa pl to ther a artial or ly withdta control ted 

at r ctor ape tin; con ions. ercising a drive Mee isms in t 

m atprovi a assr of teil bility of e mechani 

tad is c nsidered noeab i. f it ca t be exercis . If the i 

uinserttl time is r ate t n the spec ied allawab time. at f the rod

- Addl 
<Add <A&W 

Amendment No. "l.,.4"
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3... L4

(deviates f m its grbp awverage sition by so e than nine (9 inches.  

Conditi. for or inwith inoperal are specifie in Technica 

FA Se ion 14

103



31.2

30. -. 9 REACTIVITY ZBjW:ALAJCE' 
r'Apol icabilIi~t¥ 

To e quirentMo evaluatnt in reactivity, anoMlties of thspecalned magtude 
occurrang(cUge willbemade n oeteme un of.e 

211:2 Arpl -- •-SpecificationMOE 

pFocewing a normalization of the copluted boron concentration as a function 
tof burnup, the actual boron concentration of the t sha be 

it porncelld tom •aned w eirt athv status o he oref the d fcopeny. u 

e ut n1perce a d bry e wai n 

unexpe o edand it enceauy d b enth ug i reaches t rathea 

Tequialuen of 1n percent ikkn reconiviey an svafeuat sio nc af th s dab own 
VAm in of ratc wllbmae to1 pere k/wit the moust rf cthve rd in he full 

wi hdrawn positon is a i s matai d.t th 

a .M .n 1enr.I n M1 

and --- n r gted lan 

f• theh cu]• rr h i 
,d w h ; n h i poiton the

Amendment No. 2i, 121 106



NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS STATEMENTS 

ITS Section 3.1: Reactivity Control Systems 

K Entergy Operations has evaluated these proposed Technical Specification changes and has 
determined that they involve no significant hazards consideration. This determination has been 
performed in accordance with the criteria set forth in 1OCFR 50.92(c) as indicated below: 

3.1 Li 

1. Does the change involve a significant increase in the probability or consequences of 
an accident previously evaluated? 

A less frequent performance of a Surveillance Requirement does not result in any hardware 
changes. The Frequency of performance also does not significantly increase the probability of 
occurrence for initiation of any analyzed event since the function of the equipment does not 
change (and therefore any initiation scenarios are not changed) and the proposed Frequency has 
been determined to be adequate to demonstrate reliable operation of the equipment. This position 
is supported by Generic Letter 93-05, "Line-Item Technical Specifications Improvements to 
Reduce Surveillance Requirements for Testing During Power Operation." Further, the Frequency 
of performance of a surveillance does not significantly increase the consequences of an accident 
because a change in Frequency does not change the assumed response of the equipment in 
performing its specified mitigation functions from that considered with the original Frequency.  
The control rods are used to support mitigation of the consequences of an accident; however, 
industry experience has shown a Frequency of 92 days is sufficient to detect failures in the Rod 
Control System and other information is available to the operator, e.g., individual rod position, to 

•'J- identify abnormalities. Therefore, this change does not involve a significant increase in the 
consequences of any accident previously evaluated.  

2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident from 
any accident previously evaluated? 

The proposed change does not necessitate a physical alteration of the plant (no new or different 
type of equipment will be installed) or changes in parameters governing normal plant operation.  
The proposed change will still ensure proper surveillances are required for all equipment 
considered in the safety analysis. Thus, this change does not create the possibility of a new or 
different kind of accident from any accident previously evaluated.  

3. Does this change involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety? 

Changes in the surveilled parameter have been determined to be relatively slow during the 
proposed intervals, and the proposed Frequency has been determined to be sufficient to identify 
significant impact on compliance with the assumed conditions of the safety analysis. In addition, 
other indications continue to be available to indicate potential noncompliance. Therefore, an 
extended surveillance interval does not involve a significant reduction in the margin of safety.
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NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS STATEMENTS 

3.1 L2 

1. Does the change involve a significant increase in the probability or consequences of 
an accident previously evaluated? 

The control rods are used to support mitigation of the consequences of an accident; however, the 
reactor coolant system (RCS) flow conditions during control rod drop time verification are not 
considered an initiator of any previously analyzed accident. As such, the proposed change in the 
allowed RCS flow conditions will not significantly increase the probability of any accident 
previously evaluated. The proposed changes allow for testing the control rod drop times with less 
than a full complement of reactor coolant pumps operating. However, the operation of the plant 
is restricted to the pump combinations providing maximum flow less than or equal to the pump 
flow used for the testing. Therefore, the drop times verified during testing will remain valid for 
mitigating the consequences of any accident previously evaluated. Therefore, this change does 
not involve a significant increase in the consequences of any accident previously evaluated.  

2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident from 
any accident previously evaluated? 

The proposed change does not necessitate a physical alteration of the plant (no new or different 
type of equipment will be installed) or changes in parameters governing normal plant operation.  
The proposed change will continue to ensure that the control rods are available for insertion of 
reactivity in the time frames consistent with the safety analysis. Thus, this change does not create 

"•-' the possibility of a new or different kind of accident from any accident previously evaluated.  

3. Does this change involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety? 

The margin of safety provided in the acceptable control rod drop times continues to be provided 
since these drop times have not been changed. The surveillance methodology is revised to allow 
testing with one, two, or three pumps operating. However, the operation of the plant is restricted 
to the reactor coolant pump combinations which maintain the margin of safety, i.e., those pump 
combinations providing maximum flow less than or equal to the pump flow used for the testing.  
Therefore, this change does not involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety.
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NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS STATEMENTS

3.1 L3 

1. Does the change involve a significant increase in the probability or consequences of 
an accident previously evaluated? 

This change does not result in any hardware changes. Because the APSRs are not designed to 
insert on a reactor trip and are not credited toward the required shutdown margin, the removal of 
the requirement to verify Axial Power Shaping Rod (APSR) freedom of movement does not alter 
the functional performance characteristics of the control rods in performing their assumed safety 
analysis function.. As such the proposed change will not significantly increase the probability of 
any accident previously evaluated. Neither will the change alter the assumed function of the 
control rods in providing their assumed safety analysis function. Nor will this change alter the 
requirement to perform a freedom of movement verification of the control rods. Therefore, the 
proposed change does not involve a significant increase to the consequences of any accident 
previously evaluated.  

2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident from 
any accident previously evaluated? 

The proposed change does not necessitate a physical alteration of the plant (no new or different 
type of equipment will be installed) or changes in parameters governing normal plant operation.  
The proposed change will still require proper demonstration of control rod OPERABILITY, 
consistent with applicable safety analysis assumptions and regulatory guidance. Thus, this change 
does not create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident from any accident previously 
evaluated.  

3. Does this change involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety? 

The proposed change removes the required periodic verification that the APSR is moveable. The 
change does not alter the assumed function of the APSR or the operational restrictions and the 
administrative controls associated with the APSRs. Nor does the change alter the ability of the 
control rods to satisfy the safety analyses assumed function. As such, this change does not 
involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety.
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NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS STATEMENTS 

3.1 L4 

1. Does the change involve a significant increase in the probability or consequences of 
an accident previously evaluated? 

This change does not result in any hardware changes or changes in operating practice. The 
change removes an unnecessary additional performance of a surveillance which has been 
performed within its normally required Frequency. Not performing the surveillance would not 
affect any equipment which is assumed to be an initiator of any analyzed event. Further, since the 
surveillance continues to be performed on its normal Frequency there is no impact on the 
capability of the system to perform its required safety function. Therefore, the proposed change 
does not involve a significant increase in the probability or consequences of any accident 
previously evaluated.  

2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident from 
any accident previously evaluated? 

The proposed change does not necessitate a physical alteration of the plant (no new or different 
type of equipment will be installed) or changes in parameters governing normal plant operation.  
The proposed change will still ensure adequate surveillance is performed to identify any 
degradation of the control rod freedom of movement. Thus, this change does not create the 
possibility of a new or different kind of accident from any accident previously evaluated.  

3. Does this change involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety? 

The normal surveillance Frequency has been shown, based on operating experience, to be 
adequate for assuring the equipment is available and capable of performing its intended function.  
Additionally, the requirements of SR 3.0.4 (CTS 4.0.4) provide assurance the equipment is 
OPERABLE prior to beginning the functions for which it is required. Therefore, the proposed 
change does not involve a significant reduction in the margin of safety.
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NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS STATEMENTS 

3.1 L5 

1. Does the change involve a significant increase in the probability or consequences of 
an accident previously evaluated? 

An immediate shutdown of the unit is not considered the most appropriate action for a loss of 
shutdown margin since such an action may result in diminished control capability. Rather, 
ACTIONS are proposed which will allow boration to restore the required shutdown margin to 
-continue beyond the one hour time frame specified in the CTS. Neither an inoperable control rod 
nor inadequate shutdown margin have been considered as initiators for any accident previously 
evaluated. Therefore, an extended time frame in these conditions will not involve a significant 
increase in the probability of any previously evaluated accident. An extension of the Completion 
Time for the performance of the Required Action will not alter the capability of the mitigatory 
structures, systems or components from that assumed in establishing the Completion Time in the 
current Technical Specifications (CTS). Therefore, any consequences considered in the 
acceptance of the CTS Completion Tiine will not be significantly increased as a result of the 
adoption of the ITS Completion Time.  

2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident from 
any accident previously evaluated? 

The proposed change does not necessitate a physical alteration of the plant (no new or different 
type of equipment will be installed) or changes in parameters governing normal plant operation.  
The proposed change will still ensure proper ACTIONS are taken for an inoperable control rod 
resulting in a loss of shutdown margin. Thus, this change does not create the possibility of a new 
or different kind of accident from any accident previously evaluated.  

3. Does this change involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety? 

If an inoperable control rod results in a loss of shutdown margin, forcing a shutdown of the 
reactor may diminish the remaining control capability. However, allowing a short period to 
restore the required shutdown margin will, with high probability, result in restoration of the lost 
shutdown margin. This alternate action will also minimize the potential for plant transients that 
can occur during unit shutdown. As such, any perceived reduction in a margin to safety 
associated with the extended operating period will be offset with the benefit gained in avoiding a 
potential plant transient. Therefore, this change does not involve a significant reduction in a 
margin of safety.
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NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS STATEMENTS 

3.1 L6 

1. Does the change involve a significant increase in the probability or consequences of 
an accident previously evaluated? 

An extension of the Completion Time for a Required Action does not result in any hardware 
changes. The Completion Time for performance of the Required Action also does not 
significantly increase the probability of occurrence of any analyzed event since the function of the 
equipment, or limit for the parameter, does not change. Further, the extension of the Completion 
Time is not associated with the assumed initiation of any evaluated event. Also, an extension of 
the Completion Time provides additional opportunity to restore compliance with the requirements 
and avoid the increased potential for a transient during the shutdown process. The Completion 
Time for performance of Required Actions does not significantly increase the consequences of an 
accident because a change in the Completion Time does not change the assumed response of the 
equipment in performing its specified mitigation functions. Nor does the extension in the 
Completion Time significantly change the response of the core parameters to assumed scenarios, 
from that considered during the original Completion Time. Thus, the extension in Completion 
Time will not result in either a significant increase in probability or consequences of any evaluated 
accident.  

2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident from 
any accident previously evaluated? 

The proposed extension of the Completion Time does not necessitate a physical alteration of the 
plant (no new or different type of equipment will be installed) or changes in parameters governing 
normal plant operation. The proposed change will still ensure prompt restoration of compliance 
with the limiting condition for operation, or prompt and appropriate compensatory actions are 
taken. Thus, this change does not create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident 
from any accident previously evaluated.  

3. Does this change involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety? 

Prompt and appropriate Required Actions have been determined based on the safety analysis 
functions to be maintained. The proposed extension in Completion Time has been determined 
appropriate based on a combination of the time required to perform the action, the relative 
importance of the function or parameter to be restored, and engineering judgment. Therefore, the 
extension of the Completion Time interval does not involve a significant reduction in the margin 
of safety.
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NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS STATEMENTS 

3.1 L7 

1. Does the change involve a significant increase in the probability or consequences of 
an accident previously evaluated? 

An extension of the Completion Time for Required Actions to verify adequate SHUTDOWN 
MARGIN (SDM), or completion of actions necessary to establish boration used to restore 
adequate SDM, are themselves not initiators of any evaluated accident. This change does not 
result in any hardware changes or physical alteration of the unit. Thus, the Completion Time for 
performance of the Required Action does not significantly increase the probability of occurrence 
of any analyzed event since the function of the limit on SDM does not change. The Completion 
Time for performance of Required Actions does not significantly increase the consequences 
considered while establishing the CTS Completion Time because the extension in the Completion 
Time does not change the assumed response of any structure, system or component in performing 
its specified mitigatory function from that considered during approval of the original CTS 
Completion Time.  

2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident from 
any accident previously evaluated? 

The proposed change does not necessitate a physical alteration of the plant (no new or different 
type of equipment will be installed) or changes in parameters governing normal plant operation.  
The proposed change will still ensure prompt restoration of compliance with the limiting condition 
for operation, or prompt and appropriate compensatory actions are taken. Thus, this change does 
not create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident from any accident previously 
evaluated.  

3. Does this change involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety? 

Prompt and appropriate Required Actions have been determined based on the safety analysis 
functions to be maintained. The proposed Completion Time has been determined appropriate 
based on a combination of the time required to perform the action, the relative importance of the 
function or parameter to be restored, and engineering judgment. Therefore, the extension of the 
Completion Time interval does not involve a significant reduction in the margin of safety.
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NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS STATEMENTS 

3.1 L8 

1. Does the change involve a significant increase in the probability or consequences of 
an accident previously evaluated? 

The CONTROL RODS are used to kupport mitigation of the consequences of an accident; 
however, the mitigation is supported by all CONTROL RODS which are capable of inserting into 
the core when required. A method of determining SHUTDOWN MARGIN which does not 
consider the availability of all such rods, except the assumed stuck rod, is overly conservative.  
Further, such inoperable CONTROL RODS are not considered an initiator of any previously 
analyzed accident. As such the proposed change in the method of determining the SHUTDOWN 
MARGIN with inoperable, but trippable, CONTROL RODS will not significantly increase the 
probability of any accident previously evaluated. The proposed change allows for consideration 
of all trippable CONTROL RODS, except one assumed stuck rod, in the determination of 
SHUTDOWN MARGIN. This is consistent with the analysis for determining the consequences 
of previously analyzed accidents. Therefore, this change does not involve a significant increase in 
the consequences of any accident previously evaluated.  

2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident from 
any accident previously evaluated? 

The proposed change does not necessitate a physical alteration of the plant (no new or different 
type of equipment will be installed) or changes in parameters governing normal plant operation.  
The proposed change will continue to provide adequate SHUTDOWN MARGIN to assure the 
reactor is subcritical following a reactor Irip. Thus, this change does not create the possibility of a 
new or different kind of accident from any accident previously evaluated.  

3. Does this change involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety? 

The margin of safety provided by the defined SHUTDOWN MARGIN continues to be provided 
consistent with the safety analyses when considering all trippable CONTROL RODS. Therefore, 
this change does not involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety.
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NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS STATEMENTS 

3.1 L9 

1. Does the change involve a significant increase in the probability or consequences of 
an accident previously evaluated? 

The parameter of moderator temperature coefficient (MTC) is an initial assumption of the safety 
analyses, but it is not considered as an initiator of any previously analyzed accidents. As such, the 
allowed increase in MTC during MODE 2 physics testing will not involve a significant increase in 
the probability of any previously evaluated accident. Because of the impact of MTC on reactivity 
control during an event, a change in MTC alone may significantly impact analyzed consequences 
of accidents. However, the preservation of SHUTDOWN MARGIN requirements, limitations on 
THERMAL POWER generation, and adherence to approved, written procedures whose 
requirements were evaluated under 1OCFR50.59, compensate for the potential increase in MTC 
above its limits for the short duration of physics testing. Therefore, the allowed increase in MTC 
during MODE 2 physics testing will not involve a significant increase in the consequences of any 
accident previously evaluated.  

2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident from 
any accident previously evaluated? 

The proposed change does not necessitate a physical alteration of the plant (no new or different 
type of equipment will be installed).or changes in parameters governing normal plant operation.  
The proposed change will continue to preserve the reactor protection criteria. Thus, this change 
does not create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident from any accident previously 
evaluated.  

3. Does this change involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety? 

The allowed increase in MTC during MODE 2 physics testing may result in a small reduction of 
the margin of safety for this specific parameter; however, the other parameters controlled by the 
physics testing exception LCO, along with the other unchanged LCO requirements, the 
preservation of SHUTDOWN MARGIN requirements, limitations on THERMAL POWER 
generation, and adherence to approved, written procedures whose requirements were evaluated 
under 1OCFR50.59, are sufficient to prevent a significant decrease in a margin of safety.
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NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS STATEMENTS 

3.1 L10 

1. Does the change involve a significant increase in the probability or consequences of 
an accident previously evaluated? 

The requirement for individual control rod and axial power shaping rod alignment with their 
respective group average position is an initial assumption of the safety analyses. Further, 
individual control rod and axial power shaping rod misalignments are evaluated events in the 
accident analyses. However, the purpose of these physics testing exceptions is to specifically 
allow the measure and verification of fundamental core operating characteristics under careful, 
administratively controlled conditions, so as to confirm the adequacy of the design methods and 
models used to establish the operating limits for the unit. Because of the impact the control rod 
and axial power shaping rods potentially have on core reactivity conditions and core power 
distribution conditions, specific requirements on SDM and core THERMAL POWER levels are 
established. Specific LCO provisions and Required Actions have been established should the 
physics testing LCO provisions not be met. Thus, the allowed exceptions to the control rod and 
axial power shaping rod alignment limits during physics testing will not involve a significant 
increase in the probability of any accident previously evaluated. During the conduct of the 
physics testing with the control rod and axial power shaping rod alignment limits not met, adverse 
conditions may exist such that reactivity control and power distribution would adversely affect the 
consequences of certain postulated accidents. However, other parameters are additionally limited 
during the proposed physics testing and specific THERMAL POWER limitations are imposed to 
compensate for the potential increase adverse consequences. Therefore, the allowed exceptions 
to control rod and axial power shaping rod alignment requirements during physics testing will not 
involve a significant increase in the consequences of any accident previously evaluated.  

2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident from 
any accident previously evaluated? 

The proposed change does not necessitate a physical alteration of the plant (no new or different 
type of equipment will be installed) or changes in parameters governing normal plant operation.  
The proposed change will continue to preserve the reactor protection criteria. Thus, this change 
does not create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident from any accident previously 
evaluated.  

3. Does this change involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety? 

The allowed exceptions to control rod and axial power shaping rod alignment limits during 
physics testing may result in a small reduction of the margin of safety for specific parameters; 
however, the other parameters controlled by the physics test exception LCO along with the other 
unchanged LCO requirements, are sufficient to preserve the available margins of safety before 
exceeding the reactor protection criteria. Therefore, this change does not involve a significant 
reduction in a margin of safety.
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NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS STATEMENTS 

3.1 LlI 

1. Does the change involve a significant increase in the probability or consequences of 
an accident previously evaluated? 

The detail concerning performance of a CHANNEL CHECK on the required channel of position 
indication is not associated with the initiation of any evaluated accident. Thus, the removal of this 
detail will not alter the assumed frequency of initiation of an evaluated accident. In addition, the 
removal of this detail will not allow unit operation in a manner other than that presently allowed.  
Further, no reduction in requirements will exist with regard to the requirement to determine rod 
position. Thus, the removal of detail concerning the performance of a CHANNEL CHECK will 
not result in a significant increase in the probability of any evaluated accident. The detail 
associated with the performance of the CHANNEL CHECK does not serve a mitigatory function 
and does not alter the assumed ability to verify OPERABILITY of the required position indication 
channel. As long as the rod positions are determined to be within limits using OPERABLE 
position indication channels, the detail of the performance of the CHANNEL CHECK does not 
impact analyzed consequences of accidents. Therefore, the removal of the detail regarding 
performance of the CHANNEL CHECK does not involve a significant increase in the 
consequences of any accident previously evaluated.  

2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident from 
any accident previously evaluated? 

The proposed change does not necessitate a physical alteration of the plant (no new or different 
type of equipment will be installed) or changes in parameters governing normal plant operation.  
The proposed change will continue to preserve the reactor protection criteria. Thus, this change 
does not create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident from any accident previously 
evaluated.  

3. Does this change involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety? 

The margin of safety for control rods is provided by the position of the rods, not the position 
indication. As long as the position of the rod can be accurately determined, the reactor protection 
criteria are preserved. The removal of the CHANNEL CHECK detail will not alter the ability to 
determine the rod position. Therefore, *this change does not involve a significant reduction in a 
margin of safety.
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NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS STATEMENTS

1. Does the change involve a significant increase in the probability or consequences of 
an accident previously evaluated? 

The removal of the requirement to perform a freedom of movement verification on CONTROL 
RODS while in MODES 3 and 4 does not result in any hardware changes, result in a physical 
alteration of the plant, or involve a change in the controls governing normal operation. The 
deletion of this requirement in MODES 3 and 4 removes a surveillance requirement applied to 
components that are not required to be OPERABLE in MODES 3 and 4. Thus, the removal of 
this requirement in these operational MODES does not alter the assumed initiation of any 
evaluated accident. Hence, this change does not involve a significant increase in probability.  
Further, the CONTROL ROD freedom of movement in MODES 3 and 4 is not associated with 
the mitigatory actions established in any analyzed accident in these MODES. Therefore, the 
removal of the freedom of movement verification in MODES 3 and 4 will not result in a 
significant increase in consequences of a previously evaluated accident.  

2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident from 
any accident previously evaluated? 

The proposed change does not necessitate a physical alteration of the plant (no new or different 
type of equipment will be installed) or changes in parameters governing normal plant operation.  
The proposed change will continue to preserve the reactor protection criteria in those MODES in 
which the control rods were assumed to provide a mitigatory function. Thus, this change does 
not create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident from any accident previously 
evaluated.  

3. Does this change involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety? 

The margin of safety established by the control rods is provided by the ability to fully insert the 
control rods on a reactor trip. This feature will be retained in those MODES in which the control 
rods are assumed to serve a mitigatory function. However, in those MODES where the control 
rods are not assumed to provide a mitigatory function, the deletion of the freedom of movement 
surveillance requirement does not result in a degradation of any margin of safety that may be 
afforded by the control rods. Thus, in MODES 3 and 4, the removal of this surveillance 
requirement does not involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety.
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3.1 L13 

NOT USED
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NO SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATIONS STATEMENTS 

3.1 L14 

K> 1. Does the change involve a significant increase in the probability or consequences of 
an accident previously evaluated? 

The removal of the shutdown action statements associated with non-compliance with the 
dissolved gas concentration limits does not result in any hardware changes, result in a physical 
alteration of the plant, or involve a change in the controls governing normal operation. Thus, the 
removal of these statements does not alter the assumed initiator of any evaluated accident, and 
hence, does not involve a significant increase in the probability of any previously evaluated 
accident. The relocation of the dissolved gas concentration requirements to the TRM will 
continue to ensure that appropriate limits and associated actions are established for proper 
operation of the control rod drive(s) and/or the control rod(s). Further, the plausible 
consequences associated with a failure to comply with the concentration limits will not result in 
the failure of the control rods to perform their intended safety function. Therefore, the removal of 
the shutdown action statements will not result in a significant increase in consequences of a 
previously evaluated accident.  

2. Does the change create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident from 
any accident previously evaluated? 

The proposed change does not necessitate a physical alteration of the plant (no new or different 
type of equipment will be installed) or changes in parameters governing normal plant operation.  
The proposed change will continue to preserve the operating restrictions on reactor coolant 
dissolved gas concentrations. The proposed change will continue to impose actions to mitigate 
the consequences of the out-of-limit condition. Thus, this change does not create the possibility 
of a new or different kind of accident from any accident previously evaluated.  

3. Does this change involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety? 

The margin of safety established by the dissolved gas concentration limits will be preserved by the 
requirements relocated to the Technical Requirements Manual. Appropriate remedial actions will 
continue to be provided should an out-of-limit condition develop. The operating restrictions 
provide protection for the control rod drive(s) and/or control rod(s) should a reactor trip occur 
while the control rod drive pressure boundary housing was filled by non-condensable gas.  
However, the credible damage mechanisms to the control rod drive(s) and/or control rod(s) do 
not affect the ability of the control rods to perform their intended safety function. Thus, the 
removal of the shutdown actions does not involve a significant reduction in a margin of safety.
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ITS DISCUSSION OF DIFFERENCES 
ITS Section 3.1: Reactivi Control Systems 

I NUREG 3.1.1, 3.1.4, 3.1.5, 3.1.8, & 3.1.9 - Incorporated TSTF-009.  
2 NUREG 3.1.8 & 3.1.9 - The Frequency ofNTJREG SR 3.1.8. 3 (ITS SR 3.1.8.2) and NUREG SR 3.1.9.2. (ITS SR 3.1.9.2) was changed to specify "Prior to performance of PHYSICS TESTS." This Frequency requires the nuclear overpower trip setpoint be verified prior to the onset of PHYSICS TESTS which ensures that the established LCO conditions are satisfied, with respect to the trip function. The requirement to perform these NUREG SRs with a Frequency of 8 hours is excessively restrictive and unduly burdensome on the operation of the unit. The short time frame in which the unit is expected to be conducting PHYSICS TESTS requiring the exception to one or more LCOs does not warrant the increased verification requirements. Further, these SRs provide a verification of RPS system performance at a Frequency significantly shorter than that required of the RPS when operating in MODE I at RATED THERMAL POWER (ref NUREG 3.3.1).  No basis exists to imply that the RPS trip function, or its calibration, would behave differently than that observed during power operation. The Bases were changed to reflect this Frequency. This change is consistent with Generic Change TSTF-344.  

3 NUREG3.1.4 - Incorporated TSTF-143.  
4 NUREG 3.1.3 - The Moderator Temperature Coefficient (MTC) limits in ITS 3.1.3 were modified to specify the current license requirements as presented in CTS 3.1.7.1. Because there is no MTC value presently specified in the ANO-1 COLR, nor is there a value to be relocated to the COLR, ITS 3.1.3 was revised to specify that the MTC shall be nonpositive whenever THERMAL POWER is greater than or equal to 95% of RTP and shall be less positive than 0.9x10 4 Ak/k/WF whenever THERMAL POWER is less than 95% RTP. These changes are in accordance with current license basis. Further, this change results in ITS 3.1.3 establishing a maximum positive limit that is consistent with NUREG-1430.  

In SR 3.1.3.1, the phrase "within the upper limit specified in the COLR" was changed to "within the limits" to coincide with the LCO requirements.  
SR 3.1.3.2 has been deleted because the CTS contains no lower limit on MTC. The lower limit for MTC will remain under licensee administrative control. This value is validated through observation of core physics parameters over the cycle duration. These parameters have historically indicated close agreement between core design assumptions and actual core parameters thus indicating agreement between the actual MTC values and those assumed in the cycle reload analyses. These changes are consistent with current license basis.  

The Bases for 3.1.3 were similarly modified to reflect the above described changes. In addition, the 3.1.3 LCO Bases were modified to include CTS Bases guidance that the positive MTC limit below 95% RTP is to be corrected to the 95% RTP power level. This results in a linearly decreasing positive MTC value as power is increased from Hot Zero Power to 95% RTP. This change is consistent with current license basis.  
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ITS DISCUSSION OF DIFFERENCES 
5 NUREG 3.1.4 - The terms "trippable," "trippability" and "untrippable" as they relate to 

CONTROL RODS have been removed from several locations within ITS 3.1.4 and the 
supporting BASES. This change preserves the current license basis. The CTS does not 
distinguish between trippable and untrippable inoperable CONTROL RODS. ANO-1 will 
maintain its current approach of dealing with inoperable rods similarly whether trippable or 
untrippable. The deletion of the words "trippable," "trippability" and "untrippable" is 
consistent with CTS and represents no change in intent or application from current license 
basis.  

NUREG ACTION D was deleted because ITS 3.1.4 ACTIONS A, B and C, with the 
indicated changes, provide the requirements for all inoperable CONTROL RODS.  
Inoperable CONTROL RODS will continue to be dealt with consistently whether 
"trippable" or "untrippable." This maintains requirements consistent with CTS.  

These changes are acceptable because the negative reactivity worth of an untrippable 
CONTROL ROD can be easily compensated for in the SHUTDOWN MARGIN (SDM) 
verification. SDM verification is the first Required Action in ITS 3.1.4. Thus, core 
reactivity and SDM considerations during operation are preserved in accordance with 
safety analysis assumptions. Further, if the CONTROL ROD is aligned within limits of its 
group average position (and the group average position is within the limits of ITS 3.2.1), 
then the power distribution of the core is unaffected. This similarly preserves the initial 
power distribution conditions of the safety analysis. Therefore, ITS Conditions A, B and C 
provide appropriate actions for continued operation with either an untrippable CONTROL 
ROD or an otherwise trippable CONTROL ROD that has been declared inoperable for 
some other reason.  

The Bases have been revised to be consistent with the above mentioned changes. In 
addition, the Bases for SR 3.1.4.3 were modified to include additional detail regarding the 
control rod drop time testing. This change is consistent with current license basis.  

6 NUREG 3.1.2, 3.1.3, & 3.1.4 - The word "Once" has been added to the Frequency of 
SR 3.i.2.1, SR 3.1.3.1, and SR 3.1.4.3 in ITS Section 3.1. This addition has been made to 
provide consistency between this statement of Frequency and the information contained 
within NUREG Section 1.4, Frequency. Discussions within Section 1.4 repeatedly 
emphasize the use of the term "Once" in this type of statement of Frequency. This change 
has been made specifically for clarification and consistency, and is considered to be 
editorial.  

7 NUREG 3.1.6 - The wording of ITS 3.1.6 LCO and Condition A was changed to be 
consistent with the statements presented in ITS 3.1.4 LCO and Condition A. This editorial 
change establishes consistency between similar LCOs within the ITS.  

ITS 3.1.6 Applicability will be MODES 1 and 2 in accordance with TSTF-159, RevI.  

NLJREG 3.1.6 Required A.2 was replaced by the requirement to reduce THERMAL 
POWER to • 60% of the ALLOWABLE THERMAL POWER with a Completion Time of 
2 hours. This required power reduction ensures that local LHR increases, due to a
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ITS DISCUSSION OF DIFFERENCES 
misaligned APSR, will not cause the core design criteria to be exceeded. This change 
incorporates an action that is implied by the current license basis.  

The Bases were revised as necessary to reflect these changes. In addition, the last 
paragraph of the LCO Bases was revised to remove reference to peaking factors, leaving 
reference only to LHRs. No change in intent is associated with this change which is 
consistent with changes made elsewhere in the ITS Bases.  

8 NUREG 3.1.4 - A portion of the methodology specified in NUREG SR 3.1.4.2 has been 
deleted. This change was made to maintain testing requirements consistent with the CTS.  
The CTS does not contain this level of detail with regard to CONTROL ROD testing.  
Specific methodology, including the minimum distance a CONTROL ROD must be moved 
during testing, is currently contained in documents under licensee control and for 
consistency will be maintained under licensee control. Removal of these details will not 
change the intent of the SR and will maintain current testing requirements.  

Further, to maintain consistency with the NUREG Bases, the words "by moving" were 
replaced with the word "for." This change takes into account that more than one method 
of determining rod freedom or the basis for the inability to demonstrate movement of a 
CONTROL ROD exists. These changes preserve the intent of this SR which is to insure 
that the CONTROL RODS are capable of inserting into the core in the event of a reactor 
trip. Moreover, the NUREG SR 3.1.4.2 Bases attempt to establish exceptions to the SR 
which requires the freedom of movement be demonstrated "by moving." The Bases allow 
a determination of trippability that may be used to preserve CONTROL ROD 
OPERABILITY although the CONTROL ROD may not be capable of being moved. This 
constitutes an SR 3.0.1 exception established within the Bases which is inappropriate.  

9 NUREG 3.1.4 - ITS SR 3.1.4.3 was modified to maintain CONTROL ROD drop time 
testing consistent with CTS 4.7. 1. 1 requirements. This change does not add new 
requirements nor does it change or remove any existing requirements.  

The NOTE in NUREG SR 3.1.4.3 was modified to allow continued operation with reactor 
coolant pump combinations which provide less total reactor coolant system flow than the 
combination used during CONTROL ROD drop time testing. Continued operation is 
allowed provided the total reactor coolant flow is less than the total flow during testing.  
This allowance is appropriate due to the bounding nature of the test flow conditions.  
ANO-1 is currently licensed for limited operation in a one RCP per loop configuration.  
This change will allow for continued unit operation, to the extent allowed by 
CTS 3.1.1.1 .A. Without this change to the Note, reducing the number of running RCPs 
from 3 to 2, with drop time testing having been performed with 3 RCPs running, would 
have required that all CONTROL RODS be declared inoperable. This declaration is 
unnecessarily restrictive due to the bounding nature of the test flow conditions.  

A portion of the NUREG Bases for SR 3.1.4.3 was deleted because it established a 
condition requiring performance of the SR that was not consistent with the SR Frequency 
requirements. The ITS SR Frequency is given as "once prior to reactor criticality after 
each removal of the reactor vessel head." However, the Bases stated that the SR is 
required "after CONTROL ROD drive system maintenance or modification." This Bases
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condition is not included within the scope of the SR 3.1.4.3 Frequency and was therefore 
deleted.  

10 NUREG 3.1.4 - Required Action A.2.3 has been shown as not adopted in the ITS. This 
item was not a requirement in the CTS for this Condition. The Required Action's 
reduction of the nuclear overpower trip setpoint does not actively contribute toward the 
mitigation of the negative effects of operation with a misaligned CONTROL ROD. This 
type of administrative action is better suited as a licensee controlled procedural action.  
Lastly, the Bases implication that 'this reduction in setpoint maintains core protection and 
operating margins is not supported. By not adopting this Required Action, requirements 
consistent with current license bases are being maintained.  

BASES information for this Required Action has likewise been removed.  

11 NUREG 3.1.4 - The Completion Time for Required Action A.l (ITS 3.1.4 Required 
Action A.2. 1) has been changed from 1 hour to 2 hours. The Required Action of 
realigning a misaligned CONTROL ROD is not specified in CTS. There is an implied 
Action presented by CTS 3.5.2.2.6. This specification allows for continued operation 
above 60% ALLOWABLE THERMAL POWER (ATP) if a previously misaligned 
CONTROL ROD is no longer misaligned. No Completion Time is specified for either this 
Specification or CTS 3.5.2.2.5 which requires the power reduction to less than 60% ATP.  
Due to the lack of current specified Completion Times for the Required Actions of 
reducing power to less than 60% ATP and realigning a misaligned CONTROL ROD, 
similar Completion Times of 2 hours have been adopted for both Required Actions. This 2 
hour Completion Time along with ITS 3.1.4 Required Action A. 1.1 ensures that, within 
1 hour, proper SDM is verified or appropriate actions initiated, and within 2 hours, any 
misaligned CONTROL ROD is realigned or power is reduced below 60% ATP.  

12 NUREG 3.1.4, 3.1.6, & 3.1.7 - Incorporated TSTF-110, Rev 2.  

13 NUREG 3.1.8 & 3.1.9 - Incorporated TSTF-154, Rev 2. This generic change has been 
modified to reference the criterion of 10CFR50.36 instead of the NRC Policy Statement.  
This is an editorial change associated with implementation of the 10CFR50.36 rule changes 
after NUREG-1430, Rev 1 was issued.  

14 NUREG 3.1.5 - Incorporated TSTF-216.  

15 NUREG 3.1.8 & 3.1.9 - NUREG LCO 3.1.8 and LCO 3.1.9 were modified to include the 
allowance to suspend the requirements of ITS 3.2.2, "AXIAL POWER SHAPING ROD 
(APSR) Insertion Limits," during PHYSICS TESTS in MODES 1 and 2. The inclusion of 
this exception in the ITS is acceptable based on approved written procedures, 
administrative controls, the requirements of 10CFR50.59, and ITS LCO 3.1.8 and 
LCO 3.1.9 provisions in effect during the conduct of PHYSICS TESTS. This exception 
accommodates LCO 3.2.2 suspension that may be necessary to verify the fundamental 
characteristics of the nuclear reactor which is critical in demonstrating the adequacy of 
design, analytical models, and confirmation of analysis results. This change maintains 
requirements consistent with CTS 3.5.2.5.4.
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Required changes to the Bases of ITS 3.1.8 and 3.1.9 were also made. An insert to the Bases was made to finther clarify the basis for the acceptability of allowing PHYSICS TESTS exceptions. This Bases addition is entirely editorial in nature. Reference to Regulatory Guide 1.68, Revision 2, August 1978, and ANSI/ANS-19.6.1-1985, 
December 13, 1985, were deleted at each occurrence and replaced with reference to SAR Section 3A.9, "Startup Program - Physics Testing." ANO is not committed to Regulatory 
Guide 1.68 or ANSI/ANS-19.6.1. This change is consistent with current license basis.  

16 NUREG 3.1.7 - The LCO, Actions and Note have been modified to maintain requirements consistent with the CTS requirements for CONTROL ROD and APSR position indication channel requirements. CTS 4.7.1.3 requires only one OPERABLE channel of position indication per rod. If this required channel is inoperable, the associated rod must be declared inoperable and the Actions of the rod's governing Specification must be completed. The CTS requirements are maintained by the indicated changes to ITS 3.1.7.  

SR 3.1.7.1 was modified to match the requirements of ITS 3.1.7. This change was made to provide for Surveillance Requirements which adequately address the equipment required by the LCO. This change provides clarification of the inconsistency within the CTS with regard to the required channels of position indication and surveillance requirements.  CTS Table 4.1-1, Items 23 and 24 required shifily checks of both the absolute and relative rod position indication channels, while CTS 4.7.1.3 allowed for unrestricted operation with either or potentially both of these channels inoperable. This change ensures that only the channel which is being credited as providing the required indication need be checked.  

ITS SR 3.1.7.2 was also added. This addition maintains testing requirements and 
Frequency consistent with CTS Table 4.1-1, Items 23 and 24.  

17 NUREG 3.1.4 - The Required Actions for ITS 3.1.4 Condition A were reordered. This change was made due to the fact that inoperable and misaligned CONTROL RODS, 
whether trippable or not, are dealt with similarly by CTS and ITS (Reference DOD 5).  Without this change in the order of the Required Actions, verification of proper SDM would not be required during operation with an inoperable (potentially untrippable) rod if it was aligned within 6.5% of its group average height as stipulated in NUREG Required Action A. 1. The failure to verify adequate SDM is inappropriate in this condition. This change maintains requirements consistent with CTS requirements. Supporting changes to 
the order and content of BASES information were also made.
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18 NUREG Bases - The Criterion statement at the conclusion of the Applicable Safety 
Analysis section was modified at each occurrence to refer to 10CFR50.36 instead of the 
NRC Policy Statement. This is an editorial change associated with the implementation of 
the 1OCFR50.36 rule changes after NUREG-1430, Revision 1 was issued.  

For ITS LCOs 3.1.1, 3.1.3, 3.1.4, 3.1.5, and 3.1.7, the 1OCFR50.36 Criterion satisfied by 
the respective ITS LCOs was moified to preserve consistency with the ANO-1 license 
basis. Specifically, ANO-1 safety analyses upon which ITS LCOs 3.1.1, 3.1.3, 3.1.4, 3.1.5, 
and 3.1.7 are based were performed with the reactor critical. The ITS Applicability for 
these Specifications will be MODES 1 and 2. Thus, the Criterion statement was revised to 
specify that the LCO parameter satisfies Criterion 2 of 1OCFR50.36 when in MODES 1 
and 2 while critical. When in MODE 2 with the reactor subcritical, the LCO parameter 
satisfies Criterion 4 of 10CFR50.36. This change is consistent with current license basis 
and 10CFR50.36.  

19 NUREG Bases 3.1.4 - The Bases for ITS 3.1.4 were modified to refer to a Linear Heat 
Rate (LHR) verification rather than a power peaking factor verification. These changes are 
consistent with the Bases discussion for ITS 3.2.5, "Power Peaking." Although LHR will 
be specified, no change in intent is associated with these changes. This is true because 
LHR verification is direct confirmation using the incore detector system that the core is 
operating within the design thermal operating limits. For additional information regarding 
this change, refer to Section 3.2 DOD 31.  

20 NUREG 3.1.8 - Item c of the LCO requirements for maintaining the Nuclear Heat Flux 
Hot Channel Factor and the Nuclear Enthalpy Rise Hot Channel Factor within the limits 
specified in the COLR was modified in the ITS to specify that the linear heat rate (LHR) be 
maintained within the limits specified in the COLR. This change is necessary to provide 
PHYSICS TESTS requirements that are consistent with ITS 3.2.5, "Power Pealing' 
requirements. This LCO 3.1.8 condition coupled with SR 3.1.8.2 provides acceptable 
assurance that excessive core LHRs will not exist such that the thermal design limits of the 
fuel are exceeded. Although the terminology is different, this LCO condition preserves 
operating restrictions during PHYSICS TESTS consistent with those established in 
NUREG-1430.  

In addition to the terminology change, a Note was added to the LCO, Condition B and 
SR 3.1.8.2 that specifies that the LCO provision on LHR only applies when THERMAL 
POWER is greater than 20% RTP. This Note establishes consistency between the LCO 
provisions of ITS 3.1.8 and ITS 3.2.5. This change is consistent with TSTF-160, Rev 1.  

The Bases for ITS 3.1.8 were revised to reflect these changes.  

21 NUREG Bases 3.1.3 - Repeated reference to SAR Chapter 14 using multiple reference 
indications is unnecessary and duplicative. Adequate reference to the SAR is provided by 
the first words of the introduction into the Applicable Safety Analyses portion of this Bases 
section.
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22 NUREG Bases 3.1.2 - The Bases for ITS 3.1.2 were rewritten in their entirety to reflect 
the unit specific methodology of performing the reactivity anomaly determination. The 
NUREG Bases discussion centered around a comparison of the RCS boron concentration 
with a critical boron concentration curve (boron rundown curve) derived as part of the 
reload analyses. The ITS was written to reflect that ANO-1 performs a reactivity balance 
and then compares the value against a known reactivity condition (i.e., net reactivity of 
zero condition when the reactor is critical). Under critical conditions, a calculated net 
reactivity of a value other than zero would indicate the existence of a discrepancy in the 
reactivity parameters used in the calculation. This would then have to be evaluated in 
accordance with the discussion that was present in the NUREG Bases for LCO 3.1.2.  

23 NUREG 3.1.9 - CTS 3.1.8.1 requires that the nuclear overpower trip be set at less than or 
equal to 5% RTP during the conduct of low power PHYSICS TESTS. Therefore, ITS 
3.1.9 and SR 3.1.9.2 will specify that the Nuclear Overpower Trip Setpoint be set at 
5% RTP rather than the 25% RTP value established by NUREG-1430. In addition, 
ITS 3.1.9.b was editorially modified to use terminology consistent with ITS 3.1.8.b and 
other locations in NUREG-1430. Specifically, ITS 3.1.9.b was modified to read that the 
"Nuclear overpower trip setpoint is set to •5% RTP." 

24 NUREG 3.1.9 - The Applicability was modified to read as "During PHYSICS TESTS 
initiated in MODE 2." This Applicability is required in order to ensure that the Required 
Action A. 1 is completed should THERMAL POWER exceed 5% RTP. As presently 
written in NUREG-1430, upon exceeding 5% RTP the unit is in MODE 1 and the LCO 
and its requirements no longer apply. This change is consistent with TSTF-256.  

25 NUREG 3.1.9 - Incorporated TSTF-156, Rev 1.  

26 NUJREG Bases 3.1.9 - Bases information designated in NUREG-1430 as being applicable 
to SR 3.1.9.1 has been removed because the SR described by this Bases information does 
not appear in NUREG-1430. The subsequent Bases discussions of SR 3.1.9.2 through 
SR 3.1.9.4 were renumbered as appropriate due to this deletion.  

27 Not used.  

28 NUREG Bases 3.1.1 - The Bases-for 3.1.1, SDM, was rewritten in its entirety to address 
ANO-1 current license and administrative requirements. ANO-1 CTS did not establish a 
required SHUTDOWN MARGIN (SDM) in MODES 3,4 and 5. ANO-1 is a "hot 
shutdown" unit in that no safety analyses have been performed in MODES 3, 4 and 5.  
SAR analyses performed demonstrate the ability of the unit to establish hot shutdown 
conditions from operating conditions. Thus, all reference to analyses protected by the 
LCO 3.1.1 requirement was deleted from the Bases. SAR requirements are that the 
reactor be sufficiently shutdown to preclude inadvertent criticality in the shutdown 
condition.  

ANO-1 has administratively verified adequate SHUTDOWN MARGIN during MODES 3, 
4 and 5. In this verification, appropriate credit has been given to withdrawn CONTROL 
RODS (cocked rod protection), RPS operating mode (interpreted as whether the RPS was
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in Shutdown Bypass mode) and potential reactivity effects associated with the current plant 
operating condition. The required degree of subcriticality is maintained through boration, 
as necessary.  

SR 3.1.1.1 is the method of verification of adequate SDM and is referenced from numerous 
MODE 1 and 2 LCOs. As such, the information in the Bases must support the derivation 
of SDM in MODES 1 through 5.- Thus, additional reactivity parameters associated with 
unit operation above the point of adding heat have been added. The specific methodology 
for performing a SDM calculation will be maintained under licensee administrative control.  

29 NUREG 3.1.2 - Incorporated TSTF-142.  

30 NUREG Bases 3.1.1 - Reference to a specific volumetric flow rate, a specific boron 
concentration and a specific differential boron worth in deriving an example for 
approximate boration duration is inappropriate. All of these factors are a function of 
system operating characteristics, limitations, time in core life or available boration source.  
The more appropriate method is to establish boration from an appropriate source and to 
maximize the injection to the extent possible with consideration for reactor coolant system 
inventory and makeup and letdown system capacities. Further, this boration is required to 
continue until the boron concentration is verified to be sufficient to achieve the required 
shutdown margin.  

31 Not used.  

32 NUREG Bases 3.1.2 - The NUREG Bases statement that ITS 3.1.2 does not apply in 
MODE 6 was modified to remove reference to post-criticality testing that verifies the 
SDM. The verification of SDM in MODE 2 is of little benefit in assuring adequate SDM in 
MODE 6. The statement that fuel loading continually changes the reactivity condition of 
the core is correct and a portion of the basis for the SDM requirements in MODE 6 as 
stated.  

33 NUREG 3.1.4 - A Note was added to precede ITS 3.1.4 Required Action A.2.2.3 
(NUREG 3.1.4 Required Action A.2.5) that specifies the performance of SR 3.2.5.1 for 
verification of core power distribution only applies when THERMAL POWER is greater 
than 20% RTP. This Note is necessary to establish a correlation between the minimum 
power level at which the incore detector system can be reliably used to provide accurate 
indication of core power distribution and when the SR is required to be performed. This 
Note establishes consistency between the Required Action and ITS 3.2.5. This change is 
consistent with TSTF-160, Rev 1.  

The Bases were similarly modified to include the Note.  

34 NUREG Bases 3.1.6 - The Applicable Safety Analysis discussion for ITS 3.1.6 is revised 
to reflect ANO plant specific design and analysis. There are no explicit safety analyses 
associated with misaligned APSRs. Limits on their alignment are specified in the ITS to 
preserve assumptions used in the power distribution analysis that supports ITS LCO 3.2.1, 
LCO 3.2.3 and LCO 3.2.4. This change is consistent with current license basis.
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35 NUREG Bases 3.1.4 - The entire discussion of a second type of CONTROL ROD 

misalignment was deleted from the Bases. The NUREG Bases identified a second type of 
misalignment associated with a failure of one CONTROL ROD to insert (i.e. remain fully 
withdrawn) while all other CONTROL RODS insert fully. This discussion is inappropriate 
for the Bases of an LCO having Applicability in MODES 1 and 2 because: 1) the 
misalignment does not result in power peaking such that thermal design limits of the fuel 
would be exceeded, and 2) the misalignment is already discussed and provided for in the 
Bases for LCO 3. 1. 1, "Shutdown Margin (SDM)." 

36 NUREG Bases 3.1.6 - The indicated changes remove all reference to a dropped APSR.  
The APSR mechanical design precludes its dropping into the reactor should its associated 
Control Rod Drive Mechanism become deenergized. It is non-credible for an APSR to 
drop into the reactor or become misaligned from its group due to dropping. The removal 
of these sentences does not alter the intent of the remaining passages or the Specification.  

37 NUREG Bases 3.1.4 - The indicated changes represent clarification of the logic associated 
with the relationship between the relative position indicator and the power supply to the 
CONTROL ROD drives. Individual rods and groups may receive power from their 
associated group power supply, DC hold power supply or from the auxiliary power supply 
(as appropriate). Different power supply alignments to individual rods within a group 
could result in variations in the relative position indication for the rods within the group.  
The intent of the Bases statements remain the same. This change reflects unit design 
characteristics and is consistent with the current license basis.  

38 NUREG Bases - The NUREG statement concerning the GDC criteria is modified in the 
ITS to reference the current licensing basis description contained in SAR Section 1.4.  

39 NUREG Bases 3.1.8 - NUREG SR 3.1.8.4 (ITS SR 3.1.8.3) material describing the 
verification of SDM was erroneous. The listing of reactivity effects included parameters 
supporting the derivation of the SDM while subcritical or while critical below the point of 
adding heat. Neither is the case during the MODE I Applicability established for 
LCO 3.1.8. The reactivity effects listing was altered to incorporate the Doppler defect 
associated with heating of the fuel, Moderator defect associated with the heating of the 
reactor coolant and removal of the isothermal temperature coefficient (ITC) and RCS 
average temperature. The paragraph describing the necessity of using the isothermal 
temperature coefficient because the reactor is subcritical is deleted because it is obviously 
wrong in MODE 1.  

Similarly, NUREG SR 3.1.9.4 (ITS SR 3.1.9.3) material describing the verification of 
SDM was also erroneous. The listing of reactivity effects included parameters supporting 
the derivation of the SDM while subcritical or while critical below the point of adding heat 
but did not support derivation of SDM when operating above the point of adding heat.  
The reactivity effects listing was altered to incorporate the Doppler defect associated with 
heating of the fuel and Moderator defect associated with the heating of the reactor coolant.  
The paragraph describing the necessity of using the isothermal temperature coefficient 
because the reactor is subcritical was modified to reflect that critical conditions may also 
exist. This change is consistent with TSTF-249.
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40 NUREG 3.1.5 - Incorporated TSTF-158, Rev 1.  

41 NUREG LCO 3.1.6 Condition B has not been incorporated in the proposed ITS. Once 
power is reduced below 60%, the Required Action of Condition A (RA A.2) would be 
satisfied, allowing the unit to exit from Condition B. Therefore, the Condition B Required 
Actions would never be completed and are not required. This change is consistent with the 
current license basis.  

42 NUREG LCO 3.1.9 allows LCO 3.2.1 "restricted operation region only" requirements to 
be suspended during PHYSICS TESTS. This exception is modified in the ITS 3.1.9 to 
allow suspension of LCO 3.2.1 requirements, consistent with CTS provisions which allow 
exception to position limit (does not limit to regulating rods inserted in the restricted 
region only) and overlap and sequence limits. This is acceptable since limits on 
THERMAL POWER and shutdown capability maintained during the PHYSICS TESTS 
ensure fuel damage criteria are preserved even if an accident were to occur with the LCO 
suspended.  

43 Additional information has been incorporated to clarify that the value provided in the ITS 
3.1.4 and 3.1.6 LCOs account for all necessary uncertainties and that the implementing 
procedures are not required to account for any additional uncertainties. This is consistent 
with the interpretation of the current requirements associated with Control Rod and APSR 
misalignment.  

44 The NUREG Bases 3.1.5 Applicable Safety Analysis discussion has been revised to 
properly characterize the ANO acceptance criteria for the safety and regulating rod group 
insertion limits and operability or misalignment. The SAR does not state the acceptance 
criteria that the core remains subcritical for this event. However, B & W has placed a 
design objective in the cycle reload methodologies that the core will remain subcritical. A 
reference to the B & W topical report has also been added. This change is consistent with 
the current license basis.
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S3M 
3.1.1

3.1 REACTIVITY CONTROL SYSTEMS 

3.1.1 SHUTDOWN MARGIN (SDU)

APPLICABILITY: MODES 3, 4, and 5.  

ACTIONS 

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME 

A. SON not within limit. A.1 Initiate boration to 15 minutes 
restore SDM to within 
limit.  

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS 

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY 

SR 3.1.1.1 Verify SDM greater than or equal to the 24 hours 

limit specified in the COLR.
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Reactivity Balance 
3.1.2 

3.1 REACTIVITY CONTROL SYSTEMS 

3.1.2 Reactivity Balance 

LCO 3.1.2 The measured core reactivity balance shall be within 
+t 1% hk/k of predicted values.  

APPLICABILITY: NODES 1 and 2.

nS 

*-I'I

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TINE

A. Measured core 
reactivity balance 
within limit.

not
A. 1 

A.2

Re-evaluate core 
design and safety 
analysis and 
determine that the 
reactor core is 
acceptable for 
continued operation.  

Establish appropriate 
operating 
restrictions and SRs.

B. Required Action and B.1 Be in MODE 3. 6 hours 
associated Completion 
Time not met.
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Reactivity Balance 3.1.2

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS 

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY

--.-.-.-.-.- .- NOTES- - - -
1. The predicted reactivity values may be 

adjusted (normalized) to correspond to 
the measured core reactivity prior to 
exceeding a fuel burnup of 60 
effective full power days (EFPD) after 
each fuel loading.  

2. This Surveillance is not required to 
be performed prior to entry into 
MODE 2.  

Verify measured core reactivity balance is 
within 1 1% Ak/k of predicted values.

'4,6

Arior to 
entering MODE 1 
after each fuel 
loading 

---- NoTE-
Only required 
after 60 EFPD

31 EFPD 
thereafter
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MTC 
3.1.3

6r5
3.1 REACTIVITY CONTROL SYSTEMS 

3.1.3 Moderator Temperature Coefficient (NTC)

LCO 3.1.3 e MTC shall be ai in with the j4mits ecifi.e in (• he WL. •e Fm RTP i~ttivW t •all " " " 
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APPLICABILITY: NODES 1 and 2. is " -- -Wp c-- Ar k bf. kess 
•.Posi.t',L• -L-,kn 0,'9xlOq "A K/K/°* .. ,F'

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME 

A. HTC not within limits. A.1 Be in MODE 3. 6 hours 

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS 

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY

SR 3.1.3.1 VerifZ MTC is within th qr limii& 

cip tif I xne w 7
- 19-l.

entering MODE I .-- 4"f) 
after each fuel 
loading

- -N

Cm, ] O1;o7;�,roe-STf 9-31-

AL I iuri

3.1-4



MTCl 
3.1.3

3.1-5 ..Rey i, e4teff9s.



CONTROL ROD Group Alignment Limits 
3.1.4 

3.1 REACTIVITY CONTROL SYSTEMS 

3.1.4 CONTROL ROD Group Alignment Limits 

LCO 3.1.4 LcbSONT ROD shall be OPERABLE and aligned to within 
f ts group average height.

APPLICABILITY: MODES 1 and 2.

A. One ý CONTROL 
ROD Inoaperable, or not 
aligned to within 

(of its group 
. average height, or 

both.

"-*0. g_. eview~r, 

•ce nf ,or+ A 
4for c 16r4CA e 4 i 
oF -Fonckt 0f 

ACT7-1ON A.-

~9G-SM S .1

CITS

4.7. i. Z

3.1-6 Rev 1, 94j87-t9&



INSERT A - Reviewer Clarification - LCO 3.1.4

CONDION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION 
I _TIME

A. One CONTROL ROD 
Inoperable, or not 
aligned to within 6.5% of 
its group average height, 
or both.

A.1.1 Verify SDM to be within the 
limit provided in the COLR.  

A.1.2 Initiate boration to restore 
SDM to within limit.

AND 

A.2.1 Restore CONTROL ROD 
alignment.

A.2.2.1 Reduce THERMAL POWER 
to < 60% of the 
ALLOWABLE THERMAL 
POWER.  

AND 

A.2.2.2 Verify the potential ejected 
rod worth Is within the 
assumptions of the rod 
ejection analysis.  

AND 

A.2.2.3 -NOTE 
Only required when 
THERMAL POWER is 
> 20% RTP.  

Perform SR 3.2.5.1.

1 hour 

AND 

Once per 
12 hours 
thereafter 

1 hour 

2 hours 

2 hours 

72 hours 

72 hours

I ________________________ ____________

Insert after page 3.1-6

ANO-1 ITS

ACTIONS

INSERT 1t281000



CO~fROL ROD Group Alignment Limits 
3 .1.4

-eves-Rey 3.-!, OGiG7Yt-9

cTS

3.1-7--Swea-ffs-



<INSERT 3.1-7A>

A.2.2.3 - Note 
Only required when THERMAL 
POWER Is > 20% RTP.

ANO-1 ITS INSERT 1/28/2000



CONTROL ROD Group Alignment Limits 
3.1.4 

CTS 

,'D ACTION COMPLETION TIME 

te boration to 1 hour 3.5-.2.2
v SDM to within 3.5.2-t 

NODE 3. 6 hours 3..,2..

3.1-8 Rey 1, O&P7:953.1-8



CONTROL ROD Group Alignment Limits 3.1.4

C17S

Verify individual CONTROL ROD positions are 
within { *lpf their group average 
height.t

With rod drop times determined withJless 
than four reactor coolant pumps operating, 
operation may proceed provided operation is 
restricted to the pump combination 
operating dur.n

Verify the rod drop time for each CONTROL 
ROD, from the fully withdrawn position, is 

C $] seconds-from power interruption at 
\eIONTROL ROD drive breakers to 

i insertion (25% withdrawn position) with 
ank 525"F.

41.1-7

reactor 'criticality 
after each 
removal of the 
reactor vessel 
head

-SW8G STS-3.- 3.1-9

MMMMMMMMMMMMý

Re .-- 04/4/145



Safety Rod Insertion Limits 
3.1.5 

3.1 REACTIVITY CONTROL SYSTEMS 

3.1.5 Safety Rod Insertion Limits 

LCO 3.1.5 Each safety rod shall be fully withdrawn.

APPLICABILITY: MODES 1 and 2.

0lhILCO 1V not alicat whilv/perfojtin-g)SR 3.1.4.2.
sot- ft Li ; L -e-a- - -tF ASL C 

qlý-r4

3.1.3.  
3. �. 2..  

�3 .5.25.1 

iLl

ACTIONS - R CT 
CONDITION REUIE ACINCOMPLETION TIME

A. One safety rod not 
fully withdrawn. (A. Wit raw the d 

R,'

Initiate boration to 
restore SDM to within 
limit.  

S'Declare the rod 
'4 ?l inoperable.

e~ho40

1 0.2.  

1 hour 3.54.1.t

1 hour 3./3,7

(continued)

O6-STq311

CT-S

3, 1.35

-__.-----NOTE-

3.1-10 Ro I_401



Safety Rod Insertion Limits 
3.1.S

B. More than one safety 
rod not fully 
withdrawn.

3.5.2.1

3.5-.z-21

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS ________ 

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY 

SR 3.1.5.1 Verify each safety rod is fully withdrawn. 12 hours j'V/A

3.1-11 Rev-'1,;-4107M



APSR Alignment Limits 
3.1.6

3.1 REACTIVITY CONTROL SYSTEMS 

3.1.6 AXIAL POWER SHAPING ROD (APSR) Alignment Limits

Each APSR shall be OPERABLE and aligned -ithi. of its 
group average height.

APPLICABILITY: MODES 1 and 2twh' the 6PSRs arP'not f•lly

A. One APSR inoperable) not al igned"vithin 
N.~'d~i~or both.  

(a7 t4Is q3ot~

B. equired.Ation and 7 
associated Complet Wn 
Time/not met. .

Rev 1, 04/07/95

LCO 3.1.6

cSS

m
wig 3.5.Z

BI•3 STS 3.1-12



APSR Alignment Limits 
3.1.6

SURVEILLANCE

SR 3.1.6.1 V.rify position of each APSR is within 
.%6.9% of the group average height.

-eW~t~r 3.1-3-Rev 1, CWjOljSS

C1S 

itj /A

-ewa&-syt- 3.1-13



position Indicator Channels 3.1.7

131 REACTIVITY CONTROL SYSTEMS

3.1.7 Position 

LCO 3.1.7

Indicator Channels 

posC' PMLý~ SR 

poaston inaica or cn 1e RE C LROD an SR 
shall be OPERABLE.

APPLICABILITY: MODES 1 and 2. NIA 

ACTIONS 

Separate Condition entry is allowed for eac

LI

3.1-14-avarsS



Position Indicator Channels 
3.1.7

-SVOC4:-6~311 bx-L,-040;ýtý3.1-15



Position Indicator Channels 
3.1.7

-+We&-sT3.-1 ftv h 04f3.1-16



Position Indicator Channels 
3.1.7 

FREQUENCY 

Lto>\ • •fk5ms-Z 

(5;aER;V c I z+3

S-rab/e 4.1-1 

<-ETP1SERT 3./-/7 A Z*31.Z- ~:''

3.1-17 fl��v �,3.1-17



<INSERT 3.!-17A>

SR 3.1.7.2 Perform CHANNEL CALIBRATION of 18 months 
required position Indicator channel.

ANO-1 ITS INSERT 1/2812000



PHYSICS TESTS Exceptions-RODE 1 
3.1.8 CIr5.

3.1 REACTIVITY CONTROL SYSTEMS 

3.1.8 PHYSICS TESTS Exceptions-RODE 1

LCO 3.1.8 During the performance off S TESTS, the requirements of f 

LCO 3.1.4, CONTROL ROD Alignment Limits'; 
LCO 3.1.5, "Safety Rod Insertion Limits%; _, |,"I, 
LCO 3.1.6, -AXIAL POWER SHAPING ROD (APSR) Alignment N1A 

LCO 3.2.1, ORegulating Rod Insertion Limits, for the 3.5-1.5s 
L - restricted o eration region only 

LCO .2.3, AXIAL POWER IMBALANCE Operating Limits"; and 

LCO 3.2.4, QUADRANT POWER TILT (QPT)-.-
VF0may be suspended, provided: 5 i.:.3 

a. THEPMAL POWER is maintained : 85% RTP; E[I 

b. Nuclear overpower trip setpoint is S 10% RTP higher than 1.L 

the THERMAL POWER at which the test is performed, with a 

maximum setting of 90% RTP; 

C. T ) and FK maintained within the limits specified g e rin ffne O R; and 3 

Linear 4 C 6 . SO• ( S) 

APPLICABILITY: MODE 1 during PHYSICS TESTS. NIA

* f.yI�,a� D� I LUI'J

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME 

A. SDO not within limit. A.1 Initiate boration to 15 minutes 
restore SDM to within 
limit.  

A.2 Suspend PHYSICS TESTS 1 hour 
exceptions.  

(continued)

oIk

3.1-18 Row r440;f9ý-



<INSERT 3.14-18A> 

C. NOTE 
Only required when THERMAL 
POWER Is > 20% RTP.

ANO-1 ITS INSERT 1/2/2000



PHYSICS TESTS Exceptions--OOE I 3.1.8

*f.1TTvTv /nff ~l4fmj~lp

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ +

B. THERMAL POWER 
> 85% RTP.  

DR 
Nuclear overpower trip 
setpoint > 10% higher 
than PHYSICS TESTS 
power level.  

99 
Nuclear overpower trip 
setpoint > 90% RTP.  

q>*theinamits.-o

8.1 Suspend PHYSICS TESTS 
exceptions.

_______________ I i

COMPLETION TIME 

1 hour

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS 

SURVEILLANCE FIEQUENCY 

SR 3.1.8.1 Verify THERMAL POWER is s 85% RTP. 1 hour

"• ' •'I'SR 3.1.8.2 Perform SR 3.2.5.1.

Verify nuclear overpower trip setpoint is 
5 10% RTP higher than the THERMAL POWER at 
which the test is performed, with a maximum 
setting of 90% RTP.

2 hours

o111 S1 11; of I''.o 

$t-pe rform4Vt cf 

o0;ThY51c5 IWSTS

(continued)

3.1-19Rey 1, 04:07:95

CT.

'4

P®-

SR 3.1.8.3

IrMe on"+4myedl

3.1-19



<INSERT 3.1-19A>

-NOTE
Only required when 
THERMAL POWER 
Is > 20% RTP.  

<INSERT 3.1-19B> 

-N NOTE 
Only required when THERMAL 
POWER Is > 20% RTP.

ANO-1 ITS INSERT 1/28/2000



PHYSICS TESTS Exceptions-RODE 1 
3.1.8 C-i-s 

FREQUENCY

-BWOC-55- 3.1-2 R-i7O47w779-MG-STS-- 3.1-20



PHYSICS TESTS Exceptions--MODE 2 
3.1.9

MT
3.1 REACTIVITY CONTROL SYSTEMS 

3.1.9 PHYSICS TESTS Exceptions-MODE 2

nurina ne•lormance of PHYSICS TESTS, the requirements of

LCO 3.1.3, 
LCO 3.1.4, 
LCO 3.1.5, 
LCO 3.1.6,

"Moderator Temperature Coefficient (MTC)'; -IA 
'CONTROL ROD Group Alignment Limitsm; ----

•Safety Rod Insertion Limits'; -.......  

"-AXIAL POWER SHAPING ROD (APSR) Alignment 
I imitm

C-0 3 .2.2 " AKIAL LCO 3.*2.1 ' vq jtjinq Rod _Inseertion ii ts 

b. cto ol t on OPg LU ucl ear overpower' 

rzr~~t ýP SStiPP0 + 

g sartup rate CO 01 ROD withdrawal in i

APPLICABILITY:

t OPERwJABLL; ari 

d. SDI TsfE * c2 

egalfring PHYSICSTET

(continued)

JwoGvr. -3.-2

LCO 3.1.9

3.1-21



PHYSICS TESTS Exceptions-MODE 2 
3.1.9

#II6 1 lu __on__nu__I 

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME 

B. SOH not within limit. B.l Initiate boration to 15 minutes 
restore SON to within 
limit.  

B.2 Suspend PHYSICS TESTS 1 hour 
exceptions.

C. Nuclear overpower trip 
setpoint is not within 
limit.  

DR 

Nuclear instrumentation jsn•' 

high startup rate 
CONTROL ROD withdrawal 
inhibit inoperable.

C.1 Suspend PHYSICS TESTS 
exceptions.

1 hour 

-20

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS 

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY 

SR 3.1.9.1 Verify THERMAL POWER is s 5% RTP. 1 hour 

SR 3.1.9.2 Verfy nuclear overpower trip setpoint is 0 

RTP. p4fMn 

)O Poysics Te~
(continued)

-flW86-5f 6- 3.1-22 R:. 1, C4j�7j;5

C/,In

t' 0

-BWOG-STS-

A•gASl• • •4 •l ill liiM

C 0
M5 

23 -9

3.1-22



PHYSICS TESTS Exceptions-MODE 2 
3.1.9

Ira O vt'/.n'./

_BwOC4-S 3.-2 Rwi-t-.eftWJ-t"3.1-23



SDM 
S 3.1.1

B 3.1 REACTIVITY CONTROL SYSTEMS 

9 3.1.1 SHUTDOWN MARGIN (SDO) 

BASES 

BACKGROUND The reactivity control systems must be redundant and capable 
of holding the reactor core subcritical when shut down under 

'3 d ZE -w1 r s IIcen Is vy a n a o A-sure that acceptable fue 
- • • pswlgn tllts wlw not tmVx-cen:ded Fb~r no I lhistdown and \ 

•~t ' a tS at e •atiotoa I b h cu!.•ren re (A )Os)l. n HlODE 3 / 4 

A>-r.532•I- ra • t deft the d e of subcr icality t t •lugld 14 a i•tin~ed J~diate1l allowing •e insertti of ajT| 

s/n sasLssembly of hi hest react vity worth is fully drawn 

The system design requires that two independent reactivity 
control systems be provided, and that one of these systems 
be capable of maintaining the core subcritical under cold 
conditions. These requirements are provided by the use of 

e and soluble boric acid in the 
A 4 SIeactor Coolant System pIreS . Ihe CONTROL RODS can 
l•"~' S compensa fe the reactivity effects of the fuel and water 

temerature changes accompanying power level changes over 
4;.4 / Me range tram full load to no load. In additlo-n-,the 1j .,CONTROL RODS, together with the Chemical Addition and W eup , S A 1 SSystem. provide -SDK during power operation and are capable 

of making the core subcritical rapidly enough to prevent 
exceeding acceptable fuel damage limtts, assuming that the .  
rod of highest reactivity worth r ully withdrawn•1  •(JD} e 

The Chemical Addition and Makeup Vsl I cbumpensate for 
fuel depletion, during operation and all xenon burnout 
reactivity changes, and maintain the reactor subcritical e,.  
under cold conditions_( ) 

E 2During 4 operatia`;F, SM control is ensured by operating 
with the sifety rods fully withdrawn (LCO 3.1.5, "Safety Rod 
Insertion Limitsm) and the regulating rods within the limits 

,- unit is ) .o nseron 'm s.-mWhen the 

#; . • p • s . requirements are met b means of ad ustments to the RCS 
i P.S•,•,,• "- _,•,• ,•,•#•/ Jboron concentration.. ted 1W I I oefin in e 

*~~L curecru icain eci oa a



<INSERT 3.1-1A>

maintain the core subcritical during these conditions.  

In MODES 1 and 2 while critical, SDM requirements are met by the worth of the 
withdrawn CONTROL RODS which provide sufficient reactivity margin to ensure 
that acceptable fuel design limits will not be exceeded for normal shutdown and 
abnormalities. In MODE 2 while subcritical and in MODE 3, with all safety rods 
withdrawn and the RPS not in Shutdown Bypass, the SDM defines the degree 
of subcdticality that would be obtained immediately following the insertion of all 
CONTROL RODS, assuming the single CONTROL ROD of highest reactivity 
worth is fully withdrawn. In MODES 3, 4, or 5, when all safety rods are not fully 
withdrawn or the RPS is in Shutdown Bypass, the SDM defines the degree of 
subcriticality required to be maintained, assuming the CONTROL ROD of 
highest reactivity worth Is fully withdrawn.

ANO-1 ITS INSERT 1128r2000



-------- DM 
eeveu i B 3.1.1 

BASES (continued) 

APPLICABLE* Ol~e minimum required SDM is assumed as an initial condition 
SAFETY ANALYSES in safety analysis. The safety analysis (Ref. Z) 

establishes an SOM that ensures specified acceptable fuel 
/_ - e 11imits are not exceeded for normal operation and et

a1LWO- with assumption of the highest worth rod stuck out 
S- f owing a reactor trip.  

Iv ~ j VlO~ ýIe 2eAI)( acceptance criteria for SODl requirements are that 
e•.. -o ,specified acceptable fuel design limits are maintained. The 

SDM requirements must ensure that: 

a. The reactor can be made subcritical from all operatjig 
conditions, transients, and Design Basis Events; ? .? 

b. The reactivity transients associated with postulated 
accident conditions are controllable with acceptable 
limits (departure from nucleate boiling tio (DNBR), 
fuel centerline temperature limits for , and 
s 280 cal/gm energy deposition for the rod/ejectiorn...  
accidentORA 

JF4 (S 1) 5W, A-.. 1 he reactor will be maintained sufficiently 
S50/, , . , Z_ subcritical to preclude inadvertent criticality in the 
e !shutdown condition.  

The m limitingdccident for U ~ S12 requirements is based 
on ISLB, as d scribed in tJ~e' accident analysis (Ref. 2).  

n addition the limitipg SLB transien/ the SDM / 
requiremen ust also ptect against*/' h O 

a. I vertent bo n dilution; / 
b. An uncontraliled rod with awal from a s critical or 

lwpowe condition; 
c. Startup of an inact e reactor co ant pump; ' 

d. dejection; a 

e. Return to c icality if NSLB occurs ring high I /steam gen tor level op ations in FKPE 3, 4, or S.  

The basis f the shutdown equirement w4en high steA /" 

generator levels exist is the heat removal potentlayin the # 

(continued)

Rev 1, 04/07/95BWOG STS 8 3.1-2



_0_of-________ I 6-d S 

6D'p 1~,S4Ce z , 4 ~~qS/

Muent s issue the 
hdrawn p iti ton 
or ukfPpablefa

15VM Is a core design condittoDthat can be ensured through 
CONTROL ROD positioni Dt tPJ and a u and 

Th e M SLW Ref oluble baron toncentrat'in. gOi 
-The-lqSLr (Ref. 2J•ccident tir the mostyitmittng/enalysi-s-

APPLICABILITY In MODES 3, 4, and 5, the SDM requirements are applicable to 
provide sufficient negative reactivity to meet tue 

ýft.Maj suie"'i'taI. fi e in e COL s used define e S en h 4rstem 2 
_ •r~antro "d -6e-tm don or tor Cl ot -a nq P. I• S 3. f4 , tndKS 

Sin 
DES 1 and 2, SDM is ensured by complying with LCO 3.1.5 

(continued)

)--40

Rev 1, 04107/95NOG STS 8 3.1-3



SDM B 3.1.1

BASES 

APPLICABILITY and LCD 3.2.1. In NODE 6, the shutdown reactivity 
(continued) requirements are given in LCO 3.9.1, *Boron Concentration.* 

ACTIONiS .i 

If the SON requirements are not met, boration must be 
initiated promptly; A Completion Time of 15 minutes is 
adequate for an operator to correctly align and start the 
required systems and components. It Is assumed that 
borati will be continued until the SMO require 

t]j. I /•e S jffs.b-el~ -te pI t for s eam g.ener tor 
/eve iid RC 5/emper4~r spetried in he CO R'RS/ --- .• 

• •fttued~M. 0 t the i~mt spe tfied n le) 

In the determination of threquired combination of boration 
flow rate and boron 9oncentration, there is no unique 
requirement that must be satisfied. Since it is imperative 
to raise the boron concentration of the RCS as soon as 
possible, the boron concentration should be a highly 
concentrated j.ution, such as that normally found in the.5'•./ 
--boric XZTU-cl ie tank or the borated water storage tank.  
The opera s ould borai-with the best source available 
Sfor theg.Donditions. ('--- Ar) 
In de rinin Athe boratiun flow rate, ~e time ino-ore life• 

mus~b cons a-erd. For instance, Ih~ t difffeult time ' 
I 'core 1114 to increase the RCS b~or "€oncentr~ttin is at 

e bei ing of cy e, when the iýFn concenxlation may, 
approagnor exceee 000 ppm. Auming that/i value of ..  
I]% /k must recovered a a borato nflow rate is' 

( gpo, it possible t ncrease th oron conceptration 
|of.heRCS 100 ppm in pproximatel v minutes.,/If a 
boýon wo of 10 pcm/ is aMssume this combination of 
parmet s will inc se the 1DM A1I hk/k. /these 
borat n parameter of [ ] gpm d [ ] ppm represent,
typtI values d a provide for the pur se of offering 
,a specific example. is 

(continued)

B 3.1-4 Rev 1, 04/07/95BWOG STS



SDM 
B 3.1.1

BASES (continued)

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.1.1.1 

714 Theo s The 5DM is verified by v inga reactivity balance 
A*-L C, D IJIS; 4/J i• •calculatlo ol g reactivity effects: 

(f;Z.~,,,,, b./av, o- . .,d'"__. -I. a.  
+ Is, ",a. RCS boron concentration; 

* .b. la g sion 

,d~de t4 - c. RCS average temperature; 

d. Fuel burnup based on gross thermal energy generation; 

) e. Xenon concentration; 

*.(fi&~At- f. Samarium concentration; t~ 
.D-op , )e4', g. Isothermal temperature coefficient (ITCJ4( 

Using the ITC unts for Doppler reactivity in this 
I(4 c; la.. Athe reactor is subcritical, and the fuel 

c,,L~e I . A eprtr e changing at the same rate as the RCS.  

/ - The Frequency of 24 hours is based on the generally slow 
PDA •/ change in required boron concentration, and also allows 

sufficient time for the operator to collect the required 
data, which includes performing a boron concentration 
analysis, and complete the calculation.

REFERENCES 1. jCýAp 

2. J~AM. ChapterjI 

3. 10 CFR 

-tAe AfT a7'iv,7' )e4- cr.  
L4S A .~ .& 4 A.~

Rev 1, 04107/95
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ed#

Y 
26.
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Reactivity Balance 
B 3.1.8 

8 3.1 REACTIVITY CONTROL SYSTEMS 

B 3.1.2 Reactivity Balance 

BASES 

BACKGROUND According to GDC 26, GCC 28, and GOC 29 (Ref. 1), reactivity shall be controllable, such that subcriticality is maintained under cold conditions, and acceptable fuel design 1 MI s -no cx dun n al operation and :F~bnom iir;e4 a c g-f"r•tran Therefore, the 
_reac vity balance Is used as ea measure af "h -predicted e-A core reactivity during power operation. The perod -co rmation oAcore reactivity is necessary to 1# 0 ensure that safety ana yses of design basis transients and accidents remaIn valid. A large reactivity difference could be the result of unanticipated changes in fuel, CONTROL ROD, or burnable poison worth, or operation at conditions not c consistent with those assumed in the predictions of core " /" ... "reactivity. These could potentially result in a loss of ,or violation of acce table fuel design limits. Comparing _ re ©care reactivity validates the nu;g4::re nuclea use~dn the safet y analvssr t9m ts the 

nSs demonstrations -A in / ensuring the reactor ca•be broughtelt" ""' y/"' ;" subcritical conditions .... ....  
4e Laei a a4) when the reactor ()is critical i'01,e 41 54,z) Q~f~ffjM a reactivity balance existss a (o I'l ..... reactivit is ze A comparison of pr ic~d dm Z CoLe 7;,y7t Treeapctivity s convenient under such a bal ance, since 3f~D ~parameters are beina maintained relatively stable under power cc on The positive reactivity .  Inherent in the core design is balanced by the negative reactivity of the control components, thermal feedback, "4 neutron leak& e and materials in the core that absorb neu rons, SU a urnable absorbers, nrndm-4n

(continued)
BWOG STS

Rev 1, 04/07/95
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Reactivity Balance B 3.1.2

BAS£S

BACKGROUN 
(continued)

/ ca atlo mod�3s1�sed p-�'enerat e saf a ii

In order to achieve the required fuel cycle energy output, 
the uranium enrichment in the new fuel loading and the fuel 
remaining from the previous cycle provides excess positive 
reactivity beyond that required to sustain steady state 
operation throughout the cycle. When the reactor is 
critical a-t lTP'ad oeaor e r the excess 

.ositi ... t is i 2M atedb burnable absorbers(& 
Si A poisons (mainly xenon 

-ue u Land the $)boron

APPLICABLE The acceptance criteria for core reactivity are the 
SAFETY ANALYSES est 1ishment of the reactivity balance limit to ensure that 

ioperation s maintained within the assumptions of the ev" 
Sa -Xwfety analyses.  

Accurate prediction of core reactivity is either an explicit 
or implicit assumption in th ý dent analysis evaluations.  
Every accident evaluation(1jw•W2flis, therefore, dependent I d,

00A O ýiyp2ýaccurate evaluation of-Cuore~ activity. In particular, 
SDM and reactivity transients, such as COMTROL ROD 2? 
withdrawal accidents or rod ejection accidents, are ver.y.. . 2) 
sensitive to accurate prediction of core reactivity These 

accident analysis evaluations rely on computer codes which 
habeen qualified against available test data, pe 

data, and analytical benchmarks. Monitoring Ve• *' 

-'- reactivity balance ensures that the nuclear methods ýpW-de 
an accurate representation of the core reactivity.  

Design calculations and safety analyses are performed for 
each fuel cycle for the purpose of predetermining reactivity 

(continued)

Rev 1, 04107/95
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Reactivity Balance B 3.1.2

BASES

APPLICABLE behavior and the -n re urem " 
SAFETY ANALYSES reactivity c 

ontinued) 
.~ * I _(oti e) -The comparison between andreded Mal re 

~~~~ -g~Zc11X~2ir.Anorma Iation iy he ca;lcul1ationall 
m r activioy provi e -ni 

.;A @ ,-'•odels used to p Ict core reactivity.  
core

tions ... .The 
d at n tions, so hat core 
-e v alues can be continually 
as core conditions change during

Reactivity balance satisfies Criterion

LCO Long term core reactivity behavior is a result of the core 
physics design and cannot be easily controlled, once the 

core design is fixed. During operation, therefore, the 
conditions of the LCO can only be ensured through 
measurement and tracking, and appropriate actions taken as 

necessary. Large differences between actual and predicted 
reactivit ma indicate that the assumptions of the 

rocc;Je,4- g r analyses are no 
er va or that the uncertainen the nuclear 

design methodology are larger than expected. A limit on the 
reactivity of 1 1% Ak/k has been established, based on 
engineering judgment. A t 1% Ak/k deviation ajp ctivity 

(continued)
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0, tMev
Reactivity Balance 

B 3.1.2

LCO from Itjt) is larger than expected for normal 
(continued) operakan anud should therefore be evaluated.  

- Vhen core reactivity is within 1% Ak/k of the 
value at steady state thermal conditions, the core 

4CIO'a A so dered to be operating within acceptable design 
v Ilats. f the 1 todue rom 1nertimnty ir ' surin he 
S bo compantra predic . 3esr "eAd st 

RC €KCal boron cocamtratt~'s Ithke diffjnec betv~~ 
(Mea]• ald p~afc valu i/oud be a~~xfzately,) Fpsm 

I (•edng o/the beo ••)before limit Is ~ached./ 

anlsi ornC ntrton s •es,' so tha ~spurtou) 
vla ns oftel uetan ~rainty in l~asurin hgte 

$ cn oncentra ion are unliey I .

coni.tins.are changtng,..nd confirmation of the reactivity 
balance ensures the core is operating as designed.

This Specification does not apply in HODES 3. 4. and 5, 
because the reactor is shutdown andpihanges to core 
"reactivity due to fuel depletion cannot occur.

eJk

F®

ACTIONS A.I and A.2 

Should an anomaly develop betwee and iricted 
core reactivity, an evaluation of I P5? design and safety 
analysis must be performed. Core conditions are evaluated 
to determine their consistency wtth nputo design 

- 0S ad m (continued) r
BVOG STS 
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Reactivity Balance B 3.1.2

BASES

ACTIONS A. anA.2 (continued)

calculations. Measured core and process parameters are 
evaluated to determine that they are within the bounds of 
the safety analysis, and safety analysis calculational 
models are reviewed to verify that they are adequate for 

e Dresentlttonef the ctre conditions. The required 
( etion TIme of Mis based on the low probabi'ity 

_ --- gcurring'dur n--this period, and allows sufficient 

( '"1 r ,4 = A; - Pa C riiCA I assess the physical condition of the I 
complete the evaluation of the core design and sa aey •ea 
analysis..(6 e 

Following evaluations of the core design and safety 
analysis, the cause of the reactivity anomaly may be 
resolved. If the cause of the reactivity anomal is a 

ismatc n co conditions at the time of 
rat ~ n a recalculation oet 

a e C~ iph to I s wy beperformed to 
emons ra a reac v ty is behaving as expected.  

If an unexpected physical change in the condition of the 
core has occurred, it must be evaluated and corrected, if 
possible. If the cause of the reactivity anomaly is in the 
calculation technique, then the calculational models must be 
revised to provide more accurate predictions. If any of 
these results are demonstrated, and it is concluded that the 

o •' "ree ctrore isU ceptable for continued operaeUa, then the 

/, " . -maybe renormalized, and operation 
S,.*,,r7l4Pj. _ - _may can inue. If operational restrictions or aWditional 

surveillance requirements are necessary to ensure the 
in j Sthey? I reactor core is acceptable for continued operation, then 

they must be defined. - 2ýe 

The required Completion Time of is adequate for 
preparing operating restrictions or surveillances that may 
be required to allow continued reactor operation.

;',. 4�: 

4

,Mf the core reactivity'cnnot be restored to within the 
the /k limit, the unit must be brouaht to a NODE in which 
"tthe LCOdoes not a 1 e In the unit 
muss ee roug a a east MODE 3 within 6hours. If the' 
SDU for NODE 3 is not met, then boration required by 
Required Action A.1 of LCO 3.1.1 would occur. The allowed 

(continued)
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Reactivity Balance 
B 3.1.2

BASES

ACTIONS L.A (continued) 

Completion Time of 6 hours Is reasonable, based on opertjIng 
Sexperience to reach the required unit conditions from 

Arp --- onditions in an orderly manner and without 
I -clleinging unit systems.  

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.1.2.1 

JRIUI R K NS r, 

xoee kME m. Core reactivity is verified byk eriodic Th 

are fixed or stable, including CONTROL RODWpsItlon-s, 'd 

moderator temperature, fuel temperature, uel depletion,I 
,zee xenon concentration, and sanarium concentration. Th e e 

Surveillance is performedrior to en eringODE.  
. n a checKon cow-onaltions and design calcul nat 

-SC. ANote is included in the SR to indicate that the 
normalization of.predicted core reactivity to the measured 
va uea take place within the first 60 eff e full 

cover days (EFPD) after each feel loading.T~ 1 0 os.-'

su f~ent o~ t ore con ~ln• to eac~stea• s ae ,) 

JuW ; eve o e io n fa 1a f ic o fu~ 
Icle wi out e s2blst &!lKh~,• o'h 's_ 

alcu ions he required ss F• requency of 31 EFPD, 
foowin the Initial 60 EFPD after entering MME I is 
acceptable, based on the slow rate of core reactivity 
changes due to fuel depletion and the presence of other 
indicators (QPT, etc.) for prompt indication of an anomaly.  
Another Note is included in the SRs to indicate that the 
performance of the Surveillance is not required for entry 
into MODE 2.

REFERENCES 1. 'CD 26, GOC 28, and GOC 29.  

Ch ýe4-'?Oe 
.2' 

rlg ' P ~ 4 ' einkrio POPE I iow u(e~$ 

'k 4r c/ 1D7 46Cc4,.wý o4#'I AL e cycle wA's 4 e~ iA 
B O_ T s o 40 41-1 Reiv 1,04/07/f9
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MTC 
B 3.1.3

B 3.1 REACTIVITY CONTROL SYSTEMS 

6 3.1.3 Moderator Temperature Coefficient (MTC) 

BASES 

BACKGIROUND cording to GDC 11 (Ref. 1), the reactor core and 
c n, •t0li Reactor Coolant System (RCS) be 

Sor $ q, 4. -Owe-1 desi Zned o inherently staol power opera n, even in/the, 
reE? Iv-e e - , ass e ent f an acc ent. In particu r, tvc net' /03 

,,•,, j tr c�. , rea .vi fee ack in he system ust c ensate for any 
j'o ,.c *,• ,-, •e-S i teed reactivity increasesj" 

( io cn~ip&'•s- '. v' •The MTC relates a change in core reactivity to a change in 
;. reactor coolant temperature (a positive MTC means that 

reactivity increases with increasing moderator temperature;
conversely, a negative KTC means that reactivity decreases with increasina moderator te erature.J react s 

c -n eperature increase will cause a reacti yl 

•ow.d it n tia value Reactvity increases that cause a 
coolant temperature increase will thus be self leitivngt and 

stable power o eration will result- he s e chareer xti9• ,j 
"s d coo ntemperatre

(ITCe lues a predicd at sjected urnupsduin, the ety e.a tilon a lysts! i rcnf to W-, 
'k ýptal b lm• pnK./lBoth initial and reload cores 

are es gned so that the beginning of cycle (BOC) MIC is 
6e esecs to u thanrera when THERMAL POWER is 95% RTP or greater.  The actua-l value of the MTC is dependent on core 

characteristics, such as fuel loading and reactor coolant 
soluble boron concentration. The core design may require 
additional burnable absorbers to yield an MIC at BOC within 
the range analyzed in the plant accident analysis. The end 
of cycle (EOC) MTC Is also limited bythe requirements of 
theac.cident analysis. Fuel _ vclest are esigne / o,

,P4' -

(continued)
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MTC B 3.1.3

3ASES (continued) 

APPLICABLE Reference 2 contains analyses of accidents that result in 
SAFETY ANALYSES both overheating and overcooling of the reactor core. MTC 

is one of the controlling parameters for core reactivity in 
these accidents. Both the most positive value and most 
negative value of the MTC are initial conditions in the 
safety analyses, and both values must be bounded. Values 

The acceptance criteria for the specified HTC are.  

a. The HTC values must remain vtti ounds of those 
used t n the accident analyst and is 

b. The nTC must be such that inherently stable power 

operations result during normal operation and 
accidents, such as overheating and overcooling events.  

Accidents that cause core overheating (either decreased heat 
removal or increased power production) must be evaluated for 
results when the aTc is positive. Reactivity accidents that 
cause increased power production include the CONTROL ROD 
withdrworaat nsient from either zero or full ThEio AL POWER.  
The lamittng overheating event relative to plant response is 
based on the maximum difference between core power and steam 

generator heat removal during a transient. The most 
limitin event with res ect to ositive KTC is e-r,.  

Ia rtupvaccien *-2.1

Accidents that cause core overcooling must be evaluated for 
results when the MTC is most negative. The event that 
produces the most rapid cooldown of the RCS, and is 
therefore the most limiting event with respect to the 
negative KTC, is a steam line break (SIB) event. Following 
the reactor trip for the postulated EOC SIB event, the large 
moderator temperature reduction, combined with the large 
negative NTC, may produce reactivity increases that are as 
much as the shutdown reactivity. When this occurs, a 
Ssubstantial fraction of core power I&produced with all 
CONTROL ROD assemblies inserted, except the most reactive 
one. Even if the reactivity increase produces slightly 
subcritical conditions, a large fraction of core power may 
be produced through the effects of subcritical neutron 
multiplication.  

(continued)

E&-Dfr.
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MTC 
B 3.1.3

BASES 

APPLICABLE HTC values are bounded in reload safety evaluations 
SAFETY ANALYSES assuming steady state condt DOC and'EOC n ar EOC 

(continued) m suremen is coniau ed at con tions whed the RCS oron _ _ _ _ / 
ncentra on reach approxim ely 300 p . The asured s u r eu on 

ox 
ird 

7value ma be extra dolated to Ftject the OC value in ord 

Da MDMS Ia4 to conf rm reload design pre ctions.  
w,/it, crii;c4 MTC satisfies Criterion 2 o 

CriTriet LCO LCO 3.1.3 requires the HTC to be within specified limits ) 
j (N .to ensure the core operates within the assumptions 

oTthe accident analysis. During the reload core safety 
, f )'evaluation, the MTC is analyzed to determine that its values 

remain within the bounds of the original accident analysis 

10 ICF during operation. The LCO establishes a maximum positive 
v lue th t can not be exceeded. The limit of +0.9E-4 

n positive KTC, when THERMAL POWER is 
Coff • <a ,PlP ensures that core overheating accidents will not 

violate the accident analysis assumptions. The requirement ,IT 
Mfor TC, when THERMAL POWER is ! 95% RTP. ensures 

r- oSthat care operation will be stable. negativ M|G TPR-N S•o•OC yspe1t,:aIe o etne •U e-ncsures hat co ýoverco)Ai ng --
U/aordents 1nt oatJe acci •nt analy Xis"

•ssum s.

KTC is a core physics parameter dlj tmined by the fuel and e 
fuel cycle design and cannot be controlledAonce t 
core design is fixed during operation, therefore, h LCO 
can only be ensured through measurement. The surveillance 
checkg)at BOC . on KTC provid onfitrmation that the 
MTC is behaving as anticipated, so tat the acceptance 
criteria are met.

APPLICABILITY In MODE 1, the limits on MTC must mo ensure 
that any accident initiated from .operation 
will not violate the design assumptions of the accident 
analysis. In MODE 2, the limits must also be maintained to 
ensure that startup and subcritical accidents, such as the 
uncontrolled CONTROL RODOWS es or group withdrawal, will 
not violate the assumptions'of the accident analysis. In 
MODES 3, 4, 5, and 6, this LCO is not applicable, since no 
Design Basis Accidents (DBAs) using the MTC as an analysis 

(continued)

ed'i `-
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MTC 8 3.1.3

BASES 

APPLICABILITY assumption are initiated from these MODES. However, the (continued) variation of KTC with temperature in MODES 3, 4, and 5 for DBAs initiated in MODES I and 2 is accounted for in the subject accident analysis. The variation of HTC with temperature assumed I the safety analysis, is accepted as valid once the BOC ' a!eld ocy e measuremenj~r:4used for normalization. (LMJ usdJ 

ACTIONS C'cre.  

14TC is a the fueland fuel cycle designs, and cannot be contro--ed directly once the designs have been implemented in the core. If MTC exceeds its limits, the reactor must be placed in MODE 3. This eliminates the potential for violation of the accident analyslsA .-E, The associated Completion Time of 6 hours is reasonae, considering the probability of an accident occurring during the time period that would require an HTC value within the LCO limits, for reaching MODE 3 conditions fro-m; Eb(r (1týin -an orderly manner and without challenging- I• •systems. 
EbIT.  

SURVEILLANCE Theo ow S for measurement of the RTC at the REQUIREMENTS beg nn ng enof each fuel cycle provideror A-1 S he limiting MTC values. The HTC changes slowly from most positive (least negative) to most negative MOVE'_ value during fuel cycle operation, as the RCS boron concentration is reduced with fuel depletion.  

S.The re uirement for measurement, prior to initial operation 
Se.satisfies the confirmatory check on the most positive (least negative) iTC value.  

PThe rquirement fo measurement, within 7 effjective fuly lpo~mf days (EFPD after reactiog an equill l*ium boron encentrat on f 300 ppm for RTP, satisfs t he c onf. matory 

-&WOO M B 3.1-15



M7C B 3.1.S 

BASES 

URVEILLAjj R(ctiud 
REQUIREN Scniud 

check the most nega ye (least positivoe) ivalue. te mea rement is perfo ed at any THERMAL Pheqe aRCS boron conc raio of 1 p fsed tat p e r a t o n a t R T Pstt a t e h taat CONRO .r~ Il withdrawn) so reac~thepor e dcu* EO T myb e ted ImPf.vre the real cngni-1 Jfl. IC 'values areý extrapolated and compensate t permit direct comparison to the specified NTC limits.  
The S Is mo o s. note I indicat perf nce of 3.1.3.2 1 not requirj prior teoAtering I or though th SurveilIlan is appli ble in ES I an the reac r•must be cr ica bef e the urveillanc can be c pleted. The For, eEn into appllcabl NODE, pr r to accompl ing the urveillante", is necessa.  

Not indica that SR 3.1 .2 may repeated and sh down m us occur, prior o , excee ng the m i mum 
exceed t lower Ilimit The mi MUM allowa e boro, concenVation is obt ed fro the EOC HT versus ~bron conc raion slope ith ap opriate co ervatisms Thus, tFh4rojected LOC C is aluated bef e the lawer limit ising 

REFERENCES 1. R. At n CD 11.  
2. YSAR, ChapterT47ý dq 

£01.  
-- AR,4ec 

(-.;V*V fft=kf iA 16 CFR S6.3 (0
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CONTROL ROD Group Alignment Limits 
9 3.1.4

8 3.1 REACTIVITY CONTROL SYSTEMS 

B 3.1.4 CONTROL ROD Group Alignment Limits 

BASES

BACKGROUND The OEAILITY ' -- Fp ... 1] pt6• of the CONTROL nRODS 
4.. -"_ " T I" "•-•:'"••;s an initial condition E'DM' 
assumption in all safety analyses that assume rod insertion upon reactor trip. Maximum rod misalignment Is an initial condition assumption in the safety analysis that directly affects core power distributions and assumptions of • a a SOM.  

e app licable criteria for these design requirements are I F KMA C•'hdl•/• C 10, *Reactor Design," and GDC 26, Keactivity Caonro System Redundancy-and Capability" 
(Ref. 1), and 10 CFR 50.46, "Acceptance Criteria for Emergency Core Cooling Systems for Light Water Nuclear Power Plants" (Ref. 2).  

Mechanical or electrical failures may cause a CONTROL ROD to become inoperable or to become misaligned from its group.  CONTROL ROD inoperability or misalignment may cause increased power peaking, due to the asymmetric reactivity ED rr, distribution and a reduction in the total available,60 ,0 worth for reactor shutdown. Therefore, CONTROL ROD alignment and OPERABILITY are related to core operation within design power peaking limits and the core design requirement of a minimum SOM.

Limits on CONTROL ROD alignment and OPERABILITY have been Cestabli e nd all -positions are monitored and controlled during power operation to ensure that the power distribution and reactivity limits defined by the design power peaking and SON limits are preserve .J& 
CONTROL RODS are moved by their ROLPROD drive mechanisms 
(CROhs). Each CRDN moves its rod U inh for one revolution of the leadscrew, but at varying rates depending on the signal output from the Control Rod Drive Control System 
(CRDCS).  

The CONTROL RODS are arranged into rod groups that are radially symmetric. Therefore, movement of the CONTROL RODS does not introduce radial asymmetries in the core power 
distribution. The _ -, 

CD (continued)

E D (T 

IE D r,

EbIT,
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CONTROL ROD Group Alignment Limits 
B 3.1.4 

BASES 

,cd j) 
BACKGROUND provide requiredcrriie WTt worth for immediate reactor 

(continued) shutdown upn- e trip. The regulating rods provide 
_______ reactivity •control durnq normal e eration and 

Lr' automatic control system. o..... . -- " 

~. ~The axial position of -Lis 'kdit 
-' indicated byA s ra a• nidependent systems, which are 

4.1Ire.j the relative pos on n cato•rj(s he absolute 
position indicato (see LCO 3.1. , osition 

M osition indicator transducer is a 
potentiometer that is driven by electrical pulses from the 

,CCS. There is one counter for each CONTROL ROD drive.  
,, neq ndividual rods in a group' all receive the same signal to 

4A - g,"e •g move; therefore, the counters for all rods in a group should 
W• -. •• j•indicate the same position. The Relative Posi•ion Indicator 

System is considered highly precis 01MIACI o &M •r~~r••l• iimlrev nc rrole-on Q a rod does not move • 

or each demand pulse, the count e 11w still count the eit 
9pulse and incorrectly reflect the position of the rod.  

The Absolute Position Indicator System provides a highly 
accurate indication of actual CONTROL ROD position, but at a -- ove prcison harelative Position indicators. This d€•tt 
system is based on Md- "JybA"I)stanals from a series of eck~t, l 

reed switches spaced-along a tulbV h #ýcentr- to ce te6 

APPLICABLE CONTROL ROD misalignment and inoperability accidents are 
SAFETY ANALYSES analyzed in the safety analysis (Ref. 3). The acceptance 

criteria for addressing CONTROL ROD inoperability or 
misalignment are that: 

a. There shall be no violations of: 

1. specified acceptable fuel design limits, or 
2. Reactor Cool an RCS) pressure boundary 

and jn-bp co L 

b. The core must remain subcrittcal after" a~c-e•.•-- • • eci'te 

(continued)
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Other reed switches Included In the same tube with the absolute position 
indicator matrix provide full in and full out limit Indications, and position 
Indications at 0%. 25%, 50%, 75%, and 100% travel. This series of seven 
Indicators are called zone reference Indicators.

ANO-1 ITS 1/28/2000INSERT



CONTROL ROD Group Alignment Limits 
B 3.1.4

BASES 

APPLICABLE G types of misalignment are dstngushe r. -•2 
SAFETY ANALYSES movement of a CONTROL ROD group, one rod may stop moving, 

(continued) while the other rods In the group continue. This condition 
-way cause excessive power peaking.,JThe s~ond 0ye f 
ipsal~tmn a ~urs I!ene -roed T Is to plsert una 

•ectri tr d remas stuck ully w hdrewn/ ihs 
€0a Rt1on ruires a)evalua ~~n to deemnnt~ a 

s ficien reactiv y worth s held n the L S to 
ful ly •t rawn If a ROL• is s ck=in t f_.ulj 

Swit aw pas on, It_ wot c =ed .for a the/.  

0-- ON ,t• tc rod into E aunt_ he • type of mi salignment 
ifor•J 11-3ML-en W~q or-o-ps-pa-rtially or fully into the _ 

reactor core. This event causes an initial power reduction 
-r•. wD• followed by a return towards the original power due to 

positive reactivity feedback from the negative moderator 
temperature coefficient. Increased peaking during the power 
increase may result in excessive local linear heat rates 
(LHRs).  

The accident analysis and reload safety evaluations define 
regulating rod insertion limits that ensure the required SON 
can always be achieved if the maximum worth CONTROL ROD is ELM 

S.Stuck fully withdrawn _Ref.A. If a CONTROL ROD is stuck 
n or dropped in, continued operation is permitted if the 

increase in local LIR is within the design limits. The 
Required Action statements in the LCOs provide conservative 
reductions in THERMAL POWER and verification of SDM to 
ensure continued operalion remains within the bounds of the ebrT 

Ssafety analysis (Ref.A .  

Continued operation of the reactor with a misali ner dropped CONTROL ROD is .all wd if the&Tg Add e F are 

Lf yverified to be within their limits in the COLR. Vhena 

CONTROL ROD is misaligned, the assumptions that are used to S~determine the regulating rod insertion limits, APSR 

insertion limits, AXIAL POWER IMBALANCE limits, and QPT 
limits are not preserved, Therefore, the mits m aot 
preserve the design peaking factors, an •F Mnd must 
-be verified directly by Irare mapping. a -se'secon 3.2, 

";"Power Distribution Limits, con _a complete " it 
discussion of the relation of (P fs;?a Md to the operating 
limits. ý " 

(continued)
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CONTROL ROD Group Alignment Limits 

17r AE2.WýU- SV-C~rricd ýtle 

COMO1~L ROD~ SCON-P 0t-i'vme4 kLvir5ir 
Cri5 i -rroP A4 04 c0SFP 51M

LCO The limits on CONTROL ROD group alignment, safety rod 
insertion, and APSR alignment, together with the limits on 

regulating rod insertion, APSR insertion, AXIAL POWER 
IMBALANCE, and QPT, ensure the reactor will operate within 
the fuel design criteria. The Required Actions in these 
LCOs ensure that deviations from the alignment limits will 
either be corrected or that THERMAL POWER will be adjusted, 
so that excessive local LHRs will not occur and the 
"requirements on SDM and ejected rod worth are preserved 

he limit for individual CONTROL ROD misalignment is 01 

SL'~ EIy• - inches) deviation from the group average position. This V_,,. fI 

value is established, based an the distance between reed pos¢.•ol 
"ae~e. n r I switches, wth additional allowances for uncerty e CCdC 0C 

'I11L• E;~in• qre '_1l""' Iabsolute position indicator amplifiers, group u p__ 

(jmi• , and asymmetric alarm or fiaute-ector 
(1iL/ A's -•3'$ t uts. osition of roMld is not include 

nA te ca cu ation of the rod group average position 54I te 

j laý I Failure to meet the requirements of this LCO may produce \ 
nacepabl 2 pi~qJ~7 n LHRs, or unacceptable x j 

SUK or ejected rod worth, all of which may constitute 
initial conditions inconsistent with the safety analysis.  

APPLICABILITY The requirements on CONTROL ROD OPERABILITY and alignment 
are a licable in MODES 1 and 2 because these are the only 
HDES in w euron or fission power is enerated and _ 

rEDT CL- AC ae h aenifafett e st,_y of the plant.. In MDIr 

rewl-caft 10CCU P•- ',)e MODES 3, 4, and 6. the alig nment limits do not apply 

a the potential to affect e -required EbIT 

aun, Vect can be compensated for by an increase 
COMO IZI6 i thebaro cocentration of the RCS. See LCD 3.1.1, 

"SHITDOWN MARGIN (SM)," for SDM in MODES 3, 4, and 5, and 

(continued)
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CONTROL ROD Group Alignment Limits 
8 3.1.4

BASES

APPLICABILITY 
(continued)

nMOVET DOWJ' lb

LCO 3.9.1, "Doron Concentration,' for boron concentration 
requirements during'

(continued)

n IT.
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CONTROL ROD Group Alignment Limits 
B 3.1.4 

BASES 
T;~ SDM1 Cs 7C4s -kcnv -t h e 

ACTIONS tA:iA.-LMLC -3p~e4t;4ild n .t(tt C-LI, ED EIT.  
(continued) ,in f £ .  

i..estorati n of the req -qu rs increasing e RCS 
boron concentration, since the CONTROL ROD may remain 
misaligned and not be providing its normal negative 
reactivity an tripping. RCS boration must occur as 
described in Bases Section 3.1.1. The required Completion 
Time of 1 hour to initiate boration is reasonable, based on 

the time required for potential xenon redistribution, the 
low probability of an accident occurring, and the steps 
required to complete the action. This allows the operator 
sufficient time for aligning the required valves and 
starting the boric acid pumps. Boration will continue until 
the required SOM is restored.  

Reduction of THERMAL POWER to s 60% ALLOWABLE THERMAL POWER 
ensures that local LHR increases, due to a misaligned rod, 
will not cause the core design criteria to be exceeded. The 
required Completion Time of 2 hours allows the operator 
sufficient time for reducing THERMAL POWER.  

Rpuction of e ulaioepjr trip set~nt to :5 70% nula or set , 
ALLOWABLE POWER, aftwf ThERMAL POW!.has been / 
reduced 60% ALLOWABLE THERMAL POWER, iaintains both re 

protec n and an operatfng margin a educed power s ilar to t atR _ hRTP. The r~qutred Comp•-'i~on Time of 1O yiours ••---l)J..  
at wsth opertr* a ddtoa ours afe optin f e THERiAL POWER reduction in Required ActionAK.. too 

e a d u s t h a t r i s epRt ' ./ T/ i 

The existing CONTROL ROD configuration must not cause an ejected rod to exceed the limit of 0.65%,hk/k at RTP or 

1.O0% Ak/k at zero power (Ref.'V). This evaluation may require a computer calculation of the maximum ejected rod 
worth based on nonstandard configurations of the CONTROL ROD 
groups The evaluation mst de n the eected rod worth a 

for the i r e fo , c ,_o&fnsur vaý IW 

duc•orý of -r ý'i aperc~ticn U c-rles-to 
ccon4-.enuo. wi~tk c.. r&Asc'SrJýeQ CO&d. con

fRel-v , C4O7;B 3.1-22-BW0G-ST-S-



CONTROL ROD Group Alignment Limits 
6 3.1.4

BASES 

ACTIONS 

a er hould fuel cycle conditions at some later time 
ecoiMee bounding than those at the time of the rod 

S,•C• ~ misalien• The required Completion Time of 72 hours is 
cceptable because UMRs are limited by the THERMAL POWER 

aVij9'•O• t~ • reduction and sufficient time is provided to perform the 
required evaluation.  

C.W14f#'J-•_ . Performance of SR 3.2.5.1 provides a determination of the 

iusncore Detector System.  
ricat on' e n_ from an incore power 

strfbution ma p s necessary to ensure that excessive local 

O• • ,"C,...• Lofs w•4.Uoill not occur due to CONTROL ROD misalignment. This 

S is necessar because the assumption that all COnTROL RODS 

are aligned (used to determine the regulating rod insertion, 

AXIAL POWER ItSALAiCE, and QPT limits) is not valid when the 

oCOTROL 
RODS are not aligned. The required Completion Time 

of 72 hours is acceptable because LRs are limited by the 

THERMAL POWER reduction and adequate time is allowed to 

obtain an bncore power distribution map.  

L.

jEtfns and asstopied Completion Times for 
4_.Q met, the u.mest be brought to a iiQ mr.  

SLCO does not apply. 10 achieve thys 
must be brought to at least 4ODE 3 within EDT, 

lowed Completion Time of 6 hours is 
I on operating experience, for reaching 
-p............. in an orderly manner and ew,

EU-rr

More than one ONTROL ROD becomin ano erable r 

from their aroup average vositton.,\ s not expected and may 
1. +1.Ub 4** WfE4UM 4d* i. 4* -t *~ T ý n U Mmt* ho

evaluated. Ensuring the SDM meets the minimum requirement

(continued)
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<INSERT B3.1-23A> 

Required Action A.2.2.3 Is modified by a Note that requires the performance 
of SR 3.2.5.1 only when THERMAL POWER Is greater than 20% RTP. This 
establishes a Required Action that Is consistent with the Applicability of 
LCO 3.2.5, "Power Peaking.'

ANO-1 ITS INSERT 1/28/2000



CONTROL ROD Group Alignment Limits 
B 3.1.4 

BASES 

ACTIONS L (continued) 

within 1 hour allows the operator adequate time to determine 
the SON.* 

Restoration a e e req _" ng the RCS 

&'Boron concentration to provide negative reactivity. RCS 
boration must occur as described in Bases Section 3.1.1.  
The required Completion Time of I hour for initiating 
boration is reasonable, based on the time required for 
potential xenon redistribution, the low probability of an 
accident occurring, and the steps required to complete the 
action. This allows the operator sufficient time for 
aligning the required valves and starting the boric acid 
pumps. Boration will continue until the required SDM is 
restored.  

If more than one ••ONTROL ROD is inoperable or 

Inr* .sali ne continue - operation of the reactor may cause the 
misa gnment to increase, as the regulating rods insert or 

CLverC~.5e P0t(OvLj withdraw to control reactivity. If the CONTROL ROD 
misalignment increases, local power peaking may also 
increase, and local LHRs will also increase if the reactor 
continues operation at THERMAL POWER. The SOM is decreased 
when one or more CONTROL RODS become inoperable at a given 
THERMAL POWER level, or if one or more CONTROL RODS become 
misaligned by insertion from the group average position.  

Therefore, it is prudent to place the reactor in NODE 3.  
LCO 3.1.4 does not apply in NODE 3 since excessive power 
peaking cannot occu •,T-.-.  

_ _ _ The allowed Completion Time of 6 hours is 
reasonable, ased an operating experience, for reaching 
NODE 3 from in an orderly manner and 
without chal lenging 449 systems. b-Ift 

(continued)
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CONTROL ROD Group Alignment Limits 
B 3.1.4

BASES

ACTIONS 
(continued)

en or more s are umtripp / e te ayb ad sely affec Under thie- conditto, itt is impo ant determine eDM and, If is less an the req ed value, nit te boration u I the re red SDM is recovere .The Co: leti Time of our is ade te for dete ing 5DM and, necessary or initiati emergency bar on to restore 

n this situati , DM yei cation must dlude the worth of the untri ble rod as ell as a rod maximum worth.  

the untrip le rod(s) cannot be restored to PERABLE status, the ant must be brought to a MODE orcondition in which the requirements are not applicabIW. To achieve 
this s us, the plant must be brought to.ait least MODE 3 with 6 hours.  

e allowed CoMO1aon Time is reasonable, based on, operating experience, for reaching MODE 3 from fuT1 power conditions inan orderly manner and without challenging Oplant systems.

SURVEILLANCE 
REQUIREMENTS

Verification that individual& i re aligned within •of their group average height limits at a 12 hour Frequency allows the operator to detect a rod tat is be tnnin to 
deviate from its expected position...Ir e as nrc UN Ir s i no raye, ay of hours iraoable to nvent jmo~z4#m!4.;L;~t f

E• 1'r 

ED~ tI-.

(continued)
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CONTROL ROD Group Alignment Limits 
6 3.1.4 

BASES 

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.1.4.2 
REQUIREMENTS 

(continued) Verifying each CONTROL ROD is OPERABLE would require that 
each rod be tripped. However, in MODES 1 and 2, tripping 
each CONTROL ROD could result in radial tilts. Exercising 
each Individual CONTROL ROD every g2 days provides increased 
confidence that all rods continue to be OPERABLE without 
exceeding the alignment limit, even if they at ,e OV 
regularly tripped. Moving each CONTROL ROD will no •2 e in 
cause radial or axial power tilts, or oscillations, to 
occur. The 92 day Frequency takes into consideration other 
information available to the operator in the control room 
and SR 3.1.4.1, which is performed more frequently and adds 

ermination of OPERABILITY of the rods. Between 
performances of SR 3.1.4.2 (determination of 

ROD OPERABILITY bmovement), if a CONTROL ROD(S) is 
it-hypro to hp - •le, but is determined to be 

- e the CONTROL ROD(S) ton: ere 
IFU I*AOPERABLf Atan me fL aROWS) is immovable, CO~tmM 

Tor -om' Verifli tion of. rod rop time a ows the tor to 
SSodetelne _ethat the mum ro rop time oermtted 

eons th assumed pd drop ti used in e safety 
an ysis. The d. drop ti gven in e safety nalysis I 

d s t nsert . Using e identic rod dro 

851-Z A> cuv gives va-*%:nof tt.663 yseco s to k -in rtion.  
/tJsfe( latrterva Iers used I inee Surve lance bec se the zo e 

reference ights are 1 ated at •% Insert9 interval 
The zone ference ts will ivate at insertio to 

WWTZ L 0 0ivean 011 Ihtesrod i)tIm~e a d ca 
surinfin drop times, 'rortoa reactor critica ity after Sreacto-r vessel head __mova)7 O) LWEFo 

.i e.A nonce~er m o u 
I•nternals and CRDM will not inteorere with CONTROL ROD 

orin r dra time. This Surve llance is performed u t 
during a tage, ue to the Q con tons needed to( .  

perform the SR and the potential for an unplannedMI EDrr.  
transient if the Surveillance were performed with e1.ih' _
reactor at power.  

(continued)
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<INSERT B 3.11-26A0 

Verification of CONTROL ROD drop time allows the operator to determine that the 
maximum CONTROL ROD drop time permitted is consistent with the assumed 
CONTROL ROD drop time used in the safety analysis. The CONTROL ROD drop time 
given In the safety analysis Is 1.66 seconds to 3/4 position insertion (Ref. 5). This 
1.66 seconds includes 0.14 seconds delay time for opening of the CRD breakers and for 
CRDM unlatch. Using the CONTROL ROD position versus time and time versus 
reactivity Insertion curves gives a value of 1.4 seconds to 2/3 reactivity Insertion upon 
which the accident analysis is based (Ref. 3). The former value is used in the 
Surveillance because the zone reference lights are located at 25% Insertion intervals.  
The zone reference lights will activate at 3/4 insertion to give an indication of the 
CONTROL ROD drop time and CONTROL ROD location. The CONTROL ROD drop 
time is the total elapsed time from the loss of power to the control rod drive (CRD) 
breaker under voltage coils until the CONTROL ROD has completed approximately 
104 Inches of travel from the fully withdrawn position. The safety analysis has Included 
a CRD breaker time delay of 0.080 seconds in SAR Chapter 14 (Ref. 3). If the trip test 
measurement is begun with the opening of the CRD breakers, the required trip Insertion 
time shall be reduced to 1.58 seconds and the CRD breaker time delay shall be verified 
to be less than or equal to 0.080 seconds.

ANO-1 ITS INSERT 1/2812000



CONTROL ROD Group Alignment Limits 
B 3.1.4 

BASES 

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.1.4.3 (continued) 
REQUIREMENTS 

This testing is normally performed with all reactor coolant 
pumps operating and average moderator temperature z 525"F to 
simulate a reactor trip under actual conditions. However, 

CoWJr2oL ZCL if the drop times are determined with less Ihan four 
reactor coolant pumps operating, a Note allows Ld 
o eration to continue rovided oaeration is restricted to 

.:,5.6 ,r'e0 -ol•- -r/lo•'. -' " 

REFERENCES 1. R' nd i C 10 and GDC 26. 5 Se--)on 

2. 10 CFR 50.46.  
3. iSAR, Chapter •.+ ý 

4. F ýeofioxn 

GV. -SAI, tatiyl I.)EDrr.

~8vO6-~- B 31-2-Rev. 1-,-04101193-Svoff-STS- SB 3.1-27



Safety Rod Insertion, Limit 
8 3.1.5 

B 3.1 REACTIVITY CONTROL SYSTEMS 

B 3.1.5 Safety Rod Insertion Limit 

BASES 

BACKGROUND The insertion limits of the are. = 'I 

initial condition assumptions in all safety analyses that 
assue4M! insertion upon reactor trip. The insertion 

C TZL lmits directly affect core power distributions and 

assumptions of available SDM, ejected rod worth, and initial 
reactivity insertion rate.  

The applicable criteria for the reactivity power 
distribution design requirements are 
CDC 10, 'Reactor Desi 2n, GDC 26, Reactivity Control System -.  
Redundancond Capabi ity," GDC 28, -Reactivity Limits" ed,1 

(Ref. 1), and 10 CFR 50.46, "Acceptance Criteria for 
Emergency Core Cooling Systems for Light Water Nuclear Power 
Reactors" (Ref. 2).  

oLimits n safety rod insertion have been established, and 

- - - rpositions are monitored and controlled during 
( o7dii--- per_0oWo ensure that the reactivity limits, ejected rod ElIT 

wortand SOI limits are preserved.  

The regulating groups are used for precise reactivity 
?r'OD&M0" E / Zj control of the reactor. The positions of the regulating 

1A groups are normally automatically controlled by the 
-t t automatic control system, but they can also be manually 

controlled. They are capable of adding negative reactivity 
very quicy compared to borati.n egulating groups 

•e f _ must be maintained above insertion limits and are EbIT, 
tpica 4"y near the fu y w rawn position during normal 
operations. Hence, they are not capable of adding a large 
amount of positive reactivity. Boration or dilution of the 
Reactor Coolant System (RCS) compensates for the reactivity 
changes associated with large changes in RCS temperature and 
fuel burnup.  

The safety groups can be fully withdrawn without the core 
going critical. This provides available negative reactivity 
in the event of boration errors. The safety groups are 
contr anuall b the control room operator. Mus*- lot the safety groups 

Q11noran In s i w4 must be completely withdrawn -DT 

from the core prior to withdrawing any regulating groups 

(continued)
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Safety Rod Insertion Limit 
B 3.1.5

BASES

BACKGROUND 
(continued)

APPLICABLE 
SAFETY ANALYSES

during an approach to criticality. The safety groups 
remain in the fully withdrawn position until the reactor is 
shut down. They add negative reactivity to shut down the 
reactor upon receipt of a reactor trip signal.

On a reactor trip, all 9--"i
l except the most reactive rod, are assumed to insert 
"Tio--the core. The safety groups shall be at their fully 
withdrawn limits and available to Insert the maximum amount 
of negative reactivity on a reactor trip signal. The 
regulating groups may be partially inserted in the core as E , 
allowed by LCO 3.2.1, "Regulating Rod Insertion Limits.' 
The safety group and regulating rodVinse iton limiTts are 
established to ensure that a sufficient amount of ngative 
reactivity is available-Ao shut down the reactor (EM 

r(-•4ffn~a "e-reaulred-SM- see LCO 3.1.1 "SHUTDOWN KARGIi .- 2rR 

iSWll)') folercwing a reactor trip fromf. The 
combination of regulating groups and safety groups (less the 
most reactive rod, which is assumed to be fully withdrawn) 
is sufficient to- take the reactor from ful owr conditions, .  
at rated temperature to zero power and to na eCtA; e e_.  
required SON at rated no load t eratur

The acceptance criteria for addressing safety and regulating 
rod group insertion limits and inoperability or misalignment 
are that: 

a. There shall be no violations of:

1.  
2.

r 

T, 3DO3 OPA,

specified acceptable fuel design limits, or 
RCS pressure boundary integrity; and 6 O 

:ore must remain subcritical after

*' th MODE 2t L~iife 
SI~C~itid 4e..sfe1' ro re+; Aý 

.btmis Sa'' CrieaDi f .- O(fO2l
(continued)
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Safety Rod Insertion Limit 
B 3.1.5 

BASES (continued) 

LCO The safety roups must be fullY withdrawn any time the j.;; ,o 
.9 FFM ýFa ý This 

ensus ata sufficientm ount of negative reactivity is 
/o• . / available to shut down the reactor and •,iutredrequired 

Dr following a reactor trip.I .  

APPLICABILITY The safety groups must be within their inser•ion limits itti' 
the reactor in HODES I and 2. This ensures that a 
sufficient amount of negative reactivity Is available to 

,QCA;'~'JC shut Gown the reactor and •g F the required SDM 

following a reactor trip. Referto LCO 3.1.1 for 51M -f- , sa4q'tý?, 

requirements in HODES 3, 4, and S. LCO 3.9.1, 0Boron t- ocds A')V'tiC art 

Concentration," ensures adequate S01 in MODE 6. Le i t& 5OIL@•so 

This LCO has been modified ay a Note indicating the LCO o " k -t-x., 

requirement is suspendec& M R 3.1.4.Z. TMIS SR nG rfW tiT 

normally violate the LCD.  

(We esf ro o fully •hdrawn, 1 our is ," 
1 a wbed lTully vidraw th g. This is es•o ! 

S•Cmus~the va-j~le S e declaredue in hopeabe wi•thinJ 

verieour t me f ree me. This requires entry into LCD 3.1.4, 

( "CONTROL ROD Group Alignment Limits." In addition, since 
f may be inserted farther than the group average 

insertion for a long time, SCM must be evaluated. Ensuring the u11 meets the minimum requirement within 1 hour is 
adequate to determine that further degradation of the wDo is 

not occurring. ... •--' 

Restoration of the required 
boron concentration, since theh mye ••aa'- • 
misaligned and not be provdn f ra ne ative -i 
reactivity on tripping, o on t ur 

u e 3 he r equire d Complea tion 
ro e dloration is reanable, based 

(continued)
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Safety Rod Insertion Limit 
* 3.1.5 

BASES 

on the time required for potential xenon redistribution, the 
low probability of an accident occurring, and the steps 
required to complete the action. This allows the operator 
sufficient time for aligning the required valves and 
starting the boric acid pumps. Boration will continue until 
the required SOI Is restored.  

The allowed Completion Time of 1 hour provides an acceptable 
time for evaluating and repairing minor problems without 
allotoano th e rtiod to remain in an unacceptable condition Eb T ~-~---for anextendeWjperiod of time.  

i.1.1 and B..2 4Eb 

When more than one safety rod is there is a 
possibility that the required SDi may e adversely affected.  
Under these conditions, it is Important to determine the 
SDM, and if it is less than the required value, initiate 
boration until the required SDM is recovered. The 
Completion Time of 1 hour is adequate for determining SOM 
and, if necessary, for initiating emergency boration to 
restore SDM.  

In this situation, S• verification must include the worth IT,

If more than one safety rod s rus be 
brought to a MODE where the LCO is not applicable. The 
allowed Completion Time of 6 hours is reasonable, based on 

T ) operating experience, for reaching the required MODE from EDIT 
. . . . .n an orderly manner and without c allengi ng :jsystems. •i 

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.13..1 
REQUIREMENTS 

Verification that each safety rod is fully withdrawn ensures 
thejrods are available to provide reactor shutdown 

- capability.  

(continued)
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Safety Rod Insertion Limit 
B 3.1.5 

BASES

SURVEILLANCE
RI

SR 3.1.5. (continued)

'QUIREMENTS Verification that individual safety rod posittions are fully 
withdrawn at a 12 hour Frequency allows the operator to 

, deteXbrod beginning to deviate froM its expected 
p on Also, the 12 hour Frequency takes into account 
other infomation available In the control room for the 

purpose of monitoring the status of the safety rods.

REFERENCES A1.;ýOA GOC It~ 0C 2C 

2. 10 CFR 50.46.

-Rev 1, OqOOr:
-BWOG-M~B313 IB 3.1-32



APSR Alignment Limits 
B 3.1.6

B 3.1 REACTIVITY CONTROL SYSTEMS 

B 3.1.6 AXIAL POWER SHAPING ROD (APSR) Alignment Limits 

BASES

BACKGROIUND The OPERABILITY of the APSRs and 'A gnment are 
initial condition assumptions in t e sifety analysis that 
directly affect core power distributions. The applicable 
criteria for these power distribution design requirements 
a e CFR50AGMe-K) GDC 10, 'Reactor Design, and 

7-MV ."Reactivity Limits" (Ref. 1), and 10 CFR 50.46, 
OAcceptance Criteria for Emergency Core Cooling Systems for 
Light Water Nuclear Power Reactors' (Ref. 2).

Mechanical or electrical failures may cause an APSR to 
become inoperable or to become misaligned from its group.  
APSR inoperability or misalignment may cause increased power 
peaking, due to the asymmetric reactivity distribution.  
Therefore, APSR alignment and OPERABILITY are related to 
core operation within design power peaking limits.  

Limits on APSR'alignment and OPERABILITY have been 
established, and L1ll@positions are monitored and 

( c• . C#3TeC) •• •controlled during power operation to ensure that the power 
C - ..... . distribution limits defined by the design peaking limits are 

preserved.  

R A 5L•) Wc"APSRs are moved by their C[MJRM/drive 
mechanisms (CROfs). Each CRUM moves its rod t inch for one 
revolution of the leadscre at varying rates depending on 

bput 11 c' t m ( the signal output • Rod.Cnro ystem.  

The APSRs are arra grout •that are radilly 
symmetric. Therefore, movement of the APSRs does not 
introduce radial asymmetries in the core power distribution.  
The APSRs. whic hcontrol the axial power distribution, are 

Qr..t* positioned manually and o not trio 

LCO 3.1.6 is conservatively based on use of black (Ag-In-Cd) 

APSRs and bounds use of gray (Inconel) APSRs. The 
reactivity worth of black APSRs is greater than that of gray 
APSRs; thus the impact of black APSR misalignment on the 
core power distribution is greater.

eD rr.

E ,IT.  

e 0 IT

(continued)
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APSR Alignment Limits 
B 3.1.6 

BASES (continued) 

APPLICABLE APSR 01al ignme and ,noper ii an yzed in the 
SAFETY ANALYSES safut" analys (Ref. 3). e acceptan encriteria f 

,dressing R inopera ity or misa nment are at there 

irnteg"ty. m s 

thuring movement of an APSR group, one rod 
im Sto mOVin•while the other rods in the erup continue.  

-Oh pe ondutin th seesse power Syncna a. •utiees 

LCD ~ ~ a a Th liit non COT a RO gopai nmensft ro 

0 a•ndAPSR alignment o gether whe limits on 
IMRLea nd fuT, ensue the rctor willnt ops eratenur wa 
thefuentl diceria.utheRur Actin n thi.s LCD 

ensurpes dvationsfromteainent limits wil be 

/ |-r tginhe l for ini moveiedtual APSR m gnmuent is e rod 
i s nhes) ideva t•e rothere group avergepoiIntinue.s / 

causpn te oere _yesltr (in tinued) 

91Uecgd Bsty 3t evaluto de.• n shy one r S ro 

!t allyur fuillynAPR tsm~ stuc|r d•pe.d ien caues/ • 
i |#•ncraei n powa JoR is wit nte ye g 1a un t as. T e 

~~~ng Reqtra A rio •tempert ur e LcO ficie. Incoeaserd~tv 

_ -- 0 alpc to nsIea rtahtateUs. c T nuod deptat naemytis a~hnd 

S • -1--•ihe APSRe li PSentinin its satisf 

e r h i and AF S Sgnetu inogehr dw di n- thelits n 
nreguating loca inser itio n, th dS insrin, AXiAL R 
RqiMB A ctinCE an OPensur the LCre tor tll ; op erte within 

1tQ he toe desin c te riat c h Requied e Ation mins tjhis n 

Cotnsued operiations ofo the ratrw hamalignedn ltPSt isl Ue 
adllsted sitht aresiv oclLswilntoure.• 

• -• The alimtfrtdvda PRmslgnment liissts Cie ion Of 

L,,C •,O -c [ " T nhe s lim itsion CON ROL ROD group ali rgnent, osa-fe-ty red " 
and .S algmn, oehr-"hte iiso 

reguatig rd iserion AP iserion AXALcOWtnEdR

1I~, 0"W95•' #
B 3.1-34IMUG S IS



<INSERT B3.1-34A>

There are no explicit safety analyses associated with misaligned APSRs.  
However, alignment of the APSRs is required to prevent Inducing a QUADRANT 
POWER TILT. The LCOs governing APSR alignment are provided because the 
power distribution analyils supporting LCO 3.2.1, LCO 3.2.3 and LCO 3.2.4 
assumes the APSRs are aligned.

ANO-1 ITS INSERT 1/2812000



APSR Alignment Limits 
B 3.1.6

BASES

value is established based on the distance between reed 
switches, with additional allowances for uncertainty in the 
absolute osttion Indicator amplife, groupf4R9999b 

h , and asymmetric alarm or fault detector 
oututs. The position of arntnoperable(f ts not jncluded e rr, 
in the ck culation of the average pos tion.  

Failure to meet the requirements of this LCO may produce 
unacceptable J eafC1• n fi&eLbrs;.aimLJtRs, which may 
constitute initial conditions inconsistent with the safety 
analysis.

'LICABILITY The requirements on APSR OPERABILITY and alignment are 
applicable in NODES I and 2,00i mn AnRS Bere f S • because these are thie only MODES in Whith"Gneutron ••-

(A -rr-isssn.pwr is generated, and the OPERABILITY and "" 

alignmen of have the Potential to affect the safety of Myr.  
LTY a nment of the PSbs a no& EZ 4,l 

1, mn 

6 

-Vi nfluence~cOre ower o akinc I-n MODES 3, 4,5,an e6 

aignment limits do not apl because the reactor is shut 
an excessive local M.  

LHRs cannot occur from APSR misalignment.

ACTIONS The ACTIONS described below are required if one APSR is 

u ioperable. Thg•W is not allowed to operate with more 
' .thin opeab-le APSR. This would require the reactor to 

be in accordance with LCO 3.0.3.  

An alternate to realigning a single misaligned APSR to the 
group average position is to align the remainder of the APSR 
group to the position of the misaligned or inoperable APSR, 
while maintaining APSR insertion, in accordance with the 
limits in the COLR. This restores the alignment 
requirements. Deviations up to 2 hours t ca e 
i ,t•9i.• .Xt xenon redistribution to occur. rR ui dC 

(T is C-k'tr -T-*vt) noK. assumes the APSR group movement does not cause 
e limits of LCO 3.2.2, 'AXIAL POWER SHAPING ROD (APSR) 

Insertion Limits,* to be exceeded. For this reason, 

(continued)
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APSR Alignment Limits 
B 3.1.6 

BASES 

ACTIONS A (continued) "1 

Air•o Actimd A is only-practical for instances where 
sma movements of the APSR group are sufficient to 

Fre-establish APSR alignment.  

ra ycontnue in ration the 
isa ned further moyent of the APSR group.4 s " 

ibit , so that t e'misalignment does not increase/tnd 
"cause) e limits c IAL POWER 11BALANCE tP be exceeaed. , 
The quired Cor ietlon Time up to 2 h rs wil)Aot cause' 
Sig ificant xen6'n redistribution to occf 

T plant mu be brought to'a MODE in which the LCO does 
4ot apply the Required-Actions andassociated Completion, STimes c ot be met. Xachieve tlWi status, tk6pan us 

be brdght to atle ODE 3 wit n 6 hours. /The / 
SCo eton Time 5 hours is reasonable, ba d on operating 

e e)p'rience, fopeaching MOD/3 from RTP I an orderly 
-nner and- out challeng"ng plant systm s. In NODE 3, / 

,1APS gUu lignment lim s are not re red because the 
reactor not generatg THERMAL POWJ1 and excesirve local 
LHRs c/rnnot occur from APSR misali noent.  

SURVEILLANCE 5L 3.l.6.1 
REQUIREMENTS 

Verification at a 12 hgur frequency that individual APSR 
positions are within A%.51% of the group average height 
limits allows the operator to detect an APSR be innin to 
deviate from its ex ected position.•t an/ y~et c\ 

(TO L" O lam• Is nopeae ~ hour/frequents is -. 1) 
|re bnable to preyer lar ~dv~r i- AP R ;iT~qnm-ent 
!•aom 0•,r~ who dmtn.In addition, APSR 

position is continuously available to the operator in the 
control room so that during actualEff motion, deviations 
can immediately be detected. •_E 

(continued)
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<INSERT B 3.1-36A>

Reduction of THERMAL POWER to < 60% of the ALLOWABLE THERMAL 
POWER ensures that local LHR Increases, due to a misaligned APSR, will not 
cause the core design criteria to be exceeded. The required Completion Time of 
2 hours allows the operator sufficient time for reducing THERMAL POWER.

ANO-1 ITS INSERT U/28=200



APSR Alignment Limits 
B 3.1.6

BASES (continued) 

REFERENCES 1. R en xD Oand GDC~liý 

2. 10 CFR 50.46.  

P' FS1U. Setlon rl.f
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Position Indicator Channels 
B 3.1.7

B 3.1 REACTIVITY CONTROL 

B 3.1.7 Position Indicator Channels 

BASES 

BACKGROUND According to*GDC 13 (Ref. Ins rumentation to 
/ variables n er I Op at ng p ang ur• --• 3-w i q'•-n,•,/•r're,"•.•,r t•a oia~,n• patj• op! er• na /occur~rences, d)--• 

. -4 co -it e s ust bL . LCO 3.. s required 

, .t.. , o ensure UVEKABILITY of the C -1L ROD and APSR position 
indicators, and thereby ensure compliance with the CONTROL ROD and APSR alignment and insertion limits.

heOP BILITY includin position indication, of the 
b: is an initial condition 

assumption inall safety analyses that assume rod insertion 
upon reactor trip. Maximum rod misalignment for the a 

__,.- .....$--1_C!---- and APSRs is assumed in the safety 
analysis, Which directly affect core power distributions and 
assumptions of available SOD.

ED IT

L r Mfechanical or electrical failures may cause a CONTROL ROD or 
"• APSR to become misalioned from its rouo. CONTROL ROD or 

.4 rat.eS 1LrTH APSR misalignment may cause increased'mwer oemm.m due to 
"-- - - " the asymmetric reactivity distributonaion n EI, 

the total available worth for reactor shutdown. IT.  
C09TI20L ROD erefere, C ROL ROD and APSR alignment are related to 

core operation within desi n v limits and t COI QTOL Eb) 
L core design requirement o a minimum Suit. Trposition oanr& APSI?.  

indication is needed to assess (oi OPERABILITY and EDrr, 
alignment.  

s on CONTROL RODTM f APSR alignment, and O DEv 

p osition have been e st-aTshed. and alUA, positions EDI, 
"-- -are "ponitorea ana controlled duringi.• operation to 

ensure that the power distribution and reactivity limits 
defined by the designIp r piakio and SDM limits are 
preserved. • 7•.  

I E D methods of CONTROL )O and APSR position indication are____ 
S-provided in the RO Drive Control System. The,•.• tI ! 

means are by abso utit-pos tion indicatouAM relative I• 
position indicator transducerp. The abrolute position 

and t indicator transducer consists-t a series of magnetically 
in jC,&-ro .- operated reed switches mounted in a tube parallel to the 

CONTROL ROD drive mechanism (CRDII) motor tube extension. 4Dr 

(continued)

- .-8Rey 1, O~;O7y

(1,01ITZOL. 1Z 

=COOTEOL I
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Position Indicator Channels 
B 3.1.7

BASES 

BACKGROUND Switch contacts close when a permanent nma__et mounted on the ,_ 
cant ued) uper end of the CONTROL ROD assembly l e laedscrew 4WIF4" v'•-/tLI 

extension comes near. As the leadscrew and• ove, the o r 069 
or . • • switches operate sequentially, producing an analog voltage--•e•i 

proortional . Other reed switches included in 
2b.5' - e same tuthe position indicator matrix vide 

full in and full out limit indications, and a-.  
"p sition indications at 0%, 25%, 5,., 75%, an-- W travel7J 
alled zone reference indicatorsf. The relative position 

-M;5 s• e•,s -- indcator transducer is a potentiometer, driven by a step 
motor that produces a signal. proportional to CONTROL RODorM ! eL 

S¶tV*vn CnA&+6fS position, based on the electrical pulse steps that drive ýte 
.Jý ACRDM.

Two absolute position ndi tar channel d igns may be used 
in the pft: type A abs' te position ni cators and typ 
A-R4•solute post indicators. e type A absol, 
p, ¶tion indicator ransducer is a ltage divider cult 
made up of 48 rtistors of equal lue connected series.  
One end of 4; feed switches is onnected at a ction 
between of the resistor , so that as th agnet mounted 
onth crew-moves, e er one or twott ed switches are 
cas in the vicinity the magnet. e type A-R4C 
( dant four chn ion indicator 
and r t roltage divider ci asits 

made up of 36 re taltrs each, cc oected in series / 
(channels A ano). One end c3 reed switches 

connected a junction bet en each of the r stors of the 
two paral circuits. T reed switches m ng up each 
circui re offset Su that the switch for channel A 
stag red with the s tches for chann . The type A- C Jts•uh rKteitee reed .swit;J.s r 

closed in ihnt dif the ma ut-yr des loca the i 
[type A-R4C a uepo •t ao rovide 2f .ndanc• 
Iwith the heesqece6'pckup and djiý out of d / 
Iswitche o enabl aco• uity of positttoifsignal whef a 

inn 

the control room consist of single osi tlip meters on a 
CVll ,oueepos~tton indication anel and (• group 

average position meter A selector switch 
vp ýAo*tonj VPermits either relative or absolute sition indication to 

" be displayed on all of the etSr.- Indicator 
g s are provieo en e e panel to 

Sindicate when each is fu y withdrawn, fully inserted,

o ck r 
ecti Z 

4.qkt

(continued)
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Position Indicator Channels 
B 3.1.7 

BASES 

BACKGOUD enabled, or transferred, and whether a 6* P Os l 

(continued) asVMW ry alarm condition is present. ators 
show full insertion, full wit d enable 

orm f each CONTROL 
The 

co-onsequence El. _co --in .... ,-atio e oositn indicator 

absolute position indicator or relativ position indicator 

channel is a decreased reliability In determining CONTROL 

R osition. Therefore the otentil for operation in 
C." fp voa odein 0 _ 

LCR nd APRccuracY is essential during APPLICABLE CONTROL ROD and ApS e, ejC e od rth,.or SDM 

SAFET o rto. e ejected rod worto D 
SAFETYi vent of r Deign Basis_ 

ccidn 2) with CONTROL RODS or APSRS operati!!IL S~Accident .(er.o_,r.-.APce 
Sel*:• ge~r, • .  

outside their limits undetected. OM to veri y 

(;;an20 and APSR positions must be known in orderto vedi 
the 

core is ojeratng within the group sequence, overlap, design 

k tX±& ejected rod worth, and with minimum SOMl 
ofe__y Rod Insertion Limits' LCO 321.', 

".Regulatin Rod Insertion Limits"; and LCO 3.2.2, AXIAL 

POWER SHAPING ROD (APSR) Insertion Limits). The(80 

COP=L Z00 cafV Iositions must also be known in order to verify 
the 

alignment limits are preserved 
(LCO 3.1.4, CONTROL ROD 

Group Alignment Limits , and LCO 3.1.6 AXIAL POWER SHAPING 

ROD (APSR) Alignment Limits*). CONTROL ROD and APSR 

1n MODpositions 
are continuously monitored to 

rovide o erators 

Wý J f-ririCctjI with information that ensures 
the~ s operafi~ in w 

Th as oftbew the rxielatanv sisastion m o 

CkJ C an s o lute n cat rr o n 2 

.- it g ien, e the L t ndicate ort relative 

S NOW., channel a one,,, t •n i.. - 4 t~d and be

cho~ne 11 1(continued) 
Ll OFJ

-feift-r
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Position Indicator Channels 
B 3.1.7 

BASES 

LCO used for ication of the mea u ment of COtI0TO ROD group 

(continued) positi . A deviation of I than the allow! limit, 1 im 
giv in the COLR, in pj ion indication a single / 

TROL RO or APSR, sures confidence hat the position/ 
uncertainty of thh orresponding CO N IL ROD group or A | group is withi e assumed value sed in the anayj 1 

7 .spectfies ROD rou p and P nsertioy I i_ s.  
C- 'd APSle r reuree eSr hat CONTROL ROD po ieb r 

Sindication durnn and PHYSICS TESTS is C 
M E aC r& e an '2. accura e, an that design assumptions are not challenged.  

OPERABILITY of the position indicator channel~ensures that 
inoperable, misaligned, or mispositioned COKTROL RODS or 
APSRs can be detected. Therefore, a and SOM can 
be controlled within acceptable limits.  

APPLICABILITY f .In MODES I and 2, OPERABILITY, ,,o indicator channelq) 
is required, since the reactor is, or is capable of, 
generating THERMAL POWER in these MODES. In MODES 3, 4, 5, 
and 6, Applicability is not required because the reactor is 
shut down with the required minimum SDM and is not 

nHERMAL POWER.  

ACTIONS 

If the r tive position in ator channel I inoperable fo 
one o ore rods, the p ion of the rod is still 
mo ored by the abs e position Ind or channel f 

ch affectedtrod he absolute p ion indicator nnel 
may be used I is determined be OPERABLE. T 
required C etion Time of ours Is reasonab to provide 
adequat ime for the op or to determine ition 
mdi or h t Continu the rification e 
8 urs ther:after the applicable c ition is 
acceptable, bas on the fact that ing normal po 
operation etsive movement of i groups is not quired.  
Also, if of po ion during thi hour 
period, -the simultaneous occarrence of an eve t sensiti e to I 
the-'od position has a s] ili.  

(continued)
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Position Indicator

ACTIONS 
(continued)

If the a ion indicator c el is inoperable for 
one o, ore rods, the position of e rod(s) is monitored by 
t relative position indicat channel for each affected 
rod. However, the relatv osition indicator channel is 
not as reliable a metho.f monitoring rod position the 
absolute position inFator because it counts el Ical 
pulse steps driv! the CRDM motor rather thp ctuating a 
switch located a known elevation. The ore, the 
affected ro position can be deter. with more 
certaint actuating one of its e reference indicator 
switc located at discrete el tions. The required 
Comprttion Time of 8 hours vides the operator adequate 
tiMe for adjusting the a cted rod's position to a 
appropriate zone refe ce indicator location. the rod 
is out of position uring this 8 hour period 'he 
simultaneous oc rence of an event sensi e to the rod 
position has small probability.  

To allow continued op tion, the rods with Jxoperable 
absolute position . ticator channels are maintained at the 
zone reference Indicator position. Ir4•ddition, the 
affected rod;-ire maintained within-the limits of LCO . .5 
(when the .affected rod is a safety" rod); LCO 3.2. en the 
affecto* rod is a regulating-rod); or LCO 3.2. when the 
affet'ed rod is an APSR). This Required A 4on ensures 
safety rods remain fully withdrawn, and at regulating rods 
and APSRs remain a]igned within thei nsertion limits. The 
required Completton Time of 8 houqr is reasonable for 
allowing the operator adequate time to determine the 
affected rods are in compljAmn'e with these LCOs. dinuing 
to verify the rod positions every 8 hours there er is 
reasonable for ensuring that rod alignment aod insertion are 
not changing, and provides the operator quate time to 
correct any devjation that may occur. ntinulng the 

verification every 8 hours thereaft r~in the applicable 
condition-is acceptable, based oythe fact that during 
normal power operation excessive movement of the gr s is 
not required. Also, if the rod is out of positlo during 
this 8 hour period, the simultaneous occurrence. f an event 
sensitive to the rod position has a small pyobability.

(continued)

BASES

Channels 
B 3.1.7

42
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position Indicator Channels 
B 3.1.7

BASES

ACTIONS 
(continued)

poh asitiasii indictrb s it iont elcril foe steps 
Thre fiods Icr sys mcan beto us to indiet dterin 
teslutie posi4t on iaof thnel affoedrod The i redcr 
inse retation provd atinua updat of COTROL 
RD mestion, tf reoreti hdcnb dt l 

ovementwh e ant i ti v ifcauteetion l C seTRO epR .  
insert'pion A_ ddlgmn.eurdAtoB2 estercts 
rod mt y plcing t e grups wth nindircatigosn 

manual ~ cthl;tus en if the rod. ails toma incr 
a1in: t wiath 'thdnoe a p m tisanm i limit. oCOTheL 
reOu dt Copetn ire ofi hour rovbeuide th oeatlor 
"ad at tim for lain the atrod nit manual cONtrol. n 
co istet withe reuie CoOeinTmeoeurD 

houremt period the siutveriucatournc fRaOeen 
isenstivtonth ;rod posignetion euse actsmall robailty.  

Conti u laing to verify wth ronoi i n sain evrd8u s is 
rmanuable fo enu htrd ailnseto and srion 
no changing ands pr n ide the oraor dqt iet 

rrecnm t anw eiath that pý miayi m cur iiTh e d Tio ea 
reu ompletion T ime ofou fte motonr rof idict oeatorg 

lastdeatetiefrmna on'o the r '~s pon eansuac res. atd th 

moisalined wit a signiire tm perio on Time, in heqevent 
A o ... fthe rod is oved Thocfie Cosetio rn g TIisar 
hcc eptaiobcas the simultaneou occurrence of an vn 

hniiet h o oiinas a sall probability./

(continued)
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Position Indicator Channels 
B 3.1.7 

BASES 

If the position indicator channel r ti j H &ioealefor one or more 

s e m . posll itnos not known 
ereore, eac a ected must be 

T0j3L2OiD or ec.are noperabl, an e imi s H 3.1.4 or 
LCO 3.1.6 apply. The required Completion Time for declaring 

APSI-. the rod(s) inoperable is immediately. Therefore LCO 3.1.4 
or LCO 3.1.6 is entered immediately, and the required 
Completion Times for the appropriate Required Actions in 
those LCOs apply without delay.  

SURVEILLANCE Sig.w 3,,<-'C"/F'T 53-1-.4S/ 
REQUIREMENTS 

Indit:1r*•c~h~ann t' 1'nd Relative. ltion Indicatop,6annels 1 

pe wtthi~~ 11t ie.ithe COLR. Th e ifcati~ • 

ensures t theRe.ativ , Psitton Indical.g.-channels, Ich 

_e o e p ctiayless re4 . b m]eans, s 
oos~on indication. remain OPERABLE aion F] he 
"requ.rea rrequency of 12 hour uate for veifying
that no degradatilon in system OPERABILITY has occurred. )j .  

[rrne ysnuet~r3A;l: fl•L la r s/ n pra ae, ten •L • 

xr- aIyJ] i.•~s perfo emd every ours. /his required i 

•*reque if's adequi• for ensu~4n th h he CONlTRO 4OD5 a•d 
•APSRsedo not exc ld their al nent lmits. -"-" ) 

e •c•on [.1.2.5•' Sectl~•[41. 7, t/ 
• toYtion •4.:2:2 an( Sectio. [4. 2 S]•

-Bwed-sm 314 Rey-4,44ý0B 3.1-44



<INSERT 03.1-44A> 

A CHANNEL CHECK of the required position Indication channel ensures that 
position Indication for each CONTROL ROD and APSR remains OPERABLE 
and accurate. A CHANNEL CHECK is normally a comparison of the parameter 
Indicated on one channel to a similar parameter on other channels. However, 
this CHANNEL CHECK will be used to detect gross channel failure; therefore, it 
is key in verifying that the Instrumentation continues to operate properly between 
each CHANNEL CALIBRATION.  

When compared to other channels, the agreement criteria between the channels 
is determined by the unit staff. If the channels are within the criteria, it is an 
indication that the channels are OPERABLE.  

The CHANNEL CHECK supplements less formal but more frequent checks of 
channel OPERABILITY during normal operational use of the displays associated 
with the LCO's required position Indicator channel.  

<INSERT B3.1-44B> 

S;R 3.1.7.2 

A CHANNEL CALIBRATION of the required position Indication channel verifies 
that the channel responds within the necessary range and accuracy.  

The Frequency of 18 months Is based on operating experience and consistency 
with the typical Industry refueling cycle.

ANO-1 ITS INSERT 1/28/2000



PHYSICS TESTS Exceptions-MODE 1 
B 3.1.8 

B 3.1 REACTIVITY CONTROL SYSTEMS 

B 3.1.8 PHYSICS TESTS Exceptions Systems--ODE 1 

BASES 

BACKGROUND The purpose of this$@0 LCO is to permit PHYSICS TESTS to rD IT 
"be conducted by provildingexemptions from the requirements 
of other LCOs. Establishment of a test program to verify 
that structures, systems, and components will perform 
satisfactorily in service is required by Section XI of 
10 CFR 50, Appendix B (Ref. 1). Testing is required as an 
integral part of the design, fabrication, construction, and 

UL operation of the All functions necessary to 
•-'.---'" ensure that specid design on v olated 

S-gduring normal operation and ci* lat d A e tiDaI 
J /c4l,,d•v,4ie.sJ-A•must be tested. Requirements for notification 
-~ - o fffth-RC, for the purpose of conducting tests and 

experiments, are specified in 10 CFR 50.59 (Ref. 2).  

The key objectives of a test program are to ' : 

a. Ensure that the facility has been adequately designed; 

b. Validate the analytical models used in the design and 
analysis; 

c. Verify the assumptions used to predict unit response; 

d. Ensure that installation of equipment in the facility 
has been accomplished in accordance with the design; 
and 

e. Verify that the operating and emergency procedures are 
adequate.  

To accomplish these objectives, testing is performed prior 
to initial criticality; during startup, low power 

..-•. operations, and power ascension; at high powers; and after 
-M - eachRfueling. The PHYSICS TESTS requirements for reload 'For, 

fuel cycles ensure that the operating characteristics of the 
core are consistent with the design predictions, and that 
the core can be operated as designed (Ref.'t .  

" •VRHYSICS TESTS procedures are written and approve n 
accordance with established guidelines. The procedures 

N include all information necessary to permit a detailed 

(continued)
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<INSERT B 3.1-45A>

The inclusion of this PHYSICS TESTS Exception LCO Is acceptable based on 
the use of approved written procedures, administrative controls, the 
requirements of I CFR50.59, and the LCO 3.1.8 provisions In effect during the 
conduct of PHYSICS TESTS.

ANO-1 ITS INSERT 1/28/2000



PHYSICS TESTS Exceptions-MODE 1 
B 3.1.8 

BASES 

BACKGROUND execution of testing required to ensure the design intent is 
(continued) met. PHYSICS TESTS are performed in accordance with these 

procedures, and test results are approved prior to continued 
power escalation and long term power operation. Examples of 
PHYSICS TESTS include determination of critical boron 
concentration, CONTROL ROD group worths, reactivity 
coefficients, flux symmetry, and core power distribution.  

APPLICABLE It is acceptable to suspend certain LCOs for PHYSICS TESTS 
SAFETY ANALYSES because reactor protection criteria are preserved by the 

LCOs still in effect and by the SRs. Even if an accident 
occurs during PHYSICS TESTS with one or more LCOs suspended, 

StZAter hr.e r&1(. (L iR) uel dama e cr reserved because the limits on 
"I .ea "cha el fato-i ejected rod worth, and shutdown IT.  

capa i i are main aine uring the PHYSICS TESTS.  
acliyncdngPHSISTESTS. Tbl 

Ref.al testinheftn-gý vo .., test! .  

_Cycl rHIrs TESTS'i egiven 

.AI (ectdvi ? A, ANI-R 9 . - (Ref.I Although these 
' PHYSICS TESTS are generally accomplished within the limits 

of all LCOs, one or more LCOs must sometimes be suspended to 
make completion of PHYSICS TESTS possible or practical.  

This is acceptable as long as the fuel design criteria are 
not violated. When one or more of the limits specified in: 

LCO 3.1.4, 'CONTROL ROD Group Alignment Limits'; 
LCO 3.1.5, 'Safety Rod Insertion Limits'; 
LCO 3.1.6, -AXIAL POWER SHAPING ROD (APSR) Alignment / •-•LimitsO; 

Ue 3.2.2,"AA..I.4L LCO 3.2.1, *Regulating Rod Insertion Limits,0 for the 

POWER 6HAPXN6 ROD restricted operation region only; 

"(!R s ;erCo 3.2.3, -AXIAL POWER IMBALANCE Operating Limits'; E~IT 
(A,'O- ";-1;s " " 3.2.4, "QUADRANT POWER TILT (QPT).  

are suspended for PHYSICS TESTS, the fuel design criteria arereserved by maintaintnq thee !u-ar !im;•che n•.l zac~o--

iMODE PHYS CS ST wit in limits, maintaining 
ejected rod worth within ltimits by restricting regulating 
rod insertion to within the acceptable operating region or 
the restricted operating region by limiting maximum THERMAL 
POWER and by maintaining SDMI Therefore,

B 3.146 Rev 1, 064/C78 3.1.-46



PHYSICS TESTS Exceptions-NODE 1 
B 3.1.8 

BASES 

APPLICABLE surveillance of thEd ._ ) and SOl is required to 
SAFETY ANALYSES verify that their limit-s are not exceeded. The limits for 

(continued) th are specified In the COLR.  
e r a the es for LCO 3.2.5 for a complete discussion 

LMR F During PHYSICS TESTS o or more of the 
Cos a orm l preserve theh_ limits may be S-suspended. However, te resu ts a• the sa t nl re 

are within theW 1raits is obtained, while one or more~jf 
the LCOs is suspended. Therefore, SRs are placed on 

SI~xduring MODE 1 PHYSICS TESTSto verify that the 
_ "-•J-•l remain within their lm Xs. Periodic verification 

Co ,-t L'6•1 o s f etor a ilows PHYSICS TESTS to be conducted wh le ontinuing to maintain the design criteria.  

tOk4rt 11FE•MAL• PHYSICS TESTS include measurement of core nuclear parameters 
/ •. ... , ^ / or exercise of control components that affect process (, P•O'•E• eqecLt4 variables. Among the process variables involved are AXIAL 
{. nA • }' POW/ER IMBALANCE and QPT, which represent initial condition 
(• •/o rlr •input (power peaking) for the accident analysis. Also 

tinvolved are the movable control components, i.e., the 
regulating rods. and the APS~s, which affectjpower peaking•, 

•--- •-••__'--_ •, h,-•.- • *• --'•• The ltmitts" 1)1 
for these variables-are specified for each f~el cycle in the 
COLR.  

B~ratement•.  

u n 

LCO This LCO permits individual CONTROL RODS~or1l~eposttioned ) outside of their specified group alignment and withdrawal 
limits and to be assigned to other than specified CONTROL 
ROD groups, and permits AXIAL POW/ER IMBALANCE and QPT limaits 
to be exceeded during the performance of PHYSICS TESTS. In addition, this LCO permits verification of the fundamental 
core characteristics and nuclear instrumentation operation.  

The requirements of LCO 3.1.4, LC0 3.1.5, LCO 3.1.6, L 
LCD 3.2.1 (far the restricted operation region only)r O 
LCO 3.2.3, and LC 3.2.4 may be suspended during the 'aecd 

performance of PHYSICS TESTS provided: 

a. THERMAL POWER i s maintained I S5• RTP; 

(continued)
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CINSERT B 3.1-47A>

As described In LCO 3.0.7, compliance with Test Exception LCOs Is optional, 
and therefore no criteria of 10CFR50.36 (Ref. 6) apply. Test Exception LCOs 
provide flexibility to perform certain operations by appropriately modifying 
requirements of other LCOs. A discussion of the criteria for the other LCOs is 
provided in their respedtive Bases.

ANO-1 ITS INSERT 1/28/2000



PHYSICS TESTS Exceptions-MODE 1 B 3.1.8

BASES

b. Nuclear overpower trip setpoint is : 10% RTP higher 
than the THERMAL POWER at which the test- is performed,

with a maximum setting of 90% RTP; 

c. maintained within limits specified in 
an -ts 

SOperation with THER MAL POWER s 85% RTP during PHYSICS TESTS 
S.4JAV '0,L•: ~provides an acceptable thermal margin when one or more of 

Sthe applicable LCOs is out of specification. Eighty-five 
percent RTP is consistent with the maximum power level for 
conducting the intermediate core power distribution test ec 
specified in Reference&(• The nuclear overpower trip 

Lsetpont is reduced so that a similar margin exists between 
the steady state condition and trip setpoint as exists 
during normal operation at RTP.

APPLICABILITY This LCO is applicable in MOOE 1, 
completed low power testing and i 

( r during power operation with THER• 
L< 853 RT. This LCO Ts applEcal 'ýAP c (nSA " testing, asiden YJql|l• 

NODE 2, Applicability at this LVA 
~LCO 3.1.9, *PHYSICS TESTS Except1 
~PHYSICS TESTS excepttons.Ain RODE 
~and 6, Applicability is not requt 

ar ot performed in these 1 ODES.

ACTIONS

when the reactor has 
s in power ascension, or 
AL POWER > 5% RTP but 
e for p.ng ascension 

py.-see 4-tty(Ref. 3). In 
is not required because 

cons--ODE 2,0 addresses 
2. In NODES 3, 4, 5, 
tred because PHYSICS TESTS

A.1 and A.2

If the SOI requirements are not met, boration must be 
initiated promptly. A Completion Time of 15 minutes is 

adequate for an operator to correctly align and start the 
required systems and components. The operator should I 
boration with the best source available for theffl kn ) 
conditions. Boration will be continued until SDRTiwIt1TWn 
limit. In the determination of the required combination of 
boration flow rate and boron concentration, there is no 
unique requirement that must be satisfied.  

(continued)

-N

LCO 
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<INSERT B 3.1-48A' 

LCO provision c is modified by a Note that requires the adherence to LHR 
requirements only when THERMAL POWER Is greater than 20% RTP. This 
establishes an LCO provision that is consistent with the Applicability of 
LCO 3.2.5, "Power Peaking."

ANO-1 ITS INSERT 1/28/2000



PHYSICS TESTS Exceptions--MODE I 
B 3.1.8

BASES 

ACTIONS A.] and A.2 (continued) 

Suspension of PHYSICS TESTS exceptions requires restoretLon- , 
Of e•ACLbf-O LC to within s ecifiront

'"en Aozues ýis 
Jrvddi A~oaa . 4~ 

1EDrr 

If THERMAL POWER exceeds 85% RTP, then 1 hour is allowed for 
the operator to reduce THERMAL POWER to within limits or to 
complete an orderly suspension of PHYSICS TESTS exceptions.  
Suspension of PHYSICS TESTS exceptions requires restoration 
of each of the applicable individual LCOs to within 
specification. This required Completion Time is consistent 
with, or more conservative than, those specified for the 
individual LCO, addressed by PHYSICS TESTS exceptions.  

If the nuclear overpower trip setpoint is not within the 
specified limits, then I hour is allowed for the operator to 
restore the nuclear overpower trip setpoint within limits or 
to complete an orderly suspension of PHYSICS TESTS 
exceptions. Suspension of PHYSICS TESTS exceptions requires 
restoration of each of the applicable individual LCOs to 
within specification. This required Completion Time is 
consistent with, or more conservative than, those specified 
for the individual LCO, addressed by these PHYSICS TESTS 
exceptions.  

ts of the incore flux map indicate thatQ J) 
has exceeded its limit, then PHYSICS TESTS are 

suspended. This action is required because ofd 
C' 'L +- indication that the corege factao, whichlEj ..  

fundamenta nitial conditior for the safety analysls71: 
(' -excessive. Suspension of PHYSICS TESTS exceptions requires 
(9=rrestoration of each of the applicable LCOs to within 

specification.  

d~s2 r S 3 R A-> ->-»;

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.1.8.1 
REQUIREMENTS Verification that THERMAL POWER is 5 85% RTP ensures that 

the required additional thermal margin has been established 
prior to and during PHYSICS TESTS. The required Frequency 
of once per hour allows the operator adequate time to 

(continued)
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<INSERT B 3.1-49A0 

This Condition Is modified by a Note that requires performance of the Required 
Action only when THERMAL POWER Is greater than 20% RTP. This 
establishes an ACTIONS entry Condition that is consistent with LCO provision c 
and the Applicability of LCO 3.2.5, *Power Peaking.'

ANO-1 ITS 1/28/2000INSERT



PHYSICS TESTS Exceptions-MODE I 
E 3.1.8

BASES

SURVEILLANCE 
REQUIREMENTS

SR 3.1.8.1 (continued) 

determine any degradation of the established thermal margin 
during PHYSICS TESTS.

SR 3.1-8.2 

TC Verification that <n are within their limits 

_ ensures that core elsli0-rarerand departure from 
L441 !nucleate boiling waio tll remain within their limits, 

while one or more of the LCOs that normally control these 
design limits are out of specification. The required 
Frequency of 2 hours allows the operator adequate time for 
c e ng a flux map and for performing the c n 

0 LR j r eriftcatiorg based on operating expelience.Tf 
SSR 3.2.5.1 is not met, PHYSICS TESTS are suspended and 

LCO 3.2.5 applies. This Frequency is more conservative than 
the Completion Time•_:jcgation of the individual LCOs 
that preserve the 

SR 3.1L6.
Verification that the nuclear overpower trip setpoint is 
within the limit specified for each PHYSICS TEST ensures 
that core protection at the reduced power level is 

established @ 111ma LQ0 during the PHYSICS 

prior-w L(•e - TESTS. Performing the verification onceoRwfl nour 
., allows the o erator adequate time forA rm af 

Pe,•om" . . -the establi hed tri oin 1etoi 

pftysa TESTS PHYSICS TEST adi stin t fu ea 
a er 5 01 e

The SDM is verified by performing a reactivity balance 
calculation, considering the following reactivity effects: 

a. Reactor Coolant System (RCS) boron concentration; 

b.  
(TC.t.~ r

(continued)
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<INSERT B 3.1-60A.

This SR Is modified by a Note that requires performance only when THERMAL 
POWER is greater than 20% RTP. This establishes a performance requirement 
that Is consistent with the Applicability of LCO 3.2.5, "Power Peaking."

ANO-1 ITS INSERT 1/2812000



PHYSICS TESTS Exceptions-MODE I 
B 3.1.8 

BASES 

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.1.8.4 (continued) 
REQUIREMENTS 

,ruel bu u b e mal energy generation; 

' 'the IT accowft; for Doo er re tivity j thi 
~ca~latii bcauethe revor is bcritit Yande f l) 
lt~mprat're u will ke changfi g at t same ra as e RCi 

The Frequency of 24 hours is based on the generally slow 
change in required boron concentration and on the low 
probability of an accident occurring without the required 
SomI.  

REFERENCES 1. 10 CFR 50, Appendix B, Section XI.  

2. 10 CFR 50.59,

owe&-sys--B.-5

`Aej :?A.9
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PHYSICS TESTS Exceptions--ODE 2 
B 3.1.9 

B 3.1 REACTIVITY CONITROL ~ 

B 3.1.9 PHYSICS TESTS Exceptions-M-DE 2 

BASES 

BACKGROUND The purpose of this MODE 2 LCO is to permit PHYSICS TESTS to 
be conducted by providing exemptions from the requirements 

•f other LCOs. Establishment of a test program to verify 
that structures, systems, and components will perform 
satisfactorily in service is required byylO CFR 50, 
Appendix B (Ref. 1). Testing is requiredeas anntegral 
part of the design, fabrication, construction, and operation 
of the• All functions.necessary to ensure that 
specififfi design conditions are not violated during normal 

Soperation and c t o e'at)Gnai cc r•ý must be ed;+
nOlrl""6149 ested. Requirements or notification of the I•, for the 

purpose of conducting tests and experiments, are specified 
in 10 CFR 50.59 (Ref. 2).  

The key objectives of a test program are to(E YD: edit 

a. Ensure that the facility has been adequately designed; 

b. Validate the analytical models used in the design and 
analysis; 

c. Verify the assumptions used to predict unit response; 

d. Ensure that installation of equipment in the facility 
has been accomplished in accordance with the design; 
and 

e. Verify that the operating and emergency procedures are 
adequate.  

To accomplish these objectives, testing is performed prior 
to initial criticality; during startup, low power 
operations, and power ascension; at high powers; and after 
each refueling. The PHYSICS TESTS requirements for reload 
fuel cycles ensure that the operating characteristics of the 
core are consistent with the design predictions, and that 
the core can be operated as designed (Ref. 4•).  

-- - '3ý">'/PHYSICS TESTS procedures are written and approved in 

accordance with established guidelines. The procedures 
include all information necessary to permit a detailed 

(continued)
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<INSERT B 3.1-62A>

The Inclusion of this PHYSICS TESTS Exception LCO Is acceptable based on 
the use of approved written procedures, administrative controls, the 
requirements of IOCFR50.59, and the LCO 3.1.9 provisions In effect during the 
conduct of PHYSICS TESTS.

ANO-1 ITS 1/28/2000INSERT



PHYSICS TESTS Exceptions-MODE 2 
B 3.1.9

BASES 

BACKGROUND execution of testing required to ensure that the design 
(continued) intent is met. PHYSICS TESTS are performed In accordance 

with these procedures, and test results are approved prior 
to continued power escalation and long term power operation.  

Examples of MODE 2 PHYSICS TESTS include determination of 
critical boron concentration, CONTROL ROD group worth, and 
reactivity coefficients.  

APPLICABLE tn t estin of th --h 
SAFETY ANALYSES facil ijy, inc u PS S. Table ..-.. - . II 

4~fef.dI sumariz he(Nei4 1P4~ tests.  
\ ~-PRequtiments for rel ue le PHY are g ;en 
- 9 .6 ss(Ref. Alt g- - --these 

PHY CS TESTS are genera accomplished within the limits 
\1-"ýof all LCOs, conditions may occur when one or more of the 

LCOs must be suspended to make completion of PHYSICS TESTS 
possible or practical.  

It is acceptable to suspend the following LCOs for PHYSICS 
TESTS because reactor protection criteria are preserved by 
the LCOs still maintained and by the SRs: 

LCO 3.1.3, "Moderator Temperature Coefficient (MTC)"; 
LCO 3.1.4, 'CONTROL ROD Group Alignment Limits; 
LCO 3.1.5, "Safety Rod Insertion Limits"; 

_ ,- - - LCO 3.1.6, "AXIAL POWER SHAPING ROD (APSR) Alignment 
Limits'; 

Lca 3.2..2, "A•IL LCO 3.2.1, "Requlating Rod Insertion Limits' ..  
PO E 6t. • cLa l • 1) $L• CIe o eral nn r=l n l 
pow, g SIAPr-, ROD LCD 3.4. RC$ Hinimu Temperature for Critica ity." 

Even if an accident occurs during PHYSICS TESTS with one or 
.nA& more LCOs suspended, fuel damage criteria are preserved 

"because the limits on THERMAL POWER and shutdown capability 
are maintained during the PHYSICS TESTS.

Shutdown capability is preserved by limiting 
( T THERMAL POWER and maintaining adequate SDM, when 
IWJIODFZPHYSICS TESTS. In MODE 2, the Reactor Coolant 
System (RCS) temperature must be within the narrow range 

.eor^(M control. The narrow range 
temperature instrumentation goes on scale at 5200F.  
Therefore, it is considered safe to allow the minimum RCS 

(continued)

EbtT.  

E Drr.
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PHYSICS TESTS Exceptions-MODE 2 
B 3.1.9 

BASES 

APPLICABLE temperature to decrease to 520"F during MODE 2 PHYSICS 

SAFETY ANALYSES TESTS, based on the low probability of an accident occurring 

(continued) and on prior operating experience.  

PHYSICS TESTS include measurement of core nuclear parameters 
or exercise of control components that affect process 
variables.  

PHYICS MSs yisfy Cr1 ria 1;, and 3p. theN Po 1t 

LCO This LCO permits individual CONTROL RODS top- a oned ED rr 
outside of their specified group alignment and withdrawal 
limits and to be assigned to other than specified CONTROL 
ROD groups during the performance of PHYSICS TESTS. In 
addition, this LCO permits verification of the fundamental 
core characteristics.  

This LCO also allows suspension of LCO 3.1.3, LCO 3.1.4, 
LCO 3.1.5, LCO .3.1.6, LCO 3.2.1, a provided: 

a. THERMAL POWER is 5 5% RTP; 

b. Nuclear overpower trip setpoints on the OP RABLE 
nuclear power range channels are set to S 

c. Nuclear instrumentationflsftrcg aý a a 

. high startup rate OROL ROD withdrawal inhibit 
PEALE; and 

Otd. SDM is maintained % +e~, 

4 S SP-ie ti0'j The limits of LCD 3..an 032.4 no no E EOtrr, 

becowst +e. j MODE 2. Inhibiting CONTROL ROD withdrawal, based on startup 
rate, also limits local linear heat rate (LHR), departure 
from nucleate boiling ratio (DNBR), and peak RCS pressure 
during accidents initiated from low power.

Re': !, oA;07;9B 3.1-54BWOG STS



<INSERT B 0.1-64A>

The Applicability is stated as "duding PHYSICS TESTS initiated In MODE 2" to 
ensure that the 5% RTP maximum power level Is not exceeded. Should the 
THERMAL POWER exceed 5% RTP, and consequently the unit enter MODE 1, 
this Applicability statement prevents exiting this Specification and Its Required 
Actions.  

<INSERT B 3.1J4B> 

As described In LCO 3.0.7, compliance with Test Exception LCOs Is optional, 
and therefore no criteria of I OCFR50.36 (Ref. 6) apply. Test Exception LCOs 
provide flexibility to perform certain operations by appropriately modifying 
requirements of other LCOs. A discussion of the criteria for the other LCOS is 
provided in their respective Bases.

ANO-1 ITS INSERT 1/28/2000



PHYSICS TESTS Exceptions-MODE 2 
B 3.1.9 

BASES 

APPLICABILITY Applicability of this LCO Is not required because LCO 3.1.8, EDrr.  
(continued) "PHYSICS TESTS Exceptions," addresses PHYSICS'TE S..

exce ptions in MODE 1. In MODES 3, 4, 5 and 6 +e-t extpkit^ LCO 
is not•J•mired because 

+-i _EX ept. LC.Os do not 0ýpplý 
L ts KODES. E r EDIT.  

ACTIONS A.  

If THERM/AL POWER exceeds 5% RTP, a positive reactivity 
addition could be occurring, and a nuclear excursion could 
result. To ensure that local LHR, DNBR, and RCS pressure 
limits are not vo d the reactor is( ripped. The 

SIc.necessary pro ction requires manual operator action to 

open the • drive trip breakers without attempts to 601T.  
reduce THERMAL POWER by actuating the control system (i.e., 
CONTROL ROD insertion or RCS boratlon).  

8.1 and B.2 

If the SDM requirements are not met, boration must be 
initiated promptly. A Completion Time of 15 minutes is 
adequate for an operator to correctly align and start the 
required systems and components. The operator should 
boration with the best source available for theurta t) n i+ 
conditions. Boration will be continued until SOUMwi inth 
limit. In the determination of the required combination of 
boration flow rate and boron concentration, there is no 
unique requirement that must be satisfied. GyDrr 

Suspension of PHYSICS TESTS exceptions requires restoratXC , 0Tit.o 
A~31able s o within s ecification. 0.ý Coý 4At~oIT, 

01. ont 'Iovf L --P prVsdeV C -tt,4 Op4tratof -to Ires*.ofi 
O MpLC;ance wit tL~ e.KCf +OroLC) 

If the nuclear overpower trip setpoint is > Tte 
1 hour is allowed for the operator to restore the nuclear 
overpower trip setpoint within limits or to complete an 
orderly suspension of PHYSICS TESTS exceptions. Suspension 
of PHYSICS TESTS exceptions requires restoration of each of 
the applicable individual LCOs to within specification, in 
order to ensure that continuity of reactor operation is 
within initial condition limits. This required Completion 

(continued)
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PHYSICS TESTS Exceptions-MODE 2 
B 3.1.9

BASES

ACTIONS

Z• INsenT

LI (continued) 

Time is consistent with, or more conservative than, those 
specified for the individual LCOs addressed by PHYSICS TESTS 
exceptions.

If the nuclear instrumentation[ rce rd•re ae r a e) | 
hi h startup rate CONTROL ROD withdrawal inhibit functIon 

0i--- inoperable, then 1 hour is allowed for the operator to 
restore the functions to OPERABLE status or to complete an 
orderly suspension of PHYSICS TESTS exceptions. Suspension 
of PHYSICS TESTS exceptions requires restoration of each of 
the applicable individual LCOs to within specification.  
This required Completion Time is consistent with, or more 
conservative than those specified for the individual LCOs 
addressed by PHYSICS TESTS exceptions.  

133.1-5,6 A) __ __ __

SURVEILLANCE 
REQUIREMENTS

Locl-L,a DpDR% aJD 

LA40 ActCOAs.

/Pe ng a NEL F CTIMAL TE on each nu ear 2_ 
trument on sour and inte diate range gh startup 

ate C .L ROD hdrawal in it and nucl r overpower 
channe . nsure ntatn quired to d ect 

a de ationf mTHERMAL P•R or to det t a high st up 
ra is OPE LE. Perfao g the test nce within hours, 

tnstr is 0 E shortl fore PHySI® TESTS Iegi dalost ae a o rrect any i etrumentat n

tieiVanigenucl~i~ovepo~r -tri a-<itpoi itl" Hourly 
verification is adequate for the operator to determine any 
change in core conditions, such as xenon redistribution 
occurring after a THERMAL POWER reduction, that could cause 
THERMAL POWER to exceed the specified limit.  

(continued)

-UWOO-Sf 5- B 3.1-56

ý9
i
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<INSERT B 3.1-66A>

The nuclear Instrumentation high startup rate CONTROL ROD withdrawal Inhibit 
function Is not required when the reactor power level Is above the operating range of 
the Instrumentation channel. For example, If the reactor power level Is above the 
source range channel operating range, then only the Intermediate range high startup 
rate CONTROL ROD withdrawal Inhibit Is required to be functional.

ANO-1 ITS INSERT 1/28/2000



PHYSICS TESTS Exceptions-MODE 2 
B 3.1.9

BASES 

SURVEILLANCE SR3.1.9,yI

REQUIREMENTS 
(continued) Verification that the nuclear overpower trip setpotnt is 

within the limit specified for PHYSICS TESTS ensures that 
crprotection at the reduced power level is estabishe 

%p iDj-2gekM1o I o &•1 durj nc PHYSICS TESTS. Perf," r 
the vetrification (q1.~.l aillows the operator ip c ft 

a eqae meoa hn e f 
TET • s-nstabli4shed trp set oint m4 o tjýn ýreie~•"~'JJPHYSIcsrrTr srtmjc.4' NYS16•-

The SDM is verified by performing a reactivity balance 
calculation, considering the following reactivity effects: 

a. RCS boron concentration; 

aboot rk c POAU 4 cd. b CONTROL ROD position; 

C. RCS average temperature; 

at n e_, thermalgL energy generation; 

.unts for Dopper reactivity in this 
0rCi*c. be•._•0 .iu calcu at on rhi~• the reactor is subcritica] and the fuel ] / Stemperature ci ecanging a e same rate aS the RCS.  

ca The Freouencv rf ct4 hours i s hiet nn ths u nbnL1v andthef

REFERENCES

change in required boron concentration and on the low 
probability of an accident occurring without the required 
SON.

1. 10 CFR 50, Appendix B, Section XI.  

2. 10 CFR 50.59.  

(continued)
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PHYSICS TESTS Exceptions-MODE 2 
B 3.1.9 

BASES 

REFERENCES v-1S1AB .. 119 ;'ce 
(continued) 133 ~~d1.1 

ff~ SAR, Section j4I**j Ti:I 

I SAR~, Section4 "6.  
rib>
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